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Introduction

Further development in many areas
Dr. Regina Klakow-Franck

Dear readers,
the German Hospital Quality
Report once again offers a
comprehensive overview of the
treatment quality in German
hospitals, now for 2011. The
Federal Joint Committee
(G-BA) has commis
sioned
the Institute for 
Applied
Quality Improvement and
Research in Healthcare (AQUA Institute, Institution mandated by
§ 137a of Part V of the German Social Security Code) in Göttingen
to summarize the results of the federal analyses 2011 and have
them be analyzed by the Federal Experts’ Working Groups.
The hospital comparison using quality indicators has now been
comprehensively established for 10 years and is unparalleled
in international comparison. There were 1,666 hospitals participating in the cross-institutional inpatient quality assurance
in 2011. The spectrum of 30 clinical areas ranges from cholecystectomy to knee and hip replacement care, breast s urgery,
organ transplantation, neonatal care up to pressure ulcer prevention. Approximately four million data sets were inquired
overall. The doctors and nurses of the hospitals whose documentation serve as the basis for the quality comparison are
expressly thanked for their work at this point.
In comparison to the results of 2010, 42 indicators demon
strate a clear improvement. As such, the number of hearing
tests in newborns has increased, for example. There are, how
ever, seven quality indicators whose results have worsened or
are clinical areas with a special need for action despite sta
tistical non-discrepant overall results. Special need for action
is classified for example for the care of femoral fracture near
the hip joint. For this there are 244 hospitals computationally discrepant because patients had to wait for longer than 48
hours for the necessary surgery. In the QA prodedures according to the “German Directive on Quality Assurance Measures
in Hospitals” (QSKH-RL), computational discrepancies have to
be controlled and evaluated without exception in the so-called
Structured Quality Dialogue. The Structured Quality Dialogue
for the results of 2011 is currently taking place. If there is actually a lack of quality, then a concrete target agreement for
improvement of quality will be met.
Regarding the overall view of all clinical areas, the results
of 2011 are on average of the same good quality. Even so, what
is already good can become better. It is definitely worthwhile
to read the commentaries of each Federal Experts’ Working
Group besides just studying the diagrams and tables. These
contain numerous suggestions for further development of already established QA procedures that need to be developed
due to the changes and advancement of the care in Germany:
The care structure changes, the inpatient stay consistently
becomes shorter, patients become older. For these, there are
new inspection and treatment methods developed.

fore initiated the content development of several clinical areas
in 2011: thus, several clinical areas (carotid reconstruction,
isolated aortic valve surgery as well as heart, lung, liver, kidney
and pancreas transplantation) have been substantially further
developed and the changes applied to almost all other clinical
areas. In the course of the report year the AQUA Institute has
made extensive suggestions for further development that are
first encountered in the use of routine data in the clinical area
pressure ulcer prevention. Its implementation has already been
decided to be in 2013.
The methods have also been further developed, for example
with the reworking of the risk adjustment for 52 quality indicators. A notable methodical improvement is aimed for through
the development of a quality index for the neonatal care. For
this case in the past the outcome quality could often not be
measured reliably due to a low case number of very early (less
than 32 weeks of gestation) or very light (less than 1,500 g
birth weight) preterm infants. In order to counteract the random
statistical deviation, the AQUA Institute has developed a quality
index which considers different outcome indicators of the neonatal care together enabling a better comparability of different
perinatal centers.
At this point at the latest we would like to thank Professor
Joachim Szecsenyi and his coworkers for the exceptional work
that the AQUA Institute has done as the central service provider
for the implementation of the inpatient quality assurance in
commission of the G-BA. Furthermore the AQUA Institute also
takes the role of the thinker regarding a continuous further
development of the methodic spectrum for quality assurance
especially for the further development of cross-sectoral quality
assurance.
We would like to express our special gratitude towards Dr. Josef
Siebig, who was member of the G-BA and chairman of the quali
ty assurance panel up to June 30, 2012, and has e
 stablished
the federal analyses 2011 under his leadership which the
German Hospital Quality Report uses as a basis.
Patient orientation and readiness to learn “from the best” is
the core of a living quality culture. The German Hospital Quality
Report present here leaves a powerful evidence about the will
for a higher transparency and about the competition for quality.

Dr. Regina Klakow-Franck
Impartial member of the G-BA,
Chairman of the quality assurance panel of the G-BA

As such, the outcome quality becomes ever more important – this
requires a continuous further development of the QA pro
cedures. Furthermore, the documentation outlay should be
reduced through the use of routine data. The G-BA has there© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH
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Introduction

Initiating improvements and overcoming borders
Prof. Dr. Joachim Szecsenyi

Dear readers,
The report at hand about the care quality in German hospitals summarizes the results of the nationwide quality as
surance in a comprehensive and generally understandable form.
In comparison to its predecessors it is aimed to give an even
more concrete overview of how the system of the statutory
quality assurance is built and how it is continuously developed.
More than a quarter of the report is about background information necessary for it. 182 of the 430 quality indicators that are
presented here have to be presented also in the quality reports
of the individual hospitals since the beginning of 2012. If you as
interested reader want to know the quality of a specific hospital, then you can find a list of useful internet links on page 218
where its evaluation has been presented transparently.
Despite many improvements, the results of the quality assurance still indicate that there are deficits and potentials for
improvement remaining this year. For example, the too long

preoperative length of stay with a fracture near the hip joint
is again classified as an indicator with special need for action;
Patients have to wait longer than 48 hours until surgery in
approximately every fifth hospital. For some hospitals this prob
lem was shown in the previous years, others have decreased
this time interval by now.
It is a core part of the AQUA philosophy that quality assurance
serves first and foremost as quality improvement. If it is shown
that holes in the system are consciously used against the
patients, then we see a need for action. This summer, manipulations of organ donor waiting lists by individuals hit the headlines. According to our assessment, these problems could be
avoided in the future by, e.g., a data comparison between the
AQUA Institute and other organizations collecting transplantation data. For this certain preconditions must be created first.
The quality assurance can then make an important contribution
towards more transparency in order to help winning back the
trust.

Table 1: Indicators with a particular need for action (C indicators) in the data collection years 2010 and 2011
Clinical area

Indicator

2010

Community-acquired pneumonia

Determination of the breathing frequency

Pacemaker:
Revision/system replacement/removal

Indication for revision – Lead problem

p

Coronary angiography and percutaneous
coronary intervention (PCI)

Dose area product (all single-session PCI)

p

Breast surgery

Breast-conserving therapy with pT1

p

Obstetrics

D-D time in emergency caesarean section over 20 minutes

p

1

p

The antenatal theraphy of corticosteroids in premature
born infants with an antepartum inpatient stay of at least
2 calender days

p

Gynecological surgery

Complete removal of the ovary or the adnexa without
pathological finding

p

Femoral fracture near the hip joint

Preoperative length of stay over 48 hours after admission or
in-hospital fall related fracture

p

Implant malposition, implant dislocation or fracture

p

Fulfilled indicator criteria

p

Hip replacement:
Primary implantation

2

1
2
3

Implant malposition, implant dislocation or fracture

Total knee replacement: Primary implantation

Mortality rate in hospitals

p

3

p

p
2

Mortality rate in hospitals
Hip replacement:
Revision and component exchange

2011

p
p

2

3

p

2

p

Not calculated in data collection year 2010
Result as “raw” rate without risk adjustment
Risk adjustment – Result as the ratio of observed (O) to expected (E) value

German Hospital Quality Report 2011
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Initiating improvements and overcoming borders

Current quality assurance is on its way to overcome the sector
limits. Numerous challenges concerning data collection and
analysis have already been mastered. The first steps have
already been taken for future quality assurance procedures
such as, e.g., “Conisation” or “Percutaneous Coronary Intervention (PCI) and coronary angiography” to depict the quality also
in the outpatient sector. With this, the door for a cross-sectoral
quality assurance has been opened. Parallel to this, the possibility of multiple points of measurement (follow-up) has been
tested, with which information about treatment from different
episodes and institutions can be identified. This starts with the
perinatal medicine as well as different upcoming procedures
of the quality assurance from the clinical area orthopedics/
traumasurgery, for which there are specific patient identifying
data fields (PID-fields) recorded besides the quality assurance
data. Using these, unified patient pseudonyms will be generated, with which the cross-sectoral tracking of a course of treatment is made possible.

commitment made it possible that the numerous tasks of the
previous year were possible to overcome at all.

Göttingen, August 2012

Prof. Dr. Joachim Szecsenyi

A further innovation is due in the quality assurance for the prevention of pressure ulcers (“Nursing: pressure ulcer prevention”).
Starting with data collection year 2013, routine data should be
used more heavily, which will drastically decrease the amount of
documentation outlay. Only the information if the pressure
ulcer already existed at the admission or is acquired during the
inpatient stay has to be collected separately.
Prof. Dr. Joachim Szecsenyi
Managing Director, AQUA Institute

In the introduction to last year’s German Hospital Quality
Report, we have already called attention to the services in the
area of catheter supported aortic valve surgery, whose numbers
have notably increased again in data collection year 2011. Notable is that the observed mortality rate for patients with low
risk is higher than the expected mortality rate. Then it is disquie
ting that 18 out of 90 hospitals perform these interventions
without having an own heart surgery department and that some
hospitals have very low case numbers. Therefore, together with
the Federal Experts’ Working Group we will conduct the Structured Quality Dialogue intensively in this area.

This year once again, we want to emphasize that the quality assurance in healthcare is a collective challenge and that medical
care can only be improved by unified efforts of all participating individuals. We therefore expressly want to thank e
 veryone
who has actively participated in quality improvement in healthcare. That is especially the Federal Joint Committee, the quality
supervisors in hospitals, the staff at the State Administrative
Offices and the representatives on the state bodies, the Federal
Experts’ Working Groups, the medical societies and patient representatives as well as the self-governing bodies.

I would also like to express my thanks to our co-operation
partners at the universities of Nijmegen (NL) and Heidelberg.
The last and therefore special thanks go to the many and often unmentioned members of staff at AQUA Institute, whose

© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH

Dipl. Kfm. Björn Broge

Dr. Petra Kaufmann-Kolle

Area Manager, Procedural
Development and Implementation

Deputy Area Manager, Procedural
Development and Implementation

Dr. Jörg Eckardt, MHM

PD Dr. Günther Heller

Department Head, Medicine
and Nursing

Department Head, Data Service,
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Instructions to the reader
Presentation of the results by clinical area

Introduction
The following “Instructions to the reader” are designed to
explain the tables and graphics used in the chapter “Results
Analysis 2011”. The report is supposed to be transparent
and easy to understand. The results for each clinical area are
presented using quality indicators on both the patient and
hospital level. For some of the clinical areas (quality assurance
procedures), comprehensive results are presented for individual

quality indicators wherever they exhibited a trend towards
significant changes or a detailed presentation of them seemed
to be of special interest in terms of their general importance.
The glossary below explains the main technical terms that are
key to understanding the text.

Table: Case-based aggregate results (patients)
2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator
QI 1

Result

Result

Numerator (O | E)*

Denominator

Trend

[Indicator group]

a

[Quality indicator 1a]

[Value]

[Value]

[Value]

[Value]

b

[Quality indicator 1b]

[Value]

[Value]

[Value]

[Value]

QI 2

[Quality indicator 2]

[Value]

[Value]

[Value]

[Value]

QI 3

Ratio of observed to expected
rate (O / E) of ...

[Value]

[Value]

v

Numerator (O) Denominator (E)
Rate O (%)
Rate E (%)

[Value]

+
=
=

* for regressions based quality indicators that are presented as the ratio of O/E

The first table presents the results for each quality indicator in
each clinical area, which are calculated case-based (patients).
The quality indicator values (e.g., in percent, minutes, days) were
compared for two data collection years, i.e., 2010 and 2011.
Any differences from the explanations in the 2010 German Hospital Quality Report are mentioned at the relevant point. These
may be due to recalculations, changed calculation methods or
roundings, as for example in the case of transplantations. For
the data collection year 2011, numerators and denominators
are specified additionally to convey an impression about the
number of cases. The numerator states the number of patients
who meet the criteria for the quality indicator (deaths, patients
with intact organ function etc.). The ratio of the observed to expected rate (O / E) is listed for risk-adjusted quality indicators. In
addition to the numerator of the observed number of events (numerator O) and its rate (rate O), the number of events (numerator
E) and rate (rate E) expected due to the risk profile were noted.
The denominator indicates how many cases were documented
for the affected quality indicator overall. This is equivalent to
what is termed the statistical basic population N. The trend ar-

rows show whether the quality of care for an indicator took a positive trend (upward arrow) or negative trend (downward arrow)
in 2011 compared with 2010 or whether it remained the same,
i.e., no statistically significant changes were found (horizontal
arrow). The statistical significance was evaluated based on the
confidence intervals of the indicator values. Detailed informa
tion on the confidence intervals is given in the analysis of each
clinical area. In the present German Hospital Quality Report, all
indicators classified as “Mandatory reporting recommended (1)”
or “Mandatory reporting recommended, explanation and / or
slight adaptation necessary (2)” are flagged in the “Case-based
aggregate results (patients)” table in the texts on the individual procedure by a symbol (v) inserted after the name of the
indicator. For more information on the reporting requirement,
please refer to the website of the Federal Joint Committee under
“Regelungen zum Qualitätsbericht der Krankenhäuser (Qb-R)”.
These are created by the hospitals in odd years (creation year),
starting with the year 2009, about the previous year (report
year), starting with the year 2008.

Table: Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance
2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator
QI 1

[Quality indicator]

German Hospital Quality Report 2011

Reference range
[Entry]

Total

Evaluation

Discrepant

Category

(computationally)

[Value]

[Value]

[Value]

Need for
action

[Value]

© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH
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Alongside the reference range, the second table for each clinical
area presents the total number of hospitals that reported cases
on the quality indicator in question, the number of computation
ally discrepant hospitals, the evaluation category and the assessment of the need for action by the Federal Experts’ Working Group. When stating reference ranges, a differentiation
is made between target range (TA) and tolerance range (TO).
If no reference range has been established for an indicator,
“Not defined” is entered in the “Reference range” column. If
the quality indicator represents a very rare, severe event, the
term “Sentinel event” is listed in the “Reference range” column.
The column headed “Discrepant (computationally)”indicates
the number of hospitals whose result is located outside of
the reference range. Every hospital with at least one sentinel
event is considered discrepant (computationally). The column
“Discrepant(computationally)” remains empty for q
 uality indicators whose reference range is undefined. The last two
columns in the table, “Category” and “Need for action”, provide
an evaluation of the quality indicators for the data collection
year 2011. In this context, the “Need for action” has the following possible evaluation categories and classifications:

Category (computed)
1: The aggregate result of the quality indicator meets or exceeds the set standard, is located in the reference range
and the proportion of significantly discrepant hospital-based
results is less than 5 %.
2: The aggregate result is non-discrepant and is located in the
reference range, but the proportion of significantly discrepant

Table: Data basis
Data basis
2010
Reported

2011
Reported

Expected

Complete count

Data sets

[Number]

[Number]

[Number]

[Value]

Hospitals

[Number]

[Number]

[Number]

[Value]

This table provides information on the database from the f ederal
analysis on which this report was based (data basis) for each
clinical area and for both the current and the previous data col
lection year. The following information is presented in the table:

Table: Basic statistics
Basic statistics
2011
Number Proportion
Age distribution
[Age]

[Value]

[Value]

[Value]

[Value]

[Value]

[Value]

hospital-based results ranges between 5 % and 25 %.
3: The aggregate result is discrepant and is located outside of
the reference range and/or the proportion of significantly
discrepant hospital-based results is larger than 25 %.
X: The quality indicator is a sentinel event indicator, no reference range is defined or there is evidence for limited data
validity.

Need for action
(as deemed by the Federal Experts’ Working Group)
A: Normal need for action: computational discrepancies will be
resolved in the Structured Quality Dialogue.
B: Extended need for action: The computational discrepancies
will be resolved in the Structured Quality Dialogue; additionally the discrepant results will be discussed as key
topics at expert conferences and in academic and scientific
publications. The societies and professional associations will
be informed about the need for action.
C: Particular need for action: Same as B, but additionally with
the need to update the existing guidelines and to develop
new ones as well as to provide targeted support for implementing guidelines already in place. An analysis will be
performed as to whether the results might be caused by
wrong incentives within the remuneration system.
X: No conclusion on the need for action: Currently no refer
ence range defined or possibly there is evidence for limited
data validity.

Number of data sets (including what are known as minimal data
sets), number of hospitals and a value for the completeness of
the data set counts gathered for the current data collection
year. It is the proportion of the delivered data (numerator) over
the expected data (denominator), i.e., the complete counts of
data sets, stated in percent. In some clinical areas, the number
of hospitals is some-what higher than expected, as some hospitals compile their target statistics for several hospitals combined – i.e., joint target statistics are provided for one institution
reference (ID code) with various operational sites. Consequently,
in certain circumstances this can yield a value of more than
100 % for the completeness of the data set counts (for further
details see chapter “Database”).

This table contains important patient-related data and figures
(absolute number and relative proportion) for the respective
clinical area, e.g., total number of patients, age and gender
distribution as well as any ASA classification for them and / or
the corresponding risk classes. The sum of the individual values
given may differ slightly from 100 % to the right of the decimal
point as a result of rounding.

Sex
[Sex]
ASA classification and/or risk class
[Description]

© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH
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1

1. Description

Description
Numerator

[Description of the numerator]

Denominator

[Description of the denominator (i.e., statistical population)]

Reference range

[Description of the reference range], see glossary: Reference range

Risk adjustment

[Method of risk adjustment], see chapter: “Risk adjustment”

Indicator ID

[Identification number of the quality indicator]

Comparability with
[Note on the comparability of the mathematical basis with the
results of previous year previous year]

2

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

[Value of the
indicator]

See glossary:
Aggregate
result

See glossary:
Aggregate
result

See glossary:
Aggregate
result

Confidence interval

See glossary:
[Lower and
upper limit of Confidence
the confidence interval
interval]

See glossary:
Confidence
interval

See glossary:
Confidence
interval

Total number of cases

[Value of the
denominator]

[Value of the
denominator]

[Value of the
denominator]

[Value of the
denominator]

Aggregate result of all patients
100 %
90 %
[Description of the numerator]

80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

2009

2010

2011

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

[Number]

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

[Number]

2. Case-based results (patients)
The table and the graphic belonging to it (see “Error bar plots”)
show the federal results obtained for the data collection
years 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011. Bar charts are used instead
of line or error bar plots for certain quality indicators (e.g., for
sentinel events).

3. Hospital-based results
The tables and diagrams show the results obtained for a quality
indicator on the hospital level. The “Statistical population of all
hospitals” comprises the number of hospitals that provided the
cases. Not all hospitals that could have, in principle, carried out
treatments in the clinical area will have necessarily done so in
the data collection year 2011; therefore, the number of hospitals reporting no relevant cases for the indicator is additionally
documented (“Number of hospitals with 0 cases”). The sum of
both entries is always the same for all indicators in the respective clinical area. Regarding the so-called indirect procedures
the value is the same as the number of hospitals given in the
data basis, can however, be partially bigger (for the reasoning
see Table: Data basis). With the so-called direct procedures, the
value is always the same as the number of hospitals given in
the data basis.
Four box-and-whisker plots are included below these three
lines of information. These chars show the distributions of the
hospital-based results for the data collection years 2008, 2009
and 2010 (grey) and 2011 (blue). If not noted otherwise, these
graphics normally only include hospitals reporting at least
20 cases. Both of these types of plots allow evaluation of the
trends the hospital-based results are taking.

[Number] Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
100 %
90 %
80 %
[Description of the numerator]

3

The numerator and denominator are stated under the name of
the quality indicator. Whenever defined, the reference range
applicable to the indicator is listed here, too. Similarly, the risk
adjustment method used, if any, is stated for this quality indicator.
The description contains a note on the comparability of the data
with the previous year’s results, i.e., regarding mathematical
principles, data basis or method changes.

70 %

pp

Changes in the middle position of the results can be identified by a shift in the median up or down.

pp

Changes in the range mean that the differences in terms of
treatment quality between the hospitals grew or declined.
Such changes can be identified when the boxes are shorter
or longer and / or when there is an increase or decrease in the
range, i.e., in the distance between the minimum and maximum of the result value.

60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

Median

See glossary:
Median

Range

See glossary:
Range

2009

2010

2011

Number of computationally [Number] of
discrepant hospitals
[number of
hospitals with
≥ 20 cases]

[Number] Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
Median

See glossary:
Median

Range

See glossary:
Range

Further information on the hospital-based results for the data
collection year 2011 is listed below the box-and-whisker plots.
This information is presented for two subgroups: Hospitals with
at least 20 treatment cases (directly below the graphics) and
hospitals with 1 to 19 cases. Please refer to the glossary for definitions of the terms median, range and discrepancy.

Number of computationally [Number] of
discrepant hospitals
[number of
hospitals with
1 to 19 cases]

German Hospital Quality Report 2011
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1

100 %

70 %
60 %
50 %

Confidence
interval

90 %
80 %

Reference range

The error bar plots are used to present the case-based aggregate
results (patients). In this way, the quality of care represented
by the indicator can be compared directly on the basis of the
values for the years 2008 to 2011. The confidence intervals
of the annual values are indicated as vertical lines. However,
it may happen that a confidence interval is not discernible because its endpoints are very close to each other given the scale
of the y-axis. This will be the case if the limits are inside the
circle marking the aggregate result. Where a reference range
is defined for the quality indicator, this appears as a target or
tolerance range, highlighted in yellow accordingly.

Description of the numerator

1. Error bar plots

40 %

Aggregate results

30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

2. Line chart
2

3. Box-and-Whisker-Plots

3

For sentinel event indicators, bar charts shows the (absolute)
number of sentinel events (on the patient level) and / or the
(absolute) number of hospitals reporting sentinel events.

Here, no differentiation is made according to the number of
documented cases.

1.30 %

1.26 %

E-value

1.22 %

1.18 %
2009

2010

2011

70 %
60 %
50 %

95th percentile
75th percentile

Box

80 %

Maximum
Reference range

90 %

40 %

Median

30 %
20 %

25th percentile

10 %

5th percentile
Minimum

0%
2008

4

2009

2010

2011

100
90
Discrepant cases and / or hospitals

4. Bar charts

O-value

100 %

*

*

2011

1.34 %

2008

Description of the numerator

Box-and-whisper plots are used to visualize the distribution of
hospital-based results. This form of presentation clearly shows
at a glance the range within which the overwhelming proportion
of the hospitals’ results are located. On the box-and-whisker
plot, the box includes all values between the 25th and the 75th
percentile and thereby covers the interquartile range. Fifty percent of all values of a distribution are located within this area.
The box for the data collection years 2008, 2009 and 2010 is
coloured grey and that for the current data collection year 2011
blue. The median of the values, i.e., the 50th percentile, is indicat
ed as a horizontal white dividing line. It divides the upper 50 %
of the values from the lower 50 %. Vertical lines (“whiskers”)
extending from the box connect the box with the 5th and the
95th percentile (horizontal dashes) of the hospital distribution.
The minimum (smallest values) and the maximum (largest value)
are indicated by a . If the minimum or maximum coincides
with the minimum value and / or maximum value of the possible
range of the indicator (e.g., 0 % or 100 %), the symbol appears
on the upper or lower edge of the box and therefore may be less
easy to identify under certain circumstances. When defined, the
reference range here is also highlighted accordingly in yellow as
the target or tolerance range.

2010

1.38 %
Rate of the observed (O) or expected (E) values

A line chart is chosen to present a risk adjusted indicator, i.e.,
the ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E). The observed (O-value ) and expected rates (E-value ) are present
ed for the different years. For the calculation of the risk profile
in 2011 regression models are used that refer back to the 2010
data. Hence, the observed rate (O-value) corresponds to the
expected rate (E-value) in the data collection year 2010. The
development of an indicator is indicated by the direction of the
line. If e.g., in 2011, the O-value (steeper incline of the line) is
over the E-value (less steep incline of the line), probably more
events occurred than expected according to the risk profile.

2009

80

95
87

89

93

70
60

Bar

50
40
30
20
10
0
2008

© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH
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Additive score
A method of risk adjustment that calculates the risk for patients
in relation to the investigated end point, e.g., death, by adding
up the points assigned for different characteristics (e.g., diabetes = 2, coronary heart disease = 3) (for more details, see the
chapter “Risk adjustment”).

The scope of a confidence interval depends on the following
variables:
pp

The probability limit: The federal analyses that form the
foundation of this German Hospital Quality Report used a
probability of 95 %.

Aggregate result

pp

Number of cases: e.g., number of patients operated on.

The present German Hospital Quality Report has determined
the aggregate result based on the patients (cases). Only the
cases reported by the affected hospital are used to calculate a
hospital-based result.

ASA
Classification system (ASA 1 – 5), a score that describes a patient’s
physical status (for more details, see chapter “Risk adjustment”).

Clinical area
Also called (quality assurance) procedure or module. These are
medical services which are subject to mandatory documentation according to the “German Directive on Quality Assurance
Measures in Hospitals” (QSKH-RL).
Here, we differentiate between direct and indirect procedures:
pp

pp

Direct procedures relate to the national level due to small
case numbers or a small number of implementing hospitals.
These procedures are directly monitored by the institution
mandated by § 137a of part V of the German Social Security
Code (i.e., the AQUA Institute).
Indirect procedures cover clinical areas with comparatively
high numbers of cases and are therefore monitored on the
state-level by the State Administrative Offices for Quality
Assurance (LQS).

Complete counts of data sets and
completeness of data
Complete counts of data sets: When all treated cases subject
to mandatory documentation have been counted, then we can
say that we have a complete count of the data sets. The ratio
of the number of reported to the number of expected treated
cases subject to mandatory documentation is also referred to
as the documentation rate.

Correctness of the data
The data documented on a case are correct as long as they
are also verifiable in the patient’s medical records. The term
concordance is also used in scientific literature.

Data collection year
The data collection year refers to the year in which the data
were collected and upon which the results of the quality indicators are based.

Data field
The smallest unit of a data set (e.g., gender information).

Data set
A set quantity of data fields assigned to one case (e.g., patients).

Data validation
Review of the data reported by the healthcare providers to
validate their so-called accuracy, which comprises plausibility,
complete counts of data sets, completeness of data and correctness of data. The corresponding methods are detailed in
the Federal Join Committee’s Directives on Quality Assurance
Measures in Hospitals (QSKH-RL, Qesü-RL). For more details,
see chapter “Data validation”.

Discrepancy (computational)
A computational discrepancy exists when the value of a quality
indicator, i.e., the aggregate result based on all cases in Germany
or the result of a hospital, is located outside of the reference
range. A Structured Quality Dialogue can be triggered by a computational discrepancy. The present German Hospital Quality
Report does not use the classification “significantdiscrepancy”.
See also: Reference range

Completeness of data: When all data on a treated case have
been gathered, we can say that the data are complete.

Confidence interval
The confidence interval describes an interval around a calculat
ed result value, e.g., the aggregate result of a quality indicator.
In simple terms, the confidence interval indicates a range in
which the actual value of a quality indicator is located, whilst
taking all random events into consideration (e.g., documentation
errors) with a specific predefined probability.

Documentation rate
See: Complete counts of datasets

Federal data pool
The quality assurance data documented by the hospitals are
compiled in the federal data pool to permit their analysis.

Federal Joint Committee
The Federal Joint Committee (German abbreviation G-BA, for

German Hospital Quality Report 2011
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Number of cases
Gemeinsamer Bundesausschuss) is the supreme decisionmaking board of the joint self-governing bodies formed by the
national associations of doctors, dentists, psychotherapists,
the German Hospital Federation and the federal associations
of health insurance funds in Germany. By issuing directives, the
Federal Joint Committee defines the catalogue of services to be
provided by the statutory health insurance companies for more
than 70 million insured and thereby establishes which medical
services the insurers reimburse. In addition, the Federal Joint
Committee passes resolutions on quality assurance measures
for the inpatient and outpatient sectors of the healthcare system.

Median
The median is commonly termed with the 50th percentile. The
median splits a distribution in equal halves such that (when
ranked) half of all values are above this value and half are below:
Fifty percent of the hospitals achieve values that are smaller
than or equal to the median, whilst the values of the other 50 %
of the hospitals are greater than or equal to the median.
The median allows characterization of the “medium” strength of
the distribution of a value set, even when the distribution is asymmetrical and extreme values occur; in other words, compared to
the mean, the advantage of the median is that it is not susceptible to extremely small or extremely large values (outliers).
See also: Percentile

Minimum and maximum
The minimum is the smallest value in a set. The definition of
“smallest” value
pp

is predicated on the assumption that the values can be
ranked and

pp

allows more than one unit in the set studied (e.g., case,
patient, hospital) to have the same value (that is smaller than
all the other values).

Number of the patients treated, e.g., per clinical area in one
hospital.

O/E
The ratio of the observed (O) to the expected (E) rate is an important figure in risk adjustment. The value O represents the
actual rate of observed events (raw, i.e., without risk adjustment) in the respective data collection year. E represents the
expected rate of events in the data collection year. Regression
models are used to calculate the risk profile, using data from
the previous year. An O / E-value of 1.20 indicates that the
observed rate is 20 % higher than the expected rate. On the
other hand an O/E-value of 0.90 indicates that the observed
rate is 10 % smaller than the expected rate. The O / E-value is
dimensionless and will be given with two decimal places.

Percentile
Percentiles are used to describe the rank position of individual
hospital-based results relative to the results of all other hospitals. Percentiles or percentage rankings subdivide values in a set
by size into one hundred equally sized areas. The 25th percentile, the 50th percentile (median) and the 75th percentile are also
termed the quartiles because they divide the data array into four
equally sized quarters.
The xth percentile of the hospital-based results is defined such
that x % of the hospital-based results are smaller or equal to
the xth percentile. For example, if 25 % of the investigated hospitals report a wound infection rate of 1.5 % or less, then 1.5 %
corresponds to the 25th percentile.
The use of percentiles, in contrast to range, permits the spread
of a distribution to be stated with the following dimension with
out outliers influencing it:
pp

The interquartile range is limited by the 25th and the 75th
percentile; it encompasses 50 % of all values.

This is represented as a box in a box-and-whisker plot.
The maximum is the largest value in a set. The definition of a
maximum value also requires that the values can be ranked.
Like the minimum, several units in the set studied may exhibit
the maximum value.
See also: Range

Multiple logistic regression
Multiple logistic regression is a statistical risk adjustment
method used to analyze the impact that various variables (e.g.,
age, gender or concomitant diseases) have on a binary target
variable, i.e., a variable permitting only one of two options (e.g.,
“Patient died?”: yes / no). Each patient at a hospital is only compared to patients with influencing variables of the same nature
(e.g., the same gender and age groups, the same concomitant
diseases).

© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH

Poisson regression
Poisson regression is a statistical method employed to
determine the impact that various variables (e.g., age, gender
or concomitant diseases) have on a count variable (e.g., one,
two or three infections). Similar to multiple logistic regression
methods, Poisson regression is applied to enable risk-adjusted
quality assurance analyses.

Prophylaxis
Measures undertaken to prevent a specific disease.

QA documentation
Quality assurance refers to the gathering of treatment data by
healthcare providers for the purpose of external comparative
quality assessments. With respect to the data collection efforts
required by the healthcare providers, a differentiation is made
between data already available to the hospital because these
German Hospital Quality Report 2011
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data are already being documented for other purposes (e.g., for
invoicing), and data documented specifically for the purpose of
quality assurance (QA). QA documentation is a major source of
data for computing quality indicators. Other data sources may
be: Patient surveys, routine data and self-reported data by the
hospitals.

We differentiate between target ranges and tolerance ranges:
pp

Target range: Evidence-based studies are used to define
which result can be interpreted to reflect good quality. For
these indicators, a fixed value is set as the reference range
limit.

pp

Tolerance range: There are several indicators for which no
reliable limit can be set to describe attainably good quality.
Here, the reference range is set such that it delineates particularly discrepant results. This can be done both using a
fixed value or a percentile (percentile reference range).

Quality indicator
A quality indicator allows us to “translate” a quality target such
as “Always perform the first blood gas analysis or pulsoxymetry
within 8 hours after admission of the patient” into a number,
i.e., to quantify it. Not until this has been done is it possible to
conclude the degree to which the medical care at an individual
hospital (or in a territory) is distant from a quality target or
has achieved the target. Such quantifications rely on the data
gathered within the scope of quality assurance on a patient and
course of treatment. Frequently, the resulting indicator value is
a percentage and will chiefly be referred to as “rate”: For reasons of continuity, we will stick to the term as much as possible.
The numerator of the percentage is the number of patients for
whom the quality target was or was not achieved, depending
on the objective of the quality indicator. The denominator is
the total number of all patients who received the treatment in
question. Every quality indicator has an identification number,
the so-called quality indicator ID (QI-ID).

Quality target
A quality target defines the specific requirements placed on the
quality of a medical treatment. The responsible Federal Experts’
Working Groups set quality targets for their clinical area. One
or several quality indicators can be developed for each quality
target. Based on the indicator values, accurate conclusions
can be made about whether and to what extent centers in the
healthcare system have achieved the defined quality targets.

Range
The range (R) of an array of indicator values is a measure that
can easily be derived using minimum and maximum. It is the
difference between the largest and the smallest values:

Risk adjustment
Risk adjustment is primarily required for quality indicators that
refer to treatment outcomes. For a fair comparison of treatment
outcomes from various hospitals, consideration is given to the
severity of the disease of the treated patients based on risk
adjustment features. Risk adjustment methods are employed
to ensure that only patients with the same degree of illness are
compared with each other (for more details see chapter “Risk
adjustment”).
With reference to the present clinical areas, we differentiate
between the following methods:
pp

Additive score

pp

Stratification

pp

Multiple logistic regression

pp

Poisson regression

pp

Multinomial logit model

Sentinel events, sentinel event indicators
Sentinel event indicators cover rare, severe events (sentinel events) of special importance. Each case represents a
discrepancy that mandates an isolated case analysis within
the Structured Quality Dialogue (see chapter “Structured Qual
ity Dialogue”). In the results table, the term “Sentinel event”
is entered under the reference range column for such quality
indicators.

R = xmax– xmin

Specification

The range is strongly dependent on outliers (extremely large or
extremely small values). This parameter is suited to characterize
how sets of measured values from small sample sizes are scattered; when sample sizes are large, the information content is
correspondingly low.

Describes a data set, i.e., defines which data fields of the QA
documentation are collected and how and which instruments
are suitable for this (e.g., for plausibility tests).

Rate
The term “rate” is used to refer to results obtained on quality
indicators. The federal result is the aggregate rate for that
quality indicator.

Reference range
The reference range delineates the area a quality indicator must
be in to represent attainably good quality. The reference range
can also be termed the “standard range”.

German Hospital Quality Report 2011

Stratification
Method of risk adjustment by which the population studied is
divided into different strata of patients with the same burden of
risk. Comparisons are only made within these strata (for more
details see chapter “Risk adjustment”).

Structured Quality Dialogue
For established quality assurance procedures, the Structured
Quality Dialogue supports hospitals in the continual improve-
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ment of processes and quality and is triggered by computa
tional discrepancies found in the results of a quality indicator.
The legal basis for this is anchored in the “German Directive on
Quality Assurance Measures in Hospitals” (QSKH-RL).

Tolerance range
See: Reference range

Trend
Trends are indicated by arrows. An upward arrow indicates
that the quality of care for an indicator showed a positive trend
and a downward arrow indicates a negative trend. A horizontal
arrow indicates that it remained the same, i.e., no statistically
significant changes were demonstrated. For example, there
is no statistically significant difference when there is overlap
between the confidence intervals of the respective results.
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Analysis 2011
Overview of existing QA procedures (clinical areas)

Cholecystectomy������������������ 16
Carotid artery reconstruction������������ 23
Community-acquired pneumonia����������� 30
Pacemaker: Implantation�������������� 38
Pacemaker: Replacement of generator/battery����� 43
Pacemaker: Revision/system replacement/removal�� 48
Implantable cardioverter defibrillators: Implantation�� 53
Implantable cardioverter defibrillators:
Replacement of generator/battery���������� 58
Implantable cardioverter defibrillators:
Revision/system replacement/removal�������� 63
Coronary angiography and percutaneous coronary
intervention (PCI)������������������ 68
Coronary surgery, isolated�������������� 75
Aortic valve surgery, isolated������������� 80
Combined coronary and aortic valve surgery������ 86
Heart transplantation���������������� 90
Lung and heart-lung transplantation��������� 93
Liver transplantation���������������� 96
Living liver donation���������������� 100
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Analysis 2011
Overview of existing QA procedures (clinical areas)

Kidney transplantation�������������� 104
Living kidney donation�������������� 108
Pancreas and pancreas-kidney transplantation���� 113
Breast surgery������������������ 116
Obstetrics�������������������� 122
Neonatology������������������� 128
Gynecological surgery��������������� 135
Femoral fracture near the hip joint��������� 141
Hip replacement: Primary implantation������� 149
Hip replacement: Revision and component exchange� 155
Total knee replacement: Primary implantation���� 160
Knee replacement: Revision and component exchange� 166
Nursing: Prevention of pressure ulcers������� 170
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Cholecystectomy
Prof. Dr. Jürgen Pauletzki, Lisa Manderscheid, Federal Experts’ Working Group for abdominal Surgery

Introduction

Services subject to mandatory reporting

Gallstone formation (cholelithiasis) is the
most common disease of the gallbladder
and the bile ducts. Approximately 15 to
20 % of the population can be said to be
gallstone carriers, with the proportion of
women amounting to around two-thirds.
Most patients with gallstones remain
asymptomatic and do not need to be treated. Asymptomatic
gallstones can, however, block the bile duct causing jaundice
and the danger of bile duct inflammation and infection, making
treatment recommended.

Cholecystectomies with and without bile duct revision perform
ed based on the diagnosis of a non-malignant disease of the
gallbladder or biliary tract or acute pancreatitis.

Characteristic signs of painful gallstones (symptomatic cholecystolithiasis) include severe pain attacks in the mid- or right
epigastric region lasting for more than 15 minutes that can also
radiate to the back or the right shoulder. Occasionally, this is
associated with nausea and vomiting. Gallstones are primarily
diagnosed by ultrasound examination.
The standard treatment for painful gallstones is the surgical
removal of the gallbladder (cholecystectomy). Approximately
175,000 such interventions are perform in German hospitals
every year, with laparoscopic cholecystectomy (removal of the
gallbladder by means of what is called keyhole surgery) being
utilised in approximately 90 % of all cases. The risks of more
recent procedures wherein surgical access is gained by natural
orifice transluminal endoscopic surgery (NOTES), for instance,
through the vagina, cannot yet be estimated with certainty. In
rare cases, a removal of the gallbladder through an abdominal
surgery, due to a different cause, can be meaningful and necessary (Incidental cholecystectomy).
Occasionally, severe complications may occur during the surgical treatment of cholelithiasis, such as injuries to the b
 iliary
tract or blood vessels. The frequency of these outcomes is
monitored and analyzed within the scope of external quality
assurance.

Looking forward
The federal analyses also show consistent good results in
the data collection year 2011. In the data validation process
based on the data collection year 2010, however, were relevant
documentation problems in almost half of examined data fields.
These findings led to a discussion within the Federal Joint Committee (G-BA) on the suspension of the clinical area. The Federal
Experts’ Working Groups remains unchanged to keep the quality
assurance of the biliary surgery with the consequent development, because this clinical area maps a core surgical area that
is performed in almost every general hospital in Germany. The
AQUA Institute therefore suggested a further development of
the clinical area cholecystectomy to the G-BA in early 2012,
that waives the used of manual documentation and instead
obtains the data from routine data in the hospital. At the same
time, through the involvement of the routine data, a post inpatient follow-up (e.g., complications in the 30 days interval after
surgery) should be enabled.
In the Structured Quality Dialogue, for the data collection
year 2010, there were 44 qualitative discrepancies for the 6
remaining, unchanged, continued indicators reported. In the
process there were 28 cases hospitals, in relation to mortality
for patients without prior diseases (QI 5a), classified as “qualitative standard”.
Furthermore, the experts of the Federal Experts’ Working Group
recommend including inguinal hernia surgery and intervention
on the pancreas as the new abdominal surgery clinical area in
the new quality assurance.

To achieve better comparability of the cases considered, a risk
adjustment using multiple logistic regression for the following
quality indicators was implemented from the data collection
year 2011 onward:
pp

2b – Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of
closures or transsections of the bile duct

pp

4b – Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of
re-interventions due to complications

pp

5b – Hospital mortality for low mortality risk 7

To enable a comparison to the previous year, these new computational rules are also applied to the data from the data collection year 2010 in retrospect.
Two quality indicators were exposed from 2011 onwards,
which proves over many years afterwards to show good results:
“Preoperative diagnostic in patients with extrahepatic cholestasis” (formerly QI 2) as well as “Obtaining a histological finding”
(formerly QI 3).

German Hospital Quality Report 2011
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Cholecystectomy

Data basis

Project leaders at the AQUA Institute
2010

2011

Prof. Dr. Jürgen Pauletzki

Reported

Reported

Expected

Complete count

Data sets

172,368

174,081

173,893

100.1 %

Hospitals

1,173

1,130

1,132

99.8 %

Members of the Federal Experts’ Working Group

Basic statistics
2011
Number Proportion
Age distribution
Number of patients with valid age data
< 20 years

173,296

100 %

2,334

1.3 %

20 – 29 years

11,530

6.7 %

30 – 39 years

17,309

10.0 %

40 – 49 years

29,185

16.8 %

50 – 59 years

33,047

19.1 %

60 – 69 years

30,629

17.7 %

70 – 79 years

33,746

19.5 %

≥ 80 years

15,516

9.0 %

62,123

35.8 %

111,173

64.2 %

Female
ASA classification
ASA 1: A normal healthy patient

36,745

21.3 %

ASA 2: A patient with mild systemic disease

93,434

53.9 %

ASA 3: A patient with severe systemic disease
and functional impairment

39,540

22.8 %

ASA 4: A patient with severe systemic disease
that is a constant threat to life

3,352

1.9 %

225

0.13 %

ASA 5: A moribund patient

© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH

Prof. Dr. Emilio Dominguez1,
Hanover

Jovita Ogasa,
Cologne

Dr. Erich Fellmann,
Berlin

Prof. Dr. Stefan Post,
Mannheim

Prof. Dr. Peter Hermanek,
Munich

Prof. Dr. Hans-Rudolf Raab,
Oldenburg

Dr. Hans Georg Huber,
Düsseldorf

Dr. Harro Schindler,
Weimar

PD Dr. Dieter Kupczyk-Joeris,
Suhl

Dr. Jürgen Schott,
Gießen

Dr. Andreas Kuthe,
Hanover

Burkhard Stork3,
Berlin

Prof. Dr. Hans Lippert,
Magdeburg

Christine Witte4,
Berlin

Walter Nergenau2,
Wuppertal
Further information on the clinical area
For a detailed description of the indicators (including references) and the
2011 federal analysis, go to the website:

Sex
Male

Lisa Manderscheid

www.sqg.de/themen/12n1/

1

Prof. Dr. Emilio Dominguez until May 1, 2012

2

Walter Nergenau since June 1, 2011

3

Burkhard Stork until Nov 30, 2011

4

Christine Witte since Dec 1, 2011
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Cholecystectomy
Case-based aggregate results (patients)

2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator
QI 1

Cholecystectomy for unfulfilled indicator criteria

QI 2

Intervention specific complications

Result

Result

Numerator (O | E)*

Denominator

Trend

1.8 %

1.8 %

3,070

173,296

=

0.1 %

0.1 %

180

173,296

111
0.06 %

173,296

=
=

a

Closure or transsection of the bile duct

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of the
closures or transsections of the bile duct

1.61

1.63

c

Complications requiring treatment after laparoscopically
initiated surgery

2.4 %

2.4 %

3,800

161,626

=
=
=

QI 3

v

180
0.10 %

General postoperative complications

a

General postoperative complications

2.9 %

3.0 %

5,212

173,296

b

General postoperative complications after laparoscopically
initiated surgery

2.0 %

2.1 %

3,357

161,626

c

General postoperative complications after open surgery

14.5 %

15.8 %

1,790

11,310

=

3,441

173,296

3,422
1.97 %

173,296

=
=

QI 4

Reintervention due to complications

a

Reintervention due to complications

2.0 %

2.0 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of
reinterventions due to complications

0.98

1.01

c

Reintervention due to complications after laparoscopically
initiated surgery

v

0.9 %

0.9 %

890

98,621

=

v

0.4 %

0.4 %

752

169,719

0.1 %

0.1 %

213

173,296

=
=

QI 5

3,441
1.99 %

Hospital mortality

a

Hospital mortality for risk factors ASA 1 to 3

b

Hospital mortality for low mortality risk
* for regression-based quality indicators
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Cholecystectomy
Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance

2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator
QI 1

Cholecystectomy for unfulfilled indicator criteria

QI 2

Intervention specific complications

a

Closure or transsection of the bile duct

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of the
closures or transsections of the bile duct

c

Complications requiring treatment after laparoscopically
initiated surgery

QI 3

Reference range

Total

Evaluation

Discrepant

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

≤ 5.0 % (TA)

1,155

63

1

A

Sentinel event

1,155

159

X

X

Not defined

1,155

–

X

X

≤ 6.0 % (TO;
95th percentile)

1,146

57

1

B

General postoperative complications

a

General postoperative complications

≤ 7.8 % (TO;
95th percentile)

1,155

63

2

A

b

General postoperative complications after laparoscopically
initiated surgery

≤ 5.7 % (TO;
95th percentile)

1,146

61

2

A

c

General postoperative complications after open surgery

≤ 32.0 % (TO;
95th percentile)

1,049

173

1

A

Not defined

1,155

–

X

X

≤ 2.65 (TO;
95th percentile)

1,155

58

1

A

Not defined

1,137

–

X

X

Not defined

1,149

–

X

X

Sentinel event

1,155

172

X

X

QI 4

Reintervention due to complications

a

Reintervention due to complications

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of
reinterventions due to complications

c

Reintervention due to complications after laparoscopically
initiated surgery

QI 5

Hospital mortality

a

Hospital mortality for risk factors ASA 1 to 3

b

Hospital mortality for low mortality risk

TO = Tolerance range; TA = Target range
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Cholecystectomy
QI 2c: Complications requiring treatment after laparoscopically initiated surgery

Quality target

Description
Numerator

Patients with at least one intervention specific complication
requiring treatment: Occlusion, transsection of the CHD,
bleeding, other injuries to the biliary tract, other complications

Denominator

All patients with a laparoscopically initiated surgery (OPS
5 – 511.11, 5 – 511.12, 5 – 511.21, 5 – 511.22) excluding the
patients with malignant diseases of the gallbladder or bile ducts

Reference range

≤ 6.0 % (Tolerance range; 95th percentile)

Risk adjustment

No further risk adjustment

Indicator ID

613

Background of the quality indicator
For this quality indicator, various intervention specific complications
requiring treatment are examined. For this, counts e.g., the injuries or
transsection of the bile duct (common hepatic duct) and bleeding.

Comparability with
Comparable
results of previous year

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

2.5 %

2.4 %

2.4 %

2.4 %

Confidence interval

2.4 – 2.6 %

2.3 – 2.4 %

2.3 – 2.5 %

2.3 – 2.4 %

Total number of cases

156,288

159,356

159,482

161,626

Aggregate result of all patients

While in the 1990s the rate of bile duct injuries was higher for a laparoscopic cholecystectomy than that of an open surgery, the situation in
the meantime is the reverse. The laparoscopic cholecystectomy is therefore usually the method of choice.

Evaluating the 2011 results
The aggregate result of the data collection year 2011 (2.4 %) remains
unchanged compared to the previous year. This indicator is shown to be
stable in the past 5 years. The hospital related range is, however from 0
to 18.6 %, substantial, and became, compared to the previous year (0 to
13.5 %), bigger.

8%
7%
Intervention specific complications
requiring treatment

A rare frequency of intervention-specific complications requiring treatment, partially dependent upon the surgical technique.

6%
5%

Relative to the tolerance range (≤ 6 %), there are 57 institutes (5.0 %)
computationally discrepant. These institutes will be examined within the
scope of the Structured Quality Dialogue.

4%
3%

In the Structured Quality Dialogue of the results of the data collection
year 2010 there were 60 computationally discrepant institutes e
 xamined,
from whom eight were evaluated as “qualitatively discrepant”.

2%
1%
0%
2008

2009

2010

2011

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

1,146

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

9

1,089 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
20 %

Intervention specific complications
requiring treatment

17.5 %
15 %
12.5 %
10 %
7.5 %
5%
2.5 %
0%
2008
Median

2.0 %

Range

0.0 – 18.6 %

2009

2010

2011

Number of computationally 52 of 1,089
discrepant hospitals

57 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
Median

0.0 %

Range

0.0 – 33.3 %

Number of computationally 5 of 57
discrepant hospitals
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Cholecystectomy
QI 4b: Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of reinterventions due to complications

Low reinterveration rate in laparoscopic cholecystectomy (removal of the
gallbladder using keyhole surgery).

Background of the quality indicator
A reintervention is a renewed surgical or interventional procedure
required due to postoperative complications occurring after removal of
the gallbladder. Typical reasons for post-cholecystectomy reintervention
include gallstones left behind, injuries to the biliary tract, bleeds and
inflammatory process. By contrast, gallstones intentionally left in situ
to undergo elective therapeutic lithotripsy for postoperative endoscopic
removal do not count as complications.
It is known from the literature that the preoperative circumstances
influence the reintervention rate. Because of this, a risk adjustment
using multiple logistic regression was implemented in data collection
year 2011 for this indicator. Patient relevant risk factors, that were record
ed in the QA documentation 2010 and could be proved in the statistical
estimate model using relevant effects for the observed outcome, were
used as the regression weight. Through this, an expected rate of reintervention can be calculated using the risk profile of patients, which is used
to set the observed rate in relation to.

Evaluating the 2011 results
The ratio of the observed to the expected rate for the data collection
year 2011 was 1.01 which is not a significant change compared to the
previous year (0.98). The range is with values from 0 to 5.5 moderate. In
relation to the tolerance range (≤ 2.65), 58 institutes (5.0 %) show computational discrepancies. These will be verified in the Structured Quality
Dialogue.
There should be some consideration given that there has not yet been
a follow up after the inpatient discharge, and therefore only reinterventions in the hospital stay for which the primary operation took place were
considered.

Description
Numerator

Patients that require reintervention due to complications

Denominator

All patients excluding the patients with malignant diseases of
the gallbladder or bile ducts

O (observed)

Observed rate of reintervention due to complications

E (expected)

Expected rate of reintervention due to complications, risk
adjusted according to logistic cholecystectomy score 4b

Reference range

≤ 2.65 (Tolerance range; 95th percentile)

Risk adjustment

Logistic regression

Indicator ID

50791

Comparability with
The indicator was introduced in data collection year 2011 and
results of previous year will be calculated in retrospect for 2010

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

–

–

0.98

1.01

Confidence interval

–

–

0.95 – 1.02

0.97 – 1.04

Total number of cases

–

–

171,519

173,296

Observed (O-value

)

and expected rate (E-value

)

2.02 %
Rate of reintervention due to complications

Quality target

2.00 %

1.98 %

1.96 %

1.94 %

1.92 %
2008

2009

2010

2011

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

1,155

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

0

1,092 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
Ratio O / E of reintervention due to complications

12
10
8
6
4
2
0
2008
Median

0.86

Range

0.0 – 5.5

2009

2010

2011

Number of computationally 54 of 1,092
discrepant hospitals

63 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
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Median

0.0

Range

0.0 – 14.23

Number of computationally 4 of 63
discrepant hospitals
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QI 5a: Hospital mortality for risk factor ASA 1 to 3

Quality target

Description

Low mortality in the hospital.

Numerator

Deceased patients

Denominator

All patients with risk class ASA 1 to 3 excluding patients with
malignant diseases of the gallbladder or the bile duct

Reference range

Not defined

Risk adjustment

No further risk adjustment

Indicator ID

228

Comparability with
Comparable
results of previous year

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

0.5 %

0.5 %

0.4 %

0.4 %

Confidence interval

0.5 – 0.5 %

0.4 – 0.5 %

0.4 – 0.4 %

0.4 – 0.5 %

Total number of cases

167,403

169,081

168,011

169,719

Aggregate result of all patients

Deceased patients with risk class ASA 1 to 3

4%
3.5 %

Background of the quality indicator
In most clinical trials, analyses of the postoperative results (outcomes)
account for mortality (death rate). The corresponding data in the literature
fluctuate between 0.04 % and 0.09 % for laparoscopic cholecystectomy
and between 0.5 % and 0.7 % for open cholecystectomy. In German-speaking countries, the mortality for all cholecystectomies is reported between
0.1 % and 0.2 %. Any comparison of these data should consider the fact
that the research studies were based on a study collective, whereas
the data of the quality assurance reflect the actual care situation in all
German hospitals. The quality indicator focuses on patients with ASA 1 to
3, for patients with ASA 4 and 5 is the mortality rate much higher. These
life threatened patients are normally also excluded in clinical studies.

Evaluating the 2011 results

3%

This indicator was further developed from a sentinel event indicator to a
rate indicator in 2011. Therefore, a reference range is still not defined. The
computational rule was applied to data of previous years in retrospect.
The mortality rate (0.4 %) has not changed in comparison to the previous
year. The range (0 to 5.2 %) is slightly smaller than in the previous year
(0 to 6.8 %).

2.5 %
2%
1.5 %
1%
0.5 %
0%
2008

2009

2010

2011

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

1,149

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

6

Given the continuous trend for shorter hospital stay for patients, the
Federal Experts’ Working Group urgently recommends the implementation of a follow up (30 days) with routine data of the insurance company,
in order to also measure the mortality after discharge. The total mortality
should then be presented as a risk adjustment with a reference range,
so that all patients are appropriately recorded in the quality evaluation.

1,091 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
12 %

Verstorbene Patienten der
Risikoklassen ASA 1 bis 3

10 %
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%
2008
Median

0.0 %

Range

0.0 – 5.2 %

2009

2010

2011

Number of computationally 0 of 1,091
discrepant hospitals

58 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
Median

0.0 %

Range

0.0 – 33.3 %

Number of computationally 0 of 58
discrepant hospitals
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Mareike Steen, Martina Köppen, Federal Experts’ Working Group for Vascular Surgery

Introduction
The carotid artery (arteria carotis)
supplies the brain with oxygen and vital
nutrients and is therefore considered
the central blood vessel. A narrowing
(stenosis) or an occlusion of the carotid
artery with restricted blood flow to the
brain (ischemia) or plaques dislodged
from the calcified vessel wall (embolisation) can often lead to a
stroke (also referred to as apoplexy). The main case of stenosis of
the carotid arteries is hardening of the arteries (arteriosclerosis).
Carotid reconstruction is a surgical intervention that eliminates
a narrowing of the carotid artery and prevents and impending
stroke. The nature of the treatment depends on the degree of
narrowing. In the case of asymptomatic patients and minor
stenosis, drug therapy may be sufficient. Should an o
 peration
become necessary, an interdisciplinary decision should be
made with all treating disciplines in agreement.
Two different procedures are used to perform surgery on the
carotid artery. In thromboendarterectomy (TEA), the plaques
are removed from the blood vessel by “open surgical” means
in order to reconstruct the diseased artery. Alternatively, the
vessel can be dilated with a balloon catheter (“interventionally
catheter-supported”) and treated by implanting a wire mesh
tube (stent). The latter procedure has been included in the
quality assurance since Jan 1, 2012 and has been subject to
mandatory reporting. Hence, a presentation of the result in the
federal analyses and in the German Hospital Quality Report
cannot be made until the year 2013.
When the quality assurance procedure was introduced, there
was a suspicion of treatment deficits, especially with regards
to the indication and performance of the intervention. Thus,
quality assurance documentation targets the key aspects of
correct diagnosis in patients with carotid artery stenosis – with
or without symptoms (symptomatic / asymptomatic) – as well
as strokes and death with a time-dependent relation to surgery
(perioperative).
Internationally, the data on the degree of stenosis are document
ed according to the NASCET method. NASACET (North A
 merican
Symptomatic Carotid Endarterectomy Trial) is the name of a randomised study that determined the degree of stenosis by angiography (visualisation of blood vessels using an imaging
procedure). In Germany nowadays, the degree of stenosis is usually determined by ultrasound (duplex sonography). The so-called
ECST-value was usually documented based on measured criteria
(e.g., flow rate) until data collection year 2010. To make a connection to the international standards, by the end of 2010 the
German Society for Ultrasound in Medicine (DEGUM) has given
new criteria for determining the degree of stenosis: According
to this, the degree of stenosis will no longer be given in ECST-,
but in NASCET-value. This circumstance will also be carried over
to the computation for the quality assurance. If the determination of the degree of stenosis through ultrasound is successful,
then as of data collection year 2011 the NASCET-value will be
documented.
In coordination with the State Administrative Offices for
Quality Assurance, the designation of indicators were rework
© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH

ed and adjusted. This led to the name changes for QI 3 – 6.
Furthermore, this led to content changes for certain indicators.
For a better comparability and assessment of the situation of
care, the indicators 7a “Perioperative strokes or death” and 8a
“Severe strokes or death” reintroduced – in this context, the
former QI 7a and 8a became QI 7b and 8b and slightly reformulated. The former QI 7b and 8b were, however, discarded.

Services subject to mandatory reporting
Open surgical procedures performed on the extracranial internal
carotid artery, the external carotid artery and the common artery;
exceptions to this include multiply injuries and poly trauma.

Looking forward
The raw data at hand allows to suspect that also in data col
lection year 2011, with the help of ultrasound, certain degree
of stenosis will not rarely be given as ECST-value. Therefore,
assumedly a limited comparability of the current data to the
previous year’s results can be made. If the changes in the
DEGUM criteria for the determination of the degree of stenosis
and documentations were ignored, the degree of stenosis will be
higher and the indication for an intervention will be set too soon.
It is unknown if the observed shift in population in comparison
to the previous year of the individual indicators (QI 5, QI 6) is due
to the adaptation of the new computational rule to the revision
of the ultrasound revision for the determination of the degree of
stenosis, of if it is due to an actual change in the reality of the
care. A correct documentation, however, builds a basis for comparable results and for an appropriate indication position. The
Federal Experts’ Working Group for Vascular Surgery reiterates
that the recommended criteria by DEGUM have to be upheld
to. In order to reach a uniform documentation, the degree of
stenosis is to be given exclusively as NASCET as of data collection year 2012 including for angiographic diagnosis – while until
now, a ECST-value was also possible.
The results confirm a very good quality of care that could also
be observed in the previous years. Based on this, the F
 ederal
Experts’ Working Group does not see a special need for action.
They do, however, recommend for this year’s Structured Quality Dialogue to keep a close eye to the new DEGUM criteria for
the determination of the degree of stenosis.
In the scope of the Structured Quality Dialogue 2011 for the
data collection year 2010, merely 9 out of 275 computational
discrepancies were identified as “qualitatively discrepant” for
all indicators nationwide, from which 3 were error in documentation. For the 114 cases that were evaluated as “qualitatively
non-discrepant”, a follow-up control will be held 2012.
All indicators that have an international guideline formulated
reference value were also in year 2011 clearly below (complication rate) or above (appropriate indication). The target areas
were, however, was derived from a study whose postoperative
observation time frame was usually 30 days. The median of
the postoperative retention time, during which complications
occur, was only 5 days in Germany during 2011. The Federal
Joint Committee recommends a follow-up survey in order to
German Hospital Quality Report 2011
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obtain a more meaningful and internationally comparable result.
In this clinical area the procedure of catheter-supported carotid
artery dilation and stent implantation will be covered as of the
data collection year 2012. Both are to be documented. In order
to contain this supplement or further development of the calculation, the quality assurance procedure will be called “Carotid
revascularisation” in the future.

Data basis
2010

2011

Reported

Reported

Expected

Complete count

Data sets

27,561

27,865

28,047

99.4 %

Hospitals

545

555

566

98.1 %

Basic statistics
2011
Number Proportion

Project leaders at the AQUA Institute
Mareike Steen

Martina Köppen

Members of the Federal Experts’ Working Group
Dr. Thomas Eichinger,
Gelsenkirchen

Dr. Dietmar Rössler,
Essen

Prof. Dr. Peter Hermanek,
Munich

Roland Stöbe,
Cottbus

Prof. Dr. Joachim Limmer,
Saarbrücken

Prof. Dr. Martin Storck,
Karlsruhe

Dr. Thomas Noppeney,
Nuremberg

Prof. Dr. Gernold Wozniak,
Bottrop

PD Dr. Gunnar Riepe,
Boppard
Further information on the clinical area
For a detailed description of the indicators (including references) and the
2011 federal analysis, go to the website:
www.sqg.de/themen/10n2/

Age distribution
Number of patients with valid age data

27,484

< 50 years

100 %

392

1.4 %

3,086

11.2 %

60 – 69 years

7,284

26.5 %

70 – 79 years

12,071

43.9 %

80 – 89 years

4,506

16.4 %

145

0.53 %

50 – 59 years

≥ 90 years
Sex
Male
Female

18,583

67.6 %

8,901

32.4 %

351

1.3 %

ASA classification
ASA 1: A normal healthy patient
ASA 2: A patient with mild systemic disease

7,150

26.0 %

ASA 3: A patient with severe systemic disease
and functional impairment

19,092

69.5 %

ASA 4: A patient with severe systemic disease
that is a constant threat to life

876

3.2 %

15

0.05 %

ASA 5: A moribund patient
Rankin risk classes (degree of disability)

19,908

72.4 %

Rankin 1: Stroke with no functionally significant
neurological deficit

2,256

8.2 %

Rankin 2: Mild stroke with slight functional
deficit and / or mild aphasia

2,890

10.5 %

Rankin 3: Moderately severe stroke with
significant deficit, but able to walk and / or with
moderately severe aphasia

1,905

6.9 %

Rankin 4: Severe stroke, unable to walk without
assistance and / or aphasia

405

1.5 %

Rankin 5: Incapacitating stroke: The patient is
bedridden and / or confined to a wheelchair

120

0.44 %

Rankin 0: No neurological deficit detectable

German Hospital Quality Report 2011
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Case-based aggregate results (patients)

2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator

Result

Result

Numerator (O | E)*

Denominator

Trend

+
+
=

QI 1

Indication in asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis

v

94.6 %

97.6 %

14,235

14,588

QI 2

Indication in symptomatic carotid artery stenosis

v

97.7 %

98.7 %

9,493

9,618

QI 3

Perioperative strokes or death in asymptomatic carotid
artery stenosis without contralateral carotid artery stenosis

1.2 %

1.1 %

133

12,260

QI 4

Perioperative strokes or death in asymptomatic carotid
artery stenosis and contralateral carotid artery stenosis

2.5 %

2.1 %

41

1,975

=

QI 5

Perioperative strokes or death in asymptomatic carotid
artery stenosis with a high degree of stenosis

2.3 %

2.7 %

236

8,782

=

QI 6

Perioperative strokes or death in asymptomatic carotid
artery stenosis with a medium degree of stenosis

2.2 %

2.3 %

16

711

=

QI 7

Perioperative strokes or death
638

27,484

626
2.28 %

27,484

=
=

372

27,484

339
1.23 %

27,484

a

Perioperative strokes or death

2.2 %

2.3 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of
perioperative strokes or deaths

1.00

1.02

QI 8

v

638
2.32 %

Severe strokes or death

a

Severe strokes or death

1.2 %

1.4 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of
severe strokes or deaths

1.00

1.10

372
1.35 %

* for regression-based quality indicators

© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH
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Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance

2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator

Reference range

Total

Evaluation

Discrepant

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

QI 1

Indication in asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis

≥ 85.0 % (TA)

530

14

1

A

QI 2

Indication in symptomatic carotid artery stenosis

≥ 90.0 % (TA)

523

15

1

A

QI 3

Perioperative strokes or death in asymptomatic carotid
artery stenosis without contralateral carotid artery stenosis

Not defined

520

–

X

X

QI 4

Perioperative strokes or death in asymptomatic carotid
artery stenosis and contralateral carotid artery stenosis

Not defined

411

–

X

X

QI 5

Perioperative strokes or death in asymptomatic carotid
artery stenosis with a high degree of stenosis

Not defined

519

–

X

X

QI 6

Perioperative strokes or death in asymptomatic carotid
artery stenosis with a medium degree of stenosis

Not defined

252

–

X

X

QI 7

Perioperative strokes or death
Not defined

561

–

X

X

≤ 3.00 (TO;
95th percentile)

561

48

1

A

Not defined

561

–

X

X

≤ 4.49 (TO;
95th percentile)

561

36

1

A

a

Perioperative strokes or death

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of
perioperative strokes or deaths

QI 8

Severe strokes or death

a

Severe strokes or death

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of
severe strokes or deaths
TO = Tolerance range; TA = Target range

German Hospital Quality Report 2011
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QI 1: Indication in asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis

Only operate stenoses with a degree of stenosis ≥ 60 % (NASCET) in
asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis.

Background of the quality indicator
This indicator describes compliance with the indication for carotid artery
reconstruction in asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis, i.e., c arotid artery
stenosis that is mostly without symptoms. With the help of this indicator,
it is tested whether a surgery was performed only when justified by the
presence of risk factors in the patient. Surgery instead of conservative
(drug) treatment is only justified when the patient benefits from the intervention, i.e., the intervention must reduce the risk of suffering a stroke.
Additionally, the probability that during or after surgery severe complications might occur must be lower than the risk of a stroke without surgical
intervention.
These aspects have been investigated in several international randomised
controlled trials. The results of these studies allowed recommendations
to be issued that are based on the best possible scientific methodology
(level of evidence la). According to these recommendations, an asymp
tomatic carotid artery stenosis should be treated surgically whenever the
degree of stenosis is at least 60 % by NASCET criteria. The NASCET group
defined the degree of stenosis in its study as follows: The internal vessel
lumen is measured at the narrowest point of the internal carotid artery by
angiography and compared with the lumen of an area where the vessel
walls run parallel to each other again.
Other diagnostic methods like ECST (European Carotid Surgery Trial)
deliver deviating values that need to be adjusted to the NASCET values.
The two methods – NASCET and ECST – have the following mathematical
relation to each other: NASCET [in %] = (ECST [in %] – 40) / 0.6.

Description
Numerator

Patients with a degree of stenosis ≥ 60 % (NASCET)

Denominator

All patients with asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis
(indication group A), excluding carotid artery surgery under
special circumstances (indication group C), (carotid artery)
transpositions and patients with aortic dissection.

Reference range

≥ 85.0 % (Target range)

Risk adjustment

Stratification

Indicator ID

603

Comparability with
Limited comparability due to the changed computational rules
results of previous year

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

92.3 %

93.9 %

94.6 %

97.6 %

Confidence interval

91.9 – 92.8 %

93.5 – 94.3 %

94.2 – 95.0 %

97.3 – 97.8 %

Total number of cases

14,206

14,445

14,311

14,588

Aggregate result of all patients
100 %
90 %
Degree of stenosis ≥ 60 % (NASCET) in
asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis

Quality target

80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

2009

2010

2011

Hospital-based results

In the data collection year 2011, a total of 14,588 patients with asymp
tomatic carotid artery stenosis underwent a carotid artery reconstruction.
The federal rate shows in comparison to the previous year a significant
improvement (2010: 94.6 %; 2011: 97.6 %) in relation to the indication
for asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis. The number of hospitals with
computational discrepant results has also declined in comparison to the
previous year (2010: 50 out of 507; 2011: 14 out of 530).
The described trend can mean a stricter indicator. The improvements
can, however, be due to unintentional miss-documentation of the degree
of stenosis and not an indication for the appropriate quality of care. The
DEGUM has made a revision for the ultrasound criteria for the determination of the degree of stenosis in year 2010, which do not specify results
in ECST anymore, but in NASCET. It is unknown if this change now applies everywhere. As a result of the adaptation to the new computational
rule for the DEGUM criteria, the degree of stenosis is calculated to be
higher in some cases. The current data can only be limitedly compared to
the data of previous years 2008 – 2010 and interpretations must be done
conservatively. In the long term, an improvement of documentation can be
expected due to the unification of the graduation of the carotid stenosis.

© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH

Statistical population of all hospitals

530

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

31

258 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
100 %
90 %
Degree of stenosis ≥ 60 % (NASCET) in
asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis

Evaluating the 2011 results

80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

Median

98.6 %

Range

85.0 – 100.0 %

2009

2010

2011

Number of computationally 0 of 258
discrepant hospitals

272 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
Median

100.0 %

Range

0.0 – 100.0 %

Number of computationally 14 of 272
discrepant hospitals
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QI 2: Indication in symptomatic carotid artery stenosis

Quality target

Description
Numerator

Patients with a degree of stenosis ≥ 50 % (NASCET)

Denominator

All patients with symptomatic carotid artery stenosis (indication group B), elective, excluding carotid artery surgery under
special circumstances (indication group C), (carotid artery)
transpositions and patients with aortic dissection

Reference range

≥ 90.0 % (Target range)

Risk adjustment

Stratification

Indicator ID

604

Comparability with
Limited comparability due to the changed computational rules
results of previous year

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

96.9 %

97.3 %

97.7 %

98.7 %

Confidence interval

96.6 – 97.3 %

96.9 – 97.6 %

97.3 – 98.0 %

98.5 – 98.9 %

Total number of cases

9,330

9,542

9,569

9,618

Aggregate result of all patients
100 %

Degree of stenosis ≥ 50 % (NASCET) in
symptomatic carotid artery stenosis

90 %
80 %
70 %

In symptomatic carotid artery stenosis, only operate on stenosis with a
degree of stenosis ≥ 50 % (NASCET).

Background of the quality indicator
For symptomatic carotid artery stenosis, as well, results are available
from large randomised studies investigating the indication for surgical
therapy (level of evidence la). Accordingly, the medical rationale for a
carotid artery reconstruction depends on the degree of stenosis. If the
degree of stenosis is < 30 % (NASCET), the complication risk for the pa
tient is greater than the risk of suffering a stroke in the event the stenosis
remains in situ and conservative (drug) therapy; hence, surgery should be
refrained from in these cases, a contraindication is present.
Not until the patient shows a degree of stenosis of at least 50 % (NASCET)
is the surgical intervention proven to confer more benefit for the patient
than drug treatment. For patients with a degree of stenosis between 50
and 59 %, the risk of suffering a stroke within five years after surgery is
reduced by 4.6 %. If a carotid artery stenosis is present with a degree of
stenosis of at least 70 %, the absolute risk reduction is 16 %
The data on the degree of stenosis for this indicator are likewise based
on the NASCET criteria and must be adjusted thereto if other diagnostic
methods are employed. If ultrasound is used to determine the degree of
stenosis, compliance to the revised DEGUM criteria is required.

60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %

Evaluating the 2011 results

10 %
0%
2008

2009

2010

2011

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

523

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

38

197 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases

In 2011, elective carotid artery reconstruction was performed in 9,618
patients with symptomatic stenosis. In 98.7 % of these patients (n = 9,493),
the degree of stenosis was ≥ 50 % (NASCET). In the previousyear, the
overall rate of 97.7 % was smaller. In the data collection year 2011, 15
out of 523 hospitals (2.9 %) sent data sets with computationally discrep
ant values. 3 of these hospitals have not had any corresponding treatments. The previous year results for the other 12 hospitals were within
the reference range.

100 %

The comparability of the results of this indicator with the previous year,
as well, is limited. Similar to the indicator for asymptomatic carotid a
 rtery
stenosis (QI 1), in the symptomatic indicator a slight influence of the
results due to the adjustment of computational rules is possible. Despite
the objections, the quality of the indicator for symptomatic carotid artery
stenosis can be assessed as very good.

Degree of stenosis ≥ 50 % (NASCET) in
symptomatic carotid artery stenosis

90 %
80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008
Median

100.0 %

Range

90.5 – 100.0 %

2009

2010

2011

Number of computationally 0 of 197
discrepant hospitals

326 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
Median

100.0 %

Range

0.0 – 100.0 %

Number of computationally 15 of 326
discrepant hospitals
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QI 8b: Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of severe strokes or deaths

Quality target

Description

Reasonably low rate of severe strokes (Rankin 4, 5, 6) or deaths.

Numerator

Patients with severe strokes or death

Denominator

All patients with a complete documentation for the carotidscore II, excluding (carotid artery) transpositions and patients
with aortic dissection

O (observed)

Observed rate of severe strokes or deaths

E (expected)

Expected rate of severe strokes or deaths, risk adjusted
according to logistic carotid-score II

Background of the quality indicator
Irrespective of the quality of the intervention performed, patient-related
factors can also impact the occurrence of a stroke within the setting of
carotid artery reconstruction. These risk factors must be considered to
enable a fair comparison among hospitals. Therefore, risk adjustment
models were used to determine the expected rate of strokes and deaths
with a direct time-dependent relation to the surgery (perioperative).
The observed rate (O, observed) of severe strokes and deaths and the
expected rate (E, expected), made using the risk structure, is set into a
ratio (O / E). Values > 1 mean that the observed rate is greater than the
expected rate. That way, a conclusion can be made for every hospital as
to how many events are to be expected on the basis of their patients’ risk
structure and whether the observed rate is appropriate or might be based
on quality issues.

Reference range

≤ 4.49 (Tolerance range, 95th percentile)

Risk adjustment

Logistic regression

Indicator ID

11724

Comparability with
Limited comparability due to the changed computational rules.
results of previous year

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

–

–

1.00

1.10

Confidence interval

–

–

0.89 – 1.11

0.99 – 1.21

Total number of cases

–

–

27,170

27,484

Observed (O-value

)

and expected rate (E-value

)

1.38 %

Using the regression coefficient (weight of individual risk factors) of
2010, the average observed to the expected rate was 1.10 in data col
lection year 2011. That means that there were 10 % more severe strokes
and deaths than what is expected based on the risk distribution using
data from the data collection year 2010. This slight decline of result can
be due to random fluctuations.
There is no change in the range of results for hospitals with more than
20 cases. Hospitals with fewer surgeries have a wider range (O / E-values
from 0 to 304.8) in data collection year 2011 than in the previous year.
The enormous maximum value is based on an event of 2 cases in a hospital. 9 of the 36 hospitals, with values outside of the reference range,
had computationally discrepant results in the previous year. The changes
to the criteria for the determination of the degree of stenosis using ultrasound have no noteworthy effect on this indicator.
The Federal Experts’ Working Group evaluates the overall results as
good, they will, however, continue to observe the results of the indicators, especially for those hospitals with less than 20 cases. The hospitals
with discrepant results – positive as well as negative – and those that are
repeatedly computationally discrepant will be critically checked in the
Structured Quality Dialogue.

1.34 %

1.30 %

1.26 %

1.22 %

1.18 %
2008

2009

2010

2011

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

561

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

0

375 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
20
17.5
O / E ratio of severe strokes or deaths

Excluding the patients with aortic dissection and carotid artery transposition, there were 27,484 patients with a carotid artery stenosis treated
surgically in the data collection year 2011. From the raw rate (see result
QI 8a) can be seen that of these patients, 113 suffered a severe stroke
and 259 died perioperative. This is an overall rate of 1.4 %, whereas more
than 45 % of all hospitals with at least 20 cases reached a 0 % rate.

Rate of severe strokes or deaths

Evaluating the 2011 results

15
12.5
10
7.5
5
2.5
0
2008

Median

0.66

Range

0.00 – 9.34

2009

2010

2011

Number of computationally 17 of 375
discrepant hospitals

186 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
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Median

0.00

Range

0.00 – 304.83

Number of computationally 19 of 186
discrepant hospitals
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Community-acquired pneumonia
Dr. Klaus Richter, Anja Klingenberg, Federal Experts’ Working Group for Pneumonia

Introduction
Pneumonia is not only classified by
the nature of the pathogen causing the
disease, but also according to whether
the patient acquired it outside of the hospital (community-acquired) or during a
hospital stay (nosocomial). The question
as to the place of disease contraction
is critical for choosing the type of examination and treatment.
Community-acquired pneumonia is the most common infection-induced cause of death in Germany. An increase mortality
rate can be caused by inadequate treatment of pneumonia.
To measure the quality of care and, as appropriate, initiate steps
to improve it, pneumonia has been included in the services subject to mandatory documentation within the external quality
assurance of inpatients since 2005. Approximately 230,000
patients with a community-acquired pneumonia (CAP) were
treated as inpatients in Germany. Over 10 % of these inpatients
treated died during their hospital stay. The collection of quality
indicators provides insights into the care quality and aims to
contribute to their optimisation. Since the quality assurance
has an important function in the implementation of the care
standards, a new indicator, QI 9 (Determination of respiratory
rate at admission), has been introduced, which should lead to
an almost complete count for measuring the respiratory rate at
the inpatient admission.

Services subject to mandatory reporting

the lowest risk class, because the mortality is very low for this
(<1 %). The decision for an inpatient admission can be made
based simply dependent on clinical factors. The verification of
diagnosis can only be made through the help of an X-ray of the
thorax, which is currently only done in hospitals routinely. A follow-up of the inpatient cared patients with d
 etermining 30 days
or 6 month mortality is sought after, if with the help of routine
data of the insurance companies is feasible.
The very consistent data that has been available for years suggest that the chance for a decrease in mortality is especially
high for younger patients with a severe pneumonia and the indication mechanical ventilation is the greatest. Overall, the effort
for further development lies in these areas:
pp

Dissemination of evidence based diagnostic-therapy
measures

pp

Identification of high risk groups and further reduction of
the mortality

pp

Adaptation of a risk adjustment model for appropriate
hospital comparison

The data adjusted with the model existing at the time were
given in addition to the raw data of the mortality and serve to
support the evaluation in the Structured Quality Dialogue. The
development of the percentile based reference range is still
pending. How far the future pre- and post-inpatient care can be
involved will be determined using the first cross-sectoral procedure, which are currently under operational test.

Documentation is mandatory for patients who are at least 18
years old and have been admitted to hospital with communityacquired pneumonia. Additional diagnoses suggesting weakness of the immune system or nosocomial pneumonia trigger
exclusion from the mandatory documentation requirement.

Looking forward
A clear trend for an improvement of the quality parameters
can be observed in the data collection year 2011 as well. The
initial measurement of oxygenation of the blood is increasingly
accepted, the antimicrobial therapy is initiated early and the
procedure control as well as the therapy test is widely estab
lished. Only the determination of respiratory rate upon admission is currently not generally carried out. As a significant improvement in the care quality is the further decline in mortality.
A casual context with the quality assurance procedure can
be assumed from data and aid of adequate statistic methods
(logistic regression model).
In the frame of the Structured Quality Dialogue based on the
data collection year 2010 the State Administrative Offices
requested statements from 1,456 out of 2,684 computational
discrepancies. In conclusion there were meetings for 23 of the
cases. In 193 cases a target agreement with the hospitals was
met.
Despite the overall encouraging trend, this clinical area still has
a need for further development. This, however, does not currently focus on a cross-sectoral procedure. There are various
reasons for this: The therapy of CAP should, according to the
guideline, only be treated as an outpatient if the patient has
German Hospital Quality Report 2011
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Data basis
2010

2011

Reported

Reported

Expected

Complete count

Data sets

228,305

235,603

237,511

99.2 %

Hospitals

1,359

1,298

1,322

98.2 %

Basic statistics
2011
Number Proportion
Age distribution
Number of patients with valid age data

234,957

100 %

< 20 years

955

0.4 %

5,618

2.4 %

30 – 39 years

7,730

3.3 %

40 – 49 years

12,687

5.4 %

20 – 29 years

50 – 59 years

19,693

8.4 %

60 – 69 years

31,022

13.2 %

70 – 79 years

64,788

27.6 %

80 – 89 years

72,451

30.8 %

≥ 90 years

20,013

8.5 %

Male

132,049

56.2 %

Female

102,908

43.8 %

Sex

Risk classes on the CRB-65-Score
43,922

18.7 %

Risk class 2 (1 – 2 points)

175,027

74.5 %

Risk class 3 (3 – 4 points)

16,008

6.8 %

Risk class 1 (0 points)

Project leaders at the AQUA Institute
Dr. Klaus Richter

Anja Klingenberg

Members of the Federal Experts’ Working Group
Prof. Dr. Torsten Bauer,
Berlin

Gudrun Kasiske,
Meerbusch

Dr. Ingrid Berwanger,
Freiburg

Sabine Neulinger,
Hanover

Dr. Helge Bischoff,
Heidelberg

PD Dr. Richard Strauß,
Erlangen

Margarete Bosing,
Eschborn

Christiane Tenbensel,
Dortmund

Dr. Beate Demme,
Wuppertal

Prof. Dr. Tobias Welte,
Hanover

Prof. Dr. Santiago Ewig,
Bochum

Dr. Christian Wolter,
Cottbus

Prof. Dr. Michael Hamm,
Diekholzen
Further information on the clinical area
For a detailed description of the indicators (including references) and the
2011 federal analysis, go to the website:
www.sqg.de/themen/PNEU/
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Community-acquired pneumonia
Case-based aggregate results (patients)

2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator
QI 1

Result

Result

Numerator (O | E)*

Denominator

Trend

First blood gas analysis or pulse oximetry
95.7 %

96.4 %

226,418

234,957

+

First blood gas analysis or pulse oximetry within 8 hours
after admission (not admitted from another hospital)

95.8 %

96.5 %

217,319

225,213

+

First blood gas analysis or pulse oximetry within 8 hours
after admission (admitted from another hospital)

92.8 %

93.4 %

9,099

9,744

=

94.0 %

94.2 %

200,498

212,748

=

94.3 %

95.4 %

35,222

36,919

+

v

88.7 %

90.3 %

101,720

112,632

+

QI 4

Clinical monitoring of CRP1 / PCT2 within the first 5 days v
after admission

97.1 %

97.5 %

195,554

200,492

+

QI 5

Verification of the diagnostics or the therapy

a

First blood gas analysis or pulse oximetry within 8 hours
after admission

b
c
QI 2

Antimicrobial therapy within the first 8 hours after
admissions (not from another hospital)

QI 3

Early mobilisation within the first 24 hours after admission

a

Early mobilisation within the first 24 hours after admission
for risk class 1 (CRB-65-SCORE = 0)

b

Early mobilisation within the first 24 hours after admission
for risk class 2 (CRB-65-SCORE =1 or 2)

v

v

a

Verification of the diagnostics or the therapy for risk class 2
(CRB-65-SCORE = 1 or 2)

96.0 %

96.7 %

19,429

20,087

+

b

Verification of the diagnostics or the therapy for risk class 3
(CRB-65-SCORE = 3 or 4)

96.8 %

98.2 %

2,113

2,152

=

QI 6

Complete measured clinical stability criteria at discharge v

87.7 %

88.9 %

137,668

154,777

QI 7

Fulfilled clinical stability criteria at discharge

98.9 %

99.0 %

136,313

137,668

+
=

QI 8

Hospital mortality

a

Hospital mortality

11.4 %

10.2 %

22,717

221,836

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

1.00

0.93

20,202
10.57 %

191,200

c

Hospital mortality for risk class 1 (CRB-65-SCORE = 0)

v

2.3 %

2.1 %

906

42,897

d

Hospital mortality for risk class 2 (CRB-65-SCORE = 1 or 2)

v

11.7 %

10.7 %

17,723

165,223

e

Hospital mortality for risk class 3 (CRB-65-SCORE = 3 or 4)

v

31.6 %

29.8 %

4,088

13,716

12.3 %

28,472

230,687

QI 9

Determination of respiratory rate upon admission3

18,717
9.79 %

+
+
=
+
+

* for regression-based quality indicators
The risk adjustment of certain indicators (QI 3, 5, 8) is possible with the help of the
so-called CRB-65-Scores, which considers criteria such as disorientation caused by pneumonia, spontaneous respiratory rate ≥ 30/min, blood pressure ≤ 60 mm Hg diastolic or
< 90 mm Hg systolic and age ≥ 65 years. Every criteria is evaluated with a risk point.

1
2
3

CRP = C-reactive protein
PCT = Procalcitonin
The indicator was first calculated in data collection year 2011. It currently shows the
proportion of patients whose respiratory rate has not been determined upon admission.

Since 2008, QI 2 – 8 has generally stopped considering patients who only have a palliative
therapy documented by the affected persons and/ or their relatives due to the severity of
the patient’s underlying diseases (with unfavourable prognosis).
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Community-acquired pneumonia
Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance

2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator
QI 1

Reference range

Total

Evaluation

Discrepant

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

First blood gas analysis or pulse oximetry

a

First blood gas analysis or pulse oximetry within 8 hours
after admission

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

1,331

322

2

A

b

First blood gas analysis or pulse oximetry within 8 hours
after admission (not admitted from another hospital)

Not defined

1,314

–

X

X

c

First blood gas analysis or pulse oximetry within 8 hours
after admission (admitted from another hospital)

Not defined

1,136

–

X

X

≥ 86.9 % (TO;
10th percentile)

1,311

157

2

B

QI 2

Antimicrobial therapy within the first 8 hours after
admissions (not from another hospital)

QI 3

Early mobilisation within the first 24 hours after admission

a

Early mobilisation within the first 24 hours after admission for
risk class 1 (CRB-65-SCORE = 0)

≥ 88.3 % (TO;
10th percentile)

1,246

143

2

A

b

Early mobilisation within the first 24 hours after admission for
risk class 2 (CRB-65-SCORE =1 or 2 )

≥ 79.1 % (TO;
10th percentile)

1,298

140

2

A

QI 4

Clinical monitoring of CRP / PCT within the first 5 days
after admission

≥ 94.1 % (TO;
10th percentile)

1,317

141

2

A

QI 5

Verification of the diagnostics or the therapy

a

Verification of the diagnostics or the therapy for risk class 2
(CRB-65-SCORE = 1 or 2)

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

1,233

238

1

A

b

Verification of the diagnostics or the therapy for risk class 3
(CRB-65-SCORE = 3 or 4)

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

801

39

1

A

QI 6

Complete measured clinical stability criteria at discharge

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

1,306

600

3

B

QI 7

Fulfilled clinical stability criteria at discharge

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

1,284

46

1

A

QI 8

Hospital mortality

a

Hospital mortality

≤ 15.8 % (TO;
90th percentile)

1,327

131

2

A

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

Not defined

1,299

–

X

X

c

Hospital mortality for risk class 1 (CRB-65-SCORE = 0)

≤ 5.4 % (TO;
90th percentile)

1,261

132

1

A

d

Hospital mortality for risk class 2 (CRB-65-SCORE = 1 or 2)

≤ 16.7 % (TO;
90th percentile)

1,317

128

2

A

e

Hospital mortality for risk class 3 (CRB-65-SCORE = 3 or 4)

≤ 44.3 % (TO;
90th percentile)

1,190

262

1

A

≤ 2.0 % (TO)

1,331

925

3

C

QI 9

Determination of respiratory rate upon admission

TO = Tolerance range; TA = Target range
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Community-acquired pneumonia
QI 1a: First blood gas analysis or pulse oximetry within 8 hours after admission

Quality target

Description
Numerator

Patients in whom the first blood gas analysis or pulse oximetry
was performed 8 hours after admission

Denominator

All patients

Reference range

≥ 95.0 % (Target range)

Risk adjustment

No further risk adjustment

Indicator ID

2005

Background of the quality indicator

Comparability with
Comparable
results of previous year

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

89.8 %

93.3 %

95.7 %

96.4 %

Confidence interval

89.7 – 89.9 %

93.2 – 93.4 %

95.6 – 95.8 %

96.3 – 96.4 %

Total number of cases

211,708

229,796

228,090

234,957

Aggregate result of all patients

90 %
First blood gas analysis or pulse oximetry
within 8 hours after admission

Depending on the degree of severity, pneumonia can lead to a suboptimal
concentration of oxygen in blood (hypoxemia) that requires therapy. This
markedly increases the risk of dying. By measuring the oxygen saturation
in the blood when the patient is admitted, the treating doctor gains information about the severity of the disease and about which therapeutic
measures are necessary. By measuring the oxygen concentration in the
blood, even hypoxemic states can be detected that are not yet identifi
able by the patient’s clinical picture.
The oxygen concentration in the blood can be measured by blood gas
analysis or by pulse oximetry. Such baseline examination is of fundamental importance and can be performed with minimal time expenditure and
financial outlay. The examination should be carried out within the first
8 hours after admission so that the appropriate measures can be taken
at an early stage. The requirement is that this examination is done in
all patients who are admitted to hospital with pneumonia. This not only
applies to acutely ill patients who are admitted to hospital for the first
time, but also to patients who are transferred from another hospital for
further treatment.

100 %

80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %

Evaluating the 2011 results

10 %
0%
2008

2009

2010

2011

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

1,331

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

0

1,212 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases

The first blood gas analysis or pulse oximetry is performed on 96.4 % of
all patients within 8 hours after admission. As such, the trend for improvement from previous years continues (2007: 84.1 %; 2008: 89.8 %; 2009:
93.3 %; 2010: 95.7 %; 2011: 96.4 %). The initial measuring of oxygenation
is obviously becoming more and more accepted. For this reason, the
Federal Experts’ Working Group evaluates the need for action to be A.
The distribution of the results shows that the differences between
individual hospitals became smaller again in comparison previous years.
Hospitals with computationally discrepancies, especially those that have
not documented blood gas analysis, will be requested to make a statement within the Structured Quality Dialogue.

100 %
90 %
First blood gas analysis or pulse oximetry
within 8 hours after admission

The first blood gas analysis or pulse oximetry is always performed within
8 hours after admission.

80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

Median

97.7 %

Range

0.0 – 100.0 %

2009

2010

2011

Number of computationally 267 of 1,212
discrepant hospitals

119 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
Median

100.0 %

Range

0.0 – 100.0 %

Number of computationally 55 of 119
discrepant hospitals
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Community-acquired pneumonia
QI 2: Antimicrobial therapy within 8 hours after admissions (not from another hospital)

Antimicrobial therapy is frequently given within the first 8 hours after
admission.

Background of the quality indicator
Antimicrobial therapy should be initiated as early as possible since any
delay in the commencement of therapy is associated with elevated mortality (death rate). A number of studies have demonstrated improved
chances for survival when antimicrobial therapy is initiated within the first
4 hours. The Federal Experts’ Working Group for Pneumonia prescribes
8 hours after admission as the maximum time span in which antimicro
bial therapy should commence.

Evaluating the 2011 results
The overall rate has risen once again since 2010 by 0.2 % and is now
94.2 %. This result indicates an overall good care quality. However, the
range of the results is still relatively high. Those hospitals that only initiate
the antimicrobial therapy within 8 hours after admission on few patients,
shall give their reasons for the low therapy rate and/ or their delay in
initiating antimicrobial therapy in the Structured Quality Dialogue.

Description
Numerator

Patients with antimicrobial therapy within the first 8 hours
after admission

Denominator

All patients not admitted from another hospital, excluding
patients with documented discontinuation of treatment

Reference range

≥ 86.9 % (Tolerance range, 10th percentile)

Risk adjustment

No further risk adjustment

Indicator ID

2009

Comparability with
Comparable
results of previous year

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

92.2 %

93.5 %

94.0 %

94.2 %

Confidence interval

92.0 – 92.3 %

93.4 – 93.6 %

93.9 – 94.1 %

94.1 – 94.3 %

Total number of cases

188,103

206,709

206,222

212,748

Aggregate result of all patients
100 %
90 %
80 %
70 %
Antimicrobial therapy

Quality target

60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

2009

2010

2011

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

1,311

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

20

1,191 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
100 %
90 %

Antimicrobial therapy

80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008
Median

95.2 %

Range

51.2 – 100.0 %

2009

2010

2011

Number of computationally 115 of 1,191
discrepant hospitals

120 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
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Median

100.0 %

Range

0.0 – 100.0 %

Number of computationally 42 of 120
discrepant hospitals
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Community-acquired pneumonia
QI 8a: Hospital mortality

Quality target

Description

Low mortality in hospital.

Numerator

Deceased patients

Denominator

All patients except for patients with documented discontinuation of treatment

Reference range

≤ 15.8 % (Tolerance range, 90th percentile)

Risk adjustment

No further risk adjustment

Indicator ID

11878

Comparability with
Comparable
results of previous year

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

12.9 %

12.1 %

11.4 %

10.2 %

Confidence interval

12.7 – 13.0 %

12.0 – 12.3 %

11.3 – 11.5 %

10.1 – 10.4 %

Total number of cases

197,033

215,988

215,243

221,836

Community-acquired pneumonia has a high disease burden (morbidity)
and is the most common infection induced cause of death in Germany.
Approximately 13 - 14 % of the inpatient treated patients die, whereas
the death rate correlates with the age and present risk factors. Many pa
tients with a community-acquired pneumonia suffer a severe underlying
disease. An inadequate treatment of CAP can increase the mortality rate
by 11 fold. The implementation of guidelines has, however, decreased the
mortality in the last few years.
At the admission, a so-called CRB-65-Score is recorded, which consid
ers criteria such as disorientation caused by pneumonia, spontaneous
respiratory rate ≥ 30/min, blood pressure ≤ 60 mm Hg diastolic or < 90
mm Hg systolic and age ≥ 65 years. This gives a scope of the severity of
the pneumonia and the probable course of recovery. Therefore, the score
can also be used for the risk adjustment for the mortality in communityacquired pneumonia.

Aggregate result of all patients
20 %
17.5 %
15 %
Hospital mortality

Background of the quality indicator

12.5 %
10 %

Evaluating the 2011 results

7.5 %
5%
2.5 %
0%
2008

2009

2010

2011

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

1,327

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

4

For patients without a palliative therapy adjustment is the hospital mortality in 2011 at 10.2 % in contrast to 11.4 % in the previous year. If one
only considers risk classes 1 - 3, so is the mortality lower than in the data
collection year 2011: for patients in risk class one, where there are no
palliative therapy adjustment documented, is the mortality in the hospital 2.1 % in contrast to 2.3 % in 2010. This result is rated as good over
all, which is why the Federal Experts’ Working Group sets the need for
action as A. The computational discrepancies in 9.9 % (n = 131) will be
addressed in the Structured Quality Dialogue.
In the future, the mortality rate should not only be measure for inside the
hospital, but also record an indicator for mortality after discharge, e.g.,
after 30 days or 6 months.

1,208 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
80 %
70 %

Hospital mortality

60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008
Median

9.8 %

Range

0.0 – 25.9 %

2009

2010

2011

Number of computationally 118 of 1,208
discrepant hospitals

119 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
Median

0.0 %

Range

0.0 – 100.0 %

Number of computationally 13 of 119
discrepant hospitals
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Community-acquired pneumonia
QI 9: Determination of respiratory rate upon admission

Quality target

Description

Determining the respiratory rate whenever possible.

Numerator

Patients without determined respiratory rate upon admission

Denominator

All patients that are not ventilated mechanically at admission

Reference range

≤ 2.0 % (Tolerance range)

Risk adjustment

No further risk adjustment

Indicator ID

50722

The determination of the respiratory rate is an important clinical tool to
estimate the severity of acute heart, respiratory and metabolism depend
ent (cardio-respiratory and metabolic) diseases. Because of that, the
respiratory rate is also a component of the so-called CRB-65-Scores. The
recording of these scores at admission gives a scope of the severity of the
pneumonia and the probable (prognostic) course of recovery. Hence, the
score can be used for the risk adjustment of the mortality for communityacquired pneumonia.

Evaluating the 2011 results
Despite the great clinical importance, the respiratory rate is often not
measured or its necessity is doubted in the acute patient care. This low
acceptance is seen as the extreme transgression of the reference range
(≤ 2 %). Therefore, the Federal Experts’ Working Group sees an urgent
need for action and has set this indicator, despite its new implementa
tion, as C. As quality improvement measures, the following is suggested:
1. Publication in the Deutsches Ärzteblatt: “Measurement of respiratory

rate: an important prognostic parameter ”
2. Information of the German care council and coordination of an imple-

mentation strategy
3. Recommendation to the State Administrative Offices about the follow-

Comparability with
Not calculated in the previous year
results of previous year

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

–

–

–

12.3 %

Confidence interval

–

–

–

12.2 – 12.5 %

Total number of cases

–

–

–

230,687

Aggregate result of all patients
20 %
Determination of respiratory rate upon admission

Background of the quality indicator

17.5 %
15 %
12.5 %
10 %
7.5 %
5%
2.5 %
0%
2008

ing implementation of the Structured Quality Dialogue for violating the
tolerance range
respiratory rate upon admission” (Reference range > 98 %), instead
of “Identify the proportion of patients without determination of
respiratory rate upon admission” (Reference range ≤ 2 %)
The determination of respiratory rate should soon be as common as the
determination of pulse and blood pressure.

2010

2011

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

1,331

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

0

1,210 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
100 %
Determination of respiratory rate upon admission

4. Reformulation of the indicator: “Patients with determination of

2009

90 %
80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

Median

6.1 %

Range

0.0 – 100.0 %

2009

2010

2011

Number of computationally 864 of 1,210
discrepant hospitals

121 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
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Median

5.6 %

Range

0.0 – 100.0 %

Number of computationally 61 of 121
discrepant hospitals
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Pacemaker: Implantation
Dr. Karl Tasche, Prof. Dr. Jürgen Pauletzki, Federal Experts’ Working Group Group for Pacemakers / Cardioverter Defibrillators

Introduction
After meticulous diagnostics and exclusion of reversible causes, cardiac dysrhythmia manifesting as too slow heartbeat, called bradycardia, can necessitate
the implantation of a pacemaker. These
kinds of electrical “pacing systems” are
implanted in order to reduce the patients’
disease-specific symptoms, which can extend to fainting spells
and loss of consciousness. In certain forms of bradycardia, a
pacemaker can extend the patient’s life expectancy (“prognostic
indication”).
A further area of application for pacemakers is advanced pump
failed of the heart (heart failure), in which the two main chambers and / or a number of wall segments of the left chamber
no longer work in synchrony. This can be seen on the electrocardiogram (ECG) in the left bundle branch block. This form of
heart failure can be treated by electrical stimulation (“cardiac
resynchronisation therapy”).
The decision for a pacemaker treatment (indication) should be
made guideline-compliantly.
The quality of pacemaker therapy is verified based on data
from three clinical areas (Pacemaker: Implantation; Pacemaker:
Replacement of generator / battery; Revision / system replacement / removal). Since the year 2000, the data collected for the
purpose of quality assurance additionally serve the function of a
pacemaker registry that provides information about the care situation in this area on an annual basis (www.pacemaker-register.de).
The quality indicators of the clinical area highlight the care
situation with respect to various criteria:
pp

Guideline-compliant indication for pacemaker therapy

pp

Choice of the suitable system for treating the respective
cardiac dysrhythmia

pp

Measuring the capture and stimulation properties of the
lead(s), duration of the intervention

pp

Patient safety

pp

Surgical complications and lead dislodgment

pp

Hospital mortality

Currently, the external quality assurance of pacemakers is
limited to the inpatient sector. No long-term monitoring of the
patients takes place.

Services subject to mandatory reporting
Isolated pacemaker implantations.

Looking forward

 revention of sudden heart death by high frequency, life threap
tening rhythm disruption of the heart chambers. These combination devices are mandatory for documentation in the frame of
quality assurance for implantable defibrillators.
A few indicators have received new designations in the frame
of system maintenance, in order to reach a better cross-clinical
area unity and precision.
Despite the overall high level average of the care quality, its
bandwidth ranges from above average to bad treatment results
in a single hospital. A considerable number of deviations from
the average level of care quality in the negative direction are
computational discrepancies. As a consequence, explanations
and addressing of the computational discrepancies in the frame
of the Structured Quality Dialogue is vital.
The Structured Quality Dialogue for the results of the data col
lection year 2010 led to back tracking of 1,455 computational
discrepancies in 811 hospitals. In 939 cases, a statement was
requested. In 17 cases meetings were set with the hospital;
there were 3 site inspections. Target agreement with concrete
improvement measures were met in 34 cases. After the Structured Quality Dialogue there were 54 cases remaining as “qualitatively discrepant”.
For the Structured Quality Dialogue, a higher selectivity for
determining computational discrepancies would be desirable
For result indicators, this means that a risk adjustment is nec
essary in order to prevent that hospitals become discrepant
despite good care quality, because the patients e.g., are older
or more ill than patients from other hospitals. An adjustment
of mortality is a
 lready implemented. It is currently examined if
risk adjustment is also possible for perioperative complications.
The low cases per hospital also reduce the selectivity of quality
indicators. The pacemaker therapy in Germany is partially done
in small hospitals. Not rarely is the overall yearly interventions
lower than 20. With this, a single complication can lead to a
computational discrepancy. It is to be test if the index-values
can be built that are less dependent on individual discrepant
results.
The quality result of the pacemaker therapy is only adequately
measurable in the long run. Some examples are lead complications or infections, which typically show up days or weeks
after the hospital discharge. This justifies the necessity of a
cross-sectoral process observation. Until then, the stratification of revised pacemaker leads differentiate according to the
age of the implant of the first approach, which the clinical area
“pacemaker: revision / system change / removal” differentiates
between lead complications in the early (showing up within the
first year a probably due to implantation) and late (probably
product dependent) problems.

The quality indicators for guideline-compliant indicator and
guideline-compliant system selection in cardiac resynchronisation therapy (CRT) will no longer be reported starting data
collection year 2011, because the number of implantations
of CRT-Pacemakers has decreased dramatically. Nowadays,
combination devices are preferred, which combines the treatment of heart failure using resynchronisation therapy and
German Hospital Quality Report 2011
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Pacemaker: Implantation

Data basis

Project leaders at the AQUA Institute
2010

2011

Dr. Karl Tasche

Reported

Reported

Expected

Complete count

Data sets

73,835

75,783

76,371

99.2 %

Hospitals

1,042

1,010

1,021

98.9 %

Members of the Federal Experts’ Working Group

Basic statistics
2011
Number Proportion
Age distribution
75,702

100 %

< 50 years

1,669

2.2 %

50 – 59 years

2,920

3.9 %

Number of patients with valid age data

60 – 69 years

9,566

12.6 %

70 – 79 years

30,298

40.0 %

80 – 89 years

27,882

36.8 %

3,367

4.4 %

≥ 90 years

Prof. Dr. Jürgen Pauletzki

Prof. Dr. Dieter W. Behrenbeck,
Solingen

Dr. Susanne Macher-Heidrich,
Düsseldorf

Prof. Dr. Steffen Behrens,
Berlin

Prof. Dr. Andreas Markewitz,
Koblenz

Dr. Christoph Burmeister,
Mainz

Prof. Dr. Bernd Nowak,
Frankfurt am Main

Prof. Dr. Kai-Nicolas Doll,
Stuttgart

Wolf-Dietrich Trenner1,
Berlin

Dr. Jörg van Essen,
Oberursel

Prof. Dr. Uwe Wiegand,
Remscheid

Prof. Dr. Gerd Fröhlig,
Homburg/Saar

PD Dr. Bernhard Zrenner,
Landshut

Dr. Stephan Knoblich,
Hagen
Further information on the clinical area
For a detailed description of the indicators (including references) and the
2011 federal analysis, go to the website:

Sex
Male

40,837

53.9 %

Female

34,865

46.1 %

ASA classification

1

6,751

8.9 %

ASA 2: A patient with mild systemic disease

32,137

42.5 %

ASA 3: A patient with severe systemic disease
and functional impairment

33,798

44.6 %

ASA 4: A patient with severe systemic disease
that is a constant threat to life

2,830

3.7 %

186

0.2 %

ASA 1: A normal healthy patient

ASA 5: A moribund patient

© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH
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Pacemaker: Implantation
Case-based aggregate results (patients)

2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator

Result

Result

Numerator (O | E)*

Denominator

QI 1

Guideline-compliant indication for bradycardia

v

96.1 %

96.1 %

70,739

73,600

QI 2

Guideline-compliant system selection for bradycardia

v

96.6 %

97.0 %

70,823

72,998

QI 3

Duration of intervention

Trend

=
+

a

Duration of intervention up to 60 minutes when a
single-chamber system (VVI) is implanted

v

87.9 %

88.2 %

15,459

17,526

=

b

Duration of intervention up to 90 minutes when a
dual-chamber system (DDD) is implanted

v

91.4 %

91.6 %

51,343

56,068

=

QI 4

Fluoroscopy time

a

Fluoroscopy time up to 9 minutes when a single-chamber
system (VVI) is implanted

v

93.6 %

94.1 %

16,043

17,050

=

b

Fluoroscopy time up to 18 minutes when a dual-chamber
system (DDD) is implanted

v

97.5 %

97.6 %

53,604

54,919

=
=
=
=

QI 5

Perioperative complications

a

Surgical complications

v

1.0 %

1.0 %

735

75,702

b

Atrial lead dislodgment

v

1.1 %

1.0 %

568

57,249

c

Ventricular lead dislodgment

v

0.8 %

0.7 %

549

75,418

QI 6

Intracardiac signal amplitudes

a

Atrial leads with amplitude ≥ 1.5 mV

v

92.2 %

92.2 %

51,227

55,533

b

Ventricular leads with amplitudes ≥ 4 mV

v

98.8 %

98.8 %

73,507

74,404

1,017

75,702

990
1.31 %

75,702

QI 7

=
=

Hospital mortality

a

Hospital mortality

1.3 %

1.3 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

1.00

1.03

1,017
1.34 %

=
=

* for regression-based quality indicators
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Pacemaker: Implantation
Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance

2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator

Reference range

Total

Evaluation

Discrepant

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

QI 1

Guideline-compliant indication for bradycardia

≥ 90.0 % (TA)

1,031

83

1

A

QI 2

Guideline-compliant system selection for bradycardia

≥ 90.0 % (TA)

1,028

69

1

A

QI 3

Duration of intervention

a

Duration of intervention up to 60 minutes when a
single-chamber system (VVI) is implanted

≥ 60.0 % (TO)

1,001

85

2

A

b

Duration of intervention up to 90 minutes when a
dual-chamber system (DDD) is implanted

≥ 55.0 % (TO)

1,011

49

2

A

QI 4

Fluoroscopy time

a

Fluoroscopy time up to 9 minutes when a single-chamber
system (VVI) is implanted

≥ 75.0 % (TO)

1,000

52

1

A

b

Fluoroscopy time up to 18 minutes when a dual-chamber
system (DDD) is implanted

≥ 80.0 % (TO)

1,010

21

2

A

QI 5

Perioperative complications

a

Surgical complications

≤ 2.0 % (TO)

1,031

187

1

A

b

Atrial lead dislodgment

≤ 3.0 % (TO)

1,012

147

1

A

c

Ventricular lead dislodgment

≤ 3.0 % (TO)

1,030

104

1

A

QI 6

Intracardiac signal amplitudes

a

Atrial leads with amplitude ≥ 1.5 mV

≥ 80.0 % (TA)

1,009

58

1

A

b

Ventricular leads with amplitudes ≥ 4 mV

≥ 90.0 % (TA)

1,027

24

1

A

Not defined

1,031

–

X

X

≤ 3.99 (TO;
95th percentile)

1,031

66

1

A

QI 7

Hospital mortality

a

Hospital mortality

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

TO = Tolerance range; TA = Target range
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Pacemaker: Implantation
QI 1: Guideline-compliant indication for bradycardia

Quality target

Description
Numerator

Patients with guideline-compliant indication for pacemaker
implantation

Denominator

All patients, except leading indication for pacemaker implantation “cardiac resynchronisation therapy” or “others”

Reference range

≥ 90.0 % (Target range)

Risk adjustment

No further risk adjustment

Indicator ID

690

Background of the quality indicator
The indicator checks the following criteria:

Comparability with
Comparable
results of previous year

pp

Sick-Sinus-Syndrome

pp

AV-Block I. grade

pp

AV-Block II. grade type Wenckebach

pp

AV-Block II. grade type Mobitz

pp

AV-Block III. grade

pp

Fascicular block

pp

Brandycardia for permanent atrial fibrillation

100 %

pp

Carotid-sinus-syndrome

90 %

pp

Vasovagales syndrome

80 %

If one of the indicators is present, the implantation of a pacemaker will be
considered as guideline-compliant.

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

95.5 %

96.1 %

96.1 %

96.1 %

Confidence interval

95.3 – 95.6 %

96.0 – 96.3 %

95.9 – 96.2 %

96.0 – 96.3 %

Total number of cases

65,469

68,899

71,580

73,600

Guideline-compliant indication for
pacemaker implantation

Aggregate result of all patients

70 %
60 %

According to the publication of the German guideline 2005, the overall
results of the guideline-compliant indication that were outside of the
reference range (2006:87.3 %, 2007: 89.9 %) are to be observed first.
Only after data collection year 2008, the results were within the given
target range of the reference range.

50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

2009

2010

2011

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

1,031

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

0

This example shows that changes in the guidelines can have a delay until
the practical use gets implemented. Therefore, it will be a future goal of
the quality assurance to support and accelerate the implementation of
new guidelines.

Evaluating the 2011 results
To uphold the reached level – 96.1 % of all pacemaker implementation
following a guideline-compliant indicator- backtracking and reprocessing
of results from individual hospitals, which could not reach the target range
for guideline-compliant indicator, is first necessary. In 2011 there are 83
computationally discrepant hospitals. The Structured Quality Dialogue for
the results of the previous year (2010) led to tracking of 91 hospitals,
from which 47 were requested a statement. A meeting was held; in one
hospital there was a site inspection. Target agreement was met with 3
hospitals. 11 hospitals remained discrepant, from which 6 due to erroneous documentation, one due to repeated erroneous documentation.

823 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
100 %
90 %
Guideline-compliant indication for
pacemaker implantation

As often as possible guideline-compliant indicators for pacemaker
implantation for bradycardia.

80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

Median

97.6 %

Range

73.5 – 100.0 %

2009

2010

2011

Number of computationally 51 of 823
discrepant hospitals

208 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
Median

100.0 %

Range

0.0 – 100.0 %

Number of computationally 32 of 208
discrepant hospitals
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Pacemaker: Replacement of generator/battery
Dr. Karl Tasche, Prof. Dr. Jürgen Pauletzki, Federal Experts’ Working Group for Pacemakers / Cardioverter Defibrillators

Introduction
A pacemaker consists of a generator
that houses the electronic circuits and
the battery as well as one or more leads.
The latter serve as “antennas” for the
heart’s own signals and transmit the
pacemaker’s stimulation pulse. Several
years after implantation of a pacemaker,
when the battery becomes depleted, the generator/ battery will
be replaced.
The clinical area “Pacemaker: Replacement of generator/ battery” exclusively tests the quality aspects with regard to any
necessary replacement of the pacemaker generator/ battery;
corrections to pacemaker pouches and leads are excluded
from the evaluation. These are documented in the clinical area
“Pacemaker: Revision/ system replacement/ removal”.
The quality indicators of this clinical area regard the lifetime
of the generator/ battery until the replacement, the length of
the intervention, perioperative complications as well as the
enforcement of necessary measurements (pacing threshold
and amplitude measurements).
The battery replacement itself is a rather simple surgical intervention where pouch haematomas and wound infections can
come into play. According to the available state of evidence,
however, risk of a wound infection increases proportionately to
the number of replacement surgeries.

To be evaluated negatively is, however, the range of the results
of hospitals for the above indicator. There are too many hospitals where the necessary pacemaker threshold and amplitude
measurement was omitted. The same goes for the documentation of the lifetime of removed generator/ battery. This lack of
quality must be addressed in the Structured Quality Dialogue.
The Structured Quality Dialogue for the results of the data col
lection year 2010 led to a follow up with 927 computationally
discrepancies in 461 hospitals. Statements were requested
in 353 cases. A meeting was set with 13 cases; there were
5 on-site inspections. Target agreements for concrete improvement measures were met in 11 cases. After the Structured
Quality Dialogue there were 37 hospitals with an evaluation
“qualitatively discrepant”.
The quality indicators of this clinical area allow only a close guess
of the lifetime and complication rates, since empirical b
 asis
only – in cross cut view – the generator/ battery replacement
is evaluated. On the other hand, a longitude cut view would
allow observing the beginning with the implantation of the

pacemaker, the long term process of the treatment including
the control inspections, generator/ battery replacement, revising interventions, system replacement and removal. This longitude cut view allows a construction of far more valid indicators.
The Federal Experts’ Working Group would therefore like an
evaluation starting 2011 with follow-up checks on the quality
assurance for pacemaker therapy.

Services subject to mandatory reporting
Isolated replacements of pacemaker generator/ battery.

Looking forward
Some indicators in this clinical area in the frame of system care
have received a new name, in order to reach a cross-sectoral
unity and precision. The lifetime of the generator/ battery is one
of the more important quality indicators of this clinical area.
This is influenced by these factors, among other things:
pp

Generator/ battery property such as energy use and
battery capacity

pp

Quality of the programming

pp

Pacing threshold and stimulation need of the patient

A major influence on the lifetime of a pacemaker generator/ battery is also the quality of the controls after the implantation of the device. These control inspections are often done
as outpatients- hence, these are not included in the inpatients
quality assurance for now. This situation points to the necessity
of a further development of quality insurance for pacemaker
therapy to a cross-sectoral procedure.
The federal analysis 2011 shows a positive development for
intraoperative pacing threshold and amplitude measurement in
comparison to the analysis 2010 – the proportion of intervention where these measurements have taken place have slightly
increased.
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Pacemaker: Replacement of generator/battery

Data basis
2010

2011

Reported

Reported

Expected

Complete count

Data sets

16,535

16,716

16,422

101.8 %

Hospitals

959

931

934

99.7 %

Basic statistics
2011
Number Proportion
Age distribution
Number of patients with valid age data

100 %

16,704

< 50 years

518

3.1 %

50 – 59 years

467

2.8 %

60 – 69 years

1,519

9.1 %

70 – 79 years

5,411

32.4 %

80 – 89 years

7,224

43.2 %

≥ 90 years

1,565

9.4 %

Male

8,704

52.1 %

Female

8,000

47.9 %

ASA 1: A normal healthy patient

1,794

10.7 %

ASA 2: A patient with mild systemic disease

7,850

47.0 %

ASA 3: A patient with severe systemic disease
and functional impairment

6,675

40.0 %

ASA 4: A patient with severe systemic disease
that is a constant threat to life

358

2.1 %

27

0.2 %

Sex

ASA classification

ASA 5: A moribund patient
Project leaders at the AQUA Institute
Dr. Karl Tasche

Prof. Dr. Jürgen Pauletzki

Members of the Federal Experts’ Working Group
Prof. Dr. Dieter W. Behrenbeck,
Solingen

Dr. Susanne Macher-Heidrich,
Düsseldorf

Prof. Dr. Steffen Behrens,
Berlin

Prof. Dr. Andreas Markewitz,
Koblenz

Dr. Christoph Burmeister,
Mainz

Prof. Dr. Bernd Nowak,
Frankfurt am Main

Prof. Dr. Kai-Nicolas Doll,
Stuttgart

Wolf-Dietrich Trenner1,
Berlin

Dr. Jörg van Essen,
Oberursel

Prof. Dr. Uwe Wiegand,
Remscheid

Prof. Dr. Gerd Fröhlig,
Homburg/Saar

PD Dr. Bernhard Zrenner,
Landshut

Dr. Stephan Knoblich,
Hagen
Further information on the clinical area
For a detailed description of the indicators (including references) and the
2011 federal analysis, go to the website:
www.sqg.de/themen/09n2/

1

Wolf-Dietrich Trenner since Dec 1, 2011
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Pacemaker: Replacement of generator/battery
Case-based aggregate results (patients)

2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator
QI 1

Result

Result

Numerator

Denominator

Trend

Lifetime of the pacemaker generator/ battery

a

Lifetime of the pacemaker generator/ battery < 4 years
in a single-chamber system (AAI, VVI)

1.0 %

1.3 %

53

4,162

=

b

Lifetime of the pacemaker generator/ battery > 6 years
in a single-chamber system (AAI, VVI)

91.9 %

91.8 %

3,820

4,162

=

c

Lifetime of the pacemaker generator/ battery < 4 years
in a dual-chamber system (VDD, DDD)

1.2 %

1.0 %

111

11,404

=

d

Lifetime of the pacemaker generator/ battery > 6 years
in a dual-chamber system (VDD, DDD)

84.3 %

84.6 %

9,647

11,404

=

e

Documentation of the lifetime of the pacemaker
generator/ battery

94.8 %

95.1 %

15,893

16,704

=

QI 2

Duration of intervention up to 60 minutes

97.6 %

97.6 %

16,308

16,704

QI 3

Surgical complications

0.2 %

0.3 %

44

16,704

=
=

QI 4

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement

a

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement of
atrial leads

v

91.1 %

92.8 %

9,300

10,024

+

b

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement of
ventricular leads

v

94.7 %

95.9 %

16,071

16,757

+

v

91.2 %

92.2 %

10,364

11,235

94.1 %

95.7 %

13,404

14,008

=
+

QI 5

Intraoperative amplitude measurement

a

Intraoperative amplitude measurement of atrial leads

b

Intraoperative amplitude measurement of ventricular leads

© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH
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Pacemaker: Replacement of generator/battery
Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance

2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator
QI 1

Reference range

Total

Evaluation

Discrepant

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

Lifetime of the pacemaker generator/ battery

a

Lifetime of the pacemaker generator/ battery < 4 years
in a single-chamber system (AAI, VVI)

Sentinel event

804

41

X

X

b

Lifetime of the pacemaker generator/ battery > 6 years
in a single-chamber system (AAI, VVI)

≥ 75.0 % (TO)

804

84

1

A

c

Lifetime of the pacemaker generator/ battery < 4 years
in a dual-chamber system (VDD, DDD)

Sentinel event

904

89

X

X

d

Lifetime of the pacemaker generator/ battery > 6 years
in a dual-chamber system (VDD, DDD)

≥ 50.0 % (TO)

904

27

1

A

e

Documentation of the lifetime of the pacemaker
generator/ battery

≥ 90.0 % (TA)

947

162

1

B

QI 2

Duration of intervention up to 60 minutes

≥ 80.0 % (TO)

947

26

1

A

QI 3

Surgical complications

≤ 1.0 % (TO)

947

40

1

A

QI 4

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement

a

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement of
atrial leads

≥ 80.7 % (TO;
5th percentile)

902

131

2

A

b

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement of
ventricular leads

≥ 85.0 % (TO;
5th percentile)

944

86

1

A

QI 5

Intraoperative amplitude measurement

a

Intraoperative amplitude measurement of atrial leads

≥ 77.8 % (TO;
5th percentile)

910

110

1

A

b

Intraoperative amplitude measurement of ventricular leads

≥ 83.5 % (TO;
5th percentile)

927

91

2

B

TO = Tolerance range; TA = Target range
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Pacemaker: Replacement of generator/battery
QI 1e: Documentation of the lifetime of the pacemaker generator/ battery

Quality target
As often as possible, documentation of the lifetime of the removed
pacemaker generator/ battery.

Background of the quality indicator
The lifetime of a pacemaker is – not least for the affected patients – an
important quality indicator. Therefore, the information necessary to the
calculation of the lifetime – beside the time of the generator/ battery
replacement, the year of implantation of the removed system – for every
generator/ battery replacement is required to be documented.

Evaluating the 2011 results
To be evaluated positively in the past few years is the increasing trend for
documentation of lifetime – the proportion of removed pacemakers with
documented lifetime increased from 91.6 % in 2008 to 95.1 % in 2011.

Description
Numerator

Patients with a documented lifetime of the pacemaker
generator/ battery

Denominator

All patients

Reference range

≥ 90.0 % (Target range)

Risk adjustment

No further risk adjustment

Indicator ID

11484

Comparability with
Comparable
results of previous year

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

91.6 %

93.6 %

94.8 %

95.1 %

Confidence interval

91.2 – 92.1 %

93.2 – 94.0 %

94.4 – 95.1 %

94.8 – 95.5 %

Total number of cases

16,080

16,572

16,517

16,704

Aggregate result of all patients
100 %

The Structured Quality Dialogue for the results of the previous year (2010)
lead to tracking of 198 hospitals, which lead to a request for statement
from 68 of them. 4 meetings were carried out; One on-site inspection
took place in one hospital. Six target agreements were met. Overall
19 hospitals remained qualitatively discrepant.

Patients with documented lifetime of
the pacemaker generator/ battery

90 %

The range of results in hospitals is still enormous with 0 % to 100 %
(calculated for hospitals with at least 20 interventions in 2011). The
unchanging high range shows that the required documentation is often
ignored or incomplete (in 162 out of 947 hospitals 17.1 %). This result
is evaluated as repeatedly unsatisfactory by the Federal Experts’ Working
Group, the situation regarding the documentation of pacemaker lifetime
requires improvement. Discrepancies must be addressed in the S
 tructured
Quality Dialogue.

80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

2009

2010

2011

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

947

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

0

308 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
100 %

Patients with documented lifetime of
the pacemaker generator/ battery

90 %
80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008
Median

99.1 %

Range

0.0 – 100.0 %

2009

2010

2011

Number of computationally 39 of 308
discrepant hospitals

639 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases

© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH

Median

100.0 %

Range

0.0 – 100.0 %

Number of computationally 123 of 639
discrepant hospitals
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Pacemaker: Revision/system replacement/removal
Dr. Karl Tasche, Prof. Dr. Jürgen Pauletzki, Federal Expert Group for Pacemakers/ Cardio Defibrillators

Introduction
A reintervention (revision), system exchange or removal of the pacemaker
may be required for a variety of reasons.
Alongside technical defects to the gen
erator or leads, infections or perforations of the generator/ battery pouch
can cause malfunction and/ or complications during pacemaker therapy. The indication for a revision
directly reflects the medical quality of previous interventions or
product defects.

For the following clinical area, the Structured Quality D
 ialogue
of the data collection year 2010 led to tracking of 1,100
computationally discrepancies in 609 hospitals. Statements

were requested from 534 of the discrepancies. In 7 cases
meetings were set up. A target agreement with concrete im
provement measures was met in 33 cases. After the Structured
Quality Dialogue there were 47 hospitals remaining with the
evaluation as “qualitatively discrepant”.

Although clinical monitoring of the course of all primary pacemak
er implantations is to be desired, it is currently still impossible.
Therefore, the number of implantations (implantation volume)
at the care-giving center is used to roughly approximate the
“actual” rate of complications leading to a system revision.
Nevertheless, this approach is no replacement for cross-sectoral
monitoring of the clinical course.

Services subject to mandatory reporting
Pacemaker revisions, generator/ battery and lead replacement
and removals.

Looking forward
In the data collection year 2011, there were no considerable
changes with regard to pacemaker revision including system
replacement and/ or removal compared to the previous year.
A few indicators have received new designations in the frame
of system maintenance, in order to reach a better cross-clinical
area unity and precision.
A considerable methodical improvement was achieved: for
the calculation for the indictor “Lead problem as indication
for intervention” (QI 2), only problems with the leads, whose
implantation was no longer than a year ago, are considered
since 2011. The probability that older lead problems due to lack
of quality of the previous intervention is much higher than later
occurring complications. The reworked indicator allows a more
realistic estimate of revision rate due to lack of quality of pacemaker interventions (3.3 % in data collection year 2011).
As will be further explained in the following section, there are
further methodical improvements of the indicator required,
because of the inadequate database not all cases can be considered – therefore, its need for action is B. This is, however,
not seen as a special need for action C by the Federal Experts’
Working Group any longer.
For the Federal Experts’ Working Group, the observed range for
the quality indicator “Lead problem as indicator for intervention”
(0 % to 20 %) and the high number of computationally discrep
ant hospitals (176, from which 80 % with at least 20 cases)
point to the direction of a serious lack of care quality that has to
be examined in the Structured Quality Dialogue and addressed
if needed. For some indicators is the number of computationally
discrepant hospitals over 100.
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Data basis
2010

2011

Reported

Reported

Expected

Complete count

Data sets

13,105

13,627

14,140

96.4 %

Hospitals

953

924

934

98.9 %

Basic statistics
2011
Number Proportion
Age distribution
Number of patients with valid age data

100 %

13,556

< 50 years

686

5.1 %

50 – 59 years

655

4.8 %

60 – 69 years

1,800

13.3 %

70 – 79 years

5,319

39.2 %

80 – 89 years

4,532

33.4 %

564

4.2 %

≥ 90 years
Sex
Male

7,599

56.1 %

Female

5,957

43.9 %

ASA 1: A normal healthy patient

1,240

9.1 %

ASA 2: A patient with mild systemic disease

5,443

40.2 %

ASA 3: A patient with severe systemic disease
and functional impairment

6,297

46.5 %

ASA 4: A patient with severe systemic disease
that is a constant threat to life

530

3.9 %

46

0.3 %

ASA classification

ASA 5: A moribund patient
Project leaders at the AQUA Institute
Dr. Karl Tasche

Prof. Dr. Jürgen Pauletzki
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Frankfurt am Main
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Stuttgart
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Further information on the clinical area
For a detailed description of the indicators (including references) and the
2011 federal analysis, go to the website:
www.sqg.de/themen/09n3/
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Case-based aggregate results (patients)

2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator

Result

Result

Numerator

Denominator

QI 1

Pouch problem as indication for intervention

0.8 %

0.8 %

710

92,406

QI 2

Lead problem as indication for intervention

3.4 %

3.3 %

3,085

92,406

QI 3

Infection, generator/ battery perforation as indication
for intervention

0.5 %

0.5 %

418

92,406

QI 4

Perioperative complications

Trend

=
=
=
=
=

a

Surgical complications

0.9 %

0.9 %

128

13,556

b

Dislodgment of revised atrial lead for indicated lead
problems in the atrium

1.4 %

1.2 %

33

2,862

c

Dislodgment of revised ventricular lead for indicated lead
problems in the ventricle

0.6 %

0.7 %

41

5,559

=

QI 5

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement in
revised leads

a

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement of
atrial leads

97.8 %

98.1 %

2,533

2,582

=

b

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement of
ventricular leads

98.9 %

99.3 %

5,403

5,440

=
=
=

QI 6

Intraoperative amplitude measurement in revised leads

a

Intraoperative amplitude measurement of atrial leads

97.7 %

97.8 %

2,657

2,718

b

Intraoperative amplitude measurement of ventricular leads

98.6 %

99.0 %

5,060

5,113

QI 7

Intracardiac signal amplitudes in revised leads

a

Revised atrial leads with intracardiac signal amplitude
≥ 1.5 mV

92.0 %

91.6 %

2,494

2,724

=

b

Revised ventricular leads with intracardiac signal amplitude
≥ 4 mV

98.6 %

98.9 %

5,072

5,128

=
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Pacemaker: Revision/system replacement/removal
Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance

2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator

Reference range

Total

Evaluation

Discrepant

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

QI 1

Pouch problem as indication for intervention

≤ 3.0 % (TO)

935

42

1

A

QI 2

Lead problem as indication for intervention

≤ 6.0 % (TO)

935

176

2

B

QI 3

Infection, generator/ battery perforation as indication for
intervention

≤ 1.0 % (TO)

935

117

1

A

QI 4

Perioperative complications

a

Surgical complications

≤ 2.0 % (TO)

937

86

1

A

b

Dislodgment of revised atrial lead for indicated lead
problems in the atrium

≤ 3.0 % (TO)

723

30

1

A

c

Dislodgment of revised ventricular lead for indicated lead
problems in the ventricle

≤ 3.0 % (TO)

855

33

1

A

QI 5

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement in
revised leads

a

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement of
atrial leads

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

707

41

1

A

b

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement of
ventricular leads

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

852

24

1

A

QI 6

Intraoperative amplitude measurement in revised leads

a

Intraoperative amplitude measurement of atrial leads

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

718

48

1

A

b

Intraoperative amplitude measurement of ventricular leads

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

847

32

1

A

QI 7

Intracardiac signal amplitudes in revised leads

a

Revised atrial leads with intracardiac signal amplitude
≥ 1.5 mV

≥ 80.0 % (TA)

712

97

1

A

b

Revised ventricular leads with intracardiac signal amplitude
≥ 4 mV

≥ 90.0 % (TA)

848

23

1

A

TO = Tolerance range; TA = Target range
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QI 2: Lead problem as indication for intervention

Quality target

Description
Numerator

Patients with lead problems (Dislodgment, lead fracture,
insulation defect, connector defect, diaphragmatic stimulation,
oversensing, undersensing, stimulation loss/ increase in pacing
threshold, infection, perforation or other lead problems) as
indication for revision, system exchange or removal of pacemakers when the previous pacemaker surgery was performed
at the same hospital excluding lead problems in leads whose
implantation was longer than 1 year ago (late complications)
or their time of implantation is unknown

Denominator

All patients with primary pacemaker implantation (09n1)
or generator/ battery replacement (09n2)

Reference range

≤ 6.0 % (Tolerance range)

Risk adjustment

No further risk adjustment

Indicator ID

694

Comparability with
Starting data collection year 2011, only lead problems whose
results of previous year implantation was less than 1 year ago are considered. After
adjusting the computational rules, the results of the data
collection year 2010 were re-calculated in retrospect and
therefore differ from the years 2008 and 2009 where the
calculations were waived.

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

6.8 %

6.5 %

3.4 %

3.3 %

Confidence interval

6.6 – 7.0 %

6.4 – 6.7 %

3.2 – 3.5 %

3.2 – 3.5 %

Total number of cases

83,769

87,500

90,295

92,406

Aggregate result of all patients

Background of the quality indicator
The indicator should capture the revisions that are due to the lack of q
 uality
in previous pacemaker interventions. Therefore, starting in 2011, only e
 arly
complications are considered in the calculation for the indicator, since
those have a higher chance to be due a lack of quality of the implantation process. To differentiate between early and late complications, data
fields that measure the time difference between the implantation and the
removal or revision were used.

Evaluating the 2011 results
In published registry studies, lead problems due to a lack of process
quality of pacemaker interventions are reported to be below 3 %. The
actual result (3.3 %) only deviates slightly from it. In QI 2 it is assumed,
however, that there is a selection bias, since only revisions of pacemaker
interventions from a hospital’s own interventions are considered in the
calculation.
Unsatisfactory currently is the documentation of the time between the
implantation and the removal due to lead problem or revision. These
were missing for a considerable proportion of documented lead revision
or removal. This could lead to a further selection bias, whose maximum
possible extent can be estimated using a “Worst-Case” calculation: Assuming all lead problems, where there is no information about the time
of implantation, are early complications, then there is a revision rate of
5.4 % - a result that is still (barely) within the reference range.

8%
Lead problem as indication for intervention

The lowest possible frequency of lead problems in relation to the
hospital’s own implantation volume.

7%
6%
5%
4%
3%
2%
1%
0%
2008

2009

2010

2011

Even when the worst-case-scenario is probably overestimating the extent
of the selection bias, there are measures to be taken in order to improve
the documentation rate of the time since the previous intervention. This
limitation on revisions of hospital’s own pacemaker interventions is a
further cause for selection bias which can only be resolved through a
data collection with follow-up i.e., longitudinal cut view.

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

935

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

2

The exclusion of late occurring lead problems, which cannot be blamed
on the implanting or revising hospital, should lead to a higher selectivity of the indicator QI 2 “Lead problems as indication for intervention”
and therefore lead to a noticeably lower number of computationally
discrepant hospitals. The results support this assumption: 2010 there
were 488 hospitals computationally discrepant, in data collection year
there were 176. It was already mentioned that also 176 computationally
discrepant hospitals (still 18.8 % of all hospitals) points towards a wide
lack of quality.

849 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases

Lead problem as indication for intervention

40 %
35 %
30 %
25 %
20 %

In the data collection year 2010, a differentiation between early and
late complication was not possible. The Structured Quality Dialogue for
the results in 2010 therefore required tracking of 488 hospitals, from
which 269 were requested statements. 35 hospitals remained discrep
ant, from which 7 were repeatedly qualitatively discrepant. There were
6 meetings; with 29 hospitals, target agreements were met.

15 %
10 %
5%
0%
2008

Median

3.1 %

Range

0.0 – 20.0 %

2009

2010

2011

Number of computationally 141 of 849
discrepant hospitals

86 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
Median

0.0 %

Range

0.0 – 100.0 %

Number of computationally 35 of 86
discrepant hospitals
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Implantable cardioverter defibrillators: Implantation
Dr. Karl Tasche, Prof. Dr. Jürgen Pauletzki, Federal Experts’ Working Group for Pacemakers

Introduction
Sudden cardiac death is one of the most
common causes of death in Western
industrial nations. In most victims, it is
the result of diseases of the coronary
arteries (coronary heart disease, CHD)
or the heart muscle (cardiomyopathy).
These can cause life-threatening cardiac dysrhythmias (arrhythmias). Pacemakers are implanted if
the heart beat is too slow as a result of disorders of stimulus
formation or conduction. Frequent and life-threatening dysrhythmias of the heart chambers (ventricular tachycardia, ventricular
flutter, ventricular fibrillation), however, cannot be treated with
a pacemaker. In such cases an implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD), which also offers all the functions of a pacemaker,
is used.
An ICD is indicated if a high risk of dangerous dysrhythmias may
be assumed on the basis of special cardiological examinations
(primary prevention). If these life-threatening cardiac dysrhythmias have occurred once previously and there is no treatable
(reversible) underlying cause for them, the ICD is implanted for
secondary prevention. The device can abolish these life-threat
ening cardiac dysrhythmias by the delivery of shock or rapid
impulses (antitachycardia stimulation) and thus prevent sudden
cardiac death.
A further area of application of the ICD therapy is advanced
pump failed of heart (heart failure), in which the two main chambers and/ or a number of wall segments of the left chamber no
longer work in synchrony. This can be seen on the ECG in the
form of a left bundle branch block. This form of heart failure can
be treated by electrical stimulation (cardiac resynchronisation
therapy, CRT). Since the treated patients are also at an increas
ed risk of sudden cardiac death, in most cases a combination
device, which combines the treatment of heart failure through
resynchronisation therapy and the prevention of s udden cardiac
death through life-threatening dysrhythmias of the heart chambers (CRT-D device), is implanted.
Quality aspects of ICD treatment that should be reflected by
means of quality indicators include:
pp

guideline-compliant indication

pp

guideline-compliant selection of a suitable system

pp

shortest possible duration of intervention and short
fluoroscopy time on implantation

pp

least frequent occurence of peri-interventional
complications

An ICD is generally implanted under the skin or under the chest
muscle below the left collarbone. As with pacemakers, the ICDimplantation is nowadays a routine intervention associated with
a low complication rate.
The documentation of an ICD-treatment (Implantation/ gener
ator/ battery exchange/ revision) is mandatory since January1,
2010 in the frame of external quality assurance. Especially with
the background of increase number of implantations and higher treatment costs are these procedures important in order to
obtain a representative picture of the care quality in Germany.

© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH

As with pacemaker therapy, the care quality is controlled over
3 clinical areas which cover the bandwidth of inpatient ICDtreatment:
pp

Implantable cardioverter defibrillators: Implantation (ICDprimary implantation and system setting from pacemaker
to ICD)

pp

Implantable cardioverter defibrillators: Replacement of
generator/ battery

pp

Implantable cardioverter defibrillators: Revision/ system
replacement/ removal (renewed intervention on patients
that already have an implanted ICD)

This section informs about the clinical area “Implantable
cardioverter defibrillator: Implantation”

Services subject to mandatory reporting
Primary implantation of implantable cardio defibrillators, system
settings from pacemakers to implantable cardio defibrillator.

Looking forward
For the first year the external quality assurance of inpatients
for implantable cardioverter defibrillator (2010), the Federal Experts’ Working Group recommended the State Administrative
Offices for Quality Assurance to suspend the Structured Quality
Dialogue for the indicators guideline-compliant indication and
guideline-compliant system selection (QI 1 and 2). Reason
being the technical problems with the implementation of complex algorithms for these indicators. Furthermore, an important
update of the European guidelines for indication and system
selection of implantable cardio defibrillators has appeared
in 2010. M
 eanwhile, in the scope of a major overhaul of both
indicators as well as the technical problems were fixed as well
as taken over the current stand of the guidelines.
A few indicators have received new designations in the frame of
system maintenance, in order to reach a better cross-clinical area
unity and precision. Indicators for pacing threshold measured in
atrial leads and ventricular leads are no longer reported.
The results of data collection year 2011 show in comparison
(based on reworked algorithms calculated in retrospect) to
results in 2010 a clear improvement on guideline-compliant
indication and system selection. Even so, there is a further
need for action, because the results of numerous hospitals are
computationally discrepant and must be examined in the Structured Quality Dialogue. Additionally, the opportunity should be
used to address indication and system selection of implantable
cardioverter defibrillators on expert conferences and scientific
publications.
Positive developments are noted in the intervention duration
and fluoroscopy time of single- and dual-systems. On the other
hand, the proportion of intervention with performed cardioverter
defibrillator testing has notably decreased in 2011 in comparison to 2010. With the Federal Experts’ Working Group’s recommendation, the cardioverter defibrillator testing will be furthermore recorded, but postponed as a quality indicator as long as
its scientific foundation is not completed.
German Hospital Quality Report 2011
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Data basis

The recommendation of the Federal Experts’ Working Group to
postpone two quality indicators (QI 1 and 2) for data collection
year 2010 was widely followed. In 1,242 computational discrep
ancies in 203 hospitals, there were 336 statements requested.
In 5 cases meetings were set with hospitals. Target agreement
with a concrete improvement measures were met in 9 cases.
After the Structured Quality Dialogue there were 8 hospitals
remaining with the evaluation as “qualitatively discrepant”.

2010

2011

Reported

Reported

Expected

Complete count

Data sets

25,598

28,497

28,957

98.4 %

Hospitals

596

641

651

98.5 %

Basic statistics
2011

Retrospectively, a further need for action is also seen in the implementation of intraoperative amplitude measurement in ventricular leads. While the overall result for this indicator is good, there
are still some computationally discrepant hospitals. According to
the Federal Experts’ Working Group’s opinion, for a flawless function of a lifesaving ICD-system, waiving this measurement cannot
be justified based on the central meaning of the intraoperative
amplitude measurement of the ventricular leads.

Number Proportion
Age distribution
Number of patients with valid age data

Main focus of the current methodical development of quality
indicators is the risk adjustment. They were implemented for
the data collection year 2011 for hospital mortality. Currently
it is tested if risk adjustment is also possible for the indicator
group “Perioperative complications”.

100 %

28,452

< 50 years

2,505

8.8 %

50 – 59 years

4,757

16.7 %

60 – 69 years

7,288

25.6 %

70 – 79 years

11,312

39.8 %

80 – 89 years

2,561

9.0 %

29

0.1 %

22,376

78.6 %

6,076

21.4 %

587

2.1 %

≥ 90 years
Sex
Male
Female
ASA classification
ASA 1: A normal healthy patient
ASA 2: A patient with mild systemic disease

7,714

27.1 %

ASA 3: A patient with severe systemic disease
and functional impairment

18,549

65.2 %

ASA 4: A patient with severe systemic disease
that is a constant threat to life

1,570

5.5 %

32

0.1 %

ASA 5: A moribund patient
Project leaders at the AQUA Institute
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Further information on the clinical area
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Implantable cardioverter defibrillators: Implantation
Case-based aggregate results (patients)

2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator

Result

Result

Numerator (O | E)*

Denominator

QI 1

Guideline-compliant indication

88.4 %

90.6 %

25,768

28,452

QI 2

Guideline-compliant system selection

84.5 %

87.3 %

24,719

28,313

QI 3

Testing of the cardioverter defibrillator

72.6 %

61.8 %

15,668

25,350

QI 4

Duration of intervention

Trend

+
+
-

a

Duration of intervention up to 75 minutes for a single-chamber
system (VVI) implantation

87.4 %

90.5 %

10,985

12,133

+

b

Duration of intervention up to 105 minutes for a dual-chamber
system (VDD, DDD) implantation

85.4 %

88.7 %

6,793

7,661

+

c

Duration of intervention up to 240 minutes for a CRT
system implantation

97.4 %

98.1 %

8,356

8,519

=

QI 5

Fluoroscopy time

a

Fluoroscopy time up to 9 minutes for a single-chamber
system (VVI) implantation

91.8 %

92.9 %

11,140

11,986

+

b

Fluoroscopy time up to 18 minutes for a dual-chamber
system (VDD, DDD) implantation

91.7 %

93.3 %

7,067

7,572

+

c

Fluoroscopy time up to 18 minutes for a CRT system
implantation

96.3 %

96.5 %

8,105

8,403

=
=
=

QI 6

Intraoperative amplitude measurement

a

Intraoperative amplitude measurement of atrial leads

99.0 %

99.3 %

15,249

15,356

b

Intraoperative amplitude measurement of ventricular leads

99.6 %

99.5 %

28,078

28,218

QI 7

Perioperative complications

a

Surgical complications

1.1 %

1.1 %

310

28,452

b

Lead dislodgment or dysfunction of the atrial lead

0.7 %

0.5 %

72

15,791

c

Lead dislodgment or dysfunction of a ventricular lead

0.8 %

0.7 %

185

28,452

176

28,452

166
0.60 %

27,537

QI 8

=
=
=

Hospital mortality

a

Hospital mortality

0.6 %

0.6 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

1.00

1.02

170
0.62 %

* for regression-based quality indicators
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Implantable cardioverter defibrillators: Implantation
Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance

2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator

Reference range

Total

Evaluation

Discrepant

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

QI 1

Guideline-compliant indication

≥ 90.0 % (TA)

648

191

2

B

QI 2

Guideline-compliant system selection

≥ 90.0 % (TA)

647

282

3

B

QI 3

Testing of the cardioverter defibrillator

Not defined

639

–

X

X

QI 4

Duration of intervention

a

Duration of intervention up to 75 minutes for a single-chamber
system (VVI) implantation

≥ 60.0 % (TO)

618

35

2

A

b

Duration of intervention up to 105 minutes for a dual-chamber
system (VDD, DDD) implantation

≥ 55.0 % (TO)

586

44

2

A

c

Duration of intervention up to 240 minutes for a CRT system
implantation

≥ 90.0 % (TO)

439

28

1

A

QI 5

Fluoroscopy time

a

Fluoroscopy time up to 9 minutes for a single-chamber system
(VVI) implantation

≥ 75.0 % (TO)

616

35

1

A

b

Fluoroscopy time up to 18 minutes for a dual-chamber system
(VDD, DDD) implantation

≥ 80.0 % (TO)

586

51

1

A

c

Fluoroscopy time up to 18 minutes for a CRT system implantation

≥ 90.0 % (TO)

439

63

2

A

QI 6

Intraoperative amplitude measurement

a

Intraoperative amplitude measurement of atrial leads

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

597

11

1

A

b

Intraoperative amplitude measurement of ventricular leads

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

647

9

1

B

QI 7

Perioperative complications

a

Surgical complications

≤ 4.5 % (TO;
95th percentile)

648

45

1

A

b

Lead dislodgment or dysfunction of the atrial lead

≤ 3.1 % (TO;
95th percentile)

598

34

1

A

c

Lead dislodgment or dysfunction of a ventricular lead

≤ 3.9 % (TO;
95th percentile)

648

29

1

A

Not defined

648

–

X

X

≤ 5.52 (TO;
95th percentile)

647

29

1

A

QI 8

Hospital mortality

a

Hospital mortality

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

TO = Tolerance range; TA = Target range
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QI 1: Guideline-compliant indication

As often as possible guideline-compliant indication for cardioverter
defibrillator implantation.

Background of the quality indicator
The indicators for implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD) in order to
prevent sudden cardiac death were generally sorted into two different
forms of prevention: If an ICD is used after a so-called Index-event, e.g.,
a tachycardia caused by cardiac arrest or less severe symptoms such as
syncope or angina pectoris has occurred, then it is called secondary
prevention. Using an ICD for high risk patients for sudden cardiac death
without previous occurring index-events is called primary prevention.
The following indicators are considered to control the guideline-compliant
indication for ICD therapy:
pp

Secondary prevention for ventricular fibrillation or continued
ventricular tachycardia with clinical symptoms

Description
Numerator

Patients with guideline-compliant indication for ICD implantation

Denominator

All patients

Reference range

≥ 90.0 % (Target range)

Risk adjustment

No further risk adjustment

Indicator ID

50004

Comparability with
Limited comparability
results of previous year

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

–

–

88.4 %

90.6 %

Confidence interval

–

–

88.0 – 88.8 %

90.2 – 90.9 %

Total number of cases

–

–

25,582

28,452

Aggregate result of all patients
100 %
Guideline-compliant indication for ICD implantation

Quality target

90 %
80 %
70 %

pp

Secondary prevention after syncope (without ECG documentation)
in the context of reduced pumping of the heart

pp

Secondary prevention after syncope (without ECG documentation)
in the context of congenital heart disease

pp

Secondary prevention for continued ventricular tachycardia without
clinical symptoms

pp

Primary prevention after myocardial infarct since more than 28 days

pp

Primary prevention after myocardial infarct since more than 40 days

pp

Primary prevention for dilatative cardiomyopathy (DCM)

pp

Primary prevention for heart failure

pp

Primary prevention for Brugada-syndrome, Short-QT-syndrome
or Long-QT-syndrome

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

648

Primary prevention for hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM)

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

0

pp

Primary prevention for arrhythmogenic right ventricular
cardiomyopathy (ARVC)

If one of the mentioned indications is present, then the implantation of a
cardio defibrillator will be considered as guideline-compliant.

Evaluating the 2011 results
The external quality assurance of inpatients follows two goals in terms of
the guidelines:
1. Support of the construction of a guideline-compliant process

(particularly in the phase after publication of new guidelines)
2. Maintaining a (as high as possible) standard of guideline-compliant

30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2009

2010

2011

399 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
100 %

care
For the data collection year 2011, the proportion of guideline-compliant
indication for ICD therapy has reached 90.6 %. This result is better than
the previous years; the high number of computationally discrepant
hospitals (191) makes it clear, however, that the current guideline is not
yet sufficiently implemented in practice. In order to improve the care situation, the Federal Experts’ Working Group believes a two-way process
is required:

40 %

2008

Guideline-compliant indication for ICD implantation

pp

60 %
50 %

90 %
80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

Median

93.5 %

Range

10.8 – 100.0 %

2009

2010

2011

Number of computationally 120 of 399
discrepant hospitals

249 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
Median

100.0 %

Range

0.0 – 100.0 %

Number of computationally 71 of 249
discrepant hospitals

1. Structured Quality Dialogue with discrepant hospitals
2. Addressing the current guidelines in the expert publication
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Implantable cardioverter defibrillators:
Replacement of generator/battery
Dr. Karl Tasche, Prof. Dr. Jürgen Pauletzki, Federal Experts’ Working Group for Pacemakers

Introduction
An implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD) is used for the treatment of
rapid, life-threatening dysrhythmias of
the heart chambers (ventricular tachycardia, ventricular flutter, ventricular
fibrillation). This device can abolish lifethreatening cardiac dysrhythmias by the
delivery of shock or rapid impulses (antitachycardia s timulation)
and thus prevent sudden cardiac death. Each ICD also has all
the functions of a pacemaker.
Similarly to a pacemaker, an ICD consists of a generator that
houses the electronic circuits (microcomputer) and the battery.
The generator is connected to the heart by electrodes. The ICD
is generally implanted under the skin or under the chest muscle
below the left collarbone.
When the battery is depleted following a lifetime of several
years, the generator/ battery needs replacement. The leads
can usually be left in the heart while the generator/ batter is
replaced. The quality if the intervention to the isolated replacement of the ICD generator/ battery is recorded in the quality
indicator of the following clinical area “Implantable cardioverter
defibrillator: Replacement of generator/ battery”. These indicators also affect the lifetime of the replaced generator/ battery
especially the intervention time, the pacing threshold measurement or signal amplitude measurement of the leads as well as
perioperative complications and mortality.
The documentation of an ICD-treatment (generator/ battery
replacement) is mandatory in the frame of the external quality
assurance since January 1, 2010. Especially with a background
of increasing implantation numbers and higher treatment costs
are these procedures important in order to obtain an accurate
picture of the care quality in Germany.

exactly, because for a procedural monitoring (follow-up) the
required link between the recorded generator/ battery replacement with the clinical area “Implantable cardioverter defibrillator:
Implantation” cannot yet be established.
Under these limitations, the fact that for CRT-D systems (combination device that allows treatment of heart failure through
resynchronisation therapy and prevention of sudden cardiac
death) the proportion of generator/ batteries with lifetime less
than three years reduced from 4.4 % in 2010 to 2.6 % in data
collection year 2011 can be evaluated as a positive development.
Further positive developments are the intraoperative pacing
threshold measurement for ventricular leads and the intraop
erative amplitude measurement for atrial lead.
Same as in the clinical area “Implantable cardioverter defibrillator: Implantation”, the proportion of interventions performed
with implantable cardioverter defibrillator testing has notably
decreased in 2011 compared to 2010. As per the Federal Experts’ Working Group’s recommendation, the cardioverter
defibrillator testing will continued to be conducted as a code,
but postponed as a quality indicator as long as its scientific
foundation is not completed.
The Federal Experts’ Working Group sees a further need for
action for the intraoperative amplitude measurement for ventricular leads.
The Structured Quality Dialogue for the results in data collection year 2010 led to tracking of 386 computationally discrep
ancies in 217 hospitals. Statements were requested from 176
cases. After the Structured Quality Dialogue there were 4 hospitals remaining with the evaluation as “qualitatively discrepant”.

Services subject to mandatory reporting
Isolated generator/ battery replacement for implantable cardio
verter defibrillator.

Looking forward
A few indicators have received new designations in the frame
of system maintenance, in order to reach a better cross-clinical
area unity and precision.
For the generator/ battery lifetime of the implantable cardioverter defibrillator, a purely descriptive evaluation is currently in
place – without the evaluation of the results from hospitals and
hence without a Structured Quality Dialogue. The proportion of
pacemakers with generator/ battery lifetime under three years
can only be estimated, since currently a follow-up of ICD-implantation is not possible. Instead of a follow-up of the ICD- implantation, there is a yearly cross-cut view record of occurred
generator/ battery replacement, from which is counted how
many of the replaced generator/ battery had a lifetime of less
than three years in each hospital. (Provisionally) The reference
is the number of ICD-implantations in each hospital in the same
data collection year. The proportion of replaced generator/ battery with lifetime of less than three years cannot be calculated
German Hospital Quality Report 2011
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Implantable cardioverter defibrillators:
Replacement of generator/battery
Data basis
2010

2011

Reported

Reported

Expected

Complete count

Data sets

6,005

6,833

6,927

98.6 %

Hospitals

482

533

550

96.9 %

Basic statistics
2011
Number Proportion
Age distribution
Number of patients with valid age data

100 %

6,818

< 50 years

503

7.4 %

50 – 59 years

978

14.3 %

60 – 69 years

1,635

24.0 %

70 – 79 years

2,711

39.8 %

80 – 89 years

973

14.3 %

18

0.3 %

≥ 90 years
Sex
Male

5,394

79.1 %

Female

1,424

20.9 %

368

5.4 %

ASA 2: A patient with mild systemic disease

2,247

33.0 %

ASA 3: A patient with severe systemic disease
and functional impairment

3,984

58.4 %

ASA 4: A patient with severe systemic disease
that is a constant threat to life

214

3.1 %

5

0.1 %

ASA classification
ASA 1: A normal healthy patient

ASA 5: A moribund patient
Project leaders at the AQUA Institute
Dr. Karl Tasche

Prof. Dr. Jürgen Pauletzki

Members of the Federal Experts’ Working Group
Prof. Dr. Dieter W. Behrenbeck,
Solingen

Dr. Susanne Macher-Heidrich,
Düsseldorf

Prof. Dr. Steffen Behrens,
Berlin

Prof. Dr. Andreas Markewitz,
Koblenz

Dr. Christoph Burmeister,
Mainz

Prof. Dr. Bernd Nowak,
Frankfurt am Main

Prof. Dr. Kai-Nicolas Doll,
Stuttgart

Wolf-Dietrich Trenner1,
Berlin

Dr. Jörg van Essen,
Oberursel

Prof. Dr. Uwe Wiegand,
Remscheid

Prof. Dr. Gerd Fröhlig,
Homburg/Saar

PD Dr. Bernhard Zrenner,
Landshut

Dr. Stephan Knoblich,
Hagen
Further information on the clinical area
For a detailed description of the indicators (including references) and the
2011 federal analysis, go to the website:
www.sqg.de/themen/09n5/

1

Wolf-Dietrich Trenner since Dec 1, 2011
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Implantable cardioverter defibrillators:
Replacement of generator/battery
Case-based aggregate results (patients)
2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator
QI 1

Result

Result

Numerator

Denominator

Trend

Life time of the old cardioverter defibrillator
generator/ battery

a

Life time of the old cardioverter defibrillator generator/ battery
with single-chamber system (VVI) under 3 years

2.9 %

1.8 %

49

2,758

=

b

Life time of the old cardioverter defibrillator generator/ battery
with dual-chamber system (VVD, DDD) under 3 years

3.1 %

2.0 %

33

1,668

=

c

Life time of the old cardioverter defibrillator generator/ battery
with CRT system under 3 years

4.4 %

2.6 %

56

2,158

+
=

QI 2

Testing of the cardioverter defibrillator

51.8 %

41.1 %

2,607

6,350

QI 3

Duration of intervention up to 75 minutes

93.6 %

94.4 %

6,435

6,818

QI 4

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement

a

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement of the
atrial leads

96.1 %

97.2 %

3,078

3,167

=

b

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement of the
ventricular leads

97.1 %

98.3 %

9,030

9,189

+
+
=

QI 5

Intraoperative amplitude measurement

a

Intraoperative amplitude measurement of the atrial leads

95.6 %

97.3 %

3,458

3,554

b

Intraoperative amplitude measurement of the
ventricular leads

92.7 %

93.4 %

7,875

8,433

QI 6

Surgical complications

0.6 %

0.4 %

28

6,818

QI 7

Hospital mortality

0.2 %

0.2 %

15

6,818
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Implantable cardioverter defibrillators:
Replacement of generator/battery
Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance
2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator
QI 1

Reference range

Total

Evaluation

Discrepant

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

Life time of the old cardioverter defibrillator
generator/ battery

a

Life time of the old cardioverter defibrillator generator/ battery
with single-chamber system (VVI) under 3 years

Not defined

436

–

X

X

b

Life time of the old cardioverter defibrillator generator/ battery
with dual-chamber system (VVD, DDD) under 3 years

Not defined

395

–

X

X

c

Life time of the old cardioverter defibrillator generator/ battery
with CRT system under 3 years

Not defined

378

–

X

X

QI 2

Testing of the cardioverter defibrillator

Not defined

532

–

X

X

QI 3

Duration of intervention up to 75 minutes

≥ 80.0 % (TO)

538

48

1

A

QI 4

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement

a

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement of the
atrial leads

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

466

45

1

A

b

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement of the
ventricular leads

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

537

47

1

A

QI 5

Intraoperative amplitude measurement

a

Intraoperative amplitude measurement of the atrial leads

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

474

61

1

A

b

Intraoperative amplitude measurement of the
ventricular leads

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

536

152

3

B

QI 6

Surgical complications

Sentinel event

538

26

X

X

QI 7

Hospital mortality

Sentinel event

538

15

X

X

TO = Tolerance range; TA = Target range
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Implantable cardioverter defibrillators:
Replacement of generator/battery
QI 5b: Intraoperative amplitude measurement of the ventricular leads
Quality target

Description

As often as possible measured signal amplitudes.

Numerator

Ventricular leads with measured amplitude

Denominator

All ventricular leads (excluding patients without rhythm)

Reference range

≥ 95.0 % (Target range)

Risk adjustment

Stratification

Indicator ID

50029

Background of the quality indicator
The perception of own electrical activity of the heart and the emission of
electrical stimulation impulses to the heart are the basic tasks of the ICD.

Comparability with
Comparable
results of previous year

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

-

-

92.7 %

93.4 %

Confidence interval

-

-

92.0 – 93.2 %

92.8 – 93.9 %

Total number of cases

-

-

7,326

8,433

Aggregate result of all patients

Important criteria for the perception of the intracardial signals are the
signal amplitude. If the signal amplitude too low and has a high s ensibility,
then it can sense interfering signals, e.g., from the skeleton muscles or
unwanted signals from the heart (e.g., T-waves), and falsely interpret it as
threatening heart rhythms which will lead to inadequate reactions of the
ICD system. Therefore, a high perception threshold is necessary, which
requires high signal amplitude.

Ventricular leads with measured amplitude

100 %

Always measuring intraoperative amplitude is normally sought after,
including for generator/ battery replacement, in order to test the o
 ptimal
function of the lead, so that a correction can be made immediately if
necessary. This is valid for both implantable cardioverter defibrillators
and pacemakers.

90 %
80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %

Evaluating the 2011 results

30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

2009

2010

2011

From this background, the overall result (93.4 %) which is outside of the
reference range (at least 95 %), is seen as a pointer towards a notable
lack of care. Numerous hospitals (152 or 28.4 % of all hospitals) were
computationally discrepant in data collection year 2011.

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

536

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

2

127 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases

Furthermore, more effort is required to clarify discrepant results and if
necessary try to induce an improved care situation.

100 %
Ventricular leads with measured amplitude

The intraoperative measurement of the signal amplitude for ventricular
leads is necessary to noticing damage to the lead in a generator/ battery replacement. The waiving of this measurement cannot be reasoned
using the central meaning of the intraoperative amplitude measurement
in ventricular leads for impeccable function of the lifesaving ICD system.

90 %
80 %

The Structured Quality Dialogue for the results of the previous year
(2010) lead to tracking of 118 hospitals, from which 60 hospitals
were requested a statement. One hospital remained discrepant due to
improper documentation.

70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

Median

96.3 %

Range

66.7 – 100.0 %

2009

2010

2011

Number of computationally 48 of 127
discrepant hospitals

409 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
Median

100.0 %

Range

0.0 – 100.0 %

Number of computationally 104 of 409
discrepant hospitals
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Implantable cardioverter defibrillators:
Revision/system replacement/removal
Dr. Karl Tasche, Prof. Dr. Jürgen Pauletzki, Federal Experts’ Working Group for Pacemakers

Introduction
An implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD) is used for the treatment of
rapid, life-threatening dysrhythmias of
the heart chambers (ventricular tachycardia, ventricular flutter, ventricular
fibrillation). This device can abolish lifethreatening cardiac dysrhythmias by the
delivery of shock or rapid impulses (antitachycardia s timulation)
and thus prevent sudden cardiac death. Each ICD also has all
the functions of a pacemaker.
Similarly to a pacemaker, an ICD consists of a generator that
houses the electronic circuits (microcomputer) and the battery.
The generator is connected to the heart by electrodes. The ICD
is generally implanted under the skin or under the chest muscle
below the left collarbone.
The primary implantation of an ICD and the isolated replacement of the ICD generator/ battery are documented in separate
clinical areas. This clinical area concerns the quality assurance
in ICD revisions, removal or system replacements. These interventions may be necessary for a variety of reasons: Alongside
the purely technical aspects (e.g., lead fracture or dislodgment),
infections or problems with the generator/ battery pouch, for
example, can cause malfunction or complications during ICD
therapy.
The quality indicators of this clinical area include indication for
revision, pacing threshold measurement or signal amplitude
measurement of the leads, as well as perioperative complications and hospital mortality.

The Federal Experts’ Working Group sees a further need for
action in regards to the indicator “Lead problems as indication
for intervention” (QI 3).
Positive developments in comparison to the previous year are in
the intraoperative threshold measurement for ventricular leads
and the intraoperative amplitude measurement of the ventricular leads.
Same as the other two clinical areas for the implantable cardioverter defibrillators is the proportion of interventions performed
with implantable cardioverter defibrillator testing has n
 otably
decreased compared to 2011. As per the Federal Experts’
Working Group’s recommendation, the cardioverter defibrillator
testing will continued to be recorded, but postponed as a quality indicator as long as its scientific foundation is not completed.
The Structured Quality Dialogue, for the results of the data
collection year 2010, lead to tracking of 404 c omputationally
discrepancies in 203 hospitals. Statements were requested
from 193 cases. After the Structured Quality Dialogue, there
were 8 hospitals remaining with the evaluation as “qualitatively
discrepant”.
The focus of the current methodical development of quality
indicators is the risk adjustment. They were implemented for
hospital mortality in 2011. Currently it is tested if risk adjustment is also possible for the indicator group “perioperative
complications”. It is planned to replace the percentile reference
ranges through fixed reference ranges.

The documentation of ICD-interventions is mandatory in the
frame of the external quality assurance since January 1, 2010.
Especially with a background of increasing implantation

numbers and higher treatment costs are these procedures
important in order to obtain a representative picture of the qual
ity of care in Germany. The indication for revision or a system
replacement allows conclusions about the medical quality of
previous interventions, including lack of quality in products.

Services subject to mandatory reporting
Revision, system replacement and removal of implantable
cardioverter defibrialltors.

Looking forward
A few indicators have received new designations in the frame
of system maintenance, in order to reach a better cross-clinical
area unity and precision.
Presently, for the four indication for revision (QI 1 to QI 4) – analogous to the generator/ battery lifetime in the clinical area “Implantable cardioverter defibrillator: Generator/ battery replacement” – only estimates for the revision rates can be calculated.
Reason being that here, too, there are currently no viable possibilities to perform a follow-up of the ICD-implantations.
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Implantable cardioverter defibrillators:
Revision/system replacement/removal
Data basis
2010

2011

Reported

Reported

Expected

Complete count

Data sets

7,077

8,110

8,360

97.0 %

Hospitals

466

506

520

97.3 %

Basic statistics
2011
Number Proportion
Age distribution
Number of patients with valid age data
< 50 years
50 – 59 years

100 %

8,056
794

9.9 %

1,298

16.1 %

60 – 69 years

2,148

26.7 %

70 – 79 years

3,047

37.8 %

80 – 89 years

755

9.4 %

14

0.2 %

Male

6,340

78.7 %

Female

1,716

21.3 %

328

4.1 %

ASA 2: A patient with mild systemic disease

1,964

24.4 %

ASA 3: A patient with severe systemic disease
and functional impairment

5,218

64.8 %

ASA 4: A patient with severe systemic disease
that is a constant threat to life

522

6.5 %

24

0.3 %

≥ 90 years
Sex

ASA classification
ASA 1: A normal healthy patient

ASA 5: A moribund patient
Project leaders at the AQUA Institute
Dr. Karl Tasche

Prof. Dr. Jürgen Pauletzki

Members of the Federal Experts’ Working Group
Prof. Dr. Dieter W. Behrenbeck,
Solingen

Dr. Susanne Macher-Heidrich,
Düsseldorf

Prof. Dr. Steffen Behrens,
Berlin

Prof. Dr. Andreas Markewitz,
Koblenz

Dr. Christoph Burmeister,
Mainz

Prof. Dr. Bernd Nowak,
Frankfurt am Main

Prof. Dr. Kai-Nicolas Doll,
Stuttgart

Wolf-Dietrich Trenner1,
Berlin

Dr. Jörg van Essen,
Oberursel

Prof. Dr. Uwe Wiegand,
Remscheid

Prof. Dr. Gerd Fröhlig,
Homburg/Saar

PD Dr. Bernhard Zrenner,
Landshut

Dr. Stephan Knoblich,
Hagen
Further information on the clinical area
For a detailed description of the indicators (including references) and the
2011 federal analysis, go to the website:
www.sqg.de/themen/09n6/

1

Wolf-Dietrich Trenner since Dec 1, 2011
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Implantable cardioverter defibrillators:
Revision/system replacement/removal
Case-based aggregate results (patients)
2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator

Result

Result

Numerator (O | E)*

Denominator

QI 1

Pouch problem as indication for intervention

1.6 %

1.6 %

563

35,270

QI 2

Generator/ battery problem as indication for intervention

3.0 %

2.9 %

1,252

43,326

QI 3

Lead problem as indication for intervention

12.0 %

11.8 %

4,156

35,270

QI 4

Infection as indication for intervention

2.0 %

1.8 %

647

35,270

QI 5

Cardioverter defibrillator testing

48.2 %

41.8 %

3,099

7,413

QI 6

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement in revised
leads

a

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement of atrial leads

97.5 %

98.7 %

1,831

1,856

b

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement of ventricular
leads

97.7 %

98.9 %

5,920

5,985

QI 7

Intraoperative amplitude measurement of atrial leads

97.5 %

98.7 %

1,989

2,015

b

Intraoperative amplitude measurement of ventricular leads

98.1 %

99.1 %

3,412

3,444

=
+
=
+

Perioperative complications

a

Surgical complications

1.5 %

1.5 %

120

8,056

b

Dislodgment or dysfunction of atrial leads

0.9 %

0.7 %

15

2,064

c

Dislodgment or dysfunction of ventricular leads

0.8 %

0.7 %

41

5,609

103

8,056

144
1.79 %

8,056

QI 9

=
=
=
=
-

Intraoperative amplitude measurement in revised leads

a

QI 8

Trend

=
=
=

Hospital mortality

a

Hospital mortality

1.6 %

1.3 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

1.00

0.72

103
1.28 %

* for regression-based quality indicators
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Implantable cardioverter defibrillators:
Revision/system replacement/removal
Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance
2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator

Reference range

Total

Evaluation

Discrepant

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

QI 1

Pouch problem as indication for intervention

≤ 6.6 % (TO;
95th percentile)

509

31

1

A

QI 2

Generator/ battery problem as indication for intervention

≤ 7.9 % (TO;
95th percentile)

511

16

1

A

QI 3

Lead problem as indication for intervention

≤ 24.6 % (TO;
95th percentile)

509

32

2

B

QI 4

Infection as indication for intervention

≤ 6.9 % (TO;
95th percentile)

509

25

1

A

QI 5

Cardioverter defibrillator testing

Not defined

503

–

X

X

QI 6

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement in revised
leads

a

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement of atrial leads

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

356

20

1

A

b

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement of ventricular
leads

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

475

24

1

A

QI 7

Intraoperative amplitude measurement in revised leads

a

Intraoperative amplitude measurement of atrial leads

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

365

19

1

A

b

Intraoperative amplitude measurement of ventricular leads

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

451

18

1

A

QI 8

Perioperative complications

a

Surgical complications

≤ 7.6 % (TO;
95th percentile)

511

29

1

A

b

Dislodgment or dysfunction of atrial leads

≤ 11.1 % (TO;
95th percentile)

365

4

1

A

c

Dislodgment or dysfunction of ventricular leads

≤ 4.8 % (TO;
95th percentile)

475

17

1

A

Not defined

511

–

X

X

≤ 4.07 (TO;
95th percentile)

511

20

1

A

QI 9

Hospital mortality

a

Hospital mortality

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

TO = Tolerance range; TA = Target range
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Implantable cardioverter defibrillators:
Revision/system replacement/removal
QI 3: Lead problem as indication for intervention
Quality target
The lowest possible frequency of lead problems in relation to the
hospital’s own implantation volume.

Description
Numerator

Patients with lead problems (Dislodgment, lead fracture,
insulation defect, connector defect, diaphragmatic stimulation,
oversensing, undersensing, stimulation loss/ increase in
pacing threshold, infection, perforation or other lead problems)
as indication for revision, system exchange or removal of the
ICD system when the previous ICD surgery was performed at
the same hospital.

Denominator

All patients with cardioverter defibrillator-implantations (09n4)
or –generator/ battery replacement (09n5)

Background of the quality indicator

Evaluating the 2011 results
The rate of lead revision is very high (overall result: 11.8 %). A quantified assignment to potential causes such as lack of quality in product or
procedure based reasons are currently not possible. Procedure based
reasons usually lead to early complications. Therefore, it is foreseen anal
ogously to the quality indicators (QI 2) of the clinical area “Pacemaker:
Revision/ system replacement/ removal” starting with data collection
year 2013, to record the time difference between the implantation of the
lead and the intervention.
There were 32 hospitals (6.3 %) computationally discrepant in data col
lection year 2011, among these mostly hospitals with at least 20 cases.
In the computationally discrepant hospitals the number of ICD patients
with lead problems after the primary intervention in the same hospital
reached (or exceeded) a fourth of the implantation volume of that hospital (reference range ≤ 24.6 %) – i.e., after (at least) every fourth ICD
implantation was a lead problem expected! Even if no clear assignment
of the cause of lead problems to be due to lack of quality of the product
or intervention dependent reasons can be currently made, it seems vital
to pursue these computational discrepancies in the Structured Quality
Dialogue.
The Structured Quality Dialogue for the results of the previous year (2010)
lead to tracking of 44 hospitals, from which 25 statements were re
quested. 3 hospitals remained qualitatively discrepant due to improper
documentation.

Reference range

≤ 24.6 % (Tolerance range, 95th percentile)

Risk adjustment

No further risk adjustment

Indicator ID

50034

Comparability with
Limited comparability
results of previous year

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

–

–

12.0 %

11.8 %

Confidence interval

–

–

11.6 – 12.3 %

11.4 – 12.1 %

Total number of cases

–

–

31,584

35,270

Aggregate result of all patients
80 %
Lead problem as indication for intervention

The quality indicator counts all readmissions in a hospital due to lead
problems. Analogous to the quality assurance for revision interven
tions for pacemakers, all patients with primary intervention in the same
hospitals are taken into account. To get closer to the statistical population
of all hospitals is the implantation volume of hospitals in the same year.

70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

2009

2010

2011

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

509

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

2

402 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases

Lead problem as indication for intervention

80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008
Median

8.6 %

Range

0.0 – 41.2 %

2009

2010

2011

Number of computationally 20 of 402
discrepant hospitals

107 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
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Median

8.3 %

Range

0.0 – 50.0 %

Number of computationally 12 of 107
discrepant hospitals
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Coronary angiography and percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI)
Prof. Dr. Jürgen Pauletzki, Dr. Karl Tasche, Federal Experts’ Working Group for Cardiology

Introduction
Coronary artery disease (CAD) is
defined as a narrowing of the coronary
blood vessels. The extent and localization of this narrowing are visualized
by coronary angiography. The outcome
of coronary angiography is critical in
deciding whether a balloon dilatation,
when indicated in conjunction with stenting, or heart surgery
(bypass surgery) is necessary for reinstating the blood flow
(revascularisation).
Balloon dilatation and stent implantation are classified as
percutaneous coronary interventions (PCI). During a PCI, a

catheter with a small balloon attached to its tip is advanced
over a guide wire to the narrowing of the coronary vessel. Filling
the balloon dilates (widens) the narrowing (balloon dilatation).
To obtain the best long-term result in balloon dilatation while
preventing the coronary vessels from narrowing again, a small
“wire mesh” (stent) may be implanted if appropriate.
In addition to the indication, quality assurance in this area
focuses on success rate, complication rate, fluoroscopy time
and radiation burden to the patient. In this regard, the distinction is important as to whether coronary angiography and PCI
are being performed separately or within the scope of a combined intervention (“single-session PCI”).

Services subject to mandatory reporting
Coronary angiography and percutaneous coronary intervention
(PCI) in patients ≥ 18 years of age.

Looking forward
In data collection year 2011 there was a good care situation
from the point of view of the Federal Experts’ Working Group.
A high proportion of indications rendered for coronary angiography and PCI were justified. The indication (“Recommended
for invasive therapy after coronary angiography”), unlike the
previous year, does not span over one indicator, but two indicators for the first time (QI 2a, QI 2b) that check the lower and
upper limits of an indicator corridor. According to the Federal
Experts’ Working Group’s opinion, an appropriate “mix” of ther
apy recommendation should be distinguished by the fact that
a diagnostic catheter intervention is neither too rarely nor too
commonly followed a recommendation for an interventional or
heart surgical therapy. The significant intervention goal for PCI
is the e
 limination of the vessel narrowing or the restoration of
the blood flow in the coronary artery reaches a high percentage.

the Federal Experts’ Working Group recommends a data comparison with the routine data of the insurance companies or a
sample of data quality on spot.
In data collection year 2011 regarding the quality indicators the
need for action was neither B (further need for action) nor C
classification (special need for action). Even the indicator QI 8c
“Dose area product of all single-session PCI” that has received
the classification C in the previous year, was evaluated as A in
data collection year 2011. There are several reasons for this:
Analogous to the systematic of the Federal Office for Radiation
Protection, a reference range was set for the radiation dose. As
such, the indicator could be changed from a median based to a
rate based indicator. Additionally, the problem of a possibility
of too high radiation dose was addressed in several days of
the scientific meetings. The federal analysis 2011 now shows
a decreased proportion of patients who were exposed to a dose
area product above the reference range.
In data collection year 2010 for the clinical area “Coronary
angiography and PCI” in the unchanged and carried over indicators, there were a total of 770 computational discrepancies.
After the control in the frame of the Structured Quality Dialogue, 50 were shown to be “qualitatively discrepant”.
The development of a cross-sectoral quality assurance procedure has notably been advanced and is expected to reach the
testing phase in 2012. Hence, currently a convergent system
maintenance of the remaining procedures in the direction of the
future procedure is on the agenda. Furthermore, median based
indicators (e.g., QI 9a-c: contrast media volume) are replaced
through rate based indicators.
In the frame of a future interdisciplinary and cross-sectoral
quality assurance, it is desired to evaluate the care, especially
of infarct patients in all their facets (drug, interventional, surgi
cally) in the long term. The Federal Experts’ Working Group is
working on a suggestion in the form of a criteria catalogue.

The slight increase in mortality for isolated coronary angiography is interpreted by the Federal Experts’ Working Group as an
improvement on the documentation, especially in patients that
got transferred to a different hospital.
Improvement worthy is, however, the documentation of not
deadly complications after coronary angiography or coronary
interventions. The data does not correspond to the practical experience, that only 5 – 10 % of all documented complications are
not deadly. As clarification of a possible under-documentation,
German Hospital Quality Report 2011
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Coronary angiography and percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI)

Data basis
2010

2011

Reported

Reported

Expected

Complete count

Data sets

702,309

715,469

711,546

100.6 %

Hospitals

850

841

921

91.3 %

Basic statistics
2011
Number Proportion
Age distribution
715,395

100 %

< 30 years

2,190

0.3 %

30 – 39 years

7,699

1.1 %

Number of patients with valid age data

40 – 49 years

48,454

6.8 %

50 – 59 years

118,457

16.6 %

60 – 69 years

174,191

24.3 %

70 – 79 years

259,912

36.3 %

≥ 80 years

104,492

14.6 %

Male

460,686

64.4 %

Female

254,709

35.6 %

Sex

Project leaders at the AQUA Institute
Prof. Dr. Jürgen Pauletzki

Dr. Karl Tasche

Members of the Federal Experts’ Working Group
Prof. Dr. Dieter W. Behrenbeck,
Solingen

Dr. Benny Levenson,
Berlin

Dr. Volker Bohlscheid,
Neubrandenburg

Dr. Susanne Macher-Heidrich,
Düsseldorf

Prof. Dr. Günter Breithardt,
Münster

Birgit Pilz,
Bernau

Dr. Christoph Burmeister,
Munich

Dr. Gerda Rentschler,
Stuttgart

Christa Flerchinger,
Frankfurt a. M.

Prof. Dr. Karl Heinrich Scholz,
Hildesheim

Prof. Dr. Hans W. Höpp,
Cologne

Prof. Dr. Albrecht Vogt,
Kassel

Prof. Dr. Vinzenz Hombach,
Ulm

Wolf-Dietrich Trenner,
Berlin

Dr. Stefan Knoblich,
Hagen
Further information on the clinical area
For a detailed description of the indicators (including references) and the
2011 federal analysis, go to the website:
www.sqg.de/themen/21n3/

Clarification to the following tables:
* in regression-based quality indicators
T = Tolerance range

© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH

1

MACCE = Major Adverse Cardiac and Cerebrovascular Events (intra- and post-procedural:
stroke, heart attack, death)

2

The dose area product (Gy*cm2 = 100cGy*cm2) is defined as the product of the irradiated area (in cm2) and the dose effective there (Gy = Gray).
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Coronary angiography and percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI)
Case-based aggregate results (patients)

2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator

Result

448,007

=

39.8 %

40.3 %

172,023

427,098

39.8 %

40.3 %

172,023

427,098

v

3.7 %

3.6 %

5,470

151,555

=
=
=

Recommended for invasive therapy after coronary
angiography

Common recommendation for invasive therapy after coronary
angiography

QI 3

PCI despite lack of clinical and/or non-invasive signs of
ischaemia

QI 4

Achieving the recanalisation target in PCI

v

a

Achieving the recanalisation target in PCI with the indication
“Acute coronary syndrome with ST elevation up to 24 h”

v

94.3 %

94.5 %

46,250

48,950

b

Achieving the recanalisation target in all PCI

v

94.1 %

94.1 %

277,803

295,181

QI 5

MACCE1

a

MACCE in isolated coronary angiography

1.1 %

1.2 %

5,352

432,920

b

MACCE in PCI

2.7 %

2.8 %

7,909

282,473

c

MACCE in primary PCI due to an ST elevation infarction

7.6 %

8.1 %

4,213

52,193

4,883

432,920

3,791
0.95 %

400,690

7,163

282,473

6,199
2.24 %

276,866

4,179

229,996

QI 6

Hospital mortality

a

Hospital mortality in isolated coronary angiography

1.0 %

1.1 %

b

Ratio of the oberserved to the expected rate (O / E)
of deaths in isloated coronary angiography

1.00

1.09

c

Hospital mortality in PCI

v

2.5 %

2.5 %

d

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E)
of deaths in PCI

v

1.00

1.03

e

Incomplete documentation on diabetes mellitus and kidney
failure with a length of stay > 1 day

2.4 %

1.8 %

QI 7

4,150
1.04 %

6,369
2.30 %

Median of fluoroscopy time in isolated coronary angiography

v

3.0 min

2.9 min

450,066

b

Median of fluoroscopy time in PCI

v

9.0 min

9.0 min

295,181

Dose area product2

a

Isolated coronary angiography with dose area product
> 3,500 cGy*cm²

v

32.2 %

29.9 %

133,648

447,529

b

Isolated PCI with dose area product > 6,000 cGy*cm²

v

33.2 %

32.5 %

9,709

29,873

c

Single-session PCI with dose area product > 8,000 cGy*cm²

28.9 %

27.5 %

72,405

263,309

d

Missing documentation of the dose area product

1.0 %

0.5 %

4,009

745,247

QI 9

=
=
=
=
=
=
+

Fluoroscopy time

a

QI 8

Trend

416,849

QI 2

b

Denominator

93.0 %

Signs of ischaemia as indication for coronary angiography v

Rare recommendation for invasive therapy after coronary
angiography

Numerator (O | E)*

93.0 %

QI 1

a

Result

Contrast media volume

a

Median of the contrast media volume in isolated coronary
angiography

v

90.0 ml

90.0 ml

450,066

b

Median of the contrast media volume in isolated PCI

v

130.0 ml

130.0 ml

30,273

c

Median of the contrast media volume in single-session PCI

v

170.0 ml

170.0 ml

264,908

=
=
+
=
+
+
=
=
=

For clarification of the table see the previous page
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Coronary angiography and percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI)
Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance

2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator
QI 1

Signs of ischaemia as indication for coronary angiography

QI 2

Recommended for invasive therapy after coronary
angiography

a

Rare recommendation for invasive therapy after coronary
angiography

b

Common recommendation for invasive therapy after coronary
angiography

QI 3

PCI despite lack of clinical and/or non-invasive signs of
ischaemia

QI 4

Achieving the recanalisation target in PCI

Reference range

Total

Evaluation

Discrepant

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

≥ 80.0 % (TO)

837

50

2

A

≥ 22.3 % (TO;
5th percentile)

617

76

3

A

≤ 55.9 % (TO;
95th percentile)

617

44

2

A

≤ 10.0 % (TO)

633

39

2

A

a

Achieving the recanalisation target in PCI with the indication
“Acute coronary syndrome with ST elevation up to 24 h”

≥ 85.0 % (TO)

599

19

1

A

b

Achieving the recanalisation target in all PCI

≥ 85.0 % (TO)

707

37

2

A

QI 5

MACCE1

a

MACCE in isolated coronary angiography

≤ 3.3 % (TO;
95th percentile)

857

45

2

X

b

MACCE in PCI

≤ 6.1 % (TO;
95th percentile)

707

43

2

X

c

MACCE in primary PCI due to an ST elevation infarction

≤ 15.6 % (TO;
95th percentile)

612

45

2

X

QI 6

Hospital mortality

a

Hospital mortality in isolated coronary angiography

Not defined

857

–

X

X

b

Ratio of the oberserved to the expected rate (O / E)
of deaths in isloated coronary angiography

≤ 2.59 (TO;
95th percentile)

852

40

2

A

c

Hospital mortality in PCI

Not defined

707

–

X

X

d

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E)
of deaths in PCI

≤ 2.21 (TO;
95th percentile)

707

42

2

A

e

Incomplete documentation on diabetes mellitus and kidney
failure with a length of stay > 1 day

Not defined

703

–

X

X

QI 7
a
b
QI 8

Fluoroscopy time
Median of fluoroscopy time in isolated coronary angiography
Median of fluoroscopy time in PCI

≤ 5.0 min (TO)

857

46

3

A

≤ 12.0 min (TO)

707

75

3

A

Dose area product2

a

Isolated coronary angiography with dose area product
> 3,500 cGy*cm²

≤ 57.1 % (TO;
95th percentile)

842

48

2

A

b

Isolated PCI with dose area product > 6,000 cGy*cm²

≤ 67.3 % (TO;
95th percentile)

520

45

2

A

c

Single-session PCI with dose area product > 8,000 cGy*cm²

≤ 56.8 % (TO;
95th percentile)

686

44

3

A

d

Missing documentation of the dose area product

≤ 2.1 % (TO;
90th percentile)

862

103

2

A

QI 9

Contrast media volume

a

Median of the contrast media volume in isolated coronary
angiography

≤ 150.0 ml (TO)

857

5

3

A

b

Median of the contrast media volume in isolated PCI

≤ 200.0 ml (TO)

524

43

3

A

c

Median of the contrast media volume in single-session PCI

≤ 250.0 ml (TO)

691

22

3

A
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Coronary angiography and percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI)
QI 2a: Rare recommendation for invasive therapy after coronary angiography

Quality target

Description
Numerator

Interventional or heart surgical therapy recommendation or
subsequent PCI in the same stay

Denominator

All coronary angiographies (without spent cases) with leading
indication “Known CHD” or “Suspicion on CHD or excluding
CHD” or “Elective control after coronary intervention”

Reference range

≥ 22.3 % (Tolerance range, 5th percentile)

Risk adjustment

No further risk adjustment

Indicator ID

2061

Comparability with
Comparable
results of previous year

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

39.7 %

39.1 %

39.8 %

40.3 %

Confidence interval

39.6 – 39.9 %

39.0 – 39.3 %

39.7 – 40.0 %

40.1 – 40.4 %

Total number of cases

410,046

414,694

426,791

427,098

Aggregate result of all patients

90 %
80 %
Interventional or heart surgical
therapy recommendation

Background of the quality indicator
As criteria for an indication of a too frequent indication for coronary
angiography, the ratio of the therapeutically to diagnostically inter
ventions is analyzed. With that, one follows the idea that an invasive
diagnostic is then carried out if a therapeutic consequent is the result.
Detailed information for the indication can be found in the corresponding
guidelines of the scientific medical society.
A shift from surgical to interventional therapy is usually observed in the
past 15 years, since not only single vessel diseases but also (uncompli
cated) multi vessel diseases are suitable for catheter intervention.
According to the Federal Experts’ Working Group, an appropriate “mix”
of therapy recommendations can be recognised by a catheter intervention that is subsequent by a neither too rare nor too common interventional or heart surgical therapy recommendation. The “too rare” or “too
common” interventional or heart surgical therapy recommendation is recorded in the quality indicators 2a and 2b with a corresponding tolerance
range of 5th or 95th percentile.

100 %

70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %

The quality target “as often as possible an appropriate “mix” of therapy
recommendations” aim to achieve the right balance in the indicator. A
very low value (QI 2a) is a pointer towards a reduced threshold in indication for coronary angiography, which should be checked in the Structured
Quality Dialogue.

30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

2009

2010

2011

Evaluating the 2011 results

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

617

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

245

The result on the federal level has not significantly changed in data col
lection year 2011 (40.3 %) compared to the previous year (39.8 %). The
given range of hospitals with at least 20 cases is (comparable to the
previous year) still large with 1.1 % to 80.7 % in data collection year 2011.
In relation to the tolerance range, data collection year 2011 shows a total
of 76 (12.3 %) hospitals with computational discrepancies. All these
hospitals will be reviewed in the Structured Quality Dialogue.

533 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
100 %
90 %
80 %
Interventional or heart surgical
therapy recommendation

As often as possible appropriately high proportion of recommendation for
invasive therapy after coronary angiography.

70 %

The Structured Quality Dialogue for the results of the previous year (2010)
led to tracking of 78 computational discrepant hospitals; from which only
3 were evaluated as “qualitatively discrepant”.

60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

Median

38.1 %

Range

1.1 – 80.7 %

2009

2010

2011

Number of computationally 26 of 533
discrepant hospitals

84 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
Median

0.0 %

Range

0.0 – 100.0 %

Number of computationally 50 of 84
discrepant hospitals
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Coronary angiography and percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI)
QI 2b: Common recommendation for invasive therapy after coronary angiography

Quality target
No inappropriately high proportion of recommendations for invasive
therapy after coronary angiography.

Background of the quality indicator

Description
Numerator

Interventional or heart surgical therapy recommendation or
subsequent PCI in the same stay

Denominator

All coronary angiographies (without spent cases) with leading
indication “Known CHD” or “Suspicion on CHD or excluding
CHD” or “Elective control after coronary intervention”

Reference range

≤ 55.9 % (Tolerance range, 95th percentile)

As criteria for an indication of a too seldom indication for coronary angio
graphy, the ratio of the therapeutically to diagnostically interventions is
analyzed. With that, one follows the idea that not every diagnostic follows
with an invasive therapy, other therapies are recommended according to
the findings. Detailed information for the indication can be found in the
corresponding guidelines of the scientific medical society.

Risk adjustment

No further risk adjustment

Indicator ID

50750

2008

2009

2010

2011

According to the Federal Experts’ Working Group, an appropriate “mix”
of t herapy recommendations can be recognised by a catheter intervention
that is subsequent by a neither too rare nor too common interventional or
heart surgical therapy recommendation. The “too rare” or “too common”
therapy recommendation is recorded in the quality indicators 2a and 2b
with a corresponding tolerance range of 5th or 95th percentile.

Aggregate result

–

–

39.8 %

40.3 %

Confidence interval

–

–

39.7 – 40.0 %

40.1 – 40.4 %

Total number of
cases

–

–

426,791

427,098

Comparability with
The indicator was implemented in data collection year 2011
results of previous year and calculated for the previous year in retrospect

Case-based results (patients)

Aggregate result of all patients
100 %
90 %

Evaluating the 2011 results
The result on the federal level shows no significant difference in relation
to the data collection year 2011 (40.3 %) and the previous year (39.8 %).
The given range of hospitals with at least 20 cases is still large with 1.1 %
to 80.7 % in data collection year 2011. In relation to the tolerance range,
there are 44 hospitals (7.1 %) with computational discrepancies that will
be reviewed in the Structured Quality Dialogue.
The indicator with an upper discrepancy limit is introduced in 2011 in
such a way that for data collection year 2011 no results regarding the
Structured Quality Dialogue exist.

80 %
Interventional or heart surgical
therapy recommendation

The quality indicator 2b was first introduced in data collection year 2011
and was calculated for the previous year in retrospect. Very high values
point towards a reduced threshold in the indication for percutaneous
coronary intervention or bypass operations, which should be checked in
the Structured Quality Dialogue.

70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

2009

2010

2011

2010

2011

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

617

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

245

533 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
100 %
90 %
Interventional or heart surgical
therapy recommendation

80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008
Median

38.1 %

Range

1.1 – 80.7 %

2009

Number of computationally 26 of 533
discrepant hospitals

84 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
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Median

0.0 %

Range

0.0 – 100.0 %

Number of computationally 18 of 84
discrepant hospitals
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QI 8c: Single-session PCI with dose area product > 8,000 cGy*cm²

Quality target

Description
Numerator

Single-session PCI with dose area product > 8,000 cGy*cm²

Denominator

All single-session PCI with known dose area product

Reference range

≤ 56.8 % (Tolerance range, 95th percentile)

Risk adjustment

Stratification

Indicator ID

50749

As few as possible single-session PCI with a dose area product
> 8,000 cGy*cm2.

Background of the quality indicator

Comparability with
The indicator was introduced in data collection year 2011 and
results of previous year calculated for the previous year in retrospect

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

–

–

28.9 %

27.5 %

Confidence interval

–

–

28.8 – 29.1 %

27.3 – 27.7 %

Total number of
cases

–

–

252,538

263,309

Aggregate result of all patients
100 %

The QI 8c measures the proportion of single-session PCI examinations with a dose area product above the dose reference value of
8,000 cGy*cm2 of all single-session PCI. By utilising x-rays, c oronary
angiography and percutaneous coronary intervention (called singlesession PCI) expose patients and examining personnel to a radiation burden. The radiation burden is measured as dose area product
(Gy*cm2 = 100 cGy*cm2). This variable is defined as the product of the
irradiated area (in cm2) and the dose effective there and is expressed in
“Gray” (Gy). The dose area product is a major parameter of radiation protection and therefore relevant to illustrate quality in the realm of patient
safety.

Single-session PCI with dose area product
> 8,000 cGy*cm2

90 %
80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

2009

2010

2011

The advantage of a rate based quality indicators in comparison to median
based quality indicators is the more simplistic and easier to understand
use in the frame of the Structured Quality Dialogue. For the Structured
Quality Dialogue, the first step is to identify the computationally dis
crepant hospitals. Subsequently, within the computationally discrepant
hospitals a choice of course of action has to be met, to send pointers
or request a statement. For rate based indicators are the criteria for
the course of action already decided by the definition of the numerator
(here: dose area product is above the dose reference value). On the other
hand, for median based indicators there are no comparable clear defined
criteria for the choice of the course of action, which makes further analyses of the computational results more difficult.

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

686

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

176

547 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
100 %
90 %
Single-session PCI with dose area product
> 8,000 cGy*cm2

Seeing as the extent of radiation burden is most significantly dependent
upon whether the coronary angiography and coronary intervention are
performed in isolation or together within a single session, the dose area
product deserves its own special consideration. The quality indicator 8c
exclusively considers the dose area product in single-session PCI. The
Federal Office for Radiation Protection has set dose reference values
in 2010 for isolated coronary angiography and isolated PCI, but not
for single-session PCI. The AQUA Institute has therefore calculated the
required dose reference values for the quality indicator “single-session
PCI” analogously to the method the Federal Office for Radiation Protection uses. Using this, the old median based indicator could be changed
into a rate based indicator.

80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %

Evaluating the 2011 results

20 %
10 %
0%
2008

Median

21.5 %

Range

0.0 – 77.1 %

2009

2010

2011

Number of computationally 26 of 547
discrepant hospitals

139 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
Median

0.0 %

Range

0.0 – 100.0 %

Number of computationally 18 of 139
discrepant hospitals

The overall rate of single-session PCI that have exceeded the doses refer
ence value has slightly decreased in the data collection year with 27.5 %
compared to the previous year (28.9 %).
In relation to the tolerance range (≤ 56.8 %, 95th percentile) there are 44
hospitals (6.4 %) computationally discrepant. They will be reviewed in the
Structured Quality Dialogue. Due to the first determination of a reference
value for radiation burden for single-session PCI and the improvement of
results, the Federal Experts’ Working Group does not regard the need for
action to any longer be C (special need for action), but in the category A
(normal need for action).
Since the indicator was still median based in the previous year (2010),
the results of the Structured Quality Dialogue are not transferable to the
rate based indicator.
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Coronary surgery, isolated
Dr. Tonia Kazmaier, Martina Köppen, Federal Experts’ Working Group for Heart Surgery

Introduction
Coronary artery disease (CAD) is defined as a narrowing of the coronary
blood vessels. In most cases, hardening
of the arteries (arteriosclerosis) is the
cause of the disease. In the advanced
stage of CAD, there is maladjustment
between oxygen demand and oxygen
supply in the myocardium (heart muscles). This clinical picture
manifests, for example, as sudden attacks of pain in the chest
(angina pectoris).
The clinical sequelae of CAD – including heart failure, myocardial infarction and cardiac dysrhythmias – rank top in the statistics for death causes in Germany. The main objectives in the
treatment of chronic CAD are to enhance the patient’s quality of
life by lowering the frequency of angina pectoris, improving the
patient’s exercise capability, preventing the clinical sequelae of
CAD (particularly myocardial infarction and heart failure) and to
reduce mortality.
Bypass surgery is one of the options for treating the constricted
coronary vessels. This procedure involves taking a blood vessel
(vein or artery) from another part of the body and using it to
graft over the stenotic or occluded section of the affected cor
onary artery.
The clinical area presented here considers patients who have
undergone surgery exclusively on their coronary blood vessels,
hence the tern “isolated coronary surgery”.

For the data collection year 2011, the ratio of the observed to
the expected rate (O / E) of deaths is 0.95. This means that the
observed rate of deceased patients is 5 % smaller than what is
expected due to the risk profile.
Even though the overall results in this clinical area has been
stable for years and show a good quality of care, the Federal
Experts’ Working Group stresses the necessity of a long term
follow up (recording the course after 1 and after 5 years) in the
frame of a quality assurance in order to allow statements of the
long term results after a coronary surgery intervention to be
made. Furthermore, the Federal Experts’ Working Group recommends the implementation of a mandatory follow-up survey.
With this more hospitals will have a follow-up rate of at least
97 % and the meaningfulness of the federal analysis about “30
days lethality” will increase.
Based on the data from data collection year 2010, overall the
clinical area “Isolated coronary surgery” had 32 computationally
discrepancies (29 hospitals) across quality indicators. After the
Structured Quality Dialogue there were 7 computational discrep
ancies (7 hospitals) evaluated as “qualitatively non-discrepant”,
15 computational discrepancies (13 hospitals) as “qualitatively
non-discrepant with special monitoring” and 8 computational
discrepancies (7 hospitals) as “qualitatively discrepant”. One
computational discrepancy was evaluated as “others”. Reason
for these computational discrepancies was an error in the export
routine of data.

Services subject to mandatory reporting
All coronary surgeries performed on patients > 18 years of age
are documented. Simultaneous surgeries on the heart, heart
valves (with the exception of the aortic valve) and vessels close
to the heart as well as simultaneous interventions on the internal carotid artery and heart surgery performed for treating poly
trauma are not subject to the mandatory documentation require
ment. To ensure comparability of hospital-based results, the anal
ysis of this clinical area only presents isolated surgeries on the
coronary arteries.

Looking forward
The results in this clinical area demonstrate a consistent and
good quality of care. The number of patients that have at least
one isolated coronary surgery has sunk from over 47,000 to
40,353 in the past 5 years. An analysis of the basic statistics
of the corresponding federal analysis shows that the age as
well as the proportion of patients with coronary heart disease,
in which the 3 major branches of the coronary artery narrows
(3 vessel disease), has steadily increased. The hospital mortality
has, however, not changed in these years.
The not-risk adjusted rate of hospital mortality is identical with
that of the previous year. In order to compare different hospitals despite the differing risk profile of the treated patients, a
risk adjustment is carried out. As such, the coefficient of the
KCH scores 3.0 were recalculated based on the data collection year 2010. As a result, after the recalculations the ratio
of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths is 1.0.
© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH
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Data basis
2010

2011

Reported

Reported

Expected

Complete count

Heart surgery (total)
Data sets

65,063

66,372

66,384

100.0 %

Hospitals

95

99

105

94.3 %

n/a

n/a

Of which: Coronary surgery, isolated
Data sets

41,391

40,787

Basic statistics
2011
Number Proportion
Age distribution
Number of patients with valid age data

40,353

100 %

1,887

4.7 %

< 50 years
50 – 59 years

6,813

16.9 %

60 – 69 years

11,928

29.6 %

70 – 79 years

16,237

40.2 %

80 – 89 years

3,456

8.6 %

32

0.1 %

31,740

78.7 %

8,613

21.3 %

≥ 90 years
Sex
Male
Female
ASA classification
ASA 1: A normal healthy patient

1,415

3.5 %

ASA 2: A patient with mild systemic disease

4,567

11.3 %

ASA 3: A patient with severe systemic disease
and functional impairment

29,014

71.9 %

ASA 4: A patient with severe systemic disease
that is a constant threat to life

5,133

12.7 %

224

0.6 %

ASA 5: A moribund patient
Project leaders at the AQUA Institute
Dr. Tonia Kazmaier

Martina Köppen

Members of the Federal Experts’ Working Group
Dr. Andreas Beckmann,
Duisburg

Dr. Wolfgang Schiller,
Bonn

Dr. Klaus Döbler,
Stuttgart

Prof. Dr. Ulrike Toellner-Bauer (†),
Bochum

Dr. Marius Großmann,
Göttingen

Wolf-Dietrich Trenner,
Berlin

Prof. Dr. Jan Gummert,
Bad Oeynhausen

Prof. Dr. Armin Welz,
Bonn

PD Dr. Horst Laube,
Berlin

Dr. Christine Wessmann,
Frankfurt

Further information on the clinical area
For a detailed description of the indicators (including references) and the
2011 federal analysis, go to the website:
www.sqg.de/themen/HCH-K/
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Case-based aggregate results (patients)

2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator
QI 1

Use of the left internal mammary artery

QI 2

Postoperative mediastinitis

Result

v

Result

Numerator (O | E)*

Denominator

92.9 %

93.7 %

32,459

34,655

+
=
=
=

a

Postoperative mediastinitis after elective/urgent surgery

0.5 %

0.5 %

156

34,644

b

Postoperative mediastinitis in risk class 0 or 1 (by NNIS)1

0.5 %

0.4 %

136

31,921

QI 3

Neurological complications in elective/urgent surgery

0.9 %

0.9 %

304

33,018

QI 4

Mortality

a

Hospital mortality

v

3.0 %

3.0 %

1,201

40,311

b

Hospital mortality after elective/urgent surgery

v

2.0 %

1.9 %

662

34,666

c

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths v

1.00

0.95

1,198
3.04 %

39,388

d

Status on the 30th postoperative day

v

78.5 %

78.3 %

31,577

40,311

e

Mortality after 30 days

v

3.1 %

3.2 %

813

25,133

1,140
2.89 %

* for regression-based quality indicators
1

NNIS (National Nosocomial Infections Surveillance): This involves what is called an
additive score used in risk adjustment; one risk point is assigned whenever ASA ≥ 3,
surgery time > 75th percentile of the distribution of the surgery times for the surgery
type under review and/or the intervention is contaminated or septic.

© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH
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Coronary surgery, isolated
Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance

2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator
QI 1

Use of the left internal mammary artery

QI 2

Postoperative mediastinitis

Reference range

Evaluation

Discrepant

Total

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

≥ 90.0 % (TA)

81

6

1

A

a

Postoperative mediastinitis after elective/urgent surgery

Not defined

81

–

X

X

b

Postoperative mediastinitis in risk class 0 or 1 (by NNIS)1

≤ 1.3 % (TO;
95th percentile)

81

3

1

A

QI 3

Neurological complications in elective/urgent surgery

≤ 2.1 % (TO;
95th percentile)

81

3

1

A

QI 4

Mortality

a

Hospital mortality

Not defined

82

–

X

X

b

Hospital mortality after elective/urgent surgery

Not defined

81

–

X

X

c

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

≤ 1.62 (TO;
90th percentile)

82

8

2

A

d

Status on the 30th postoperative day

Not defined

82

–

X

X

e

Mortality after 30 days

Not defined

45

–

X

X

TO = Tolerance range; TA = Target range
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QI 1: Use of the left internal mammary artery

Quality target

Description

Appropriate proportion of operations with use of the left internal
mammary artery (inner chest wall artery).

Numerator

Patients with use of the left internal mammary artery as
bypass-vessel

Denominator

All patients who used a bypass-vessel in the first isloated coronary surgery and with a surgery urgency of elective/urgent

Background of the quality indicator

Reference range

≥ 90.0 % (Target range)

Risk adjustment

No further risk adjustment

Indicator ID

332

Evaluating the 2011 results
The overall rate of the indicator “Use of the left internal mammary artery”
has increased to 93.7 % compared to the previous year. The range is now
only 86.3 % to 98.3 %. In the first year after the reference range increase
to ≥ 90 %, the Structured Quality Dialogue was carried out on 16 hospitals. In data collection year 2011, only 6 hospitals were computation
ally discrepant. The Structured Quality Dialogue is carried out with the
discrepant hospitals.
The Federal Experts’ Working Group for Heart Surgery evaluates the positive overall results as a result of the Structured Quality Dialogue and
deems the result as very good quality of care. In the future as well it is
sought after to further improve the results through the Structured Quality
Dialogue, even when only changes are to be expected.

Comparability with
Comparable
results of previous year

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

92.5 %

93.0 %

92.9 %

93.7 %

Confidence interval

92.3 – 92.8 %

92.8 – 93.3 %

92.6 – 93.2 %

93.4 – 93.9 %

Total number of cases

40,004

37,265

35,668

34,655

Aggregate result of all patients
100 %
90 %
Patients with use of the left internal
mammary artery as bypass-vessel

Primarily leg veins or the left inner chest artery (left internal mammary
artery, LIMA) are used as the bypass-vessels. Leg veins undergo
morphological changes over time, which can lead to narrowing or closing
of the bypass-vessels. Through the use of LIMA as bypass-vessel, there
are fewer morphological changes so that a significantly less number of
angina pectoris complaints and myocardial infarctions. A renewed surgery or extension on the coronary vessel using a so-called percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTCA) is not required as often when using
LIMA. The 10-year-survival rate is also higher. Therefore, LIMA should be
used for all patients that require a surgical revascularisation of the left
coronary artery.

80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

2009

2010

2011

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

81

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

0

78 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
100 %

Patients with use of the left internal
mammary artery as bypass-vessel

90 %
80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008
Median

93.7 %

Range

86.3 – 98.3 %

2009

2010

2011

Number of computationally 6 of 78
discrepant hospitals

3 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
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Median

100.0 %

Range

92.9 – 100.0 %

Number of computationally 0 of 3
discrepant hospitals
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Aortic valve surgery, isolated
Dr. Tonia Kazmaier, Martina Köppen, Federal Experts’ Working Group for Heart Surgery

Introduction
The aortic valve is the “valve” between
the left cardiac ventricle and the aorta.
Aortic valve failure is referred to when
this valve fails to close properly. A narrowing is termed aortic valve stenosis.

The evaluation of this clinical area will exclusively present isolat
ed surgeries on the aortic valve to ensure comparability of the
hospital-based results.

Both of these functional disorders
r equire the heart to work harder to pump blood and lead to an
overburdening of the heart muscle. The symptoms of aortic
valve stenosis depend on how strongly the blood stream is
constricted. Possible signs include exercise-induced shortness
of breath, premature fatigue, dizziness and tendency to collapse, irregular cardiac rhythm or heart pain. Low-grade aortic
valve stenosis often takes an asymptomatic course. In severe
cases, diseases of the aortic valve are treated surgically by
implanting an artificial heart valve.

The situation of care in conventional surgical aortic valve
replacement in data collection year 2011 is overall a stable and
good one. In relation to the catheter-supported aortic valve replacement, the quality of care has improved slightly compared
to the previous year. The difference , however, is not significant.
Notable is that the range of individual hospital results remains
very wide.

Aortic valve replacement can be performed by “open” surgery
where the heart is stopped and a heart-lung machine is used. By
the conventional method, access to the heart is accomplished
through the rib cage.
In patients with a high surgical risk, it is possible to implant the
aortic valve by a catheter-supported method. This procedure
uses either a “transapical” or an “endovascular” access during
surgery:
pp

In transapical aortic valve replacement, the apex of the
heart is exposed making a 3 – 5 cm long incision through
the ribs (left rib cage, in the 4th or 5th intercostal space).

pp

Endovascular aortic valve replacement only requires a
targeted puncture in the inguinal artery.

Both surgical access routes are initiated by dilating the segment
of the old, narrowed aortic valve using a special balloon catheter system. Next, the folded heart valve prosthesis is advanced
through a catheter into this position where the prosthesis is
then released and deployed.
The clinical area presented here only considers patients in
whom the aortic valve alone was treated.
Because the “conventional” and / or “catheter-supported” procedures are very different and the affected patients, in particular differ in terms of risk profile, the two methods were calculated separately:
pp

Aortic valve surgery, isolated – conventional

pp

Aortic valve surgery, isolated – conventional

Services subject to mandatory reporting
All surgeries on the aortic valve using the heart-lung machine
as well as all catheter-supported surgeries on the aortic valve
(transapical or endovascular) are recorded. Excluded from the
mandatory reporting are simultaneous surgeries on the heart,
on the heart valves (except for the aortic valve) and the vessels
near the heart as well as simultaneous surgeries on the internal
carotid artery and heart surgical operations that take place in the
frame of polytrauma treatment.

German Hospital Quality Report 2011

Looking forward

The number of data sets reported on the conventional surgical
procedure is nearly identical to that of the previous year. By contrast, the number of data sets reported on catheter-supported
aortic valve interventions has increase by approximately 50 %.
In order to counteract any non-indication compliant cathetersupported aortic valve interventions, the Federal Experts’ Working Group has developed a new indicator (see page 85, QI 1).
The not-risk-adjusted rate of hospital mortality is almost identical in data collection year 2011 at 2.9 % with the previous
year for conventional aortic valve intervention. Likewise, the
risk adjusted rate of mortality is almost unchanged compared
to the previous year. The range of results has decreased from
0 - 11.0 % to 0 - 7.8 %.
The not-risk-adjusted rate of hospital mortality has slightly
improved from 7.5 % to 7.1 % for the catheter-supported aortic
valve interventions. The difference, however, is not significant.
The range of results (0 % to 20.8 %) is not only wide, but has
also increased compared to the previous year. This stresses the
importance of the Structured Quality Dialogue.
In order to compare the hospital results despite the varying risk
profiles of the treated patients, a risk adjustment is carried out.
The used coefficients are based on the results of the previous
year and are calculated for the conventional and catheter supported aortic valve interventions together. After the new calculation the result is a ratio of the observed to the expected rate
(O / E) of deaths for 2010 to be 1.06 and for 2011 to be 0.96.
The risk adjusted mortality has therefore slightly improved. An
analysis of the risk class shows that for the low risk class (< 3 %)
the observed mortality rate is higher than the expected, while
for the high risk class (≥ 10 %) the observed mortality is lower
than what is expected from the risk profiles. This supports the
White Paper on catheter lead aortic valve intervention by the
German Society for Cardiology in collaboration with the German
Society for Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery (2009), which
states that catheter supported aortic valve intervention should
only be used on high risk patients.
In data collection year 2010 there were heart surgical interventions carried out in 81 hospitals. Only 6 out of 81 hospitals
have implanted neither endovascular nor transapical catheter
supported aortic valves. 14 hospitals have implanted catheter
supported aortic valves without having a heart surgery department in the house. In data collection year 2011, the number of
catheter supported aortic valve interventions without a heart
© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH
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surgery department has even increased to 18. The Federal Experts’ Working Group clearly points out that these procedures
do not comply with the requirements of the medical and professional societies. Furthermore, the Federal Experts’ Working
Group critically observes that in some hospitals in data collection year 2011 only a small number of catheter supported aortic
valve interventions were done.
Based on the data of data collection year 2010 for the quality
indicators of conventional and catheter supported aortic valve
surgery, there were over 23 computational discrepancies and
the Structured Quality Dialogue was initiated. For one hospital
there was a clarification with an expert. Following there were
5 computationally discrepant results evaluated as “qualitatively
non-discrepant”, 11 results as “qualitatively non-discrepant with
special monitoring” and 5 results as “qualitatively discrepant”. The
evaluation “others” was used 2 times, since a determining evaluation could not be met due to the lack of documentation quality.

In the area of catheter supported aortic valve surgery, it was not
ed that the indicators that were worked on by the heart surgical
department were usually more extensive and more m
 eaningful
than the indicators that were worked on by the cardiological
department.
In data collection year 2010, the documentation rate for the two
counted clinical areas “endovascular” and “transapical” controlled
for the first time. A documentation rate below 95 % leads to a
Structured Quality Dialogue. Over there were 20 statements
requested in the counted clinical area “endovascular” and 10
statements requested in the counted clinical area “transapical”.
Particular worth considering about is that the 8 out of 20 hospitals in the counted clinical area “endovascular” were discrep
ant with a value of 0 %. The indicator has shown that overall,
especially in the cardiological department there is an information deficit in regards to the mandatory documentation of the
catheter supported aortic valves.

Number of cases in data collection year 2011 per hospital: Aortic valve surgery, isolated-catheter supported
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Data basis

Basic statistics
2010

Aortic valve surgery, isolated – catheter supported

2011

Reported

Reported

Expected

Complete count

2011

Heart surgery (total)

Number Proportion

Data sets

65,063

66,372

66,384

100.0 %

Hospitals

95

99

105

94.3 %

Age distribution
Number of patients with valid age data

Of which are aortic valve surgery, isolated – conventional
Data sets

10,309

10,776

< 50 years

n/a

n/a

7,231

100 %

11

0.2 %

50 – 59 years

45

0.6 %

60 – 69 years

264

3.7 %

70 – 79 years

2,289

31.7 %

80 – 89 years

4,236

58.6 %

386

5.3 %

Male

3,148

43.5 %

Basic statistics

Female

4,083

56.5 %

Aortic valve surgery, isolated – conventional

ASA classification
ASA 1: A normal healthy patient

172

2.4 %

ASA 2: A patient with mild systemic disease

557

7.7 %

ASA 3: A patient with severe systemic disease
and functional impairment

5,360

74.1 %

ASA 4: A patient with severe systemic disease
that is a constant threat to life

1,074

14.9 %

68

0.9 %

Of which are counted clinical area:
Aortic valve surgery, isolated – catheter supported endovascular
Data sets

2,978

4,747

95.6 %

4,965

Of which are counted clinical area:
Aortic valve surgery, isolated – catheter supported transapical
Data sets

2,138

2,749

≥ 90 years

98.9 %

2,779

2011
Number Proportion
Age distribution

Sex

10,266

100 %

641

6.2 %

50 – 59 years

1,149

11.2 %

60 – 69 years

2,246

21.9 %

70 – 79 years

4,790

46.7 %

Project leaders at the AQUA Institute

80 – 89 years

1,428

13.9 %

Dr. Tonia Kazmaier

12

0.1 %

Male

6,069

59.1 %

Female

4,197

40.9 %

386

3.8 %

ASA 2: A patient with mild systemic disease

1,235

12.0 %

ASA 3: A patient with severe systemic disease
and functional impairment

7,723

75.2 %

ASA 4: A patient with severe systemic disease
that is a constant threat to life

887

8.6 %

35

0.3 %

Number of patients with valid age data
< 50 years

≥ 90 years
Sex

ASA classification
ASA 1: A normal healthy patient

ASA 5: A moribund patient

ASA 5: A moribund patient

Martina Köppen

Members of the Federal Experts’ Working Group
Dr. Andreas Beckmann,
Duisburg

Dr. Wolfgang Schiller,
Bonn

Dr. Klaus Döbler,
Stuttgart

Prof. Dr. Ulrike Toellner-Bauer (†),
Bochum

Dr. Marius Großmann,
Göttingen

Wolf-Dietrich Trenner,
Berlin

Prof. Dr. Jan Gummert,
Bad Oeynhausen

Prof. Dr. Armin Welz,
Bonn

PD Dr. Horst Laube,
Berlin

Dr. Christine Wessmann,
Frankfurt

Further information on the clinical area
For a detailed description of the indicators (including references) and the
2011 federal analysis, go to the website:
Aortic valve surgery, isolated – conventional
www.sqg.de/themen/HCH-AORT-CHIR/
Aortic valve surgery, isolated – catheter supported
www.sqg.de/themen/HCH-AORT-KATH/
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Case-based aggregate results (patients)

2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator

Result

Result

Numerator (O | E)*

Denominator

Trend

Aortic valve surgery, isolated – conventional
QI 1

Postoperative mediastinitis

a

Postoperative mediastinitis after elective/urgent surgery

0.3 %

0.3 %

31

9,896

b

Postoperative mediastinitis in risk class 0 or 1 (by NNIS)1

0.3 %

0.3 %

25

8,096

QI 2

Neurological complications in elective/urgent surgery

1.1 %

1.1 %

102

9,417

QI 3

Mortality

a

Hospital mortality

v

3.0 %

2.9 %

300

10,236

b

Hospital mortality after elective/urgent surgery

v

2.4 %

2.4 %

238

9,900

c

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths v

0.94

0.95

306
3.01 %

10,158

d

Status on the 30th postoperative day

v

78.6 %

79.2 %

8,108

10,236

e

Mortality after 30 days

v

3.0 %

2.9 %

186

6,340

38.3 %

40.1 %

2,829

7,053

1.8 %

1.9 %

120

6,478

290
2.85 %

Aortic valve surgery, isolated – catheter supported
QI 1

Indication for catheter supported aortic valve replacement

QI 2

Neurological complications in elective/urgent surgery

QI 3

Mortality

a

Hospital mortality

v

7.5 %

7.1 %

514

7,210

b

Hospital mortality after elective/urgent surgery

v

7.2 %

6.9 %

488

7,101

c

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths v

1.06

0.96

514
7.37 %

6,971

d

Status on the 30th postoperative day

v

69.7 %

75.6 %

5,452

7,210

e

Mortality after 30 days

v

8.0 %

7.6 %

234

3,068

492
7.06 %

* for regression-based quality indicators
1

NNIS (National Nosocomial Infections Surveillance): This involves what is called an
additive score used in risk adjustment; one risk point is assigned whenever ASA ≥ 3,
surgery time > 75th percentile of the distribution of the surgery times for the surgery
type under review and/or the intervention is contaminated or septic.
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Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance

2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator

Reference range

Evaluation

Discrepant

Total

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

Aortic valve surgery, isolated – conventional
QI 1

Postoperative mediastinitis

a

Postoperative mediastinitis after elective/urgent surgery

Not defined

80

–

X

X

b

Postoperative mediastinitis in risk class 0 or 1 (by NNIS)1

≤ 1.7 % (TO;
95th percentile)

80

3

1

A

QI 2

Neurological complications in elective/urgent surgery

≤ 3.9 % (TO;
95th percentile)

80

3

2

A

QI 3

Mortality

a

Hospital mortality

Not defined

80

–

X

X

b

Hospital mortality after elective/urgent surgery

Not defined

80

–

X

X

c

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

≤ 1.65 (TO;
90th percentile)

80

8

2

A

d

Status on the 30th postoperative day

Not defined

80

–

X

X

e

Mortality after 30 days

Not defined

44

–

X

X

Not defined

90

–

X

X

≤ 5.6 % (TO;
95th percentile)

90

5

1

A

Aortic valve surgery, isolated – catheter supported
QI 1

Indication for catheter supported aortic valve replacement

QI 2

Neurological complications in elective/urgent surgery

QI 3

Mortality

a

Hospital mortality

Not defined

90

–

X

X

b

Hospital mortality after elective/urgent surgery

Not defined

90

–

X

X

c

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

≤ 2.40 (TO;
95th percentile)

90

6

1

A

d

Status on the 30th postoperative day

Not defined

90

–

X

X

e

Mortality after 30 days

Not defined

34

–

X

X

TO = Tolerance range
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QI 1: Indication for catheter supported aortic valve replacement

Quality target
As high as possible proportion of catheter supported aortic valve intervention only on patients older than 75 years and have a logistic Euroscore > 20 %.

Description
Numerator

Patients over 75 years of age and logistic Euroscore > 20 %

Denominator

All patients that were operated on the aortic valve with catheter
support, isolated, with complete documentation for logistic
Euroscore

Reference range

Not defined

Background of the quality indicator

Risk adjustment

No further risk adjustment

Indicator ID

51088

As basis for the indicator definition was, among others, the “White Paper
on catheter-supported aortic valve intervention” by the German Society
for Cardiology in collaboration with the German Society for Thoracic and
Cardiovascular Surgery from 2009.

Comparability with
results of previous
year

The quality indicator for the data collection year 2011 was
re-implemented and calculated for data collection year 2010
in retrospect due to technical reasons

The following study’s results for catheter supported aortic valve implantation do not currently allow a sufficient analysis to the use and harm
potential of the procedure. Especially because of the missing long term
results there is an international unrestricted consensus that the method
should only be used on certain patient groups and used through a critical
indicator. The following results of the indicator are low and low and therefore require corresponding attention.
Due to the missing reference values, a Structured Quality Dialogue could
not be carried out for the data collection year 2011. The Federal Experts’
Working Group for Heart Surgery plans to, however, critically question
on the level of hospitals the result of these indicators in the context of a
high mortality. For data collection year 2012, the Federal Experts’ Working Group will define a reference range in order to allow for a more detailed analysis and a quality improvement through the Structured Quality
Dialogue.
A concluding evaluation of this result is currently not possible.

2009

2010

2011

–

–

38.3 %

40.1 %

Confidence interval

–

–

37.0 – 39.7 %

39.0 – 41.3 %

Total number of
cases

–

–

4,731

7,053

Aggregate result of all patients
50 %

Patients over 75 years of age and
logistic Euroscore >20 %

Evaluating the 2011 results

2008
Aggregate result

40 %

30 %

20 %

10 %

0%
2008

2009

2010

2011

2010

2011

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

90

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

0

76 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
100 %
90 %
Patients over 75 years of age and
logistic Euroscore >20 %

The indicator for catheter supported aortic valve implementation must
always be aligned with the conditions of each individual patient. For this,
the current model of the indicator does not consider known counterindications against an open surgery such as a porcelain aorta. Therefore it cannot be assumed that individual cases which do not fulfill the
indicators requirements are automatically miss-indications. However, the
mentioned counter-indications against an open surgery or an indication
with individual reasons despite a low risk according to the Euroscore are
rare cases.

Case-based results (patients)

80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

Median

40.2 %

Range

17.9 – 93.8 %

2009

Number of computationally 0 of 76
discrepant hospitals

14 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
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Median

52.8 %

Range

20.0 – 81.8 %

Number of computationally 0 of 14
discrepant hospitals
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Combined coronary and aortic valve surgery
Dr. Tonia Kazmaier, Martina Köppen, Federal Experts’ Working Group for Heart Surgery

Introduction
Combined coronary and aortic valve
surgery is the term used to describe
procedures where blood vessels are
taken from another part of the body and
used to bridge a narrowed or occluded
section of a coronary artery (called bypasses) and, simultaneously, the aortic
valve is replaced by an artificial heart valve.

more people will receive a combination intervention; hence a
long term observation of this procedure becomes more and
more important.
Based on the data of data collection year 2010, there were
overall 16 computationally discrepant results (15 hospitals)
identified. As a conclusion, 2 discrepancies (2 hospitals) were
evaluated as “qualitatively discrepant”.

Patients in this clinical area constitute a special heart-surgery
risk group because frequently concomitant diseases are pres
ent in addition to coronary heart disease and aortic valve disease.
The quality of combined coronary and aortic valve surgery is
exclusively regarded in this clinical area.

Services subject to mandatory reporting
All combined surgeries performed on the coronary arteries and
the aortic valve using the heart-lung machine in patients > 18 years
are recorded.
Excluded from mandatory documentation are simultaneous surgery on the heart, on the heart valves (except for the aortic valve)
and the other vessels near the heart as well as simultaneous intervention on the internal carotid artery and heart surgery per
formed to treat polytrauma.
The analysis only considers combined surgeries on the coronary
arteries and aortic valve in order to ensure comparability of the
hospital-based results.

Looking forward
The results in this clinical area show a stable and good quality of
care. The indicators’ results (overall results based on the cases)
are without a significant change compared to the previous year.
For this reason, the following clinical area will not be given a
comprehensive description of any individual indicator.
The not-risk-adjusted rate of hospital mortality has improved
from 5.6 % in the previous year to 5.0 %. The range of the results
has also slightly decreased. In order to compare the hospitalbased results despite a varying risk profile of the treated pa
tients, a risk adjustment is carried out. The used coefficients are
based off of previous year results. Therefore, the coefficients of
the KBA scores based on the data collection year 2010 were
re-calculated. Subsequently, the ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths is 1.0 for data collection year 2010
after the re-calculation. For data collection year 2011 is the result of the ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E)
0.89. This means that the observed rate of deceased patients is
11 % less than what is expected. The mortality after 30 days has
improved from 5.9 % in to previous year to 4.8 %. The difference,
however, is not significant.
The Federal Experts’ Working Group advises that there is, like
before, the need to extend to period of tracking in order to also
be able to judge the results in the mid and long term. Especially
under consideration of the demographic changes, in the future
German Hospital Quality Report 2011
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Combined coronary and aortic valve surgery

Data basis
2010

2011

Reported

Reported

Expected

Complete count

Heart surgery (total)
Data sets

65,063

66,372

66,384

100.0 %

Hospitals

95

99

105

94.3 %

Of which: Combined coronary and aortic valve surgery
Data sets

6,963

7,402

n/a

n/a

Basic statistics
2011
Number Proportion
Age distribution
Number of patients with valid age data
< 50 years

7,122

100 %

69

1.0 %

50 – 59 years

423

5.9 %

60 – 69 years

1,311

18.4 %

70 – 79 years

3,909

54.9 %

80 – 89 years

1,395

19.6 %

15

0.2 %

Male

5,064

71.1 %

Female

2,058

28.9 %

≥ 90 years
Sex

ASA classification
ASA 1: A normal healthy patient

172

2.4 %

ASA 2: A patient with mild systemic disease

728

10.2 %

ASA 3: A patient with severe systemic disease
and functional impairment

5,429

76.2 %

ASA 4: A patient with severe systemic disease
that is a constant threat to life

759

10.7 %

34

0.5 %

ASA 5: A moribund patient
Project leaders at the AQUA Institute
Dr. Tonia Kazmaier

Martina Köppen

Members of the Federal Experts’ Working Group
Dr. Andreas Beckmann,
Duisburg

Dr. Wolfgang Schiller,
Bonn

Dr. Klaus Döbler,
Stuttgart

Prof. Dr. Ulrike Toellner-Bauer (†),
Bochum

Dr. Marius Großmann,
Göttingen

Wolf-Dietrich Trenner,
Berlin

Prof. Dr. Jan Gummert,
Bad Oeynhausen

Prof. Dr. Armin Welz,
Bonn

PD Dr. Horst Laube,
Berlin

Dr. Christine Wessmann,
Frankfurt

Further information on the clinical area
For a detailed description of the indicators (including references) and the
2011 federal analysis, go to the website:
www.sqg.de/themen/HCH-KOMB/
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Combined coronary and aortic valve surgery
Case-based aggregate results (patients)

2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator
QI 1

Result

Result

Numerator (O | E)*

Denominator

Trend

Postoperative mediastinitis

a

Postoperative mediastinitis after elective/urgent surgery

0.6 %

0.5 %

31

6,796

b

1

Postoperative mediastinitis in risk class 0 or 1 (by NNIS)

0.6 %

0.4 %

25

5,558

QI 2

Neurological complications in elective/urgent surgery

1.7 %

1.6 %

104

6,414

QI 3

Mortality

a

Hospital mortality

v

5.6 %

5.0 %

356

7,118

b

Hospital mortality after elective/urgent surgery

v

4.7 %

4.3 %

294

6,801

c

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths v

1.00

0.89

392
5.58 %

7,022

d

Status on the 30th postoperative day

v

80.8 %

81.4 %

5,793

7,118

e

Mortality after 30 days

v

5.9 %

4.8 %

217

4,501

347
4.94 %

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

* for regression-based quality indicators
1

NNIS (National Nosocomial Infections Surveillance): This involves what is called an
additive score used in risk adjustment; one risk point is assigned whenever ASA ≥ 3,
surgery time > 75th percentile of the distribution of the surgery times for the surgery
type under review and/or the intervention is contaminated or septic.
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Combined coronary and aortic valve surgery
Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance

2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator
QI 1

Reference range

Evaluation

Discrepant

Total

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

Postoperative mediastinitis

a

Postoperative mediastinitis after elective/urgent surgery

Not defined

79

–

X

X

b

Postoperative mediastinitis in risk class 0 or 1 (by NNIS)1

≤ 2.5 % (TO;
95th percentile)

78

3

1

A

QI 2

Neurological complications in elective/urgent surgery

≤ 4.4 % (TO;
95th percentile)

79

3

1

A

QI 3

Mortality

a

Hospital mortality

Not defined

79

–

X

X

b

Hospital mortality after elective/urgent surgery

Not defined

79

–

X

X

c

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

≤ 1.59 (TO;
90th percentile)

79

7

1

A

d

Status on the 30th postoperative day

Not defined

79

–

X

X

e

Mortality after 30 days

Not defined

44

–

X

X

TO = Tolerance range
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Heart transplantation
Dr. Klaus Richter, Theresia Höhne, Federal Experts’ Working Group for Heart and Lung Transplantation

Introduction
To qualify for a transplantation, the
patient must have an incurable heart
disease (termed refractory end-stage
heart failure) that is so far advanced that
without this intervention the chance for
survival is extremely low. In this context,
the risk associated with the surgical
intervention and the potential long-term complications must be
lower than the patient’s individual risk of dying from the actual underlying disease. A transplantation will not be considered
until all other organ-conserving (both medical and surgical)
treatment options have been exhausted. Heart transplantation
is a highly sophisticated medical intervention that has nevertheless become an established therapeutic procedure and is
currently practiced at 22 hospitals in Germany. With that, the
number of hospitals has decreased by two (8.5 %).

but only 362 donated organs in Germany. Consequently, only
the patients with the highest urgency status HU (high urgency)
could be transplanted. Patients with the level T (elective transplantable), e.g., those that wait for the organ at home or those
that were taken off of the HU-list after use of assistance device,
have almost no chance to be transplanted. The quality assur
ance has no data concerning the mortality of patients with an
HU-status or those that are on a waiting list.

In the early days of heart transplantations, donors were only
accepted if they were younger than 40 years of age and had
no previous cardiac diseases. In the USA the mean donor age
is slightly above 30 years old. In German this number is at 45
years old. Nowadays hearts are accepted from donors up to 70
years of age.

Furthermore, the Federal Experts’ Working Group suggests
replacing the clinical area “Heart transplantation” with an
indication-related procedure “End-stage heart failure” for mid
to long term in order to do justice to the reality of care. Besides
expanding the procedure in terms of cross-sectoral documentation, including heart-assisting-systems, this also includes the
use of routine data and comparison of the databases of the
DSO, the ET, and the AQUA Institute.

The number of heart transplantations has slightly declined in
year 2011 compared to 2010. The waiting time has notably
increased. In view of the extreme paucity of organs, it is only
thanks to the use of artificial cardiac support systems (“assists
devices”) that the waiting times until transplantation can be
bridged successfully with an increasing frequency.

An urgent and necessary extension of the procedure is therefore the recording the status of people on the waiting list. Using
this, unbalance between the waiting list and transplantation
capacity of hospitals can be recognised and made transparent
to the patients. Currently, the requirements for a data comparison with Eurotransplant are being checked. For the transplantation centers there will be no additional documentation outlay.

The reason for this lack of organs might be explained by
insufficient education of the public and a consequently high
non-consent rate among relatives of potential organ donors
as well as by lack of reporting willingness on the part of the
hospitals. The direct consequence of this is that the hospitals,
in order to offer the largest number of patients the change to
receive a life-saving transplantation, are being forced to accept
“poorer” donor organs.

Services subject to mandatory reporting
All heart transplantations.

Looking forward
The results of the Structured Quality Dialogue from the data
collection year 2009 showed no qualitative discrepancies
in the clinical area heart transplantation in the total of seven
requested statements from computationally discrepant hospitals. These results will continue to be monitored. In relation to
the follow-up data, a pleasing improvement of the documentation quality is observed. The sought after target of a 100 %
documentation, however, was not met. A closer cooperation
between the AQUA Institute, the German Foundation for Organ
Transplantation (DSO) and the Eurotransplant International
Foundation (ET) is sought after in the future, in order to record
the whereabouts of every single organ.
According to the official ET-statistic, in data collection
year 2011 there were overall 922 patients on the waiting list
German Hospital Quality Report 2011
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Heart transplantation

Data basis
2010

2011

Reported

Reported

Expected

Complete count

Data sets

364

349

349

100.0 %

Hospitals

23

22

22

100.0 %

Basic statistics
2011
Number Proportion
Age distribution
Number of patients with valid age data

344

100 %

< 1 Jahr

4

1.2 %

10

2.9 %

10 – 19 years

11

3.2 %

20 – 29 years

13

3.8 %

30 – 39 years

28

8.1 %

40 – 49 years

71

20.6 %

50 – 59 years

123

35.8 %

60 – 69 years

82

23.8 %

70 – 79 years

2

0.58 %

≥ 80 years

0

0.0 %

1 – 9 years

Sex
Male
Female

264

76.7 %

80

23.3 %

Project leaders at the AQUA Institute
Dr. Klaus Richter

Theresia Höhne

Members of the Federal Experts’ Working Group
Peter Fricke,
Bockenem

Prof. Martin Strüber,
Hanover

Claudia Haupt,
Frankfurt am Main

Burkhard Tapp,
Schopfheim

Dr. Barbara Hempel,
Cottbus

Prof. Dr. Gero Tenderich,
Duisburg

Dr. Peter Lemke,
Karlsruhe

PD Dr. Florian Wagner,
Hamburg

Further information on the clinical area
For a detailed description of the indicators (including references) and the
2011 federal analysis, go to the website:
www.sqg.de/themen/HTX/
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Heart transplantation
Case-based aggregate results (patients)

2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator
QI 1

Hospital mortality

QI 2

30-day survival

a

Unknown survival status 30 days after transplantation

b

30-days survival (with known status)

QI 3

Result

Result

Numerator

Denominator

14.6 %

13.7 %

47

344

=

0.3 %

0.8 %

3

370

v

88.9 %

90.5 %

332

367

=
=

v

1-years survival

a

Unknown survival status 1 year after transplantation

v

0.4 %

2.5 %

8

315

b

1-years survival (with known status)

v

76.4 %

79.6 %

288

362

QI 4

=
=

2-years survival

a

Unknown survival status 2 year after transplantation

v

3.9 %

4.6 %

11

240

b

2-years survival (with known status)

v

75.4 %

73.9 %

224

303

QI 5

Trend

=
=

3-years survival

a

Unknown survival status 3 year after transplantation

v

7.3 %

7.9 %

19

242

b

3-years survival (with known status)

v

64.6 %

72.7 %

216

297

=
=

Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance

2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator
QI 1

Hospital mortality

QI 2

30-day survival

a

Unknown survival status 30 days after transplantation

b

30-days survival (with known status)

QI 3

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

≤ 25.0 % (TO)

22

2

1

A

Not defined

24

–

X

X

≥ 75.0 % (TA)

23

5

1

A

Not defined

22

–

X

X

≥ 75.0 % (TO)

23

7

1

A

1-years survival

a

Unknown survival status 1 year after transplantation

b

1-years survival (with known status)

QI 4

Reference range

Evaluation

Discrepant

Total

2-years survival

a

Unknown survival status 2 year after transplantation

Not defined

23

–

X

A

b

2-years survival (with known status)

Not defined

24

–

X

X

QI 5

3-years survival

a

Unknown survival status 3 year after transplantation

Not defined

23

–

X

X

b

3-years survival (with known status)

Not defined

24

–

X

X

TO = Tolerance range; TA = Target range
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Lung and heart-lung transplantation
Dr. Klaus Richter, Theresia Höhne, Federal Experts’ Working Group for Heart and Lung Transplantation

Introduction
Patients with end-stage lung disease are
considered for lung transplantation and
heart-lung transplantation if their life
expectancy without the transplantation
is very low. To qualify for such a transplantation, there may be no contraindications such as diseases of their other
organs (liver, kidney, etc.).
A heart-lung transplantation is a major intervention associated
with a high risk. Therefore, the decision making involved with
putting a patient on a transplantation waiting list is done very
scrupulously by weighting the risk of a transplantation against
the course of treatment to be expected from other t herapeutic
options. However, the lung replacement methods currently
available only offer a short-term solution to bridge the waiting
period for a donor organ. Compared to heart transplantation,
the time window for lung transplantation is thus substantially
narrower. Therefore, the patient’s urgency status on the waiting
list plays a very great role.
In the past years, the proportion of urgent cases has increased
markedly, whereas the supply of suitable organs has not. The
consequence of the ensuing escalation in the care situation
has been that the recipients are on average sicker and their
probability of survival is even lower. Hence, lung transplantations are an invaluable commodity that should be treated with
the utmost care and with a commitment to superior quality.
This also entails the demand for superlative data quality within
quality assurance measures.

Services subject to mandatory reporting
All lung transplantation or heart-lung transplantations.

Looking forward
The Structured Quality Dialogue results of data collection
year 2010 can be summarised as following: out of 6 computa
tionally discrepancies, after conclusion of the Structured Quality Dialogue there was only one qualitatively discrepant hospital.
The causes were structural problems that have been analyzed
with the responsible transplantation center. In the frame of a
target agreement, corresponding improvements are initiated.
The implementation of the agree measures will be checked
by the Federal Experts’ Working Group critically and in cases of
repeated discrepancy lead to an increase in intensity of the
Structured Quality Dialogue.

The transplantation events are constant and even slightly
improved tendency compared to the previous year. There
fore, we have refrained from detailed presentation of individual indicators. The members of the Federal Experts’ Working
Group are unanimously of the opinion that the data quality has
markedly increased compared to the previous year.
In the last few years, an extension of the donation criteria could
be reached through the progress in the lung conservation and
transplantation technique. Through this, they succeeded to
increase the number of lung transplantations. On the other
hand, the increased acceptance of transplantations has caused
an increase in number of patients on the waiting list. Accord
ing to the official Eurotrasplant-statistics, in data collection
year 2011 there were 292 donated organs available for the 580
patients on the waiting list in Germany. This situation has led
to re-organization of the assignment of lung transplants. Since
the beginning of 2012 the so-called transplantation benefit,
which the patient would reach through lung transplantation, is
determined for every patient on the waiting list. With the help of
the so-called Lung Allocation Score (LAS), the donated organs
should always go to the patients with matching size and blood
group that has the best chances for survival. This score is record
ed mandatorily in the frame of quality assurance since 2012.
Furthermore, in the following clinical area there is one more
need for further development. Since the LAS is implemented
as a “learning system” and will be constantly developed, it is
important to not only record the survival of patients after the
transplantation, but also the mortality of patients in the waiting
list. There is currently no information on the last aspect in the
frame of quality assurance. An urgent necessary development
of the clinical area is therefore the recording of the waiting list
status. Currently the requirements for a data comparison with
the Eurotransplant are being checked. For the transplantation
centers there will be no further data collection outlay.
In order to do justice to the care situation in Germany, the
Federal Experts’ Working Group is furthermore of the opinion
that the existing limitation to the clinical area “Lung transplantation” should be replaced by an indication-replaced procedure,
i.e., “end-stage lung failure”.

The following data of data collection year 2011 show a low
hospital mortality rate; the different to the previous year,

however, is not significant. One year after the transplantation
approximately 71 % of the patients, whose documentation
status is known, still live. In comparison to the international
data – survival rate approximately 80 % – the result is unsatisfactory. This difference can be inferred to a quality deficit in the
area of post-care. In order to make clear that the international
standards have to be a quality target in Germany, the Expert
Committee recommends the elevation of the reference range
to 75 %.
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Lung and heart-lung transplantation

Data basis
2010

2011

Reported

Reported

Expected

Complete count

Data sets

297

331

332

99.7 %

Hospitals

13

16

16

100.0 %

Basic statistics
2011
Number Proportion
Age distribution
327

100 %

< 1 years

0

0.0 %

1 – 9 years

0

0.0 %

10 – 19 years

11

3.4 %

20 – 29 years

28

8.6 %

30 – 39 years

30

9.2 %

40 – 49 years

59

18.0 %

50 – 59 years

134

41.0 %

60 – 69 years

65

19.9 %

70 – 79 years

0

0.0 %

≥ 80 years

0

0.0 %

Male

176

53.8 %

Female

151

46.2 %

Number of patients with valid age data

Sex

Project leaders at the AQUA Institute
Dr. Klaus Richter

Theresia Höhne

Members of the Federal Experts’ Working Group
Peter Fricke,
Bockenem

Prof. Martin Strüber,
Hanover

Claudia Haupt,
Frankfurt am Main

Burkhard Tapp,
Schopfheim

Dr. Barbara Hempel,
Cottbus

Prof. Dr. Gero Tenderich,
Duisburg

Dr. Peter Lemke,
Karlsruhe

PD Dr. Florian Wagner,
Hamburg

Further information on the clinical area
For a detailed description of the indicators (including references) and the
2011 federal analysis, go to the website:
www.sqg.de/themen/LUTX/
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Lung and heart-lung transplantation
Case-based aggregate results (patients)

2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator
QI 1

Hospital mortality

QI 2

1-years survival

Result

a

Unknown survival status 1 year after transplantation

b

1-years survival (with known status)

QI 3

Numerator

Trend

Denominator

v

15.4 %

9.1 %

30

328

=

v

1.0 %

2.0 %

5

246

v

75.5 %

71.3 %

204

286

=
=

v

2.8 %

1.6 %

3

191

v

65.3 %

67.6 %

169

250

2-years survival

a

Unknown survival status 2 year after transplantation

b

2-years survival (with known status)

QI 4

Result

=
=

3-years survival

a

Unknown survival status 3 year after transplantation

v

9.9 %

6.9 %

11

159

b

3-years survival (with known status)

v

65.5 %

55.2 %

127

230

=
=

Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance

2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator
QI 1

Hospital mortality

QI 2

1-years survival

a

Unknown survival status 1 year after transplantation

b

1-years survival (with known status)

QI 3

Reference range

Evaluation

Discrepant

Total

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

≤ 25.0 % (TO)

15

1

2

A

Not defined

12

–

X

X

≥ 70.0 % (TO)

12

7

2

A

2-years survival

a

Unknown survival status 2 year after transplantation

Not defined

13

–

X

X

b

2-years survival (with known status)

Not defined

13

–

X

X

QI 4

3-years survival

a

Unknown survival status 3 year after transplantation

Not defined

10

–

X

X

b

3-years survival (with known status)

Not defined

12

–

X

X

TO = Tolerance range
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Liver transplantation
Anja Kaiser, Dr. Klaus Richter, Federal Experts’ Working Group for Liver Transplantation

Introduction
The liver is the most important organ in
human metabolism. Patients with chron
ic or acute liver failure cannot survive
without a transplantation. The main
causes of liver failure are hepatocellular carcinoma, alcoholic liver cirrhosis,
fibrosis (pathological formation of excess connective tissue) and sclerosis (hardening and scarring
of the excess connective tissue) and chronic viral hepatitis C.
According to data of the Eurotransplant International Founda
tion, around 1,700 liver transplantations are undertaken annually in the Eurotransplant region (Belgium, Germany, Luxemburg, Netherlands, Austria, Slovenia and Croatia).According
to the German Foundation for Organ Transplantation (DSO), a
total of 1,199 liver transplantations were performed in Germany
in 2010. However, the number of donor organs by far does not
cover the demand. That is why every year many patients die
before they receive a life-saving transplantation.
Since 2006, the transplant centers have been required to participate in the external quality assurance of inpatients for the
clinical area “Liver transplantation”. This has enabled us to map
the quality of care in this sector using quality indicators.
All indicators have been reworked and harmonised in the frame
of system maintenance. In this context e.g., the name of QI 1
was changed (2010: “In-hospital mortality”; 2011: “Hospital
mortality”). Content changed have not occurred.

Furthermore, the structure of the data sets was reworked to the
effect that the first or second intervention (re-transplantations)
is differentiable. With this, an improvement of the documentation rate is expected.
Based on data collection year 2010, there were 31 computational
discrepancies in 18 hospitals. Statements were requested from
these hospitals. In three cases notices were sent. After conclu
sion of the Structured Quality Dialogue, 15 computational
discrepancies were evaluated as “qualitatively non-discrepant”,
12 as “qualitatively non-discrepant with special monitoring” and
4 as “qualitatively discrepant”. 25 more computational discrep
ancies are examined for documentation ate. All computational
discrepant results were evaluated as qualitatively non-discrep
ant, but 10 will be critically observed.
The results for the indicators on the survival rate were evaluated
as a good care situation by the Federal Experts’ Working Group.
They show that gravely ill patients have a significantly higher
survival rate with a transplantation. Due to the glaring shortage
of organs and the way the organs are distributed, partially pa
tients with higher risk are transplanted. This inevitably causes
the survival rate to worsen.
The Federal Experts’ Working Group greets the future obligation for annual publication of results through transplantations
centers, and calls through aimed showcasing to increase the
willingness of the populace to donate organs

The indicator for 1-year survival was changed to an indicator
group for the evaluation of data collection year 2011. In this context, the QI 4a was re-introduced. It shows the 1-year s urvival
rate of all living patients discharged from the hospital. The QI 4b
corresponds to the former QI 4 in German Hospital Quality
Report 2010. The calculation has not been changed. However,
the reference range was canceled, since a Structured Quality
Dialogue should only be carried out for the re-introduced QI 4a.

Services subject to mandatory reporting
All liver trasplantations.

Looking forward
Even though the database of the data collection year 2011 in
relation to the complete count has improved in comparison
to the previous year, the results are still unsatisfactory despite
the mandatory documentation. This is especially grave for the
complete count of follow-up. The big documentation rate difference between individual hospitals is also problematic. The
Structured Quality Dialogue shows that there are multiple
causes for the low documentation rate. Multiple measures
have already been taken to improve the database. For one,
the 
follow-up-monitor is constantly being further developed
and helps hospitals with planning of the follow-up-survey and
the data transfer to the AQUA Institute. For the other, the ETnumbers of follow-up-data sets is compared to the ones in the
federal data pool. If an ET-number does not exist in a base data
set, the follow-up-data set is denied and the hospital will be
asked for verification of the data set.
German Hospital Quality Report 2011
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Liver transplantation

Data basis
2010

2011

Reported

Reported

Expected

Complete count

Data sets

1,179

1,080

1,087

99.4 %

Hospitals

23

24

24

100.0 %

Basic statistics
2011
Number Proportion
Age distribution
Number of patients with valid age data

100 %

1,070

< 1 Jahr

38

3.6 %

1 – 9 years

40

3.7 %

10 – 19 years

28

2.6 %

20 – 29 years

35

3.3 %

30 – 39 years

66

6.2 %

40 – 49 years

182

17.0 %

50 – 59 years

388

36.3 %

60 – 69 years

255

23.8 %

70 – 79 years

39

3.6 %

0

0%

≥ 80 years
Sex
Male

718

67.1 %

Female

352

32.9 %

Project leaders at the AQUA Institute
Anja Kaiser

Dr. Klaus Richter

Members of the Federal Experts’ Working Group
Prof. Dr. Martin Grotz,
Hanover

Karsten Schmidt,
Ahrensburg

Dr. Markus Höfer,
Lippstadt

Prof. Dr. Norbert Senninger,
Münster

Susanne Nachtwey,
Duderstadt

Prof. Dr. Christian Strassburg,
Hanover

Prof. Dr. Gerd Otto,
Mainz

Prof. Dr. Jens Werner,
Heidelberg

Prof. Dr. Marcus Scherer,
Regensburg

Hans-Peter Wohn,
Wiesbaden

Further information on the clinical area
For a detailed description of the indicators (including references) and the
2011 federal analysis, go to the website:
www.sqg.de/themen/LTX/
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Liver transplantation
Case-based aggregate results (patients)

2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator

Result

Result

Numerator

Denominator

Trend

=
=
=

QI 1

Hospital mortality

v

16.7 %

15.3 %

164

1,072

QI 2

Death through surgical complications

v

2.7 %

1.6 %

17

1,072

QI 3

Postoperative length of stay

29.6 %

26.2 %

262

999

QI 4

1-year survival (with known status)
91.8 %

91.3 %

790

865

=

v

77.4 %

74.9 %

790

1,055

72.6 %

693

955

70.1 %

604

862

=
=
=

a

1-year survival (with not in hospital deceased patients
and known status)

b

1-year survival (with known status)

QI 5

2-year survival (with known status)

v

75.2 %

QI 6

3-year survival (with known status)

v

68.3 %

Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance

2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator
QI 1

Hospital mortality

QI 2

Death through surgical complications

QI 3

Postoperative length of stay

QI 4

1-year survival (with known status)

Reference range

Evaluation

Discrepant

Total

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

≤ 20.0 % (TO)

24

7

1

A

≤ 5.0 % (TO)

24

2

1

A

≤ 30.0 % (TO)

24

6

2

A

≥ 90.0% (TO)

23

7

1

A

a

1-year survival (with not in hospital deceased patients
and known status)

b

1-year survival (with known status)

Not defined

23

–

X

X

QI 5

2-year survival (with known status)

Not defined

21

–

X

X

QI 6

3-year survival (with known status)

Not defined

22

–

X

X

TO = Tolerance range
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Liver transplantation
QI 1: Hospital mortality

Quality target

Description

As low as possible hospital mortality.

Numerator

Patients who died in the hospital

Denominator

All liver transplantation

Reference range

≤ 20.0 % (Tolerance range)

Risk adjustment

No further risk adjustment

Indicator ID

2096

The Eurotransplant international Foundation, which is responsible for
allocating post-mortem organ donations in Germany, has been employ
ing the MELD score (Model for End-Stage Liver Disease) since the end
of 2006. This model is used to determine which patients require a transplantation most urgently. However, more recent studies have shown that
the transplant recipient with very advanced liver disease that were documented by the MELD score and additional measurands showed poorer
post-transplantation survival rates than those in the early stages of their
disease.

Evaluating the 2011 results
In data collection year 2011, there were overall 1,080 liver transplantations in 24 transplantation centers in Germany and documented for
the external quality assurance. 16 of these centers transplant more than
30 cases per year. The main indications for liver transplantation were the
hepatocellular carcinoma (20.8 %) and the alcoholic cirrhosis (20.5 %).
The overall hospital mortality was slightly lower in data collection
year 2011 with 15.3 % than the previous year (16.7 %). If one compares
the results with those of the international transplantation registry, then
the overall rate of the hospital results lie within the expected range. The
result is considered by the Federal Experts’ Working Group to be a good
quality of care. The cause for the computational discrepancies of seven
hospitals will be analyzed in the Structured Quality Dialogue. Four of the
seven hospitals were already discrepant in the previous year.
Due to the organ scarcity and the distribution using the MELD-score,
very sick patients receive an organ. Therefore the exceptionally high
responsibility goes to the transplantation centers that have to choose
patients with the highest survival probability from the gravely ill patients.
The delightful improvements on survival time in the past 20 years in the
American (UNOS) and European (ELTR) evaluation registers clarify how
dependent the patient survival is to the medical management. Addition
ally to the organ distribution according to the MELD-score, the choice
of adequate organ receivers greatly influences the mortality. These
observations were also confirmed in the Structured Quality Dialogue in
the previous years.
The Structured Quality Dialogue for the nine computational discrepant
events from the data collection year 2011 that in only one a lack of structure and process was the cause for the discrepancy. The result of eight
other hospitals was evaluated as qualitatively non-discrepant, from which
five will be critically observed with follow-up.

© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH

Comparability with
Comparable
results of previous year

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

15.5 %

15.3 %

16.7 %

15.3 %

Confidence interval

13.2 – 17.9 %

13.1 – 17.7 %

14.6 – 19.0 %

13.2 – 17.6 %

Total number of cases

977

1,014

1,141

1,072

Aggregate result of all patients
20 %
17.5 %
Patients who died in the hospital

Improved surgical techniques and immunosuppressive treatment
modalities have led to a continual reduction in mortality since the 1990s.
Mortality after liver transplantation is affected by multiple risk factors.
These include, among others, blood type incompatibility between organ
recipient and donor as well as acute liver failure of the recipient before
the transplantation. Other special risk factors include age of organ donor
> 60 years as well as the recipient’s general state of health and age.
Moreover, the choice of transplantation time point represents an important influencing variable for the survival of the transplant recipient.

15 %
12.5 %
10 %
7.5 %
5%
2.5 %
0%
2008

2009

2010

2011

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

24

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

0

17 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
100 %
90 %
Patients who died in the hospital

Background of the quality indicator

80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

Median

14.0 %

Range

6.1 – 22.1 %

2009

2010

2011

Number of computationally 2 of 17
discrepant hospitals

7 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
Median

26.3 %

Range

0.0 – 40.0 %

Number of computationally 5 of 7
discrepant hospitals
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Living liver donation
Anja Kaiser, Dr. Klaus Richter, Federal Experts’ Working Group for Liver Transplantation

Introduction
Patients with chronic or acute liver
failure can only survive through a transplantation. Since the number of available
donated organs is by far not enough to
cover the demand, many patients die
every year during the waiting time for a
new liver. A possible therapy is the living
liver donation of a close person.
Thanks to the liver’s multi-segmental and its great capacity for
regeneration, it is possible to graft part of the liver from a living
donor to recipient. Particularly in paediatric transplantation surgery, the living donation of a liver graft is a way of increasing the
availability of organs and thereby multiplying the therapeutic
options for hepatically impaired children.
Because these surgeries are performed on healthy persons,
living organ donations are the subject of intense ethical debate.
To quality, living donors must be in a good state of health and
consent voluntarily to the donation. Against this background,
the German transplantation law allows living liver donation
exclusively to first- and second-degree relatives, spouses

and fiancés and other persons “who have an obviously close
personal relationship with the prospective donor”. To protect
the donor, whose safety and health are of the utmost priority,
a statement by an independent living donation committee must
be obtained before every living donation.
The clinical area “Living liver donation” is exclusively concerned
with the donor. In living donations, a superlative level of safety
should be achieved by the best possible quality of medical treatment and by meticulous preoperative evaluation of the donor.
It is paramount that donors be protected against any complications.

Services subject to mandatory reporting
All living liver donations.

used for the indication computation. In the Structured Quality
Dialogue based on the data collection year 2011, the causes
for the low documentation rate with follow-up and the frequent
given “status unknown” will be investigated.
A total of 12 computational discrepancies were present based
on the data collection year 2010. In the Structured Quality Dialogue, half of these cases were requested a statement
while the other half has been sent notices. All computational
discrepancies were classified as “qualitatively non-discrepant”
upon conclusion of the Structured Quality Dialogue. However,
3 cases will continue to be critically observed.
The Federal Experts’ Working Group believes that the following
results are a representation of a very good care situation: no liv
ing donor has died due to the donation and none of the donors
had to undergo a transplantation themselves. According to the
results in QI 9, the liver functions of four patients were impaired
two years after the donation. However, the indicator results
were falsified for three of the patients. For those, there was
no lab data available and the hospital in question has entered
implausible values in the corresponding data fields in order
to finish the documentation form and fulfill their m
 andatory
documentation. This means that there was only one patient
that actually had a liver function impairment two years after
the donation. For another patient there was also a liver impairment documented three years after the donation. The cause
for these functional impairments and why it was not possible to
do a complete follow-up for three patients will be discussed in
the Structured Quality Dialogue with the concerning hospitals.
The numbers have to be as low as possible despite a very good
care situation in relation to living liver donation, since this concerns a healthy person. The Federal Experts’ Working Group
greets the future obligation for annual publication of results
through transplantations centers, and calls through a
imed
showcasing to increase the willingness of the populace to
donate organs.

Looking forward
As part of the external quality assurance of inpatients, 70 living
donations performed at 11 hospitals were documented for the
data collection year 2011. The expected number was 79 data
sets from 14 hospitals. It turned out that improper documentation in the hospital software had caused the QA filter to be
triggered at 3 hospitals in 5 cases. The affected hospitals did
not conduct any living liver donations in 2011. Adjustment of
the number of expected data sets and hospitals by these cases
produces a complete count of data sets of 100 % for number
of hospitals (11 reported out of 11 expected) and 94.6 % for
number of data sets (70 reported out of 74 expected). The
Structured Quality Dialogue on the complete count of data sets
is investigating how this discrepancy could have happened.
The documentation rates on follow-up data are markedly lower
in the data collection year 2011. Furthermore, it is noticed that
some hospitals have reported data sets to the AQUA Institute
and therefore formally completed the mandatory documen
tation, however, the data sets only contained information that
the status of the patient is unknown. These data sets cannot be
German Hospital Quality Report 2011
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Living liver donation

Data basis
2010

2011

Reported

Reported

Expected

Complete count

Data sets

89

70

79

88.6 %

Hospitals

11

11

14

78.6 %

Basic statistics
2011
Number Proportion
Age distribution
Number of patients with valid age data

100 %

70

< 20 years

1

1.4 %

20 – 29 years

23

32.9 %

30 – 39 years

21

30.0 %

40 – 49 years

15

21.4 %

50 – 59 years

8

11.4 %

60 – 69 years

2

2.9 %

70 – 79 years

0

0%

≥ 80 years

0

0%

Male

34

48.6 %

Female

36

51.4 %

Sex

Project leaders at the AQUA Institute
Anja Kaiser

Dr. Klaus Richter

Members of the Federal Experts’ Working Group
Prof. Dr. Martin Grotz,
Hanover

Karsten Schmidt,
Ahrensburg

Dr. Markus Höfer,
Lippstadt

Prof. Dr. Norbert Senninger,
Münster

Susanne Nachtwey,
Duderstadt

Prof. Dr. Christian Strassburg,
Hanover

Prof. Dr. Gerd Otto,
Mainz

Prof. Dr. Jens Werner,
Heidelberg

Prof. Dr. Marcus Scherer,
Regensburg

Hans-Peter Wohn,
Wiesbaden

Further information on the clinical area
For a detailed description of the indicators (including references) and the
2011 federal analysis, go to the website:
www.sqg.de/themen/LLS/
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Living liver donation
Case-based aggregate results (patients)

2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator

Result

Result

Numerator

Denominator

QI 1

Hospital mortality

0.0 %

0.0 %

0

70

QI 2

Liver transplantation required in the living liver donor

0.0 %

0.0 %

0

70

QI 3

Intra- or postoperative complications

Trend

=
=

a

Intervention-specific or general complications requiring
treatment

3.4 %

1.4 %

1

70

=

b

Intervention-specific complications requiring treatment

3.4 %

1.4 %

1

70

c

General complications requiring treatment

0.0 %

0.0 %

0

70

QI 4

Death of the donor within the 1st year after
living liver donation

0.0 %

0.0 %

0

60

=
=
=

QI 5

Liver transplantation required in the donor
(within the 1st year after living donation)

0.0 %

0.0 %

0

60

=

QI 6

Impaired liver function of donor
(1 year after living donation)

0.0 %

0.0 %

0

60

=

QI 7

Death of the donor within 2 years after
living liver donation

0.0 %

0.0 %

0

41

=

QI 8

Liver transplantation required in the donor
(within 2 years after living donation)

0.0 %

0.0 %

0

41

=

QI 9

Impaired liver function of donor
(2 years after living donation)

3.2 %

9.8 %

4

41

=

QI 10

Death of the donor within 3 years after
living liver donation

0.0 %

0.0 %

0

29

=

QI 11

Liver transplantation required in the donor
(within 3 years after living donation)

0.0 %

0.0 %

0

29

=

QI 12

Impaired liver function of donor
(3 years after living donation)

0.0 %

3.4 %

1

29

=
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Living liver donation
Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance

2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator

Reference range

Evaluation

Discrepant

Total

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

QI 1

Hospital mortality

Sentinel event

11

0

X

A

QI 2

Liver transplantation required in the living liver donor

Sentinel event

11

0

X

A

QI 3

Intra- or postoperative complications

a

Intervention-specific or general complications requiring
treatment

≤ 5.0 % (TO)

11

1

2

A

b

Intervention-specific complications requiring treatment

Not defined

11

–

X

X

c

General complications requiring treatment

Not defined

11

–

X

X

QI 4

Death of the donor within the 1st year after
living liver donation

Sentinel event

11

0

X

A

QI 5

Liver transplantation required in the donor
(within the 1st year after living donation)

Sentinel event

11

0

X

A

QI 6

Impaired liver function of donor
(1 year after living donation)

Sentinel event

11

0

X

A

QI 7

Death of the donor within 2 years after
living liver donation

Sentinel event

9

0

X

A

QI 8

Liver transplantation required in the donor
(within 2 years after living donation)

Sentinel event

9

0

X

A

QI 9

Impaired liver function of donor
(2 years after living donation)

Sentinel event

9

1

X

A

QI 10

Death of the donor within 3 years after
living liver donation

Sentinel event

6

0

X

A

QI 11

Liver transplantation required in the donor
(within 3 years after living donation)

Sentinel event

6

0

X

A

QI 12

Impaired liver function of donor
(3 years after living donation)

Sentinel event

6

1

X

A

TO = Tolerance range
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Kidney transplantation
Dr. Klaus Richter, Natascha Reker, Federal Experts’ Working Group for Kidney and Pancreas Transplantation

Introduction
The most common causes of chronic
kidney failure include diabetic diseases,
high blood pressure, inflammatory
diseases of the “renal corpuscles” (call
ed glomerulonephritis) and congenital
diseases such as hereditary polycystic
kidney. In end-stage kidney failure, call
ed terminal renal insufficiency, only regular dialysis or a transplantation can save the patient’s life. Kidney transplantation
is an established procedure and the best possible treatment
option for patients with terminal renal insufficiency. Compared
with the previous year, the number of kidney transplants has
slightly decreased.
The clinical area “Kidney transplantation” presented here
exclusively addresses the organ recipient. This contrasts with
the clinical area “Living kidney donation”, where the organ d
 onor
is the focus. Since 2006, all German transplantation centers
in the clinical area “Kidney transplantation” are subject to the
mandatory requirement to participate in the external quality assurance of inpatients. One focus of quality assurance is to monitor the clinical course of patients after one, two and three years.
Following the Federal Experts’ Working Group for Kidney and
Pancreas Transplantation, the indicator “Rejection requiring
treatment during inpatient stay” (QI 5 in year 2010) has been
canceled since the data collection year 2011. The names of
various quality indicators were reworked and aligned in coordination with the State Administration Offices for Quality As
surance (LQS). This affects this year’s QI 1, QI 6, QI 7, QI 11,
QI 12, QI 13, and QI 14.

Services subject to mandatory reporting
All kidney or pancreas transplantations or combined pancreaskidney transplantation are to be documented, independent if it
is a living or postmortem donation. As basis for the computation
of the quality indicators the clinical area present here exclusively uses isolated kidney transplantation in order to ensure
comparable hospital results.

Looking forward
A total of 2,850 data sets of kidney, pancreas or combined
pancreas-kidney transplantation of 43 centers were delivered
for the external quality assurance of inpatients in data collection year 2011. From those there were 2,656 isolated kidney
transplantations. In 795 of these transplantations, living organ
donations from close relatives were involved.

The results of data collection year 2011 in the clinical area
“Kidney transplantation” is overall in a good quality of care in
the international comparison according to the Federal Experts’
Working Group. This evaluation is not based on any risk adjustments so that eventually meaningful differences between pa
tients (e.g., individual risk profile) were not considered. In order
to reach comparable results, the development of a risk adjustment is under discussion.
The results of the Structured Quality Dialogue based on the
data collection year 2010 show 7 qualitatively discrepancies in
the clinical area kidney transplantation, these were caused by
operative-technique problems and suboptimal donor-recipient
choice (high risk transplantations). The results of the so dis
crepant hospitals shall be critically analyzed again based on the
data of collection year 2011.
The complete count of follow-up data (data on several years’
clinical course) in relation to the data collection year 2011
are still not regarded as satisfactory. Only a proportion of the
transplantation centers achieved the objective of the highest
possible documentation completeness rate on follow-up data
from all transplant recipients. The documentation rate of the
follow-up for patients with known status in data collection
year 2011 is on average at
pp

1 year follow-up: 91.0 % (2,444 out of 2,687 cases)

pp

2 year follow-up: 86.4 % (2,139 out of 2,476 cases)

pp

3 year follow-up: 81.7 % (1,930 out of 2,363 cases)

All centers with a documentation rate below 95 % will be asked
for the reasons of the low follow-up documentation in the
frame of the Structured Quality Dialogue since data collection
year 2010.
For data collection year 2010, based on statements of the
centers, 5 out of 49 computational discrepancies were classified as “qualitatively discrepant” because of improper documentation – these data are not only concerning the present
clinical area, but also for all pancreas transplantation because
of the collective documentation survey. It is problematic that
the long term aftercare for patients often does not follow in the
same transplantation center. As such, the transplantation centers have no influence on the quality of care and the follow-up
documentation is more difficult. The Federal Experts’ Working
Group for Kidney and Pancreas Transplantation hopes to further increase the complete count of follow-up in order to obtain
validated follow-up data. An optimal follow-up documentation,
however, can only be reached through cross-sectoral procedure.

According to the data of the German Foundation for Organ
Transplantation (DSO), there were overall 2,850 kidney transplantations as well as 171 pancreas and combined pancreaskidney transplantations in 2011. The difference in transplantation number between DSO and the AQUA Institute is because
for simultaneous transplantations not every single organ is
documented for the statistics in the frame of quality assur
ance. The database has to also be reduced for the cases that
did not have sufficient documentation available – e.g., due to
a transplantation abortion or because of a hospital stay over
the end of the year (so-called overstayers).
German Hospital Quality Report 2011
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Kidney transplantation

Data basis
2010

2011

Reported

Reported

Expected

Complete count

Kidney and pancreas transplantation (total)
Data sets

2,939

2,850

2,854

99.9 %

Hospitals

40

43

44

97.7 %

n/a

n/a

From which are isolated kidney transplantation
Data sets

2,764

2,656

Basic statistics
2011
Number Proportion
Age distribution
Number of patients with valid age data

2,816

100 %

1

0.04 %

< 1 Jahr
1 – 9 years

53

1.9 %

10 – 19 years

93

3.3 %

20 – 29 years

174

6.2 %

30 – 39 years

304

10.8 %

40 – 49 years

592

21.0 %

50 – 59 years

705

25.0 %

60 – 69 years

656

23.3 %

70 – 79 years

234

8.3 %

4

0.14 %

Male

1,807

64.2 %

Female

1,009

35.8 %

≥ 80 years
Sex

Project leaders at the AQUA Institute
Dr. Klaus Richter

Natascha Reker

Members of the Federal Experts’ Working Group
Dr. Helmut Arbogast,
Munich

Christian Frenzel,
Mainz

Prof. Bernhard Banas,
Regensburg

Prof. Dr. Uwe Heemann,
Munich

Dr. Reinhard Bast,
Schwerin

Kerstin Kühn,
Mainz

PD Dr. Heinz-Paul Buszello,
Düsseldorf

PD Dr. Dr. Horst Weihprecht,
Augsburg

Dieter Eipl,
Heidelberg

Prof. Dr. Oliver Witzke,
Essen

Further information on the clinical area
For a detailed description of the indicators (including references) and the
2011 federal analysis, go to the website:
www.sqg.de/themen/NTX/
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Kidney transplantation
Case-based aggregate results (patients)

2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator

Result

Result

Numerator

Denominator

Trend

v

1.1 %

1.3 %

33

2,639

=

a

Immediate functionality of the transplant after postmortem v
organ donation

74.9 %

77.7 %

1,412

1,817

=

b

Immediate functionality of the transplant after living
organ donation

v

95.1 %

95.4 %

754

790

=

QI 1

Hospital mortality

QI 2

Immediate functionality of the transplant

QI 3

Quality of the transplant function at discharge

a

Quality of the transplant function at discharge after
postmortem organ donation

v

88.0 %

86.8 %

1,493

1,721

=

b

Quality of the transplant function at discharge after living
organ donation

v

98.2 %

97.2 %

759

781

=

16.2 %

16.3 %

430

2,639

=
=
=

QI 4

Surgical complications

QI 5

1-year survival (with known status)

v

96.4 %

96.4 %

2,385

2,474

QI 6

Transplant failure within the 1st year after kidney
transplantation (with known status)

v

5.9 %

5.5 %

134

2,433

QI 7

Quality of the transplant function
(1 year after transplantation)

v

89.0 %

90.6 %

2,156

2,379

=

QI 8

No rejection requiring treatment within the 1st year
after kidney transplantation

85.3 %

86.5 %

2,140

2,474

=

QI 9

2-year survival (with known status)

v

93.3 %

94.3 %

2,101

2,228

QI 10

Transplant failure 2 years after kidney transplantation
(with known status)

v

8.7 %

8.0 %

176

2,197

=
=

QI 11

Quality of transplant function (2 years after transplant)

90.3 %

90.4 %

1,898

2,099

QI 12

3-year survival (with known status)

91.7 %

91.1 %

1,895

2,081

QI 13

Transplant failure 3 years after kidney transplantation
(with known status)

11.1 %

10.7 %

218

2,035

QI 14

Quality of transplant function (3 years after transplant)

90.3 %

90.9 %

1,715

1,886
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Kidney transplantation
Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance

2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator
QI 1

Hospital mortality

QI 2

Immediate functionality of the transplant

Reference range

Evaluation

Discrepant

Total

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

≤ 5.0 % (TO)

40

3

1

A

a

Immediate functionality of the transplant after postmortem
organ donation

≥ 60.0 % (TO)

39

4

2

A

b

Immediate functionality of the transplant after living
organ donation

≥ 90.0 % (TO)

40

9

2

A

QI 3

Quality of the transplant function at discharge

a

Quality of the transplant function at discharge after
postmortem organ donation

≥ 70.0 % (TO)

39

2

2

A

b

Quality of the transplant function at discharge after living
organ donation

≥ 80.0 % (TO)

40

3

1

A

QI 4

Surgical complications

≤ 40.0 % (TO)

40

1

2

A

QI 5

1-year survival (with known status)

Not defined

39

–

X

X

QI 6

Transplant failure within the 1st year after kidney
transplantation (with known status)

Not defined

39

–

X

X

QI 7

Quality of the transplant function
(1 year after transplantation)

Not defined

39

–

X

X

QI 8

No rejection requiring treatment within the 1st year after
kidney transplantation

Not defined

39

–

X

X

QI 9

2-year survival (with known status)

Not defined

39

–

X

X

QI 10

Transplant failure 2 years after kidney transplantation
(with known status)

Not defined

39

–

X

X

QI 11

Quality of transplant function (2 years after transplant)

Not defined

39

–

X

X

QI 12

3-year survival (with known status)

Not defined

40

–

X

X

QI 13

Transplant failure 3 years after kidney transplantation
(with known status)

Not defined

40

–

X

X

QI 14

Quality of transplant function (3 years after transplant)

Not defined

40

–

X

X

TO = Tolerance range
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Living kidney donation
Dr. Klaus Richter, Natascha Reker, Federal Experts’ Working Group for Kidney and Pancreas Transplantation

Introduction
Given the current shortage of organs,
living organ donations on the part of
patients and their relatives are be

coming increasingly desired. To qualify,
living donors must be in a good state
of health and consent voluntarily to the
donation; this consent must be reviewed
by and independent living donation committee. Against this
background, the German transplantation law allows living kidney donation exclusively to first- and second-degree relatives,
spouses and fiancés and other persons “who have an obviously
close personal relationship with the prospective donor” (TPG,
§ 8 (1)).

safety. In particular, the Committee has noted that the proportion of living donations as a percentage of all kidney transplantations has constantly increased over the past few years. Given
the organ shortage and long waiting times for a transplantation
that result therefrom, this elevates the importance of living donation substantially.

The quality assurance procedure for living kidney donation exclusively addresses the donor. In living donations, a superlative
level of safety should be achieved by the best possible quality
of medical treatment and meticulous preoperative evaluation of
the donor. It is paramount that the donor be protected against
all complications.

As was also the case in previous years, the complete counts of
follow-up data must be assessed as unsatisfactory. Only half of
the transplantation centers (19 out of 38) achieved the objective of the highest possible documentation ate of follow-up data
on all living transplant donors. All centers whose reporting of
follow-up data is lower than 95 % are requested to explain the
reasons for their low follow-up documentation rate within the
Structured Quality Dialogue since data collection year 2010.
8 hospitals were classified as “qualitatively discrepant” due to
improper documentation. Reasons for the missing documentation are, among others, the decentralized implementation for
after care which is often not done within the transplantation
center as well as the various voluntary declaration of the donor
to participate in the after care. It is sought after to expand the
follow-up documentation in the clinical area “Living kidney
transplantation” to 5 and 10 years, whereas a longer term of
data recording through routine data is also desired.

Since 2006, all German hospitals in the clinical area of living
kidney donation are subject to mandatory requirement to participate in the external quality assurance of inpatients. One focus
of quality assurance is to monitor the clinical course of patients
after one, two and three years.
Following the Federal Experts’ Working Group for Kidney
and 
Pancreas Transplantation, the indicator “Impaired renal
function of the donor at discharge from inpatient stay” (QI 3 in
year 2010) has been canceled since data collection year 2011.
The names of all quality indicators were reworked and aligned in
coordination with the State Administration Offices for Quality
Assurance (LQS), hence the names of quality indicators in the
present clinical area have changed, especially for QI 1.

Based on the data collection year 2010, a total of 10 computa
tional discrepancies were found at 6 hospitals. The results of the
Structured Quality Dialogue on the data collection year 2010
showed no qualitative discrepancies in the clinical area of living
kidney donation, thereby underscoring the very good quality of
care.

Services subject to mandatory reporting
All living kidney donations are subject to mandatory documentation.

Looking forward
In the year 2011, a total of 796 data sets in the clinical area
“Living kidney donation” were reported in Germany as part of
the external quality assurance of inpatients. One of the cases
concerned a tumor patient, which cannot be evaluated as organ
transplantation according to transplantation laws. After cor
recting the data basis, the number of documented kidney living
donations is 795 which is very close to the publicised numbers
of the German Foundation for Organ Transplantation (DSO).
Meanwhile, data on living kidney donors in Germany have been
made available for the sixth time as part of the external quality
assurance of inpatients. Overall, the Federal Experts’ Working
Group for Kidney and Pancreas Transplantation has assessed
the rate of complete counts of the data sets on inpatients stays
reported by the hospitals as very good. Like the previous year,
the results of indicators in this clinical area also demonstrate a
good quality of care according to the Federal Experts’ Working
Group, which is of great important from the aspect of patient
German Hospital Quality Report 2011
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Living kidney donation

Data basis
2010

2011

Reported

Reported

Expected

Complete count

Data sets

660

796

796

100.0 %

Hospitals

38

40

40

100.0 %

Basic statistics
2011
Number Proportion
Age distribution
Number of patients with valid age data
< 20 years
20 – 29 years

792

100 %

1

0.13 %

17

2.2 %

30 – 39 years

62

7.8 %

40 – 49 years

232

29.4 %

50 – 59 years

291

36.8 %

60 – 69 years

155

19.6 %

70 – 79 years

34

4.3 %

0

0.0 %

Male

298

37.7 %

Female

494

62.5 %

≥ 80 years
Sex

Project leaders at the AQUA Institute
Dr. Klaus Richter

Natascha Reker

Members of the Federal Experts’ Working Group
Dr. Helmut Arbogast,
Munich

Christian Frenzel,
Mainz

Prof. Bernhard Banas,
Regensburg

Prof. Dr. Uwe Heemann,
Munich

Dr. Reinhard Bast,
Schwerin

Kerstin Kühn,
Mainz

PD Dr. Heinz-Paul Buszello,
Düsseldorf

PD Dr. Dr. Horst Weihprecht,
Augsburg

Dieter Eipl,
Heidelberg

Prof. Dr. Oliver Witzke,
Essen

Further information on the clinical area
For a detailed description of the indicators (including references) and the
2011 federal analysis, go to the website:
www.sqg.de/themen/NLS/
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Living kidney donation
Case-based aggregate results (patients)

2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator
QI 1

Hospital mortality

QI 2

Dialysis required in the living donor

QI 3

Result

Result

Numerator

Denominator

Trend

=
=
=
=

0.0 %

0.1 %

1

790

0.0 %

0.0 %

0

790

Intra or postoperative complications

7.0 %

3.8 %

30

790

QI 4

Death of the donor within the 1st year after
living kidney donation

0.4 %

0.4 %

2

495

QI 5

Impaired renal function of the donor
(1 year after living kidney donation)

0.6 %

0.0 %

0

493

=

QI 6

Proteinuria within the 1st year after
living kidney donation

5.5 %

3.2 %

16

493

=

QI 7

Emergent arterial hypertension within the 1st year after
living kidney donation

20.0 %

18.9 %

93

493

=

QI 8

Death of the donor within 2 years after
living kidney donation

0.2 %

0.5 %

2

404

=

QI 9

Impaired renal function of the donor
(2 years after living kidney donation)

0.7 %

1.2 %

5

402

=

QI 10

Proteinuria within 2 years after living kidney donation

3.5 %

4.0 %

16

402

QI 11

Emergent arterial hypertension within 2 years after
living kidney donation

22.4 %

24.4 %

98

402

=
=

QI 12

Death of the donor within 3 years after
living kidney donation

0.0 %

0.3 %

1

372

=

QI 13

Impaired renal function of the donor
(3 years after living kidney donation)

0.5 %

1.1 %

4

372

=

QI 14

Proteinuria within 3 years after living kidney donation

4.3 %

3.2 %

12

372

QI 15

Emergent arterial hypertension within 3 years after
living kidney donation

20.8 %

26.1 %

97

372

=
=
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Living kidney donation
Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance

2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator

Reference range

Evaluation

Discrepant

Total

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

QI 1

Hospital mortality

Sentinel event

40

1

X

A

QI 2

Dialysis required in the living donor

Sentinel event

40

0

X

A

QI 3

Intra or postoperative complications

≤ 25.0 % (TO)

40

1

1

A

QI 4

Death of the donor within the 1st year after
living kidney donation

Sentinel event

38

2

X

A

QI 5

Impaired renal function of the donor
(1 year after living kidney donation)

Sentinel event

38

0

X

A

QI 6

Proteinuria within the 1st year after
living kidney donation

Not defined

38

–

X

X

QI 7

Emergent arterial hypertension within the 1st year after
living kidney donation

Not defined

38

–

X

X

QI 8

Death of the donor within 2 years after
living kidney donation

Sentinel event

36

2

X

A

QI 9

Impaired renal function of the donor
(2 years after living kidney donation)

Sentinel event

36

2

X

A

QI 10

Proteinuria within 2 years after living kidney donation

Not defined

36

–

X

X

QI 11

Emergent arterial hypertension within 2 years after living
kidney donation

Not defined

36

–

X

X

QI 12

Death of the donor within 3 years after
living kidney donation

Sentinel event

37

1

X

A

QI 13

Impaired renal function of the donor
(3 years after living kidney donation)

Sentinel event

37

1

X

A

QI 14

Proteinuria within 3 years after living kidney donation

Not defined

37

–

X

X

QI 15

Emergent arterial hypertension within 3 years after living
kidney donation

Not defined

37

–

X

X

TO = Tolerance range
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Living kidney donation
QI 1: Hospital mortality

Quality target

Description
Numerator

Living kidney donors who died in hospital

Denominator

All living kidney donors

Reference range

Sentinel event

Risk adjustment

No further risk adjustment

Indicator ID

2137

No deaths after living kidney donation.

Background of the quality indicator
Since the living organ donation is voluntary and poses an intervention on
the health of the donor, the risk of a relevant endangerment of the donor
must be kept as low as possible. With this background, every single death
after a living kidney donation will be analyzed.

Comparability with
Comparable
results of previous year

Case-based results (patients)
Aggregate result

2008

2009

2010

2011

0

0

0

1

Confidence interval

–

–

–

–

Total number of cases

553

586

660

790

Aggregate result of all patients

The Swedish living organ donor register documented in the observed
timeframe from 1993 to 2005 no deaths from the 737 living kidney
donors that is caused from the organ donation.

10
Living kidney donors who died in the hospital

Due to the rarity of the events “Death of the living organ donor”, there are
barely any data for this aspect. The frequency of deaths in the first year
after living kidney donation is markedly lower than 1 %. Cause of death
is often given to be pulmonary embolism and cardiovascular diseases.

9
8
7

Evaluating the 2011 results

6

A so-called sentinel event is recorded with the indicator “Hospital mortality”, which records a rare and dire result.

5
4
3
2
1
0

0

0

1

2008

2009

2010

2011

0

In data collection year 2011 there were a total of 790 living kidney
donations and one death due to pulmonary embolism during the post
operative hospital stay recorded. The Structured Quality Dialogue had to
be implemented for this regrettable case. The affected hospital will give
a detailed report to the treatment procedure. The best possible analysis
of this case will follow.

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

40

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

0

16 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
Number of computationally discrepant
hospitals

1 of 16

24 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
Number of computationally discrepant
hospitals

0 of 24

Computationally discrepant hospitals (Total)

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

0

0

0

1

2008

2009

2010

2011
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Pancreas and pancreas-kidney transplantation
Dr. Klaus Richter, Natascha Reker, Federal Experts’ Working Group for Kidney and Pancreas Transplantation

Introduction
At the present time, pancreas transplantation and / or combined pancreas
–kidney transplantation are indicated
for type 1 diabetics who have suffered
end-organ damage over a protracted
course of their underlying disease, and
specifically, highly advanced impairment
of their renal function. In this patient group, the pancreas and
the kidney are transplanted together. Such combination transplants not only improve the patient’s quality of life, but can
also be regarded as life-saving intervention in that they prevent
renewed diabetic damage to the kidney and cut the mortality
risk in half. Because the insulin-producing beta cells can be
transferred from the pancreas, its transplantation is a casual
treatment for insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus. The transplantation objective is to restore a sufficient level of endogenous insulin production that obviates any additional insulin
therapy and / or the replacement of the damaged kidney.
Since 2007, all German transplantation centers in the clinical
area of pancreas and pancreas-kidney transplantation have
been subject to the mandatory requirement to participate in the
external quality assurance of inpatients. A focus in the frame of
quality assurance is the follow-up of patients after one, two and
three years.
The names of all quality indicators were reworked and aligned
in coordination with the State Administration Offices for Quality
Assurance (LQS), hence the names of quality indicators in the
present clinical area have changed, especially for QI 1.

Services subject to mandatory reporting
All kidney, pancreas or combined pancreas and kidney transplantations are to be documented using a mutual case report
form. As basis for calculations in the present clinical area are
the simultaneous pancreas-kidney transplantations, pancreas
transplantations after kidney transplantation as well as isolated
pancreas transplantations.

Looking forward
In the data collection year 2011, a total of 163 pancreas and/
or combined pancreas-kidney transplantations were document
ed for the external quality assurance of inpatients at 24 centers
in Germany. This represents an increase over the previous year
(2010: n = 152).

In the view of the Federal Experts’ Working Group, the evaluation results in the past five years are largely indicative of a good
quality of care in this clinical area. Any evaluation of the results
needs to consider that the risk profiles of transplanted patients
can vary. This can produce greatly varying results from the hospitals. According to the Federal Experts’ Working Group, this
must not necessarily imply that an individual transplantation
center has deficient quality given the mostly very low numbers
of cases of transplantations. Also due to the overall very low
numbers of cases in this clinical area, the plan envisages that
the 2-year data on pancreas transplantation be pooled and
then evaluated together in order to arrive at better conclusions
concerning the true quality of care. Based on the pooled data
and looking ahead, reference ranges should be included again
in order to hold a Structured Quality Dialogue with centers who
produce computationally discrepant results.
Since 2010, the follow-up data reach up to three years for
pancreas and pancreas-kidney transplantations. However, the
complete count of follow-up data in unacceptably low despite
the requirement for mandatory documentation. The documentation rate of the patient follow-up with known status is in 2011
on average at:
pp

1-year follow-up: 81.3 % (113 out of 139 cases)

pp

2-year follow-up: 67.9 % (72 out of 106 cases)

pp

3-year follow-up: 72.4 % (84 out of 116 cases)

Starting in the data collection year 2010, all centers with a
follow-up documentation rate below 95 % will be requested to
explain the reason for this within the Structured Quality Dia
logue. 5 out of 49 computational discrepancies were classified
as “qualitatively discrepant” due to improper documentation
based on the statements in data collection year 2010 – these
numbers relate to the mutual case report form not only on the
present clinical area, but also on all kidney transplantations. It
is problematic that the long term aftercare for patients often
does not follow in the same transplantation center. As such, the
transplantation centers have no influence on the quality of care
and the follow-up documentation is more difficult. The Federal
Experts’ Working Group for Kidney and Pancreas Transplan
tation hopes to further increase the complete count of follow-up
in order to obtain validated follow-up data. An optimal follow-up
documentation, however, can only be reached through crosssectoral procedure.

These data contain deviations from numbers of performed pancreas and pancreas-kidney transplantations published by the
German Foundation for Organ Transplantation (DSO) and Eurotransplant (ET). The DSO reports 171 pancreas and combined
pancreas-kidney transplantations in 2011. The difference of
transplantation numbers between the AQUA Institute and DSO
is because in the frame of quality assurance, transplantations of
pancreas in combination with organs other than the kidney are
excluded. Additionally, the data set basis for quality assurance
had to be reduced for each case that has insufficient documentation available, e.g., due to transplantation abortion or due to
hospital stays over the end of year (so-called overstayers).
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Pancreas and pancreas-kidney transplantation

Data basis
2010

2011

Reported

Reported

Expected

Complete count

Kidney, Kidney-pancreas and pancreas transplantations (total)
Data sets

2,939

2,850

2,854

99.9 %

Hospitals

40

43

44

97.7 %

The clinical areas kidney transplantation (NTX) as well as pancreas and
pancreas-kidney transplantation (PNTX) are documented using a mutual
case report form.
From which are pancreas-kidney transplantations and isolated
pancreas transplantations
Data sets

152

163

n/a

n/a

Basic statistics
2011
Number Proportion
Age distribution
Number of patients with valid age data
< 20 years

157

100 %

0

0%

20 – 29 years

3

1.9 %

30 – 39 years

35

22.3 %

40 – 49 years

61

38.9 %

50 – 59 years

53

33.8 %

60 – 69 years

4

2.5 %

70 – 79 years

1

0.64 %

≥ 80 years

0

0%

Male

93

59.2 %

Female

64

40.8 %

Sex

Project leaders at the AQUA Institute
Dr. Klaus Richter

Natascha Reker

Members of the Federal Experts’ Working Group
Dr. Helmut Arbogast,
Munich

Christian Frenzel,
Mainz

Prof. Bernhard Banas,
Regensburg

Prof. Dr. Uwe Heemann,
Munich

Dr. Reinhard Bast,
Schwerin

Kerstin Kühn,
Mainz

PD Dr. Heinz-Paul Buszello,
Düsseldorf

PD Dr. Dr. Horst Weihprecht,
Augsburg

Dieter Eipl,
Heidelberg

Prof. Dr. Oliver Witzke,
Essen

Further information on the clinical area
For a detailed description of the indicators (including references) and the
2011 federal analysis, go to the website:
www.sqg.de/themen/PNTX/
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Pancreas and pancreas-kidney transplantation
Case-based aggregate results (patients)

2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator

Result

Result

Numerator

Trend

Denominator

QI 1

Hospital mortality

v

5.4 %

5.7 %

9

157

QI 2

Quality of transplant function at discharge

v

81.6 %

85.8 %

127

148

QI 3

Removal of the pancreas transplant

v

15.4 %

16.6 %

26

157

QI 4

1-year survival (with known status)

v

93.7 %

92.6 %

112

121

QI 5

Quality of transplant function
(1 year after transplantation)

v

90.2 %

84.2 %

96

114

QI 6

2-year survival (with known status)

v

89.6 %

88.5 %

69

78

QI 7

Quality of transplant function
(2 years after transplantation)

v

73.3 %

86.3 %

63

73

QI 8

3-year survival (with known status)

v

92.2 %

86.5 %

83

96

QI 9

Quality of transplant function
(3 years after transplantation)

v

82.4 %

68.2 %

60

88

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance

2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator

Reference range

Evaluation

Discrepant

Total

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

QI 1

Hospital mortality

Not defined

24

–

X

X

QI 2

Quality of transplant function at discharge

Not defined

23

–

X

X

QI 3

Removal of the pancreas transplant

Not defined

24

–

X

X

QI 4

1-year survival (with known status)

Not defined

23

–

X

X

QI 5

Quality of transplant function
(1 year after transplantation)

Not defined

22

–

X

X

QI 6

2-year survival (with known status)

Not defined

21

–

X

X

QI 7

Quality of transplant function
(2 years after transplantation)

Not defined

20

–

X

X

QI 8

3-year survival (with known status)

Not defined

23

–

X

X

QI 9

Quality of transplant function
(3 years after transplantation)

Not defined

22

–

X

X
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Breast surgery
Stephanie Wrede, Kathrin Wehner, Federal Experts’ Working Group for Breast surgery

Introduction
The clinical area of breast surgery
focuses on the treatment of breast cancer (mammary carcinoma), which is the
most common type of cancer in women:
Approximately 29 % of all cancer-related
deaths in women between the age of
35 and 60 years are attributable to
breast cancer. In extremely rare cases, this disease can also
occur in men as well.
Early detection (through mammography screening among other
methods) as well as adequate diagnostic and stage appropriate therapy of the breast cancer improves the life quality of
those affected and reduce disease-related mortality. The treatment planning should be done comprehensively and carefully
and the choice of treatment options should always consider
the individual situation of the patient, the therapy goal, the
use-risk-assessment as well as the preference of the patient.
An important requirement for this is the interdisciplinary and
cross-sectoral cooperation of treatment related disciplines as
well as informed and mutual decision making between patient
and doctor.
The treatment of mammary carcinoma consists of multiple
pillars. A distinction is made between the surgical treatment
options of breast-conserving surgery (BCT) and complete
removal of the affected breast (mastectomy). The lymph node
status, i.e., a statement if and to what degree of tumor lie in the
armpit (axilla) lymph nodes, has an influence on further therapy planning and the course of disease. In order to allow an assessment of the lymph node status, the removal of the sentinel
lymph nodes and in certain cases the extirpation of the axilla
lymph nodes (axilla dissection) can be necessary. If breast is
removed, several options are available for plastic reconstruction and external prosthetics. In many cases and depending
on the type of tumour, chemo-, hormone, antibody and/ or
radiation therapy are given as adjuncts to surgical treatment.
The consistent application of evidence-based standards in
breast cancer therapy not only leads to improvements in the
individual prognosis of affected women, but also to an elevation
in their quality of life. The 5-year survival rate across all stages
is around 85 %. At every stage, the quality of care is of critical
importance for survival and quality of life.

The data of the previous year can be concluded as an overall
good quality of care. A list of indicators shows a clear improve
ment in the course of the years. To these are, among others,
the indicator for “Intra-operative specimen x-ray” (QI 2) as well
as indictor for “Documenting safety margins in patients with
mastectomy” (QI 4b). It also becomes clear in the example of
the indicator “Indication for sentinel lymph node biopsy” (QI 8)
that the quality assurance procedure takes and important
function for the implementation of guideline-compliant care

standard. With this background, the Federal Experts’ Working
Group has expressed themselves for the implementation of a
new indicator “Lymph node removal for DCIS and breast conserving therapy” (QI 6) in order to support the implementation
of relevant guideline recommendations.
Within the Structured Quality Dialogue based on data c ollection
year 2010, the computational discrepancies could often be plausibly explained: 250 out of 2,077 computational discrepancies
were classified as qualitatively discrepant. In relation to data
collection year 2011 there are a total of 1,709 c omputational
discrepancies that have to be evaluated and clarified within the
scope of the Structured Quality Dialogue.
Since the diagnostic for breast cancer is done in the outpa
tient area (e.g., through mammography screening), the F
 ederal
Experts’ Working Group sees the need to build it as a cross-
sectoral process. The diagnostic and therapeutic quality must
be ensured in every phase of the treatment. A further aspect
sought after in the quality assurance is a follow-up.
With the view on individual living quality, the advantages and
disadvantages of diagnostic and therapeutic measures are to
be carefully measured. The informed, mutual decision making
of patient and doctor is a basis of the treatment planning. In
order to strongly involve the patient’s perspective, the Federal
Experts’ Working Group talks about the implementation of survey as an integrative cornerstone of the external quality assur
ance of inpatients.
The names of all quality indicators were reworked and aligned
in coordination with the State Administration Offices for Quality
Assurance (LQS), hence the names of the clinical area present
here have changed, especially for QI 4a, QI 4b, QI 7 (previously
QI 6) and QI 8 (previously QI 7).

Services subject to mandatory reporting
All open biopsies, tumour-resecting and axillary interventions
performed to diagnose benign or malignant tumours, precan
cerous lesions or presumed tumours of the breast are subject
to mandatory documentation.

Looking forward
The indicators for the clinical area “Breast surgery” are contin
uously further developed in the frame of national and international guidelines. The responsible Expert Committees have accepted the challenge to use the results of quality assurance and
deepen the discussion for care quality.
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Breast surgery

Data basis

Project leaders at the AQUA Institute
2010

2011

Stephanie Wrede

Reported

Reported

Expected

Complete count

Data sets

115,336

113,542

114,563

99.1 %

Hospitals

960

932

972

95.9 %

Basic statistics
2011
Number Proportion
Age distribution
Number of patients with valid age data
< 20 years
20 – 29 years

113,318

100 %

755

0.7 %

2,280

2.0 %

30 – 39 years

5,542

4.9 %

40 – 49 years

20,318

17.9 %

50 – 59 years

27,286

24.1 %

60 – 69 years

27,135

23.9 %

70 – 79 years

21,344

18.8 %

8,658

7.6 %

966

0.85 %

112,352

99.1 %

ASA 1: A normal healthy patient

35,345

31.2 %

ASA 2: A patient with mild systemic disease

60,311

53.2 %

ASA 3: A patient with severe systemic disease
and functional impairment

17,189

15.2 %

ASA 4: A patient with severe systemic disease
that is a constant threat to life

438

0.39 %

35

0.03 %

≥ 80 years
Sex
Male
Female

Kathrin Wehner

Members of the Federal Experts’ Working Group
Prof. Dr. Ute-Susann Albert,
Marburg

Prof. Dr. Rolf Kreienberg,
Ulm

Prof. Dr. Matthias Beckmann,
Erlangen

PD Dr. Annette Lebeau,
Lübeck

Dr. Ingo Bruder,
Stuttgart

Uwe Lükermann,
Hanover

Dr. Hans-Joachim Bücker-Nott,
Münster

Karin Meissler,
Winsen

Dr. Martina Dombrowski,
Berlin

Cordula Mühr,
Berlin

Prof. Dr. Bernd Gerber,
Rostock

Dr. Kerstin Pape,
Hanover

Dr. Steffen Handstein,
Görlitz

Prof. Dr. Anton Scharl,
Amberg

Prof. Dr. Detlev Hebebrand,
Rotenburg (Wümme)

Dr. Horst Schuster,
Berlin

Further information on the clinical area
For a detailed description of the indicators (including references) and the
2011 federal analysis, go to the website:
www.sqg.de/themen/18n1/

ASA classification

ASA 5: A moribund patient
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Breast surgery
Case-based aggregate results (patients)

2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator
QI 1

Result

Result

Numerator

Denominator

Trend

Pretherapeutic diagnosis verification

a

Pretherapeutic diagnosis verification with palpable
malignant neoplasms

v

95.3 %

95.9 %

47,150

49,150

+

b

Pretherapeutic diagnosis verification with non-palpable
malignant neoplasms

v

91.7 %

93.0 %

24,090

25,891

+

QI 2

Intra-operative specimen x-ray with mammographic
wire marking

v

96.3 %

96.6 %

19,428

20,116

=

QI 3

Hormone receptor analyse and HER-2/re-analysis

=
=

a

HER-2/re-analysis

v

98.8 %

99.0 %

64,163

64,824

b

Hormone receptor analysis

v

99.4 %

99.5 %

68,453

68,803

QI 4

Metric documenting safety margin

a

Metric documenting safety margin with breast-conserving
therapy

v

97.7 %

97.8 %

48,171

49,240

=

b

Metric documenting safety margin with mastectomy

v

96.3 %

96.0 %

21,262

22,143

QI 5

Primary axillary dissection in DCIS

v

2.4 %

2.0 %

148

7,449

QI 6

Lymph node removal with DCIS and breast conserving
therapy

22.3 %

21.5 %

1,202

5,587

=
=
=

QI 7

At least 10 removed lymph nodes in lymph node
invasion

92.4 %

89.8 %

13,669

15,227

-

QI 8

Sentinel lymph node biopsy in pT1 without lymph node
invasion

v

86.4 %

88.6 %

22,413

25,300

+

QI 9

Breast conserving therapy in pT1

v

82.9 %

83.4 %

29,039

34,832

QI 10

Reporting to cancer registries

93.9 %

96.1 %

69,423

72,210

QI 11

Interval of 7 to 21 days between diagnosis and surgery

62.7 %

64.1 %

40,004

62,420

=
+
+

1

1

DCIS = Ductal carcinoma in situ. Early breast cancer stage at which the layer separating
the tumour from the surrounding tissue has not yet been penetrated and no metastases
have formed.
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Breast surgery
Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance

2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator
QI 1

Reference range

Total

Evaluation

Discrepant

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

Pretherapeutic diagnosis verification

a

Pretherapeutic diagnosis verification with palpable
malignant neoplasms

≥ 90.0 % (TA)

853

240

2

A

b

Pretherapeutic diagnosis verification with non-palpable
malignant neoplasms

≥ 70.0 % (TA)

679

72

1

A

QI 2

Intra-operative specimen x-ray with mammographic
wire marking

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

633

142

2

A

QI 3

Hormone receptor analyse and HER-2/re-analysis

a

HER-2/re-analysis

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

845

72

1

A

b

Hormone receptor analysis

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

857

53

1

A

QI 4

Metric documenting safety margin

a

Metric documenting safety margin with breast-conserving
therapy

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

769

121

1

A

b

Metric documenting safety margin with mastectomy

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

813

205

2

B

QI 5

Primary axillary dissection in DCIS1

≤ 5.0 % (TA)

579

72

1

A

QI 6

Lymph node removal with DCIS and breast conserving
therapy

Not defined

534

–

X

X

QI 7

At least 10 removed lymph nodes in lymph node
invasion

Not defined

758

–

X

X

QI 8

Sentinel lymph node biopsy in pT1 without lymph node
invasion

≥ 76.9 % (TO;
10th percentile)

715

215

2

B

QI 9

Breast conserving therapy in pT1

≥ 70.1 % bis ≤ 94.7 %
(TO; 5th percentile
bis 95th percentile)

735

240

2

A

QI 10

Reporting to cancer registries

≥ 95.0 % (TO)

853

154

2

A

QI 11

Interval of 7 to 21 days between diagnosis and surgery

≥ 42.0 % (TO;
5th percentile)

785

123

2

A

TO = Tolerance range; TA = Target range
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Breast surgery
QI 6: Lymph node removal with DCIS and breast conserving therapy

Quality target

Description
Numerator

Patients with axillary lymph node removal

Denominator

All patients with histology “DCIS” and completed surgical
therapy in primary diease and breast conserving therapy

Reference range

Not defined

Risk adjustment

No further risk adjustment

Indicator ID

50719

Background of the quality indicator

Comparability with
This indicator was re-implemented in data collection year 2011
results of previous year and calculated for the previous year in retrospect

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

–

–

22.3 %

21.5 %

Confidence interval

–

–

21.3 – 23.4 %

20.4 – 22.6 %

Total number of cases

–

–

5,650

5,587

Aggregate result of all patients

Patients with axillary lymph node removal

25 %

20 %

15 %

10 %

The indicator “Lymph node removal with DCIS and breast conserving
therapy” is applied for the first time in data collection year 2011. It depicts how often a lymph node removal on patients with ductal carcinoma
in situ (DCIS) and breast conserving therapy is carried out.
A ductal carcinoma in situ is an early breast cancer stage for which the separation layer to the surrounding tissue has not been breached yet. Such
a carcinoma does not yet spread metastases so that a tumour outburst in
the armpit (axillary) lymph nodes is excluded. According to the guideline
suggestion, it is therefore possible to forgo the lymph node removal when
a DCIS is present, in order avoid the occurring side effects. In some cases
there is the need after surgery to undergo a biopsy of the sentinel lymph
node. Therefore is could be sensible to remove the sentinel lymph node
in the scope of the surgery of the tumour after the implementation of a
mastectomy. Because of this, the indicator only concerns patients with
breast conserving therapy in DCIS.

Evaluating the 2011 results
There are a total of 5,587 patients included in the indicator. Therefore the
quality indicator takes the care quality of a small slice from the patients
in the clinical area breast surgery into focus.

5%

0%
2008

2009

2010

2011

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

534

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

414

79 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
100 %

Lymph node removal was documented for 1,202 women with the diagnosis DCIS and a breast conserving therapy. This presents a federal rate of
21.5 %. Even though there is no reference range defined for the first data
collection year, the federal rate is clearly classified as too high by the
Federal Experts’ Working Group. The median is 17.0 % for hospitals with
at least 20 cases and it is as 14.3 % for hospitals with less than 20 cases.
In view of the Federal Experts’ Working Group, the reported data hint
towards that a high proportion of the women in question were not cared
for guideline-compliantly. The care situation should be addressed in the
medical and professional conferences in order to support the implementation of guideline recommendations.

90 %
Patients with axillary lymph node removal

As few as possible patients with axillary lymph node removal with DCIS
and breast conserving therapy.

80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

Median

17.0 %

Range

0.0 – 83.3 %

2009

2010

2011

Since there is no reference range for the first data collection year, the
Federal Experts’ Working Group recommends the State Administrative
Offices to carry out a Dialogue on a voluntary basis with the hospitals
with high rates, in order to give more possible explanations for the high
rates to implement a reference range in the following year. Furthermore,
the dialogue offers another opportunity to increase attention to lymph
node removal in DCIS.

Number of computationally 0 of 79
discrepant hospitals

455 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
Median

14.3 %

Range

0.0 – 100.0 %

Number of computationally 0 of 455
discrepant hospitals
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Breast surgery
QI 8: Sentinel lymph node biopsy in pT1 without lymph node invasion

The maximum number of patients with sentinel lymph node biopsy (SLNB)
in lymph node-negative (pN0) invasive breast cancer.

Background of the quality indicator
For decades, the complete extirpation of all lymph nodes located in the
armpit (axilla) in conjunction with removal of the primary tumour was
regarded as standard in the surgical therapy of breast cancer. In early
breast cancer, however, involvement of the axillary lymph nodes is rare.
In these cases, the removal of axillary lymph nodes can frequently be
obviated for that reason. Instead, only the sentinel lymph nodes are
targeted by labeling and removed. If these prove tumour-free, then it is
assumed that the downstream lymph nodes will also be tumour-free. If
these show invasion, the currently valid guideline prescribes that the
classic removal of axillary lymph nodes has to be performed subsequently. Sentinel lymph node biopsy aims to prevent that too many axillary lymph nodes are removed from women undergoing breast cancer
surgery. That way, side effects, such as lymphatic blockage in the arm
can be prevented.

Evaluating the 2011 results
The indicator was introduced in order to implement more conserving
treatment procedures for sentinel lymph node biopsy. Upon introduction of the indicator in data collection year 2007, the overall rate was at
71.2 % and has steadily increased over the years with the exception of
data collection year 2010 (2008: 81.3 %; 2009: 88.4 %; 2010: 86.4 %;
2011: 88.6%). These data reflect an overall good care quality on the
federal average since the past three years.

Description
Numerator

Patients with lymph node biopsy alone

Denominator

All patients with primary disease and invasive breast cancer
and negative pN staging and without preoperative tumourspecific therapy (primary surgical therapy completed) and
stage pT1

Reference range

Patients with lymph node biopsy alone

Risk adjustment

No further risk adjustment

Indicator ID

2262

Comparability with
Comparable
results of previous year

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

81.3 %

88.4 %

86.4 %

88.6 %

Confidence interval

80.8 – 81.7 %

88.0 – 88.7 %

86.0 – 86.8 %

88.2 – 89.0 %

Total number of cases

25,589

26,716

25,986

25,300

Aggregate result of all patients
100 %
90 %
Patients with lymph node biopsy alone

Quality target

80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

There were 232 computationally discrepant hospitals as basis for
measures within the Structured Quality Dialogue based on data collection year 2011. 65 hospitals were classified as qualitatively discrepant
through the expert panel on the state level, from which 24 hospitals
were due to improper documentation and 12 due to repeated qualitative
discrepancies.
Despite the good federal average for care quality, the Federal Experts’
Working Group sees a further need for action. Especially the high propor
tion of qualitative discrepancies after conclusion of the Structured Quality Dialogue and the high proportion of hospitals that could not reach
the reference range two years in a row as well as the results for hospitals
with less than 20 cases are being viewed critically. Besides the consequent application of the Structured Quality Dialogue on the state level,
the results of the quality assurance shall be addressed in the conferences
and professional meetings to raise attention regarding the sentinel lymph
node biopsy.

2009

2010

2011

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

715

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

233

377 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
100 %
90 %
Patients with lymph node biopsy alone

215 out of 715 hospitals were computationally discrepant in data col
lection year 2011. From those 99 hospitals were repeatedly computationally discrepant. More than half of the hospitals with less than 20 cases
could not reach the reference range.

80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

Median

92.3 %

Range

4.8 – 100.0 %

2009

2010

2011

Number of computationally 37 of 377
discrepant hospitals

338 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases

© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH

Median

75.0 %

Range

0.0 – 100.0 %

Number of computationally 178 of 338
discrepant hospitals
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Obstetrics
PD Dr. Günther Heller, Stefanie Konheiser, Teresa Thomas, Federal Experts’ Working Group for Perinatal Medicine

Introduction
Perinatal medicine covers the period
from shortly before to shortly after birth.
Since the Munich Perinatal Study (1975
to 1977) and the resultant perinatal census, cross-institutional external compar
ative quality assessments have been
carried out in Germany. Their aim is to
record exactly observed difference in the quality of obstetric
care and to improve that quality.

well as a (re-)identification of child with discrepant documentation (perinatal data set and neonatal data set). Currently it is
examined how far a merging of data sets is possible.
The names of quality indicators were reworked and aligned in
coordination with the State Administration Offices for Quality
Assurance (LQS), hence the names of quality indicators in the
present clinical area have changed, especially for QI 1, QI 5, QI 7,
content changes have however not taken place.

The clinical area of obstetrics has been established since 2001
and records all hospital births in the Federal Republic of Germany. For the evaluation, quality indicators have been defined that
describe relevant aspects of the quality of the process and of its
outcomes. For the Structured Quality Dialogue with discrepant
hospitals, a series of other quality-related data are available in
the evaluation that allows a differentiated presentation of the
care situation in the hospital concerned. Even though there is
no requirement for births outside hospitals to be reported in a
record form, the results describe important aspects of obstetric
provision in the Federal Republic of Germany.
On the basis of neonatal records (records of neonatal and
 reterm care provision) of the Federal German States, a nation
p
al neonatology quality assurance procedure has been implemented in 2010. Neonatology deals with a branch of pediatrics
that concerns neonatal and preterm care provision.

Services subject to mandatory reporting
All hospital births.

Looking forward
Almost 640,000 births were documented in the clinical area obstetric in data collection year 2011. The Federal Experts’ Working Group concludes that the results are a representation of an
overall good care situation. This is also reflected in the results
of the Structured Quality Dialogue. Out of 1,074 computational
discrepancies, only 67 were classified as “qualitatively discrep
ant” in data collection year 2011. The 2010 results of the newly
implemented indicator QI 2 “Antibiotics for premature rupture
of membranes” is still considered low with 72.7 %. This leads
back to a documentation problem after in cooperation with the
State Administration Offices for Quality Assurance (LQS). With
this, valid data are to be expected starting next year.
Another goal of the Federal Experts’ Working Group is the
methodical development of the quality indicators. In order to
allow a better and adequate comparison for hospital results
the indicator QI 9b “Grade III or IV perineal tear in spontaneous
singleton births” were calculated and portrayed using risk adjusted logistical regression in data collection year 2011.
In order to include the whole treatment process starting from
pregnancy to discharge from the pediatric clinic to the quality
analysis, the merging of the perinatal and neonatal has been requested since several years. In year 2011 it was the first time for
both clinical areas to record the patient identifying data of the
mother and child and sent anonymously to the confidentiality
office. This should allow the matching of mother and child as
German Hospital Quality Report 2011
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Obstetrics

Data basis

Project leaders at the AQUA Institute
2010

2011

PD Dr. Günther Heller

Teresa Thomas

Reported

Reported

Expected

Complete count

Data sets

650,270

639,022

640,675

99.7 %

Members of the Federal Experts’ Working Group

Hospitals

821

785

787

99.7 %

Dr. Susanne Bauer,
Essen

PD Dr. Matthias Mohrmann,
Lahr

Prof. Dr. Egbert Herting,
Lübeck

Prof. Dr. Jens Möller,
Saarbrücken

PD Dr. Frank Jochum,
Berlin

Dr. Hans-Ludwig Riggert,
Braunschweig

Dipl. Med. Annette Kaiser,
Dresden

Prof. Dr. Rainhild Schäfers,
Münster

Dr. Helmut Küster,
Göttingen

Wolf-Dietrich Trenner,
Berlin

Dr. Nicolas Lack,
Munich

Dr. Roland Uphoff,
Bonn

Prof. Dr. Rolf Maier,
Marburg

Prof. Dr. Klaus Vetter,
Berlin
Prof. Dr. Friedrich Wolff,
Cologne

Basic statistics
2011
Number Proportion
Birth

Stefanie Konheiser

638,952

100 %

Singleton pregnancies

627,511

98.2 %

Multiple pregnancies

11,441

1.8 %

650,597

100 %

648,408

99.7 %

2,189

0.3 %

Dr. Björn Misselwitz,
Eschborn

638,952

100 %

Further information on the clinical area

3,722

0.6 %

18 – 29 years

278,478

43.6 %

For a detailed description of the indicators (including references) and the
2011 federal analysis, go to the website:

30 – 34 years

214,515

33.6 %

35 – 39 years

113,272

17.7 %

28,965

4.5 %

638,952

100 %

< 28 weeks of gestation

3,347

0.5 %

28 – 31 weeks of gestation

4,895

0.8 %

32 – 36 weeks of gestation

42,795

6.7 %

37 – 41 weeks of gestation

Number of births

Children
Number of children
Live-born infants

1

Still births
Age distribution
Number of mothers
< 18 years

≥ 40 years

www.sqg.de/themen/16n1/

Weeks of gestation
Number of mothers

582,514

91.2 %

> 41 weeks of gestation

3,964

0.6 %

No data

1,437

0.2 %

Birth weight (children)
669

< 0.1 %

500 – 749 g

1,802

0.3 %

750 – 999 g

1,834

0.3 %

1,000 – 1,499 g

4,944

0.8 %

< 500 g

1,500 – 1,999 g

9,456

1.5 %

2,000 – 2,499 g

28,217

4.3 %

2,500 – 2,999 g

104,410

16.0 %

3,000 – 3,999 g

435,145

66.9 %

4,000 – 4,499 g

56,569

8.7 %

7,551

1.2 %

≥ 4,500 g
Method of delivery
Spontaneous delivery

392,711

60.4 %

Caesarean section

214,968

33.0 %

Operative vaginal

41,517

6.4 %

1,401

0.2 %

Other method
1

Of which n = 704 (0.1 %) of the living births died within the first 7 days of life.
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Obstetrics
Case-based aggregate results (patients)

2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator
QI 1

Result

Result

Numerator (O | E)*

Denominator

Trend

Antenatal corticosteroid therapy

a

Antenatal corticosteroid therapy in premature births

b

Antenatal corticosteroid therapy in premature births with
prepartum hospitalisation for at least one calendar day

c

Antenatal corticosteroid therapy in premature births with
prepartum hospitalisation for at least two calendar days

v

v

=

83.8 %

81.9 %

10,294

12,566

92.6 %

91.7 %

8,002

8,725

95.0 %

93.8 %

6,502

6,933

+
+

QI 2

Antibiotics for premature rupture of membranes

51.3 %

72.7 %

2,904

3,997

QI 3

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis in caesarean
section delivery

88.5 %

92.2 %

189,923

206,008

QI 4

D-D time in emergency caesarean section > 20 minutes

v

1.4 %

1.2 %

89

7,675

QI 5

Determination of umbilical artery pH value in
live-born infants

v

99.1 %

99.1 %

619,664

625,529

QI 6

Acidosis in mature singletons with determination of
umbilical artery pH

v

0.2 %

0.2 %

980

572,597

=

QI 7

Presence of a paediatrician at premature births

v

95.5 %

95.3 %

21,767

22,844

QI 8

Critical outcome in mature neonates

v

< 0.05 %

< 0.05 %

178

579,438

=
=

QI 9

Grade III or IV parineal tear

v

1.4 %

1.3 %

5,047

388,026

1.00

0.94

5,365
1.38 %

388,026

1.0 %

1.0 %

2,888

303,216

=

2.6 %

2.5 %

2,159

84,810

=

27

638,952

=

a

Grade III or IV parineal tear in spontaneous singleton births

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of
grade III or IV in spontaneous singleton births

c

Grade III or IV parineal tear in spontaneous singleton birth
without episiotomy

d

Grade III or IV parineal tear in spontaneous singleton birth
with episiotomy

QI 10

Maternal deaths

v

< 0.01 %

< 0.01 %

5,047
1.30 %

=
=

=
=

* for regression-based quality indicators
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Obstetrics
Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance

2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator
QI 1

Reference range

Total

Evaluation

Discrepant

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

Antenatal corticosteroid therapy

a

Antenatal corticosteroid therapy in premature births

Not defined

513

–

X

X

b

Antenatal corticosteroid therapy in premature births with
prepartum hospitalisation for at least one calendar day

Not defined

366

–

X

X

c

Antenatal corticosteroid therapy in premature births with
prepartum hospitalisation for at least two calendar days

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

333

113

3

C

QI 2

Antibiotics for premature rupture of membranes

Not defined

337

–

X

X

QI 3

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis in caesarean
section delivery

≥ 90.0 % (TA)

796

182

2

A

QI 4

D-D time in emergency caesarean section > 20 minutes

Sentinel event

738

63

X

B

QI 5

Determination of umbilical artery pH value in
live-born infants

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

796

16

1

A

QI 6

Acidosis in mature singletons with determination of
umbilical artery pH

≤ 0.3 % (TO)

795

111

1

A

QI 7

Presence of a paediatrician at premature births

≥ 90.0 % (TA)

604

215

2

B

QI 8

Critical outcome in mature neonates

Sentinel event

795

141

X

A

QI 9

Grade III or IV parineal tear

a

Grade III or IV parineal tear in spontaneous singleton births

Not defined

793

–

X

X

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of
grade III or IV in spontaneous singleton births

≤ 2.25 (TO)

793

42

2

A

c

Grade III or IV parineal tear in spontaneous singleton birth
without episiotomy

Not defined

793

–

X

X

d

Grade III or IV parineal tear in spontaneous singleton birth with
episiotomy

Not defined

791

–

X

X

Sentinel event

796

23

X

B

QI 10

Maternal deaths

TO = Tolerance range; TA = Target range
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QI 1c: Antenatal corticosteroid therapy in premature births with prepartum hospitalisation for
at least two calendar days
Quality target

Description
Numerator

Antenatal corticosteroid therapy

Denominator

All births with a gestation time of 24 + 0 up to 34 + 0 weeks,
excluding still births, with a prepartum hospitalisation for at
least two calendar days

Reference range

≥ 95.0 % (Target range)

Risk adjustment

No further risk adjustment

Indicator ID

330

Frequent antenatal coricosteroid therapy (lung maturity induction) for
births with a gestation time of 24 + 0 up to 34 + 0 weeks with a pre
partum hospitalisation for at least two calendar days.

Background of the quality indicator
Premature birth occurs in approximately 7 – 10 % of all cases, but it is
responsible for the major amount of child deaths. Surviving preterm often
suffer from severe chronic diseases.

Comparability with
Comparable
results of previous year

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

92.9 %

92.6 %

95.0 %

93.8 %

Confidence interval

92.3 – 93.5 %

92.0 – 93.2 %

94.5 – 95.5 %

93.2 – 94.3 %

Total number of cases

6,884

7,100

7,069

6,933

Aggregate result of all patients
100 %

Antenatal corticosteroid therapy

90 %

Evaluating the 2011 results

80 %

This indicator has been classified as need for action C the first time in
data collection year 2011 by the Federal Experts’ Working Group. The
overall rate is 93.5 % which is below the target range of 95 % and the
number of computationally discrepancies has increased from 102 (2010)
to 113 (2011). 47 out of 113 of these hospitals were also discrepant in
data collection year 2010. Due to software errors, the validity of the results from data collection year 2009 could not be guaranteed.

70 %
60 %
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20 %
10 %
0%
2008

2009

2010

2011

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

333

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

463

In data collection year 2010 there were 102 hospitals computationally
discrepant. After conclusion of the Structured Quality Dialogue, one hospital was classified as qualitatively discrepant and 9 hospitals showed
improper documentation.
The 134 hospitals with at least 20 cases show results with a range from
48 to 100 % in data collection year 2011. The median was at 96.4 %. For
199 hospitals with up to 19 cases the range was between 0 and 100 %,
however, hospitals with a value of 0.0 % only had one case. At least
25 % of all hospitals carry out an antenatal corticosteroids therapy for
imminent premature births.

134 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
100 %
90 %
Antenatal corticosteroid therapy

Mothers are given corticosteroids for imminent premature birth in order
to promote lung maturity and hence prevent the occurrence of respiratory distress in preterm infants. For this, children whose mother received
corticosteroid therapy demonstrate a significantly better physical, social
and intellectual development than children whose mothers have received
no corticosteroids.

80 %

The Federal Experts’ Working Group points out that hospitals regard
the e
 xisting guidelines differently and do not always think a therapy as
meaningful. The State Administrative Offices for Quality Assurance are
asked to question within the scope of the Structured Quality Dialogue
the discrepant hospitals in details as to why corticosteroid therapy was
not carried out in imminent premature births. It is to be tested if the reference range of 95 % should remain so. For the data collection year 2012,
however, no adjustment is sought after.

70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

Median

96.4 %

Range

48.0 – 100.0 %

2009

2010

2011

Number of computationally 51 of 134
discrepant hospitals

199 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
Median

100.0 %

Range

0.0 – 100.0 %

Number of computationally 62 of 199
discrepant hospitals
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QI 4: D-D time in emergency caesarean section > 20 minutes

Background of the quality indicator
An emergency caesarean section is defined as a delivery performed
through surgical incisions because the mother or the child is in distress.
The less time that elapses between the decision and the caesarean section, the better it is for mother and child. This period is known as the
D-D time (decision-delivery time). Studies have shown that with a rapid
caesarean section the child\s development chances are better and the
risk to the mother is not increased despite a short preparation period.

Evaluating the 2011 results
Compliance with the 20-minute limit for the decision-delivery time is one
of the fundamental prerequisites for the organisation of an obstetrics department. For that reason, the Federal Experts’ Working Group mandates
that an intensified isolated-case analysis be conducted in the Structured
Quality Dialogue whenever the critical indicator event “D-D time in emergency caesarean section > 20 minutes” occurs. This applies in particular
to hospitals that have documented several cases for several years in
succession. Documentation errors or misclassifications of an “urgent”
caesarean section as an “emergency section” are not considered acceptable. The reference range for this indicator is therefore defined as a
“sentinel event”.
Between data collection years 2008 and 2011, the number of births ex
ceeding the 20-minutes limit has continuously decreased. However, it is
still established that the 20-minutes limit was not upheld for 89 e
 mergency
caesarean sections in 63 hospitals in data collection year 2011. For
this in 55 % of the hospitals there was only one case – in one hospital,
however, there were 6 cases for which emergency caesarean section had
a D-D time over 20 minutes. 12 out of these 63 hospitals that are computationally discrepant in data collection year 2011 have already exceeded
the 20 minutes in data collection year 2010. After conclusion of the
Structured Quality Dialogue based on the data collection year 2010,
8 hospitals were classified as qualitatively discrepant and 18 hospitals
were qualitatively discrepant due to improper documentation.
If one only considers the range of results in data collection year 2011,
then it ranges from 0 % to 9.5 % for the 112 hospitals with at least 20
cases. In 626 hospitals with up to 19 cases the range is between 0 %
and 100 %, however, there is only one hospital with a value above 50 %.
The median lies at 0 %. This means that half of the hospitals have no
emergency caesarean section with a D-D time over 20 minutes.
In view of the Federal Experts’ Working Group, in contrast to the last year
there is no need for action in relation to the current care situation due to
the positive development in data collection year 2011 – i.e., classification
of the need for action to be B instead of C. However, The Federal E
 xperts’
Working Group sees a need for action from the side of the F
 ederal Joint
Committee through making appropriate structural guidelines for minimum requirement in the emergency management. For this, the Federal
Experts’ Working Group will make the definitions of “emergency section”
and “urgent section” more precise in the future, in order to avoid and limit
documentation errors.

© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH

Numerator

D-D time > 20 minutes

Denominator

All births with emergency caesarean section

Reference range

Sentinel event

Risk adjustment

No further risk adjustment

Indicator ID

1058

Comparability with
Comparable
results of previous year

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

Aggregate result

168

125

108

89

Confidence interval

–

–

–

–

Total number of cases

2011

7,372

7,281

7,615

7,675

Aggregate result of all patients
200
D-D time in emergency caesarean section > 20 min

A rare frequency of a decision-delivery time (D-D time) > 20 minutes for
emergency caesarean section.

Description

180
160

168

140
120

125

100

108

80

89

60
40
20
0
2008

2009

2010

2011

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

738

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

58

112 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
Number of computationally discrepant
hospitals

9 of 112

626 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
Number of computationally discrepant
hospitals

54 of 626

200
Computationally discrepant hospitals (total)

Quality target

180
160
140
120
100

112

80

81

60

77
63

40
20
0
2008

2009

2010

2011
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Neonatology
PD Dr. Günther Heller, Stefanie Konheiser, Teresa Thomas, Federal Experts’ Working Group for Perinatal Medicine

Introduction
Neonatology is a branch of applied paediatrics that is concerned with neonatal or
preterm medicine and neonatal prevention. With this, the assurance of a good
care quality is of great meaning. Especially the treatment of preterm infants is
posing as a special therapeutic challenge.

The merging of perinatal and neonatal records is currently still
in the testing phase. Recalling patient identifying data of the
mother and the child in neonatology and anonymously send
the data to a confidentiality office started the first time in data
collection year 2011. This should allow the matching of mother
and child as well as a (re-)identification of child with discrepant
documentation (perinatal data set and neonatal data set). Currently it is examined how far a merging of data sets is possible.

On the basis of neonatal records (records of neonatal and
preterm care provision) of the Federal German Stats, a national
neonatology quality assurance procedure has been developed
and became mandatory in Germany on January 1, 2010. This is
an important requirement to ensure the mutual cross-hospital
merging of the perinatal and neonatal records which is planned
since decades.

Services subject to mandatory reporting
All neonates admitted within the first seven days of life or transferred within the first four month and meeting at least one of the
following criteria are subject to mandatory reporting:
pp

birth weight of less than 2,000 g

pp

Hospital stay over 72 hours outside of the obstetrics
department

pp

Ventilation for more than an hour

pp

Serious illness with a birth weight of 2,000 g and over

Looking forward
For the second time, data for the external quality assurance of
inpatients are available in the clinical area neonatology. A comparison with the values of the previous year is therefore possible
for the first time. The results demonstrate a good to very good
care quality. All indicators lie within the defined reference range
and were primarily classified the need for action to be A. The
results of the Structured Quality Dialogue based on the data
collection year 2010 show that from the 494 r eported computational discrepancies only 30 were accounted as “qualitatively
discrepant”.
Even though this clinical area has only been mandated for
documentation not long ago, it has already been m
 ethodically
developed: first off, a quality index has been implemented in
the area of lawful external quality assurance of inpatients.
This forms on six hierarchy levels that start with treatment of
premature infants and will be reported in the first data col
lection year without a reference range. The newly implemented
quality indicators QI 1a Mortality among at-risk live births (with
relocated children) and QI 6c “Hypoxic-ischaemic encephalo
pathy (without children to be relocated, inborn)” should provide
further information on the care situation.
The quality index as well as the result indicators was risk adjusted when reported. That means that the influence of patient’s
individual risk factors and their different distribution between
the providers (patients-case-mix) was considered for the calculation of the indicators. For the risk adjustment, according
to the indicator the following risk factors were investigated:
gestational at birth2, sex, inborn status1 as well as malformation.

German Hospital Quality Report 2011

1

Birth location in the documenting hospital

2

Development time of the unborn child in the womb
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Data basis

Project leaders at the AQUA Institute
2010

2011

PD Dr. Günther Heller
Complete count

Teresa Thomas

Reported

Reported

Expected

Data sets

100,006

103,025

105,162

98.0 %

Members of the Federal Experts’ Working Group

Hospitals

505

511

658

77.7 %

Dr. Susanne Bauer,
Essen

Dr. Björn Misselwitz,
Eschborn

Prof. Dr. Egbert Herting,
Lübeck

PD Dr. Matthias Mohrmann,
Lahr

PD Dr. Frank Jochum,
Berlin

Prof. Dr. Jens Möller,
Saarbrücken

Dipl. Med. Annette Kaiser,
Dresden

Dr. Hans-Ludwig Riggert,
Braunschweig

Dr. Helmut Küster,
Göttingen

Wolf-Dietrich Trenner,
Berlin

Dr. Nicolas Lack,
Munich

Prof. Dr. Klaus Vetter,
Berlin

Prof. Dr. Rolf Maier,
Marburg

Prof. Dr. Friedrich Wolff,
Cologne

Basic statistics
2011
Number Proportion

All children

100,285

100 %

Gestational age (completed weeks)3
< 24 weeks of gestation

471

< 0.47 %

24 – 25 weeks of gestation

1,051

1.0 %

26 – 28 weeks of gestation

2,496

2.5 %

29 – 31 weeks of gestation

4,944

4.9 %

32 – 36 weeks of gestation

33,723

33.6 %

≥ 37 weeks of gestation

57,600

57.4 %

Male

55,366

55.2 %

Female

44,911

44.8 %

8

< 0.01 %

417

< 0.42 %

500 – 749 g

1,242

1.2 %

750 – 999 g

1,723

1.7 %

1,000 – 1,249 g

2,161

2.2 %

1,250 – 1,499 g

2,881

2.9 %

1,500 – 2,499 g

28,462

28.4 %

≥ 2,500 g

63,399

63.2 %

Sex3

indeterminate

Stefanie Konheiser

Further information on the clinical area
For a detailed description of the indicators (including references) and the
2011 federal analysis, go to the website:
www.sqg.de/themen/NEO/

Birth weight
< 500 g

Mortality and days of life
1,103

1.1 %

697

63.2 %

Of whom 8 – 28 days of life

231

20.9 %

Of whom after 28 days of life

175

15.9 %

Deceased children
Of whom up to 7 days of life

3

Excluding n = 273 children with fatal malformations
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Neonatology
Case-based aggregate results (patients)

2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator
QI 1

Result

Result

Mortality among at-risk live births (with relocated children)

0.8 %

0.8 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths
in at-risk live births (with relocated children)

1.00

1.00

c

Mortality among at-risk live births
(without relocated children)

0.7 %

0.8 %

d

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths
in at-risk live births (without relocated children)

1.00

0.99

e

Mortality among at-risk live births in the first 28 days of life
(without relocated children)

0.6 %

0.6 %

f

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths
in at-risk births in the first 28 days of life
(without relocated children)

1.00

0.99

Intra- and periventricular cerebral hemorrhage (ICH grade 3
or PVH) in very small premature infants
(wihtout relocated children)

4.8 %

4.6 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of
cerebral hemorrhage (IVH grade 3 or PVH) in very small
premature infants (without relocated children)

1.00

0.96

Cystic periventricular leukomalacia (PVL) in very small
preterm infants (without relocated children)

2.1 %

1.9 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of
cystic periventricular leukomalacia (PVL) in very small
preterm infants (without relocated children)

1.00

0.87

731
0.76 %

619
0.64 %

99,814

827
0.83 %

99,814

731

96,594

=

739
0.76 %

96,594

=

619

96,594

=

628
0.65 %

96,594

=

414

8,982

=

414
4.61 %

433
4.82 %

8,982

=

152

8,202

=

152
1.85 %

176
2.14 %

8,202

=

217

7,157

=

185
2.58 %

7,157

=

759

9,154

=

783
8.55 %

9,154

=

High-grade retinopathy of prematurity (ROP)

a

High-grade retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) in very small
preterm infants (without relocated children)

2.5 %

3.0 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of
high-grade retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) in very small
preterm infants (without relocated children)

1.00

1.18

QI 5

831
0.83 %

=
=

831

Cystic periventricular leukomalacia (PVL)

a

QI 4

Trend

Intra- and periventricular cerebral hemorrhage
(ICH grade 3 or PVH)

a

QI 3

Denominator

Mortality among at-risk live births

a

QI 2

Numerator (O | E)*

217
3.03 %

Bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD)

a

Bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD) in very small preterm
infants (without relocated children)

8.6 %

8.3 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of
bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD) in very small preterm
infants (without relocated children)

1.00

0.97

German Hospital Quality Report 2011
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8.29 %
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Case-based aggregate results (patients)

2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator
QI 6

Result

Hypoxic-ischaemic encephalopathy (HIE)
(without relocated children)

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of
hypoxic-ischaemic encephalopathy (HIE)
(without relocated children)

c

Hypoxic-ischaemic encephalopathy (HIE)
(without relocated children) – “inborn”

d
e

Trend

1,885

-

322
17.10 %

1,885

=

15.7 %

209

1,327

=

4.9 %

5.6 %

106

1,885

=

1.00

1.13

93
4.96 %

1,885

=

4,454

93,801

+

4,935
5.26 %

93,801

+

1,808

1358,6 BT

=

1,954
1.44 %

1358,6 BT

=

2,231

1358,6 BT

=

2,447
1.80 %

1358,6 BT

+

1,222

22,437

1,281
5.71 %

22,437

=
=

20.7 %

1.00

1.21

12.2 %

Hypoxic-ischaemic encephalopathy (HIE) in children
without therapeutic cooling (without relocated children)
Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of
hypoxic-ischaemic encephalopathy (HIE) in children without
therapeutic cooling (without relocated children)

391
20.74 %

106
5.62 %

Sepsis/SIRS within 72 hours of birth
Sepsis/SIRS within 72 hours of birth
(without relocated children)

5.5 %

4.7 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of
sepsis/SIRS within 72 hours of birth
(without relocated children)

1.00

0.90

4,454
4.75 %

Nosocomial Infections

a

Children with nosocomial infections per 1,000 treatment
days (without relocated children)

1.40

1.33

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of
children with nosocomial infections per 1,000 treatment
days (without relocated children)

1.00

0.93

c

Number of nosocomial infections per 1,000 treatment days
(without relocated children)

1.75

1.64

d

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of number
of nosocomial infections per 1,000 treatment days
(without relocated children)

1.00

0.91

QI 9

Denominator

391

17.0 %

a

QI 8

Numerator (O | E)*

Hypoxic-ischaemic encephalopathy (HIE)

a

QI 7

Result

1,808
1.33 %

2,231
1.64 %

Pneumothorax

a

Pneumothorax in ventilated children

5.7 %

5.4 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of ventilated
children with pneumothorax (without relocated children)

1.00

0.95

95.3 %

97.2 %

67,743

69,695

+
=
+
=

QI 10

Hearing test performed

QI 11

Body temperature on admission

1,222
5.45 %

a

Admission temperature < 36.0 degrees

4.5 %

4.2 %

4,191

99,076

b

Admission temperature > 37.5 degrees

8.3 %

7.9 %

7,784

99,076

Quality index of preterm care provision

1.00

0.97

1,888
18.91 %

9,985

QI 12

1,825
18.28 %

* for regression-based quality indicators
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Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance

2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator
QI 1

Reference range

Total

Evaluation

Discrepant

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

Mortality among at-risk live births

a

Mortality among at-risk live births (with relocated children)

Not defined

511

–

X

X

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths in
at-risk live births (with relocated children)

≤ 2.07 (TO;
95th percentile)

511

28

1

A

c

Mortality among at-risk live births (without relocated children)

Not defined

504

–

X

X

d

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths in
at-risk live births (without relocated children)

≤ 2.30 (TO;
95th percentile)

504

28

1

A

e

Mortality among at-risk live births in the first 28 days of life
(without relocated children)

Not defined

504

–

X

X

f

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths in
at-risk births in the first 28 days of life
(without relocated children)

≤ 2.61 (TO;
95th percentile)

504

28

1

A

Not defined

305

–

X

X

≤ 2.97 (TO;
95th percentile)

305

17

1

A

Not defined

300

–

X

X

≤ 3.42 (TO;
95th percentile)

300

20

1

A

QI 2

Intra- and periventricular cerebral hemorrhage
(ICH grade 3 or PVH)

a

Intra- and periventricular cerebral hemorrhage (ICH grade 3 or
PVH) in very small premature infants
(wihtout relocated children)

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of cerebral
hemorrhage (IVH grade 3 or PVH) in very small premature
infants (without relocated children)

QI 3

Cystic periventricular leukomalacia (PVL)

a

Cystic periventricular leukomalacia (PVL) in very small preterm
infants (without relocated children)

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of cystic
periventricular leukomalacia (PVL) in very small preterm
infants (without relocated children)

QI 4

High-grade retinopathy of prematurity (ROP)

a

High-grade retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) in very small
preterm infants (without relocated children)

Not defined

281

–

X

X

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of
high-grade retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) in very small
preterm infants (without relocated children)

≤ 4.29 (TO;
95th percentile)

281

14

1

B

QI 5

Bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD)

a

Bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD) in very small preterm
infants (without relocated children)

Not defined

315

–

X

X

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of
bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD) in very small preterm
infants (without relocated children)

≤ 2.36 (TO;
95th percentile)

315

20

1

A
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Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance

2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator
QI 6

Reference range

Total

Evaluation

Discrepant

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

Hypoxic-ischaemic encephalopathy (HIE)

a

Hypoxic-ischaemic encephalopathy (HIE)
(without relocated children)

b

≤ 38.1 % (TO;
95th percentile)

325

68

1

A

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of hypoxicischaemic encephalopathy (HIE) (without relocated children)

Not defined

325

–

X

X

c

Hypoxic-ischaemic encephalopathy (HIE)
(without relocated children) – “inborn”

Not defined

301

–

X

X

d

Hypoxic-ischaemic encephalopathy (HIE) in children without
therapeutic cooling (without relocated children)

Sentinel event

325

74

X

B

e

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of hypoxicischaemic encephalopathy (HIE) in children without therapeutic
cooling (without relocated children)

Not defined

325

–

X

X

Not defined

466

–

X

X

≤ 3.07 (TO;
95th percentile)

466

24

2

A

QI 7

Sepsis/SIRS within 72 hours of birth

a

Sepsis/SIRS within 72 hours of birth
(without relocated children)

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of sepsis/
SIRS within 72 hours of birth (without relocated children)

QI 8

Nosocomial Infections

a

Children with nosocomial infections per 1,000 treatment days
(without relocated children)

Not defined

320

–

X

X

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of children
with nosocomial infections per 1,000 treatment days
(without relocated children)

≤ 2.20 (TO;
95th percentile)

453

20

1

A

c

Number of nosocomial infections per 1,000 treatment days
(without relocated children)

Not defined

320

–

X

X

d

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of number of
nosocomial infections per 1,000 treatment days
(without relocated children)

≤ 2.38 (TO;
95th percentile)

453

20

2

A

Not defined

368

–

X

X

≤ 2.11 (TO;
95th percentile)

368

30

1

A

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

428

58

1

A

QI 9

Pneumothorax

a

Pneumothorax in ventilated children

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of ventilated
children with pneumothorax (without relocated children)

QI 10

Hearing test performed

QI 11

Body temperature on admission

a

Admission temperature < 36.0 degrees

≤ 9.0 % (TO;
95th percentile)

510

29

2

B

b

Admission temperature > 37.5 degrees

≤ 16.5 % (TO;
95th percentile)

510

33

2

B

Not defined

333

–

X

X

QI 12

Quality index of preterm care provision

TO = Tolerance range; TA = Target range
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QI 12: Quality index of preterm care provision

Quality target

Description
Level 1: Deceased children OR
Level 2: Not deceased children with IVH grade 3 or PVH OR
Level 3: Not deceased children without IVH or PVH with NEC
(with surgery) OR
Level 4: Not deceased children without IVH grade 3 or PVH
without NEC (with surgery) with PVL OR
Level 5: Not deceased children without IVH grade 3 or PVH
without NEC (with surgery) without PVL with BPD OR
Level 6: Not deceased children without IVH grade 3 or PVH
without NEC (with surgery) without PVL without BPD with
higher grade ROP

Numerator

Denominator

All live-born without a fatal malformation with a gestation
age of at least 24+0 weeks post menstruation and a birth
weight < 1,500 g or a gestation age less than 32+0 weeks post
menstruation

O (observed)

Observed rate of children for whom the hierarchic levels 1 - 6
are relevant

E (expected)

Expected rate of children for whom the hierarchic levels 1 - 6
are relevant

Reference range

Not defined

Risk adjustment

Multinomial logit model

Indicator ID

51174

Comparability with
The index was implemented in data collection year 2011 and
results of previous year was calculated for data collection year 2010 in retrospect

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

–

–

1.00

0.97

Confidence interval

–

–

0.95 – 1.05

0.92 – 1.01

Total number of cases

–

–

9,671

9,985

Rate of result quality for preterm infants:
overall result of the quality index

Background of the quality indicator
Premature births is the most important cause for disease load and mortality in mortality in childhood. For very early (less than 32 weeks of
gestation time) or very light (under 1,500 g birth weight) preterm infants,
a reliable report for the result quality is not possible due to the low
number of cases since statistical discrepancies will have a great effect on
the results. In order to counter act this problem the quality index, which
calculates different indicators for the result quality for preterm infants
together, was developed.
In the following the six levels of the quality index are listen in decreasing
order of severity that the mortality or depict the most frequent illness of
preterm infants. Along with this hierarchy, the most severe event for each
preterm infant is used for the calculation of the quality index.
pp

Level 1: Mortality of the child during inpatient stay

pp

Level 2: Intra- and periventricular cerebral hemorrhage
(IVH grade 3 or PVH)

20.0 %

pp

Level 3: Necrotizing enterocolitis with surgery (NEC)

19.8 %

pp

Level 4: Cystic periventricular leukomalacia (PVL)

19.6 %

pp

Level 5: Bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD)

19.4 %

pp

Level 6: High-grade retinopathy of prematurity (ROP)

Observed (O-value

)

and expected rate (E-value

)

19.2 %

Since these levels have different endpoints a statistical analysis, which
not only considers the occurring of an event but also calculates the risk
adjustment of different events, was chosen. Additionally an expanded binary logistical regression, a so-called multinomial-logit-model, was used.

19.0 %
18.8 %
18.6 %
18.4 %

Evaluating the 2011 results

18.2 %
18.0 %
2008

2009

2010

2011

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

333

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

187

167 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
8
Ratio O/E of result quality for preterm infants:
overall result of the quality index

Low mortality, rare cerebral hemorrhaging, rare necrotizing enterocolitis
with surgery, rare cystic periventricular leukomalacia, rare bronchopulmonary dysplasia, rare high-grade retinopathy of prematurity.

7

The quality index for preterm care provision was first calculated in data
collection year 2011 and yielded an overall rate of 0.97. This means that
the parameters summarized in the index has occurred rarer in the data
collection year 2011 than what is expected due to the risks. 167 out of
333 hospitals documented over 19 cases in data collection year 2011.
The range spans from 0.00 to 2.65. The median lies at 0.95. With this,
half of the hospitals show a low overall rate, i.e., a better result than in
the previous year (2010).
When considering individual levels it becomes clear that the results have
improved in data collection year 2011. Only level 1 “Mortality of the
child during inpatient stay” as well as level 6 “High-grade retinopathy of
prematurity” show a higher rate, i.e., a worse result.

6
5
4
3

The implementation of a reference range was waived in the first data
collection year. However, the Federal Experts’ Working Group recommends the State Administrative Offices to lead a Structured Quality Dialogue with hospitals whose results appear to be discrepant. It is planned
to use the reference range of 95th percentile for this indicator in the future.

2
1
0
2008

Median

0.95

Range

0.00 – 2.65

2009

2010

2011

Number of computationally 0 of 167
discrepant hospitals

166 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
Median

0.00

Range

0.00 – 30.34

Number of computationally 0 of 166
discrepant hospitals
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Gynecological surgery
Raphael Held, Kathrin Wehner, Federal Experts’ Working Group for Gynecology

Introduction
The clinical area of gynecological
surgery covers female patients who

have undergone surgery on their s exual
organs (uterus, fallopian tubes and/or
ovaries) as an inpatient. The majority
of the surgical interventions deal with
removal of the cervix (conisation) or the
removal of the uterus (hysterectomy) and/ or the ovaries.

 aiving the current quality indicator for conisation as soon as
w
the corresponding clinical area is set into operation.

Prerequisite to a high quality of healthcare is meticulous
diagnostics to determine the necessity for surgical interven
tion. The overriding principle is to weight the benefits against
the risks of surgery and review options for conservative (i.e.,
non-surgical) treatment. For this reason, a total of two quality
indicators are used to map the decision-making process lead
ing to surgical interventions in this clinical area (QI 4 and 8).

The Federal Experts’ Working Group recommends the G-BA to
commission the development of a new clinical area that focuses on the ovary carcinoma (ovarian cancer). For this illness
the quality of the primary care is of determining importance for
the survival chances of the affected patients. Additionally, current literature point towards big treatment differences within
Germany.

As in the previous year, the Federal Experts’ Working Group
is of the opinion that nationally harmonised measures should
be initiated against hospitals with repeatedly discrepant data.
To this extent, it would be desirable to adapt the Structured
Quality Dialogue being conducted on the state level.

Depending on the indication there are different surgical approaches for the gynecological intervention: vaginal (through
the vagina), abdominal (through the abdominal wall) or laparo
scopic (through so-called keyhole surgery). Despite appropriate safety measures, they abovementioned interventions can
lead to injuring other organs such as the urinary tract, bladder,
ureter or colon. Certain indicators measure the occurrence
of organ injuries in laparoscopic surgeries (QI 1a, QI 1b) or
hysterectomy (QI 2a, QI 2b).
Furthermore, certain care aspects such as infection prophy
laxis treatment (QI 7: Antibiotic prophylaxis in hysterectomy) or
blood clotting (pervious QI 9: Thrombosis prophylaxis in hyster
ectomy) have been depicted in appropriate indicators. Due to
the good care situation, the Federal Experts’ Working Group
no longer sees the need to expel QI 9 and decides to leave out
the indicator in data collection year 2011. With the same reasons the QI 7 will also be waived in data collection year 2012.
The names of all quality indicators were reworked and aligned
in coordination with the State Administration Offices for Quality
Assurance (LQS), hence the names of quality indicators in the
present clinical area have changed, especially for QI 4 and QI 8.

Services subject to mandatory reporting
All hysterectomies, adnexal surgeries and conisations performed in female patients ≥ 11 years of age are subject to mandatory documentation. Exclusions are patients with concurrent
caesarean section and patients with the following diagnoses:
malignant neoplasms of the organs of the digestive tract,
urinary tract or of lymphatic, haematopoietic and related tissue,
peritoneal mesothelioma or diverticulosis of the colon.

Looking forward
The continuous decrease of cases in the inpatient section can
be attributed to a shift of conisation and other minimal-invasive
interventions to the outpatient sector. This makes the necessity
for a cross-sectoral quality assurance clear. Against this background, the Federal Joint Committee (G-BA) 2010 has commissioned the development of a cross-sectoral quality assurance
procedure for conisation, which currently is in the testing
phase. The Federal Experts’ Working Group recommends

© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH
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Data basis
2010

2011

Reported

Reported

Expected

Complete count

Data sets

267,931

264,748

266,659

99.3 %

Hospitals

1,121

1,083

1,097

98.7 %

Basic statistics
2011
Number Proportion
Age distribution
Number of patients with valid age data

264,650

100 %

< 20 years

5,489

2.1 %

20 – 29 years

25,371

9.6 %

30 – 39 years

44,342

16.8 %

40 – 49 years

89,627

33.9 %

50 – 59 years

45,150

17.1 %

60 – 69 years

24,887

9.4 %

70 – 79 years

23,161

8.8 %

6,623

2.5 %

ASA 1: A normal healthy patient

105,929

40.0 %

ASA 2: A patient with mild systemic disease

134,507

50.8 %

ASA 3: A patient with severe systemic disease
and functional impairment

23,614

8.9 %

ASA 4: A patient with severe systemic disease
that is a constant threat to life

677

0.26 %

52

0.02 %

≥ 80 years
ASA-classification 1

ASA 5: A moribund patient
Project leaders at the AQUA Institute
Raphael Held

Kathrin Wehner

Members of the Federal Experts’ Working Group
Petra Bentz,
Berlin

Cordula Mühr,
Berlin

Prof. Dr. Martin Carstensen,
Hamburg

Prof. Dr. Klaus Joachim Neis,
Saarbrücken

Dr. Andrea Gilles,
Münster

Prof. Dr. Hans-Peter Scheidel,
Hamburg

Dr. Kay Goerke,
Schwetzingen

Prof. Dr. Thomas Schwenzer,
Dortmund

Dr. Björn Misselwitz,2
Eschborn

Dr. Heike Staudt-Grauer,
Stuttgart

PD Dr. Udo Möller,
Weimar

Prof. Dr. Uwe Wagner,
Gießen und Marburg

Further information on the clinical area
For a detailed description of the indicators (including references) and the
2011 federal analysis, go to the website:
www.sqg.de/themen/15n1/

1

Since reference is made to the number of surgery report forms, the total number of patients classified according to ASA deviates from the value stated in the age distribution.

2

Representing Dr. Birthe Schmitt-Reißer, Eschborn
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Case-based aggregate results (patients)

2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator
QI 1

Result

Result

Numerator

Denominator

Organ injuries during laparoscopic surgery

a

Organ injuries during laparoscopic surgery

0.2 %

0.2 %

97

52,972

b

Organ injuries in patients without carcinoma, endometriosis v
or previous surgeries during laparoscopic surgery

0.2 %

0.1 %

45

31,083

QI 2

Trend

=
=

Organ injuries during hysterectomy

=
=

a

Organ injuries during hysterectomy

v

1.4 %

1.5 %

2,024

135,655

b

Organ injuries in patients without carcinoma, endometriosis v
or previous surgeries during hysterectomy

0.9 %

1.0 %

643

64,912

QI 3

Missing hostology after isolated ovarian surgery with
tissue removal

v

1.8 %

1.6 %

639

40,691

=

QI 4

Complete removal of the ovary or adnexal without
patholocial findings

v

16.6 %

15.8 %

2,899

18,347

=

QI 5

Organ conservation in ovarian surgery

v

89.2 %

90.1 %

28,210

31,293

+

QI 6

Conisation

=
=
+
=

a

Conisation in ectopy or normal findings

v

4.1 %

4.1 %

359

8,697

b

Missing postoperative histology after conisation

v

0.8 %

0.6 %

52

8,748

QI 7

Antibiotic prophylaxis in hysterectomy

v

96.4 %

96.7 %

131,130

135,655

QI 8

Hysterectomy in patients without malignant findings
and below 35 years of age

v

2.0 %

2.2 %

2,516

116,890
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Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance

2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator
QI 1

Total

Discrepant

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

Organ injuries during laparoscopic surgery

a

Organ injuries during laparoscopic surgery

b

Organ injuries in patients without carcinoma, endometriosis
or previous surgeries during laparoscopic surgery

QI 2

Reference range

Evaluation

≤ 1.4 % (TO;
95th percentile)

940

35

1

X

Sentinel event

920

44

X

X

Organ injuries during hysterectomy

a

Organ injuries during hysterectomy

≤ 3.9 % (TO;
95th percentile)

936

46

1

A

b

Organ injuries in patients without carcinoma, endometriosis
or previous surgeries during hysterectomy

≤ 3.6 % (TO;
95th percentile)

915

49

1

A

≤ 5.0 % (TA)

957

110

1

A

QI 3

Missing hostology after isolated ovarian surgery with
tissue removal

QI 4

Complete removal of the ovary or adnexal without
patholocial findings

≤ 20.0 % (TO)

906

274

2

X

QI 5

Organ conservation in ovarian surgery

≥ 75.0 % (TO;
5th percentile)

995

94

2

A

QI 6

Conisation
≤ 15.5 % (TO;
95th percentile)

757

78

1

B1

≤ 5.0 % (TA)

758

23

1

A1

≥ 90.0 % (TA)

936

57

1

A

≤ 2.5 % (TO)

926

320

1

X

a

Conisation in ectopy or normal findings

b

Missing postoperative histology after conisation

QI 7

Antibiotic prophylaxis in hysterectomy

QI 8

Hysterectomy in patients without malignant findings and
below 35 years of age
TO = Tolerance range; TA = Target range
1

Classification performed by the AQUA Institute. The Federal Experts’ Working Group
once again proposes to omit this indicator in the future.
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QI 2a: Organ injuries during hysterectomy

Quality target

Description

As few as possible patients with organ injury in hysterectomy.

Numerator

Patients with at least one organ injury

Denominator

All patients with hysterectomy
(OPS: 5 – 682*, 5 – 683*, 5 – 684*, 5 – 685*, 5 – 686*
[The entry of additional OPS-Codes is allowed])

Reference range

≤ 3.9 % (Tolerance range, 95th percentile)

Risk adjustment

No further risk adjustment

Indicator ID

553

Evaluating the 2011 results
2,024 out of 135,655 women that have undergone hysterectomy have
had at least one organ injured in data collection year 2011. The overall
result is unchanged in comparison to the previous years (2011: 1.5 %;
2010: 1.4 %; 2009: 1.5 %). Overall there are 46 hospitals (4.9 %) with
values outside of the reference range. From those there are 7 hospitals
that are discrepant again. The Federal Experts’ Working Group considers
it to be sufficient to elucidate the computational discrepancies in the
Structured Quality Dialogue and classified the need for action to be A.
Basis for measures taken in the Structured Quality Dialogue were 45 computationally discrepant hospitals based on data collection year 2010.
Overall there are 19 notifications sent and 23 statements requested. Two
hospitals were then classified as qualitatively discrepant.
In the face of years in the future with a stable, good care quality as well
as fact that out of the computationally discrepant hospitals only a very
small proportion are actually qualitatively discrepant and the indicators QI 2a and QI 2b are viewed mutually exclusive (i.e., with/without
carcinoma, endometrioses, preoperation), the Federal Experts’ Working
Group discusses the merging of the abovementioned indicators. Despite
of the differentiation of the 2 indicators, the Federal Experts’ Working
Group deems it more sensible to implement risk adjustment in QI 2a
in the future and consider factors e.g., carcinoma, endometrioses, pre
operation, age and ASA-classification in the risk adjustment.

Comparability with
Comparable
results of previous year

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

1.5 %

1.5 %

1.4 %

1.5 %

Confidence interval

1.4 – 1.5 %

1.4 – 1.6 %

1.4 – 1.5 %

1.4 – 1.6 %

Total number of cases

147,351

144,091

139,918

135,655

Aggregate result of all patients
4%
3.5 %
Patients with at least one organ injury

Hysterectomy belongs to the surgical interventions where severe complications such as organ injuries, infections and disrupted wound healing
or sequelae through these wounds can occur. The injuring of surrounding organs is for the most part not the most important proportion of
complications in a hysterectomy; it can, however, lead to extension of
the surgery time or necessitate a further intervention depending on the
degree of severity. The overall recovery (convalescence) is delayed in an
organ injury. Organs with the highest risk of injury are e.g., the urinary
tract, the bladder, the ureters and the colon.

3%
2.5 %
2%
1.5 %
1%
0.5 %
0%
2008

2009

2010

2011

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

936

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

169

870 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
20 %
17.5 %
Patients with at least one organ injury

Background of the quality indicator

15 %
12.5 %
10 %
7.5 %
5%
2.5 %
0%
2008

Median

1.2 %

Range

0.0 – 10.6 %

2009

2010

2011

Number of computationally 43 of 870
discrepant hospitals

66 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases

© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH

Median

0.0 %

Range

0.0 – 50.0 %

Number of computationally 3 of 66
discrepant hospitals
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QI 5: Organ conservation in ovarian surgery

Quality target

Description
Numerator

Patients with conserved organ surgery

Denominator

All patients up to 40 years of age with an ovarian surgery
(OPS: 5 – 65* [the entry of additional codes is allowed]) and
previous histological findings: benign (Key 3: 10 – 16,18), excluding patients with discharge diagnosis ICD + 10 – GM: C50*

Reference range

≥ 75.0 % (Tolerance range, 5th percentile)

Risk adjustment

No further risk adjustment

Indicator ID

612

Comparability with
Limited comparability
results of previous year

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

87.8 %

88.7 %

89.2 %

90.1 %

Confidence interval

87.5 – 88.2 %

88.3 – 89.0 %

88.8 – 89.5 %

89.8 – 90.5 %

Total number of cases

33,029

32,116

31,297

31,293

Aggregate result of all patients
100 %

Patients with covserved organ surgery

90 %
80 %

Background of the quality indicator
Many studies worldwide show that interventions on the ovaries with partial
or complete removal of an ovary are often carried out unnecessarily, e.g.,
in a benign histology (benign biopsy). Therefore it is important that the
decision for a surgical intervention, possibly one with the removal of an
ovary, is met very carefully and is controlled after the corresponding
surgery, especially for young women.

Evaluating the 2011 results
28,210 out of 31,293 (90.1 %) women with benign diagnosis were oper
ated with conserving organ in data collection year 2011. Conversely this
means that approximately 10 % of women below 40 years of age had
ovaries removed despite a benign diagnosis.
Overall there were 94 hospitals (9.4 %) with values outside of the refer
ence range in data collection year 2011. From these, 26 hospitals were
requested a statement in the frame of the Structured Quality Dialogue.
Most of the computationally discrepant hospitals had 1 to 19 cases.
There were a total of 24 hospitals that were discrepant in data collection
year 2010 as well as in 2011.

70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

2009

2010

2011

Statistical population of all hospitals

995

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

110

The Structured Quality Dialogue for the results of data collection
year 2010 was lead with 102 computationally discrepant hospitals. A
total of 38 notices were sent and 49 statements were requested. In
conclusion there were two hospitals classified as qualitatively discrepant.
Upon implementation of the indicator a few years ago was the proportion
of patients with removed ovaries despite benign diagnosis higher than
now. Therefore the Federal Experts’ Working Group sees a positive trend
for the development of the care situation. This only applies for hospitals
with more than 20 cases for the most part, hospitals with less than 20
cases will be observed more critically. The development of this indicator
underlines that a quality assurance procedure can take up an important
function upon the implementation of the care standard. Due to the stable
care situation, the Federal Experts’ Working Group only sees punctual
need for action in the frame of the Structured Quality Dialogue and evaluates the indicator with the need for action A.

Hospital-based results

580 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
100 %
90 %
Patients with covserved organ surgery

As many patients as possible with organ conservation in ovarian surgery
with benign histology.

80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

Median

90.9 %

Range

51.4 – 100.0 %

2009

2010

2011

Number of computationally 25 of 580
discrepant hospitals

415 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
Median

93.3 %

Range

0.0 – 100.0 %

Number of computationally 69 of 415
discrepant hospitals
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Femoral fracture near the hip joint
Hendrik Siebert, Raphael Held, Federal Experts’ Working Group for Orthopedics and Trauma Surgery

Introduction
A break (fracture) in the upper femur,
i.e., in the part of the normally very
stable thigh bone that connects with
the hip joint, is termed a femoral fracture near the hip joint. Most of the time,
these fractures are accident-related.
Depending on the location of the fracture, a distinction is made between femoral neck fractures and
pertrochanteric fractures. The former includes fractures located
directly in the portion of the bone connecting with the femoral
head; the latter designates fractures occurring in the transitional
zone between femoral neck and the large thigh bone.
With age, bone mass loses its strength and stability – this can
lead to bone loss and porosity (osteoporosis). At the same
time, movements become more and more uncertain. That is the
reason why femoral fractures near the hip joint are a typical and
common injury in the elderly. When such persons suffer even a
minor fall, for example, due to uncertain gait, they can sustain
a fracture. Of the approximately 100,000 fractures occurring
each year, approximately 85 % are suffered by people aged
70 years and older. Given the demographic trend, the number
of these kinds of cases can thus be expected to increase.
In the surgical treatment of a femoral fracture, we fundamentally distinguish between two types of procedures: femoral
head-preserving (osteosynthetic) procedures and procedures
involving replacement of the femoral head (total joint replacement). In both cases, the aim is to quickly reinstate the patients’
mobility and physical strength. Especially for the elderly, a rapid
recovery is of great importance because otherwise it is not rare
that patients become unable to take care of themselves as a
result of their disease. This can even lead to them becoming
dependent on long-term nursing care.

Services subject to mandatory reporting
All isolated femoral neck fractures and pertrochanteric femoral
fractures without severe concurrent injuries that are treated by
osteosynthesis or total joint replacement in patients ≥ 20 years.

Looking forward
The overall view of the results in this clinical area for data collection year 2011 shows an almost unchanged quality standard
in comparison of the previous year. Only the indicator “Periop
erative antibiotic prophylaxis in osteosynthetic treatment”
(QI 3b) has improved statistically significantly to 98.9 % and
therefore documents a wide establishing degree of the easy
to implement, relatively low risk measure for postoperative
wound infection prevention. The overall lower complication
rate is representative of a higher care quality; they can p
 artially,
however, be contributed to incomplete documentation. The
Federal Joint Committee (G-BA) has achieved an important contribution for complete documentation through the increase in
relevant documentation rate of cross-clinical area from 80 % to
95 % including the complication rate in femoral fractures near
the hip joint.

of the Structured Quality Dialogue there were 515 statements
requested from the hospitals out of the 1,101 cases. Additionally, target agreement with concrete measures for improvement
of the care quality was met in 28 cases with the hospitals. After
conclusion of the Structured Quality Dialogue there were 59
out of the 661 computationally discrepant hospitals classified
as “qualitatively discrepant”. This corresponds to 5 % of all care
providers and 9 % of the computationally discrepant hospitals.
As before, the time limit for the indicator “Preoperative length
of stay > 48 hours after admissions or fracture due to fall inside
of the hospital” (QI 1) is an object of discussion. Although the
Federal Experts’ Working Group regards an early surgical care
as important, they decide from the currently available evidence
that lowering the time limit below 48 hours cannot be justified
with the published data for this indicator.
The clinical area has undergone some significant changes; as
such, risk adjustment was implemented for nine quality indicators (QI 4b, QI 5b, QI 6b, QI 7b, QI 8b, QI 9b, QI 10b, QI 11b,
QI 12e) that record certain events (e.g., complications). Some
indicators have received new names in the frame of system
maintenance through which a cross-clinical area unity and for
which indicator name clarification has been reached. Furthermore a specification of some data fields have been adjusted for
more precise documentation (exact time to the minute of the
preoperative length of stay) or for the simplification of the Structured Quality Dialogue (given antithrombotic medications).
As before, the clinical area present here is limited to the
inpatient sector and the relevant results in the context of a procedures involving replacement of the femoral head or osteosynthetic procedures of femoral fracture near the hip joint and ends
with the patient discharge. The follow-up to important c linical
and patient relevant target values apart from the inpatient stay
is not part of the external quality assurance of inpatients. Its
implementation will be possible with when the guideline based
implementation to the hospital and cross-sectoral quality as
surance procedure is made in the future.
The cooperation between the federal and state level continues
to show to be constructive and demonstrate new effects in
the sense of an experience exchange. Therefore the work on
a mutual target of developing an effective and relatively low
expenditure quality assurance procedure should be continued,
including in the view of a futuristic cross-sectoral approaches.

In the data collection year 2010, 661 hospitals out of 1,185
had a total of 1,101 computational discrepancies. In the frame
© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH
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Data basis
2010

2011

Reported

Reported

Expected

Complete count

Data sets

104,392

102,302

102,395

99.9 %

Hospitals

1,185

1,134

1,134

100.0 %

Basic statistics
2011
Number Proportion
Age distribution
102,001

100 %

< 50 years

2,050

2.0 %

50 – 59 years

4,385

4.3 %

Number of patients with valid age data

60 – 69 years

8,342

8.2 %

70 – 79 years

24,345

23.9 %

80 – 89 years

46,654

45.7 %

≥ 90 years

16,225

15.9 %

Male

29,291

28.7 %

Female

72,710

71.3 %

2,829

2.8 %

ASA 2: A patient with mild systemic disease

25,819

25.3 %

ASA 3: A patient with severe systemic disease
and functional impairment

65,227

63.9 %

ASA 4: A patient with severe systemic disease
that is a constant threat to life

7,857

7.7 %

269

0.26 %

Sex

ASA-classification
ASA 1: A normal healthy patient

ASA 5: A moribund patient
Project leaders at the AQUA Institute
Hendrik Siebert

Raphael Held

Members of the Federal Experts’ Working Group
Prof. Dr. Felix Bonnaire,
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Christof Reinert,
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Dr. Ralf Schmidt,
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Dr. Dr. Ulrich Schulze Raestrup,
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Further information on the clinical area
For a detailed description of the indicators (including references) and the
2011 federal analysis, go to the website:
www.sqg.de/themen/17n1/
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Case-based aggregate results (patients)

2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator
QI 1

Preoperative length of stay > 48 hours after admissions
or fracture due to fall inside of the hospital

QI 2

Endoprosthetic care in medial femoral neck fracture
(garden III or IV)

QI 3

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis

Result

v

Result

Numerator (O | E)*

Denominator

9.9 %

9.6 %

9,804

102,001

=

98.2 %

98.4 %

21,903

22,264

=
=
+

a

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis in endoprosthetic care

99.6 %

99.6 %

46,015

46,193

b

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis in osteosynthetic care

98.4 %

98.9 %

54,099

54,724

3,249

83,891

3,350
3.99 %

83,891

114

102,001

101
0.10 %

102,001

1,159

102,001

1,093
1.07 %

102,001

392

46,193

399
0.86 %

46,193

1,177

102,001

1,241
1.22 %

102,001

1,725

102,001

1,853
1.82 %

102,001

2,944

102,001

2,906
2.85 %

102,001

QI 4

Limited mobility at discharge

a

Limited mobility at discharge

3.9 %

3.9 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of patients
with limited mobility at discharge

1.00

0.97

QI 5

Vessel lesion or nerve damage

0.1 %

0.1 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of vessel
lesions or nerve damages

1.00

1.13

Implant malposition, implant dislocation or fracture

1.1 %

1.1 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of implant
malposition, implant dislocations or fractures

1.00

1.06

0.9 %

0.8 %

1.00

0.98

1.2 %

1.2 %

1.00

0.95

Dislocation of total joint replacement

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of dislocation
of total joint replacements

Postoperative wound infection

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of
postoperative wound infections

v

v

1,159
1.14 %

=
=

392
0.85 %

=
=

1,177
1.15 %

=
=

Wound hematomas/postoperative bleeds

a

Wound hematomas/postoperative bleeds

1.8 %

1.7 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of wound
hematomas/postoperative bleeds

1.00

0.93

QI 10

=
=

Postoperative wound infection

a

QI 9

114
0.11 %

Dislocation of total joint replacement

a

QI 8

=
=

Implant malposition, implant dislocation or fracture

a

QI 7

3,249
3.87 %

Vessel lesion or nerve damage

a

QI 6

Trend

1,725
1.69 %

=
=

General postoperative complications

a

General postoperative complications

2.8 %

2.9 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of general
postoperative complications

1.00

1.01

© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH
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Femoral fracture near the hip joint
Case-based aggregate results (patients)

2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator
QI 11

Result

Numerator (O | E)*

Denominator

Trend

Revisions due to complications

a

Revisions due to complications

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of revisions
due to complications

QI 12

Result

v

3.1 %

3.0 %

1.00

0.99

3,095
3.03 %

3,095

102,001

3,126
3.06 %

102,001

=
=

Hospital mortality

a

Hospital mortality for ASA risk factors 1 or 2

v

0.9 %

1.0 %

277

28,648

b

Hospital mortality for ASA risk factor 3

v

4.8 %

4.9 %

3,211

65,227

c

Hospital mortality in osteosynthetic care

v

4.4 %

4.7 %

2,550

54,724

d

Hospital mortality in endoprosthetic care

v

5.8 %

5.9 %

2,714

46,193

e

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

1.00

1.03

5,150
5.05 %

101,941

5,285
5.18 %

=
=
=
=
=

* for regression-based quality indicators
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Femoral fracture near the hip joint
Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance

2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator

Reference range

Total

Evaluation

Discrepant

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

QI 1

Preoperative length of stay > 48 hours after admissions or
fracture due to fall inside of the hospital

≤ 15.0 % (TO)

1,162

244

2

C

QI 2

Endoprosthetic care in medial femoral neck fracture
(garden III or IV)

≥ 90.0 % (TO)

1,097

39

1

A

QI 3

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis

a

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis in endoprosthetic care

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

1,150

19

1

A

b

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis in osteosynthetic care

≥ 95.2 % (TA;
5th percentile)

1,113

59

1

A

Not defined

1,162

–

X

X

≤ 3.14 (TO;
95th percentile)

1,162

67

2

B

Not defined

1,162

–

X

X

≤ 20.16 (TO)

1,162

13

1

X

QI 4

Limited mobility at discharge

a

Limited mobility at discharge

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of patients
with limited mobility at discharge

QI 5

Vessel lesion or nerve damage

a

Vessel lesion or nerve damage

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of vessel
lesions or nerve damages

QI 6

Implant malposition, implant dislocation or fracture

a

Implant malposition, implant dislocation or fracture

Not defined

1,162

–

X

X

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of implant
malposition, implant dislocations or fractures

≤ 1.88 (TO)

1,162

241

1

C

QI 7

Dislocation of total joint replacement

a

Dislocation of total joint replacement

Not defined

1,150

–

X

X

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of dislocation
of total joint replacements

≤ 6.00 (TO)

1,150

47

1

B

QI 8

Postoperative wound infection

a

Postoperative wound infection

Not defined

1,162

–

X

X

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of
postoperative wound infections

≤ 4.13 (TO)

1,162

45

1

B

QI 9

Wound hematomas/postoperative bleeds

a

Wound hematomas/postoperative bleeds

Not defined

1,162

–

X

X

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of wound
hematomas/postoperative bleeds

≤ 6.80 (TO)

1,162

8

1

A

Not defined

1,162

–

X

X

≤ 2.90 (TO;
95th percentile)

1,162

62

2

A

QI 10

General postoperative complications

a

General postoperative complications

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of general
postoperative complications
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Femoral fracture near the hip joint
Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance

2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator
QI 11

Reference range

Total

Evaluation

Discrepant

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

Revisions due to complications

a

Revisions due to complications

Not defined

1,162

–

X

X

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of revisions
due to complications

≤ 3.98 (TO)

1,162

15

1

B

Sentinel event

1,139

215

X

A

Not defined

1,142

–

X

X

QI 12

Hospital mortality

a

Hospital mortality for ASA risk factors 1 or 2

b

Hospital mortality for ASA risk factor 3

c

Hospital mortality in osteosynthetic care

≤ 11.1 % (TO;
95th percentile)

1,113

59

1

A

d

Hospital mortality in endoprosthetic care

≤ 13.8 % (TO;
95th percentile)

1,150

66

1

A

e

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

Not defined

1,162

–

X

X

TO = Tolerance range; TA = Target range
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Femoral fracture near the hip joint
QI 1: Preoperative length of stay > 48 hours after admissions or fracture due to fall inside of the
hospital
Quality target

Description

Short preoperative length of stay.

Numerator

Patients with surgery after admissions later than 48 hours

Denominator

All patients ≥ 20 years of age

Reference range

≤ 15.0 % (Tolerance range)

Risk adjustment

No further risk adjustment

Indicator ID

2266

Evaluating the 2011 results
Again, the proportion of patients with a femoral fracture near the hip
joint that have to wait for more than 48 hours for a surgical care after
inpatient admission or the fall has decreased. The range of results has
slightly changed in comparison to the previous years. In data collection
year 2011, 244 (21 %) hospitals were computationally discrepant (2010:
n = 244). 106 out of the 244 hospitals were already computationally
discrepant in data collection year 2010. In the frame of Structured Qual
ity Dialogue for data collection year 2010, 22 hospitals were classified
as qualitatively discrepant for the first time and11 of the hospitals were
repeated qualitatively discrepant.
Despite the overall positive development of this process indicator, further
efforts are needed in order to reduce the number of not medically
justified reasons for exceeding the 48 hour limit. The Federal Experts’
Working Group therefore announces their recommendation again to use
the Structured Quality Dialogue constructively further developed clinical
care process with repeatedly discrepant hospitals. Due to the regional
care differences, the Federal Experts’ Working Group recommends to use
these findings together with the indicators results for the establishment
of a regional cooperation structure. In the patient’s interest, the F
 ederal
Experts’ Working Group recommends an as early as possible surgical
care for patients with femoral fracture near the hip joint if there are not
medical reasons against it.
The Federal Experts’ Working Group comes to the conclusion with the
currently best available evidence at the surgical care time that lowering
of the current time limit is not justified and therefore recommends the
retention of the current time limit. Since the given time in the QA documentation could not be checked, in the future the preoperative length of
stay will be recorded down to the minute of admissions and start of surgery. Furthermore, the taking of antithrombotic medication through the
considered drugs will be questioned even more differentiated. This information should be valuable additional information especially on the state
level and will be available in the frame of the Structured Quality Dialogue.

© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH

Comparability with
Comparable
results of previous year

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

11.6 %

10.7 %

9.9 %

9.6 %

Confidence interval

11.4 – 11.8 %

10.5 – 10.9 %

9.7 – 10.1 %

9.4 – 9.8 %

Total number of cases

98,785

99,671

104,168

102,001

Aggregate result of all patients
20 %
Surgeries later than 48 h after admission

In the valid guideline of the German Association of Trauma Surgery, an
as early as possible time for surgery after a femoral fracture near the
hip joint is recommended since a delayed treatment is associated with a
higher complication rate. A typical complications include: occlusion of a
blood vessel by blood clot (thrombosis), a blood blot in the lung (pulmonary embolism) or bedsores (pressure ulcers). Mostly, the reasons why
surgery is delayed are attributable to previous diseases of the patient
(e.g., treatment with drugs administered to inhibit blood coagulation),
waiting times for diagnosis and lacking operating capacities. In Germany,
the waiting times for surgeries exhibit regional differences. The impact
that the time that elapses between the accident and the surgical treatment has on mortality has not been clarified yet. This indicator investigates how many patients have to wait for their surgical treatment for
more than 48 hours.

17.5 %
15 %
12.5 %
10 %
7.5 %
5%
2.5 %
0%
2008

2009

2010

2011

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

1,162

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

0

1,040 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
100 %
90 %
Surgeries later than 48 h after admission

Background of the quality indicator

80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

Median

8.7 %

Range

0.0 – 48.0 %

2009

2010

2011

Number of computationally 189 of 1,040
discrepant hospitals

122 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
Median

9.5 %

Range

0.0 – 100.0 %

Number of computationally 55 of 122
discrepant hospitals
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Femoral fracture near the hip joint
QI 6b: Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of implant malposition, implant
dislocations or fractures
Quality target

Description

The lowest possible frequency of intra- or postoperative complications
requiring surgical treatment developing in the form of implant malposi
tion, implant dislocation or fracture.

Numerator

Patients with implant malposition, implant dislocations or
fractures

Denominator

All patients ≥ 20 years of age

O (observed)

Observed rate of implant malposition, implant dislocations or
fractures

E (expected)

Expected rate of implant malposition, implant dislocations or
fractures risk adjusted according to logistic HÜFT-FRAK-Score 6b

Background of the quality indicator

Reference range

≤ 1.88 (Tolerance range)

Risk adjustment

Logistic regression

Indicator ID

50879

A variety of problems can arise in conjunction with a surgically treated
femoral fracture near the hip joint – these include implant malposition
and/or subsequent migration of an implant that was originally positioned
correctly during surgery as well as a bone fracture occurring during or
after surgery.

Comparability with
Indicator was newly implemented in data collection year 2011
results of previous year and was calculated for the previous year in retrospect

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011
1.06

Aggregate result

–

–

1.00

Confidence interval

–

–

0.94 – 1.06

1.00 – 1.12

Total number of cases

–

–

104,168

102,001

Observed (O-value

)

and expected rate (E-value

)

Rate of implant malposition,
implant dislocations or fractures

1.18 %

1.16 %

Such complications may require implantation of a total joint replacement,
although the initial therapy was aimed at conserving the femoral head.
Moreover, even in the case of a fracture originally treated with a total
prosthesis, an early revision of the total joint replacement may b
 ecome
necessary. Beyond this, loosening of the implant can occur, which u
 sually
results in a renewed revision surgery. Not rarely, the aforementioned
complications cab cause the healing process to be protracted, which in
turn can exact the toll of a partial weight-bearing gait from the patient.
The present outcome indicator reflects the proportion of patients
undergoing an intervention that conserves or replaces the femoral head
to treat a femoral fracture near the hip joint, and in whom an intra- or
postoperative complication requiring surgical treatment developed in the
form of implant malposition, implant dislocation or fracture.

1.12 %

1.08 %

1.04 %

1.0 %
2008

2009

2010

2011

While the indicator QI 6 gives the “raw” i.e., not risk adjusted complication rates, the indicator present here, QI 6b gives risk adjusted ratio of
the observed (O) to the expected rate (E) of implant malposition, implant
dislocation or fracture. The risk adjustment was first used in data col
lection year 2011 using the factors sex (female), age (up to below 80) as
well as fracture location.

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

1,162

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

0

Evaluating the 2011 results
The ratio of the observed (O) to the expected (E) rate of implant malposition, implant dislocation or fracture is in comparison to the previous year
O / E = 1.06 which represents an increase of 6 %. The reference range for
the risk adjusted indicator was calculated by taking over the correspond
ing values from the not adjusted to the new risk adjusted indicator computationally. The reference range of the risk adjusted indicator is at ≤ 1.88
(tolerance range).

1,040 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
20

O / E ratio of implant malposition,
implant dislocations or fractures

17.5
15
12.5
10
7.5
5
2.5
0
2008
Median

0.74

Range

0.00 – 10.56

2009

2010

2011

Number of computationally 227 of 1,040
discrepant hospitals

122 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
Median

0.00

Range

0.00 – 61.32

Number of computationally 14 of 122
discrepant hospitals
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241 out of 1,162 (21 %) of the participating hospitals show computa
tionally discrepancies in data collection year 2011. 70 out of those
(6 %) were repeatedly discrepant. The Federal Experts’ Working Group
recommends the state level to devote extra attention to these hospitals.
Furthermore, the Federal Experts’ Working Group recommends through
the cooperative meetings in the frame of the Structured Quality Dialogue
to report the need for support of individual clinics and for the formulation
of recommended course of action to reach the quality target.
The Federal Experts’ Working Group sees the state wide complication
rates as rather positive with the international results as a background.
Therefore, they recommend devoting special attention to the hospitals
whose corresponding numbers had no reported complications besides
devoting attention to the computationally discrepant hospitals in the
frame of the Structured Quality Dialogue. Additionally, the Federal Experts’ Working Group recommends carrying out a data validation in this
clinical area as soon as possible.
© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH
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Hip replacement: Primary implantation
Hendrik Siebert, Raphael Held, Federal Experts’ Working Group for Orthopedics and Trauma Surgery

Introduction
The implantation of an artificial hip joint
counts as one of the most commonly
performed surgeries in Germany. The
main reason for replacing a hip joint
is due to advanced wear and damage
especially to the protective cartilage

layer between joint head and acetabular
cup (coxarthrosis). In most cases, the cartilage wear in the hip
joint is age-related. Nevertheless, previous diseases, such as
malalignment of the skeleton (the bony framework of the body),
permanent improper loading or obesity can lead to coxarthosis.
In the advanced stage of the disease, strong pain and f unctional
impairments can occur. In Germany, more than 150,000 pa
tients are operated on annually due to arthrosis of the hip joint
– of which approximately two thirds are women.
Just as the “original”, the artificial hip joint replacement (hip arthroplasty) consists of an acetabular cup and a joint head that
is seated on the top of the shaft of the thigh bone. While total
joint replacement is performed on the complete joint, partial
replacement only involves replacement of parts of the joint.
The aim of a hip replacement is to relieve the patients’ pain and
give them back the greatest possible hip joint mobility. Before
an implantation is performed, certain preconditions – e.g., pain
level, extent of arthrosis and severity of the damage and the
impairment of the joint function – must be met.

Services subject to mandatory reporting
Primary implantation of non-fracture-related total hip replacement in patients ≥ 20 years.

c omplete documentation of future interventions and those in
context of occurring complications during the inpatient stay.
As before, the clinical area present here is limited to the inpa
tient sector and the recording of relevant results in the context
of an endoprosthetic care of the hip joint ending with the patient
discharge from the hospital. The follow-up to important clinical
and patient relevant target values apart from the inpatient stay
is not part of the external quality assurance of inpatients. Its
implementation will be possible with when the guideline based
implementation to the hospital and cross-sectoral quality assurance procedure is made in the future, which provides next
clinical measurements and the systematic consideration of
the patient’s perspective over a reasonable period of time.
Additionally to the mandatory participation in the measure of
the external quality assurance according to § 135 a SGB V, the
Federal Experts’ Working Group recommends a compulsory
hospital participation for newly created endoprotheses register in Germany and points out the good experience with other
countries that have long since established an endoprotheses
register.
The cooperation between the federal and state level continues
to show to be constructive and demonstrate new effects in the
sense of an experience exchange. Suggestions and important
experience reports from the state level regularly stimulated
and enrich the discussion within the Federal Experts’ Working
Group. Therefore the work on a mutual target of developing an
effective and relatively low expenditure quality assurance procedure should be continued, including in the view of futuristic
cross-sectoral approaches.

Looking forward
The comparison of the results in the clinical are present here
with that of the previous year shows a consistent good result.
Two quality indicators show statistically significant improved
results (QI 1, QI 3a). Despite the improvements, the Federal
Experts’ Working Group sees a special need of action from the
range of results, especially in QI 1; for every elective interven
tion the minimal criteria for an intervention (pain, mobility
deficit, x-ray without logical findings) have to usually be fulfilled.
In the frame of the Structured Quality Dialogue based on data
collection year 2010 there were 718 (out of 1,149) hospitals
computationally discrepant – mostly for the indicators QI 1 and
QI 3a. After the conclusion of the Structured Quality Dialogue
there were 111 hospitals qualitatively discrepant out of the 718
computationally discrepant hospitals.
The clinical area has undergone significant changes; risk
adjustment was implemented for nine quality indicators for

improvement of the result comparability (QI 4b, QI 5b, QI 6b,
QI 7b, QI 8b, QI 9b, QI 10b, QI 11b, QI 12b). Some indicators
have received new names in the frame of system maintenance
through which a cross-clinical area unity and for which indicator name clarification has been reached. Furthermore, a new
structure of the documentation survey was made in agreement
with the Federal Experts’ Working Group, which allows more
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Hip replacement: Primary implantation

Data basis
2010

2011

Reported

Reported

Expected

Complete count

Data sets

158,454

159,804

160,047

99.8 %

Hospitals

1,149

1,112

1,116

99.6 %

Basic statistics
2011
Number Proportion
Age distribution
Number of patients with valid age data

158,847

< 50 years

100 %

9,437

5.9 %

50 – 59 years

23,816

15.0 %

60 – 69 years

41,977

26.4 %

70 – 79 years

62,765

39.5 %

80 – 89 years

20,080

12.6 %

772

0.49 %

≥ 90 years
Sex
Male

65,414

41.2 %

Female

93,433

58.8 %

14,079

8.9 %

ASA 2: A patient with mild systemic disease

95,891

60.4 %

ASA 3: A patient with severe systemic disease
and functional impairment

47,885

30.1 %

ASA 4: A patient with severe systemic disease
that is a constant threat to life

971

0.61 %

21

0.01 %

ASA classification
ASA 1: A normal healthy patient

ASA 5: A moribund patient
Project leaders at the AQUA Institute
Hendrik Siebert

Raphael Held

Members of the Federal Experts’ Working Group
Prof. Dr. Felix Bonnaire,
Dresden

Christof Reinert,
Berlin

Werner Dau,
Bonn

Dr. Volker Sänger,
Eichstätt

Dr. Thomas Gaertner,
Oberursel

Dr. Ralf Schmidt,
Bottrop

Prof. Dr. Joachim Hassenpflug,
Kiel

Dr. Dr. Ulrich Schulze Raestrup,
Münster

Dr. Peter Heumann,
Berlin

PD Dr. Friedrich Thielemann,
Villingen-Schwenningen

Dr. Jochen Mathews,
Soltau

Dr. Eva Wihtol,
Bremen

Prof. Dr. Hans-Jörg Oestern,
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Further information on the clinical area
For a detailed description of the indicators (including references) and the
2011 federal analysis, go to the website:
www.sqg.de/themen/17n2/
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Hip replacement: Primary implantation
Case-based aggregate results (patients)

2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator

Result

Result

Numerator (O | E)*

Denominator

QI 1

Hip replacement primary implantation with fulfilled
indication criteria

v

92.8 %

93.6 %

148,644

158,844

QI 2

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis

v

99.5 %

99.7 %

158,295

158,844

QI 3

Postoperative range of motion

v

95.8 %

96.6 %

153,507

158,844

98.3 %

98.3 %

150,950

153,507

380

156,982

408
0.26 %

156,982

477

158,844

498
0.31 %

158,844

1,473

158,844

1,453
0.91 %

158,844

468

158,844

547
0.34 %

158,844

835

158,844

850
0.54 %

158,844

1,706

158,844

1,694
1.07 %

158,844

1,646

158,844

1,657
1.04 %

158,844

2,572

158,844

2,613
1.65 %

158,844

293

158,844

271
0.17 %

158,844

a

Measuring the postoperative range of motion using the
neutral-zero method

b

Range of motion at least 0/0/70 according to the
natural-zero method at discharge

QI 4

Limited walking ability at discharge

0.3 %

0.2 %

b

Ratio of the observed tot he expected rate (O / E) of patients
with limited walking ability at discharge

1.00

0.93

Vessel lesion or nerve damage

0.3 %

0.3 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of vessel
lesions or nerve damages

1.00

0.96

0.9 %

0.9 %

1.00

1.01

0.3 %

0.3 %

1.00

0.85

0.5 %

0.5 %

1.00

0.98

Implant malposition, implant dislocation or fracture

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of implant
malposition, implant dislocations or fractures

Dislocation of total joint replacement

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of dislocation
of total joint replacements

Postoperative wound infection

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of
postoperative wound infections

v

v

v

Wound hematomas/ postoperative bleeds

1.1 %

1.1 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of wound
hematomas/ postoperative bleeds

1.00

1.01

1,473
0.93 %

=
=

468
0.29 %

=
=

835
0.53 %

=
=

1,706
1.07 %

=
=

General postoperative complications

a

General postoperative complications

1.0 %

1.0 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of general
postoperative complications

1.00

0.99

1.6 %

1.6 %

1.00

0.98

0.2 %

0.2 %

1.00

1.08

QI 11

=
=

Wound hematomas/ postoperative bleeds

a

QI 10

477
0.30 %

Postoperative wound infection

a

QI 9

=
=

Dislocation of total joint replacement

a

QI 8

380
0.24 %

Implant malposition, implant dislocation or fracture

a

QI 7

+
=

Vessel lesion or nerve damage

a

QI 6

+
=

Limited walking ability at discharge

a

QI 5

Trend

1,646
1.04 %

=
=

Revisions due to complications

a

Revisions due to complications

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of revisions
due to complications

QI 12

Hospital mortality

a

Hospital mortality

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

v

v

2,572
1.62 %

293
0.18 %

* for regression-based quality indicators
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Hip replacement: Primary implantation
Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance

2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator

Reference range

Total

Evaluation

Discrepant

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

QI 1

Hip replacement primary implantation with fulfilled
indication criteria

≥ 90.0 % (TA)

1,134

265

2

C

QI 2

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

1,134

12

1

A

QI 3

Postoperative range of motion

a

Measuring the postoperative range of motion using the
neutral-zero method

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

1,134

197

2

A

b

Range of motion at least 0/0/70 according to the
natural-zero method at discharge

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

1,109

73

1

A

Not defined

1,130

–

X

X

≤ 5.43 (TO;
95th percentile)

1,130

58

1

A

QI 4

Limited walking ability at discharge

a

Limited walking ability at discharge

b

Ratio of the observed tot he expected rate (O / E) of patients
with limited walking ability at discharge

QI 5

Vessel lesion or nerve damage

a

Vessel lesion or nerve damage

Not defined

1,134

–

X

X

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of vessel
lesions or nerve damages

≤ 6.62 (TO)

1,134

36

1

X

QI 6

Implant malposition, implant dislocation or fracture

a

Implant malposition, implant dislocation or fracture

Not defined

1,134

–

X

X

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of implant
malposition, implant dislocations or fractures

≤ 2.21 (TO)

1,134

180

1

B

Not defined

1,134

–

X

X

≤ 12.44 (TO)

1,134

10

1

B

QI 7

Dislocation of total joint replacement

a

Dislocation of total joint replacement

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of dislocation
of total joint replacements

QI 8

Postoperative wound infection

a

Postoperative wound infection

Not defined

1,134

–

X

X

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of
postoperative wound infections

≤ 5.41 (TO)

1,134

69

1

B

QI 9

Wound hematomas/ postoperative bleeds

a

Wound hematomas/ postoperative bleeds

Not defined

1,134

–

X

X

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of wound
hematomas/ postoperative bleeds

≤ 6.80 (TO)

1,134

23

2

A

Not defined

1,134

–

X

X

≤ 3.51 (TO;
95th percentile)

1,134

67

1

B

QI 10

General postoperative complications

a

General postoperative complications

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of general
postoperative complications

QI 11

Revisions due to complications

a

Revisions due to complications

Not defined

1,134

–

X

X

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of revisions
due to complications

≤ 5.01 (TO)

1,134

28

2

B

Sentinel event

1,134

243

X

C

Not defined

1,134

–

X

X

QI 12

Hospital mortality

a

Hospital mortality

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths
TO = Tolerance range; TA = Target range
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Hip replacement: Primary implantation
QI 1: Hip replacement primary implantation with fulfilled indication criteria

Background of the quality indicator
Total hip joint replacements usually involve an elective intervention. In
general, the indication for hip replacement should be rendered meticulously and needs to be justified based on the patient’s prior history,
clinical picture and radiographic findings.
The question as to the appropriate indication for a total hip joint replacement thus remains an important indicator of quality assurance. The interdisciplinary European guideline issued by the European League Against
Rheumatism deems hip replacements to be indicated when pain and limitation of movement can no longer be treated with drugs or physiotherapy
and, in addition, there is radiological evidence of arthrosis.
The indicator measures the proportion of patients in whom the indication
for total hip joint replacement was rendered based on clinical and radiographic criteria.

Evaluating the 2011 results
The implantation of an endoprosthetics at the hip is a major and consequently irreversible intervention that should only be done following
appropriate indications. Despite repeated improvements (2008: 87.7 %;
2009: 90.6 %; 2010: 92.8 %), the Federal Experts’ Working Group sees a
special need for action in the light of the over result (2011: 93.6 %) and
in light of its range (0 % to 100 %) especially for this indicator; for every
elective intervention the minimal criteria for an intervention (pain, mobility deficit, radiographic findings) should be fulfilled. With 23.4 % (n = 265),
the proportion of computationally discrepant hospitals have decreased
in comparison to the data collection year 2010 (28.1 %). The p
 roportion
of repeatedly discrepant hospitals is approximately the same as the
amount in the previous year with 56.6 %. The Federal Experts’ Working
Group stresses that some of the case scenarios occurring in the hospitals could not be portrayed and will be considered in the frame of future
system maintenance.
As before, the experience of the Structured Quality Dialogue show that
the problems of the implementation of the Kellgren & Lawrence-Score
continue to exist. This is required for the documentation of the radiological
criteria. The Federal Experts’ Working Group therefore recommends the
continuation of training for clinics whose qualitative discrepancies are due
to improper documentation. The proportion of all computational discrep
ancies were at 14.9 % (n = 48) in the Structured Quality Dialogue for the
data collection year 2010. Another 19 hospitals (5.9 %) were repeatedly
discrepant due to improper documentation. The proportion of hospitals
that were qualitatively discrepant for the first time is only at 1.2 % with 4
hospitals in data collection year 2010. The Federal Experts’ Working Group
recommends the continuation of the problematisation of the indication
on the professional conferences as well as considering the themes for
revising the current valid guidelines. Furthermore, the Federal Experts’
Working Group underlines the importance of a mutual decision making
between patient and doctor for executing a hip replacement intervention.

© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH

Numerator

Patients with at least one pain criteria or one mobility
limitation criteria and at least 5 points in the modified &
Lawrence-Score

Denominator

All patients ≥ 20 years of age

Reference range

≥ 90.0 % (Target range)

Risk adjustment

No further risk adjustment

Indicator ID

1082

Comparability with
Comparable
results of previous year

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

87.7 %

90.6 %

92.8 %

93.6  %

Confidence interval

87.6 – 87.9 %

90.4 – 90.7 %

92.6 – 92.9 %

93.5 – 93.7 %

Total number of cases

156,796

158,548

157,712

158,844

Aggregate result of all patients
100 %
Primary implantation with fulfilled indication criteria

An appropriate indication is rendered often based on clinical (pain and
limitation of movement) and radioraphic criteria.

Description

90 %
80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

2009

2010

2011

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

1,134

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

0

1,002 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
100 %
Primary implantation with fulfilled indication criteria

Quality target

90 %
80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

Median

96.2 %

Range

19.2 – 100.0 %

2009

2010

2011

Number of computationally 209 of 1,002
discrepant hospitals

132 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
Median

94.1 %

Range

0.0 – 100.0 %

Number of computationally 56 of 132
discrepant hospitals
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Hip replacement: Primary implantation
QI 12a: Hospital mortality

Quality target

Description

Low hospital mortality.

Numerator

Deceased patients

Denominator

All patients ≥ 20 years of age

Reference range

Sentinel event

Risk adjustment

No further risk adjustment

Indicator ID

457

Background of the quality indicator

Comparability with
Comparable
results of previous year

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

Aggregate result

310

280

274

2011
293

Confidence interval

–

–

–

–

Total number of cases

156,796

158,548

157,712

158,844

Aggregate result of all patients

The hip replacement is an elective intervention that aims to improve the
living quality of patients with a degenerative disease. The hospital results
can be influenced through many factors such as comorbidities of the pa
tients, the applied surgical technique (e. g. cemented versus uncemented,
cementing technique) and the used anesthetics procedures and can lead
to death in the worst case.
The Federal Experts’ Working Group is therefore in favor for individual
tracking on each death resulting from elective hip replacement as a sentinel event.

400
360

Evaluating the 2011 results

320

Deceased patients

280

310
280

274

2009

2010

240

293

200
160
120
80
40
0
2008

2011

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

1,134

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

0

1.002 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
Number of computationally discrepant
hospitals

231 of 1,002

132 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
Number of computationally discrepant
hospitals

12 of 132

293 patients died in data collection year 2011 during their inpatient
stay in the scope of an endoprothetic care of the hip joint. Therefore the
proportion of deceased patients has slightly risen in comparison to the
previous year to 0.18 % (2010: 0.17 %). These deaths occurred within a
total of 243 hospitals; in 203 hospitals one patient deceased each and
in 40 hospitals more than one patient deceased. The Federal Expert
Committee recommends continues to recommend analysing individual
cases after each death in the context of an elective hip replacement.
In this context the Federal Experts’ Working Group points out that in data
collection year 2011 there are a total of 992 patients with the classification of the overall health status as ASA 4 (patient with severe systemic
disease that is a constant threat to life) and ASA 5 (moribund patient)
that have undergone this elective intervention and express their lack
of understanding about it. The guideline for total joint replacement for
coxarthrosis states that a high surgical or narcotic risk as circumstance
should not have a surgical intervention. Because of this and in the light of
a multitude higher mortality in this patient collective, the Federal Experts’
Working Group sees a special need for action for this indicator. Addition
ally, the not-risk adjusted results (QI 12a) will therefore be depicted as
a risk adjusted rate in the form of QI 12b in data collection year 2011.

Computationally discrepant hospitals (total)

300
270
240
210

242

227

231

2009

2010

243

180
150
120
90
60
30
0
2008
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Hip replacement: Revision and component exchange
Hendrik Siebert, Raphael Held, Federal Experts’ Working Group for Orthopedics and Trauma Surgery

Introduction
Over the past few decades, the frequency of hip joint implantations has risen
markedly. According to information from
registries in other European nations, a
hip replacement usually has an “implantation time” (span between primary and
revision surgery) of 10 to 15 years. An
exchange of the implant is chiefly indicated when loosening
of the individual prosthetic components is found, when major
functional disorders of the implanted artificial hip joint occur or
when infections develop.
A distinction is made between a complete revision and a component exchange of the total hip replacement. If an acute or
chronic infection has caused the loosening, a partial exchange
or removal of the entire implant may be required, depending on
the extent of the defect. In the latter case, any existing bone
defects are treated and/or the missing bone mass is replaced.
This can be done using endogenous bone, with natural graft
material from a bone bank or with artificial bone cement. After
healing and rehabilitation, good joint function is usually possible with both a partial replacement and with the second joint.

Services subject to mandatory reporting
All hip replacement revision surgeries in patients ≥ 20 years
of age.

In the frame of the Structured Quality Dialogue based on data
collection year 2010, 698 (out of 1,080) hospitals show computational discrepancies. After conclusion of the Structured
Quality Dialogue there were a total of 27 (2.5 %) qualitative
discrepancies out of the 689 (63.8 %) hospitals with computational discrepancies.
As before, the clinical area is limited to the inpatient sector and
the recording of relevant results in the context of an endoprosthetic care of the hip joint ending with the patient discharge
from the hospital. The follow-up to important clinical and patient
relevant target values apart from the inpatient stay is not part of
the external quality assurance of inpatients. Its implementation
will be possible with when the guideline based implementation
to the hospital and cross-sectoral quality assurance procedure
is made in the future, which provides next clinical measurements and the systematic consideration of the patient’s perspective over a reasonable period of time. Additionally to the
mandatory participation in the measure of the external quality
assurance according to § 135 a SGB V, the Federal Experts’
Working Group recommends a compulsory hospital participation for newly created endoprotheses register in Germany and
points out the good experience with other countries that have
long since established an endoprotheses register.
The Federal Experts’ Working Group stresses the good cooperation with the state level and hopes for a constructive exchange

Looking forward
The overall view of the results in the clinical area, in data col
lection year 2011, show a stable level of care in comparison to
the previous year. Three indicators, however, show a s tatistical
significant worsening of the results in comparison to data col
lection year 2010. This affects the indicators “Postoperative
wound infection” (QI 7a) and “Revision due to complications”
(QI 10a) as well as risk adjusted quality indicator 10b, which
depicts the ratio of the observed rate to the expected rate
(O / E) of revisions due to complications. In light of the results,
the Federal Experts’ Working Group underlines the importance
of continued and more intensive efforts to avoid the partially
severe complications and recommends the clinical areas – with
focus on the affected indicators – to increase the attention
given to them.
The clinical area has undergone some significant changes; as
such, risk adjustment was implemented for nine quality indicators that record certain events (e. g. complications). Addi
tionally, all indicators have received new designations for unity
in coordination with the State Administrative Offices for Quality
Assurance. Furthermore, the possibility was made to record
future interventions, e.g., those in the context of occurring
complications during an inpatient stay, more complete through
the re-structured documentation survey in agreement with the
Federal Experts’ Working Group. Through the additional considerations, further indications criteria better corresponds to
the clinical areas to the clinically relevant case scenarios. For
this, the documentation quality of a hospital will take a random
sample in the frame of the Structured Quality Dialogue.
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Hip replacement: Revision and component exchange

in the future.

www.sqg.de/themen/17n3/

Data basis
2010

2011

Reported

Reported

Expected

Complete count

Data sets

25,119

25,647

25,800

99.4 %

Hospitals

1,080

1,045

1,052

99.3 %

Basic statistics
2011
Number Proportion
Age distribution
Number of patients with valid age data

25,374

100 %

< 50 years

1,030

4.1 %

50 – 59 years

2,542

10.0 %

60 – 69 years

4,962

19.6 %

70 – 79 years

10,494

41.4 %

80 – 89 years

5,689

22.4 %

657

2.6 %

Male

10,020

39.5 %

Female

15,354

60.5 %

1,084

4.3 %

≥ 90 years
Sex

ASA classification
ASA 1: A normal healthy patient
ASA 2: A patient with mild systemic disease

11,673

46.0 %

ASA 3: A patient with severe systemic disease
and functional impairment

11,965

47.2 %

ASA 4: A patient with severe systemic disease
that is a constant threat to life

636

2.5 %

16

0.06 %

ASA 5: A moribund patient
Project leaders at the AQUA Institute
Hendrik Siebert

Raphael Held

Members of the Federal Experts’ Working Group
Prof. Dr. Felix Bonnaire,
Dresden

Christof Reinert,
Berlin

Werner Dau,
Bonn

Dr. Volker Sänger,
Eichstätt

Dr. Thomas Gaertner,
Oberursel

Dr. Ralf Schmidt,
Bottrop

Prof. Dr. Joachim Hassenpflug,
Kiel

Dr. Dr. Ulrich Schulze Raestrup,
Münster

Dr. Peter Heumann,
Berlin

PD Dr. Friedrich Thielemann,
Villingen-Schwenningen

Dr. Jochen Mathews,
Soltau

Dr. Eva Wihtol,
Bremen

Prof. Dr. Hans-Jörg Oestern,
Celle
Further information on the clinical area
For a detailed description of the indicators (including references) and the
2011 federal analysis, go to the website:
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Hip replacement: Revision and component exchange
Case-based aggregate results (patients)

2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator

Result

Result

Numerator (O | E)*

Denominator

Trend

QI 1

Hip replacement revision and component replacement with
fulfilled indication criteria

v

95.8 %

95.6 %

24,255

25,374

=

QI 2

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis

v

99.6 %

99.6 %

25,270

25,374

=

QI 3

Limited walking ability at discharge
365

23,942

346
1.45 %

23,942

=
=

175

25,374

152
0.60 %

25,374

486

25,374

492
1.94 %

25,374

485

25,374

440
1.74 %

25,374

855

25,374

756
2.98 %

25,374

720

25,374

688
2.71 %

25,374

754

25,374

774
3.05 %

25,374

1,612

25,374

1,452
5.72 %

25,374

367

25,374

394
1.55 %

25,374

a

Limited walking ability at discharge

1.4 %

1.5 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of patients
with limited walking ability at discharge

1.00

1.05

QI 4

Vessel lesion or nerve damage

a

Vessel lesion or nerve damage

0.6 %

0.7 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of vessel
lesions or nerve damages

1.00

1.15

2.0 %

1.9 %

1.00

0.99

QI 5

Implant malposition, implant dislocation or fracture

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of implant
malposition, implant dislocations or fractures

v

Dislocation of total joint replacement

1.7 %

1.9 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of dislocation
of total joint replacements

1.00

1.10

Postoperative wound infection

2.9 %

3.4 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of
postoperative wound infections

1.00

1.13

Wound hematomas/postoperative bleeds

2.7 %

2.8 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of wound
hematomas/postoperative bleeds

1.00

1.05

720
2.84 %

=
=

General postoperative complications

a

General postoperative complications

3.0 %

3.0 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of general
postoperative complications

1.00

0.97

5.6 %

6.4 %

1.00

1.11

1.5 %

1.4 %

1.00

0.93

QI 10

855
3.37 %

=

Wound hematomas/postoperative bleeds

a

QI 9

485
1.91 %

=
=

Postoperative wound infection

a

QI 8

486
1.92 %

=
=

Dislocation of total joint replacement

a

QI 7

175
0.69 %

=
=

Implant malposition, implant dislocation or fracture

a

QI 6

365
1.52 %

754
2.97 %

=
=

Revisions due to complications

a

Revisions due to complications

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of revisions
due to complications

QI 11

Hospital mortality

a

Hospital mortality

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

v

v

1,612
6.35 %

367
1.45 %

* for regression-based quality indicators
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Hip replacement: Revision and component exchange
Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance

2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator
QI 1

Hip replacement revision and component replacement with
fulfilled indication criteria

QI 2

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis

QI 3

Limited walking ability at discharge

a

Limited walking ability at discharge

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of patients
with limited walking ability at discharge

QI 4

Reference range

Total

Evaluation

Discrepant

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

≥ 87.4 % (TO;
5th percentile)

1,064

123

1

B

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

1,064

29

1

A

Not defined

1,053

–

X

X

≤ 4.65 (TO;
95th percentile)

1,053

84

1

A

Vessel lesion or nerve damage

a

Vessel lesion or nerve damage

Not defined

1,064

–

X

X

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of vessel
lesions or nerve damages

≤ 3.12 (TO)

1,064

112

1

X

QI 5

Implant malposition, implant dislocation or fracture

a

Implant malposition, implant dislocation or fracture

Not defined

1,064

-

X

X

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of implant
malposition, implant dislocations or fractures

≤ 1.08 (TO)

1,064

262

1

C

QI 6

Dislocation of total joint replacement

a

Dislocation of total joint replacement

Not defined

1,064

–

X

X

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of dislocation of total joint replacements

≤ 6.14 (TO)

1,064

63

1

B

QI 7

Postoperative wound infection

a

Postoperative wound infection

Not defined

1,064

–

X

X

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of
postoperative wound infections

Not defined

1,064

–

X

B

QI 8

Wound hematomas/ postoperative bleeds

a

Wound hematomas/ postoperative bleeds

Not defined

1,064

–

X

X

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of wound
hematomas/ postoperative bleeds

≤ 4.40 (TO)

1,064

74

1

A

Not defined

1,064

–

X

X

≤ 2.99 (TO;
95th percentile)

1,064

103

1

B

QI 9

General postoperative complications

a

General postoperative complications

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of general
postoperative complications

QI 10

Revisions due to complications

a

Revisions due to complications

Not defined

1,064

–

X

X

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of revisions
due to complications

≤ 2.63 (TO)

1,064

165

1

B

Sentinel event

1,064

272

X

A

Not defined

1,064

–

X

X

QI 11

Hospital mortality

a

Hospital mortality

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths
TO = Tolerance range; TA = Target range
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QI 5b: Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of implant malposition, implant
dislocations or fractures
Quality target

Description

Lowest possible frequency intra- or postoperative complications requir
ing surgical treatment developing in the form of implant malposition,
implant dislocations or fractures.

Numerator

Patients with implant malposition, implant dislocations or
fractures

Denominator

All patients ≥ 20 years of age

O (observed)

Observed rate of implant malposition, implant dislocations or
fractures

Background of the quality indicator

E (expected)

Expected rate of implant malposition, implant dislocations or
fractures, risk adjusted according to the logistic HÜFT-WECHScore 5b

Reference range

≤ 1.08 (Tolerance range)

Risk adjustment

Logistic regression

Indicator ID

50964

While the indicator QI 5a show the “raw” values i.e., the not-risk adjusted
rates, the risk adjusted indicator QI 5b present here show the observed
(O) to the expected (E) rate of implant malposition, implant dislocations or
fractures. The risk adjustment is used for the first time for data collection
year 2011 using the following factors: Age (76 to below 81 years), classification of the wound contamination (3 and 4 according to the CDC),
presence of a pathogen, loosening of the stem components, substance
loss of the femur as well as periprosthetic fracture.

Evaluating the 2011 results
The ratio of the observed (O) to the expected (E) rate of implant malposition, implant dislocations or fractures is in comparison to the last
year at O / E = 0.99. This gives a decrease in observed rate of recorded
complications in this indicator compared to the expected rate by 1 %.
The reference range calculated from the risk adjusted data situation is
at ≤ 1.08 (tolerance range). Under the risk adjusted circumstances there
are 262 (24.6 %) computationally discrepant hospitals. From this, 88 hospitals (34 %) show a repeated computational discrepancy.
Despite the improvement in comparison to the previous year, the F
 ederal
Experts’ Working Group recommends the state level to make collegial
meetings with the computationally discrepant hospitals, especially with
the ones with repeated discrepancies due to the high proportion of computationally discrepant hospitals in the frame of the Structured Quality
Dialogue.

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

–

–

1.00

0.99

Confidence interval

–

–

0.91 – 1.09

0.90 – 1.08

Total number of cases

–

–

24,948

25,374

Observed (O-value

)

and expected rate (E-value

)

2.0 %

Rate of implant malposition,
implant dislocations or fractures

Fractures around the implant (periprosthetic fractures) are known complication. Depending on the extent and localization of this fracture, the heal
ing process can be protracted, which in turn can exact the toll of a partial
weight-bearing gait from the patient. Beyond this, early loosening of the
implant can occur, which usually results in renewed revision surgery.

Comparability with
Implemented in data collection year 2010 and calculated for
results of previous year data colelction year 2010 in retrospect

1.98 %

1.96 %

1.94 %

1.92 %

1.9 %
2008

2009

2010

2011

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

1,064

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

0

406 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
20
17.5
O / E Ratio of implant malposition,
implant dislocations or fractures

In many ways, revision surgery for a hip joint is more complicated than the
primary implantation of a total hip replacement. Particularly, the correct
positioning and anchorage of the new implant in a revision surgery is
usually more difficult to accomplish than in the primary implantation.
Therefore, it is a challenge for the surgeon to avoid implant malposition
ing and to prevent the bone from fracturing during and after the surgery.

15
12.5
10
7.5
5
2.5
0
2008

Median

0.00

Range

0.00 – 12.57

2009

2010

2011

Number of computationally 149 of 406
discrepant hospitals

658 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
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Median

0.00

Range

0.00 – 41.56

Number of computationally 113 of 658
discrepant hospitals
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Total knee replacement: Primary implantation
Hendrik Siebert, Raphael Held, Federal Experts’ Working Group for Orthopedics and Trauma Surgery

Introduction
In Germany, the implantation of an artificial knee joint is one of the most commonly performed surgeries. Every year,
more than 140,000 individuals undergo
knee joint surgery as a result of joint
wear (arthrosis). Approximately twothirds of those affected are women.
In particular, arthrosis of the knee joint (gonarthrosis) can
be caused by permanent and especially excessive load-bear
ing (e.g., from sports), malposture and false weight-bearing
(“X legs”, “O legs”), but also from injuries, overweight and lack
of exercise. Moreover, gonarthrosis occurs as a sign of aging
without any of the aforementioned causes applying.
As wear of the knee joint advances, pain and limitation of move
ment occur and progressively worsen. When the changes in the
knee have progressed to the extent that drug treatment or a
joint-conserving surgery is no longer helpful, an artificial joint
replacement can alleviate the patients’ pain and give them new
mobility.
A completely artificial knee joint is called a total knee replacement, total knee athroplasty, total prosthetic knee or total
knee. The primary implantation of a total knee joint involves
replacement of the damaged articular surfaces of the femur and
tibia. This intervention can be performed with or without partial
replacement of the kneecap.

putationally discrepant. 305 statements were requested from
the computationally discrepancies and target agreements were
met with 28 hospitals for the improvement of the care quality in
the frame of the Structured Quality Dialogue. After conclusion
of the Structured Quality dialogue, 60 out of the 464 computationally discrepant hospitals were classified as “qualitatively
discrepant”. This corresponds to a proportion of 5.8 % of all hospitals participating in care.
As before, the clinical area is limited to the inpatient sector and
the recording of relevant results in the context of an endoprosthetic care of the knee joint ends with the patient discharge
from the hospital. A follow-up therefore does not take place.
Its implementation in the sense of comprehensive quality
contemplation is only then possible with the guideline based
implementation to the hospital and cross-sectoral quality
assurance procedure. Additionally to the mandatory participation in the measure of the external quality assurance according
to § 135 a SGB V, the Federal Experts’ Working Group recommends a compulsory hospital participation for newly created
endoprotheses register in Germany and points out the good experience with other countries that have long since established
an endoprotheses register.
The Federal Experts’ Working Group hopes that the good co
operation between the state level and the federal level and the
experience exchange continues to prove to be constructive.

Services subject to mandatory reporting
All primary implantations of total knee replacement in patients
≥ 20 years of age.

Looking forward
The general results for the clinical area present here document
a continuously high care quality. While the majority of the quality indicators are similar to the results of the previous year,
three indicators show a statistically significant improvement in
comparison to the previous year (QI 1, QI 3a, QI 3b). QI 1 refers
to the indicator setting and repeatedly shows statistically significant improvements, which is something very pleasing especially due to the central significance of the quality indicator.
The clinical area has undergone some significant changes; as
such, risk adjustment was implemented for eight quality indicators (QI 3b to QI 11b). These use information about the
risk profile of the endoprothetically cared patients and allows
an evaluation closer to the care reality from hospital results.
Additionally, all indicators have received new designations for
unity in coordination with the State Administrative Offices for
Quality Assurance. Furthermore, the possibility was made to record future interventions, e.g., those in the context of occurring
complications during an inpatient stay, more complete through
the re-structured documentation survey in agreement with the
Federal Experts’ Working Group.
The results of the Structured Quality Dialogue for data col
lection year 2010 confirm the overall good care quality in this
clinical area: 464 out of the total 1,036 hospitals were comGerman Hospital Quality Report 2011
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Data basis
2010

2011

Reported

Reported

Expected

Complete count

Data sets

146,747

145,750

145,961

99.9 %

Hospitals

1,036

1,030

1,031

99.9 %

Basic statistics
2011
Number Proportion
Age distribution
Number of patients with valid age data

145,105

< 50 years

100 %

3,574

2.5 %

50 – 59 years

18,274

12.6 %

60 – 69 years

40,303

27.8 %

70 – 79 years

64,051

44.1 %

80 – 89 years

18,517

12.8 %

386

0.27 %

Male

49,873

34.4 %

Female

95,232

65.6 %

8,218

5.7 %

≥ 90 years
Sex

ASA classification
ASA 1: A normal healthy patient
ASA 2: A patient with mild systemic disease

87,149

60.1 %

ASA 3: A patient with severe systemic disease
and functional impairment

49,084

33.8 %

ASA 4: A patient with severe systemic disease
that is a constant threat to life

639

0.44 %

15

0.01 %

ASA 5: A moribund patient
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Further information on the clinical area
For a detailed description of the indicators (including references) and the
2011 federal analysis, go to the website:
www.sqg.de/themen/17n5/
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Case-based aggregate results (patients)

2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator
QI 1

Knee replacement primary implantation with fulfilled
indication criteria

QI 2

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis

QI 3

Postoperative range of motion

Result

v

Result

Numerator (O | E)*

Denominator

95.3 %

95.9 %

139,168

145,103

99.6 %

99.6 %

144,547

145,103

a

Measuring the postoperative range of motion using the
neutral-zero method

v

97.5 %

98.0 %

142,135

145,103

b

Range of motion at least 0/0/90 according to the
natural-zero method at discharge

v

88.1 %

89.2 %

126,795

142,135

258

143,815

272
0.19 %

143,815

224

145,103

239
0.16 %

145,103

195

145,103

209
0.14 %

145,103

470

145,103

486
0.33 %

145,103

1,386

145,103

1,376
0.95 %

145,103

1,927

145,103

2,040
1.41 %

145,103

1,803

145,103

1,867
1.29 %

145,103

137

145,103

155
0.11 %

145,103

QI 4

Limited walking ability at discharge

0.2 %

0.2 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of patients
with limited walking ability at discharge

1.00

0.95

Vessel lesion or nerve damage

0.2 %

0.2 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of vessel
lesions or nerve damages

1.00

0.94

QI 6

Fracture

a

Fracture

0.1 %

0.1 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of fractures

1.00

0.93

Postoperative wound infection

0.3 %

0.3 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of
postoperative wound infections

1.00

0.97

Wound hematomas/postoperative bleeds

0.9 %

1.0 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of wound
hematomas/ postoperative bleeds

1.00

1.01

224
0.15 %

195
0.13 %

=
=
=
=

470
0.32 %

=
=

1,386
0.96 %

=
=

General postoperative complications

a

General postoperative complications

1.4 %

1.3 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of general
postoperative complications

1.00

0.94

1.3 %

1.2 %

1.00

0.97

0.1 %

0.1 %

1.00

0.88

QI 10

=
=

Wound hematomas/postoperative bleeds

a

QI 9

258
0.18 %

Postoperative wound infection

a

QI 8

+
+

Vessel lesion or nerve damage

a

QI 7

+
=

Limited walking ability at discharge

a

QI 5

Trend

1,927
1.33 %

=
=

Revisions due to complications

a

Revisions due to complications

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of revisions
due to complications

QI 11

Hospital mortality

a

Hospital mortality

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

v

v

1,803
1.24 %

137
0.09 %

=
=
=
=

* for regression-based quality indicators
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Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance

2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator

Reference range

Total

Evaluation

Discrepant

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

QI 1

Knee replacement primary implantation with fulfilled
indication criteria

≥ 90.0 % (TA)

1,050

140

1

B

QI 2

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

1,050

12

1

A

QI 3

Postoperative range of motion

a

Measuring the postoperative range of motion using the
neutral-zero method

≥ 90.0 % (TA)

1,050

55

1

B

b

Range of motion at least 0/0/90 according to the
natural-zero method at discharge

≥ 80.0 % (TA)

1,046

164

2

B

Not defined

1,050

–

X

X

≤ 6.39 (TO;
95th percentile)

1,050

50

1

A

Not defined

1,050

–

X

X

≤ 14.09 (TO)

1,050

8

1

A

Not defined

1,050

–

X

X

≤ 14.33 (TO)

1,050

17

1

A

QI 4

Limited walking ability at discharge

a

Limited walking ability at discharge

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of patients
with limited walking ability at discharge

QI 5

Vessel lesion or nerve damage

a

Vessel lesion or nerve damage

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of vessel
lesions or nerve damages

QI 6

Fracture

a

Fracture

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of fractures

QI 7

Postoperative wound infection

a

Postoperative wound infection

Not defined

1,050

–

X

X

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of
postoperative wound infections

≤ 6.05 (TO)

1,050

52

1

B

QI 8

Wound hematomas/postoperative bleeds

a

Wound hematomas/postoperative bleeds

Not defined

1,050

–

X

X

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of wound
hematomas/ postoperative bleeds

≤ 7.88 (TO)

1,050

10

2

A

Not defined

1,050

–

X

X

≤ 3.13 (TO;
95th percentile)

1,050

56

2

B

QI 9

General postoperative complications

a

General postoperative complications

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of general
postoperative complications

QI 10

Revisions due to complications

a

Revisions due to complications

Not defined

1,050

–

X

X

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of revisions
due to complications

≤ 4.33 (TO)

1,050

31

1

A

Sentinel event

1,050

124

X

C

Not defined

1,050

–

X

X

QI 11

Hospital mortality

a

Hospital mortality

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

TO = Tolerance range; TA = Target range
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QI 1: Knee replacement primary implantation with fulfilled indication criteria

Quality target

Description
Numerator

Patients with at least one pain criteria and at least 4 points in
the modified Kellgren & Lawrence-Score

Denominator

All patients ≥ 20 years of age

Reference range

≥ 90.0 % (Target range)

Risk adjustment

No further risk adjustment

Indicator ID

276

Background of the quality indicator

Comparability with
Comparable
results of previous year

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Aggregate result

92.7 %

94.2 %

95.3 %

95.9 %

Confidence interval

92.5 – 92.8 %

94.0 – 94.3 %

95.2 – 95.4 %

95.8 – 96.0 %

Total number of cases

145,995

147,899

146,233

145,103

Aggregate result of all patients
100 %

Indication criteria fulfilled

Pain, limitation of movement or even a feeling of instability in the knee
joint are the hallmark signs of knee joint wear (gonarthrosis). An artificial replacement of the knee joint may be appropriate (indicated) when
non-surgical (conservative) treatments by physiotherapy and/or drugs
no longer improve the symptoms.
There is an international consensus that the indication for knee joint
replacement should be rendered when significant pain, functional impairment and radiologically detectable, marked changes of the knee joint gap
are evident.
The present quality indicator measures the proportion of patients receiv
ing a total knee replacement in whom the required criteria for diagnosis
based on the pain level and the Kellgren & Lawrence-score were met.
For this indicator, the severity of joint wear is assessed according to a
point system (0 to 8). A total knee replacement is indicated when at least
4 points are scored.

90 %
80 %
70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %

Evaluating the 2011 results

20 %
10 %
0%
2008

2009

2010

2011

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

1,050

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

0

989 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
100 %

A careful and individual patient finding situation dependent indication is
of significant importance for the execution of a primary knee replacement. In data collection year 2011, the result for the indicator was at
95.9 % and therefore slightly higher than the value of the previous year
(95.3 %). 140 out of 1,050 participating hospitals (13.3 %) are computationally discrepant. Out of these there are 63 hospitals (45 %) that are
repeatedly discrepant. No hospital was classified as qualitatively discrep
ant in the frame of the Structured Quality Dialogue in data collection
year 2010.
The Federal Experts’ Working Group recommends the state level to
support computationally discrepant hospitals, especially those that are
repeatedly discrepant, with their improvement process in the frame of
the Structured Quality Dialogue. Furthermore, the Federal Experts’ Working Group expresses itself that the computationally discrepant hospitals
are to use the available measures catalogue from the Structured Quality
Dialogue in the appropriate scope.

90 %
80 %
Indication criteria fulfilled

An appropriate indication is rendered often (based on pain and radio
graphic criteria).

70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
2008

Median

97.8 %

Range

14.9 – 100.0 %

2009

2010

2011

Due to the central significance of the quality indicator for an orthopedictrauma surgical clinical area, it is pleasant that this clear positive trend
seen in the past years perpetuates in the course of time. Nevertheless,
future efforts should be taken that total replacements at the knee joint are
justified by relevant indication criteria and the remaining improvement
potential are used to the full extend.

Number of computationally 126 of 989
discrepant hospitals

61 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
Median

100.0 %

Range

0.0 – 100.0 %

Number of computationally 14 of 61
discrepant hospitals
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QI 11a: Hospital mortality

Quality target

Description

Low hospital mortality.

Numerator

Deceased patients

Denominator

All patients ≥ 20 years of age

Reference range

Sentinel event

Risk adjustment

No further risk adjustment

Indicator ID

472

Background of the quality indicator
The knee joint replacement is an elective intervention that aims to improve
the living quality of a patient with a degenerative disease. The hospital
results can be influenced through many factors such as comorbidities of
the patients, the applied surgical technique (e.g., cemented versus uncemented, cementing technique) and the used anesthetics procedures and
can lead to death in the worst case.
The Federal Experts’ Working Group is therefore in favor for individual
tracking on each death resulting from elective hip replacement as a sentinel event.

Comparability with
Comparable
results of previous year

Case-based results (patients)
2008

2009

2010

Aggregate result

168

166

158

2011
137

Confidence interval

–

–

–

–

Total number of cases

145,995

147,899

146,233

145,103

Aggregate result of all patients

Pleasant is that the number deceased patients in hospitals in report
year 2011 has markedly decreased (2009: 166 cases; 2010: 158 cases;
2011: 137 cases). In the Structured Quality Dialogue for data collection
year 2010, one of the 138 computationally discrepant hospitals was classified as qualitatively discrepant.
In this context the Federal Experts’ Working Group points out that in data
collection year 2011 there are a total of 654 patients with the classification of the overall health status as ASA 4 (patient with severe systemic
disease that is a constant threat to life) and ASA 5 (moribund patient)
that have undergone this elective intervention and express their lack
of understanding about it. The guideline for total joint replacement for
gonarthrosis states that a high narcotic risk as circumstance should not
have a surgical intervention. Because of this the Federal Experts’ Working
Group sees a special need for action for this clinical area. The guideline
recommendations should be used as broadly as possible.
The results for this indicator will be reported risk adjusted as well as
not-risk adjusted (“raw results”). Since the results recorded in this
indicator concerns deaths, the not-risk adjusted indicator will be consid
ered as sentinel event indicator, i.e., there is no re-computation to the
risk adjusted situation.
Additionally to the here presented not-risk adjusted results (QI 11a), risk
adjusted results will be reported for better comparability of different hospitals in the indicators QI 11b starting with data collection year 2011.

180
160

168

166

140

158
137

120
100
80
60
40
20
0
2008

2009

2010

2011

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

1,050

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

0

989 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases
Number of computationally discrepant
hospitals

123 of 989

61 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
Number of computationally discrepant
hospitals

1 of 61

200
Computationally discrepant hospitals (total)

Evaluating the 2011 results

Computationally discrepant hospitals (total)

200

In relation to the data collection year 2011, a risk adjustment for the result
indicator “hospital mortality” is used for the first time. As regression weight
serves the risk factors that were recorded in QA documentation 2010
and could be proven in the statistic guess model for relevant effects for
the observed outcomes.

180
160
140

143

120

142

138
124

100
80
60
40
20
0
2008
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Knee replacement: Revision and component exchange
Hendrik Siebert, Raphael Held, Federal Experts’ Working Group for Orthopedics and Trauma Surgery

Introduction
The time between primary surgery and
revision is the so-called implantation
time. The majority of primary implanted
knee replacement has an implantation
time of over 10 years before it has to
be partially or completely replaced. The
reasons for an (early) revision include:
Implant loosening, instability of the artificial joint, extensive
bacterial infection and advanced wear of the previously not-replaced portions of the joint. A strong functional impairment of
the artificial joint, often linked with pronounced pain symptoms,
can also require a revision.
Compared to primary implantation, the exchange of the prosthesis (revision of total joint replacement) or exchange of its
parts (component exchange) is a technically more sophisticated and considerably more elaborate procedure. Moreover,
revision surgery is associated with a higher risk of bleeds and
infections. Similarly, the outcome achieved is frequently not up
to par with that of a primary implantation.
For this reason, special care should be taken with regard to
implant selection, choice of a suitable surgical technique and
management of any special surgical problems such as compensating for lost bone mass when it comes to personalised
planning of revision surgery.

Services subject to mandatory reporting

Structured Quality Dialogue. After conclusion of the Structured
Quality Dialogue, only 1 out of 283 computationally discrepant
hospitals were classified as “qualitatively discrepant”. This classification is due to improper documentation and corresponds to
0.1 % of all hospitals participating in care.
As before, the clinical area is limited to the inpatient sector and
the recording of relevant results in the context of an endoprosthetic care of the knee joint ends with the patient discharge
from the hospital. The follow-up to important clinical and pa
tient relevant target values apart from the inpatient stay is not
part of the external quality assurance of inpatients. This will
only be possible, in the sense of a really comprehensive qual
ity assessment, when the guideline based implementation to
the hospital and cross-sectoral quality assurance procedure is
made in the future, which provides next clinical measurements
and the systematic consideration of the patient’s perspective
over a reasonable period of time. Additionally to the mandatory
participation in the measure of the external quality assurance
according to § 135 a SGB V, the Federal Experts’ Working Group
recommends a compulsory hospital participation for 

newly
created endoprotheses register in Germany and points out
the good experience with other countries that have long since
established an endoprotheses register.
The cooperation between the federal and state level continues
to show to be constructive and demonstrates impact on the
quality assurance procedure development as a result of the
bilateral experience exchange.

All knee replacement revisions and component exchanges in
patients ≥ 20 years of age.

Looking forward
The clinical area repeatedly shows no significant changes in
comparison to the previous year, i.e., none of the indicator
results differ statistically significant from the previous year’s
value. The documented results point towards a good quality
level in one of the clinical area that is devoted to demanding
surgical interventions. Nevertheless, further efforts of all participating in care are needed to avoid stagnation of the development in areas that have not fully utilised its potential for quality
improvement.
The clinical area has undergone some significant changes; as
such, risk adjustment was implemented for six quality indicators (QI 3b, QI 5b, QI 7b to QI 10b). These use information
about the risk profile of the endoprothetically cared patients
and allows an evaluation closer to the care reality from hospital
results. Some indicators have received new names in the frame
of system maintenance through which a cross-clinical area unity and for which indicator name clarification has been reached.
Furthermore, a new structure of the documentation survey was
made in agreement with the Federal Experts’ Working Group,
which allows better assignment and more complete documentation of future interventions and relevant clinical aspects such
as complications.
283 (out of 942) hospitals showed a total of 431 computational
discrepancies in data collection year 2010. Statements were
requested from 102 (23.6 %) discrepancies in the frame of the
German Hospital Quality Report 2011
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Data basis
2010

2011

Reported

Reported

Expected

Complete count

Data sets

12,301

12,589

12,596

99.9 %

Hospitals

942

940

941

99.9 %

Basic statistics
2011
Number Proportion
Age distribution
Number of patients with valid age data

12,464

< 50 years

100 %

531

4.3 %

50 – 59 years

1,727

13.9 %

60 – 69 years

3,337

26.8 %

70 – 79 years

5,095

40.9 %

80 – 89 years

1,695

13.6 %

79

0.63 %

Male

4,342

34.8 %

Female

8,122

65.2 %

522

4.2 %

ASA 2: A patient with mild systemic disease

6,798

54.5 %

ASA 3: A patient with severe systemic disease
and functional impairment

5,010

40.2 %

ASA 4: A patient with severe systemic disease
that is a constant threat to life

132

1.1 %

2

0.02 %

≥ 90 years
Sex

ASA classification
ASA 1: A normal healthy patient

ASA 5: A moribund patient
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Further information on the clinical area
For a detailed description of the indicators (including references) and the
2011 federal analysis, go to the website:
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Case-based aggregate results (patients)

2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator

Result

Result

Numerator (O | E)*

Denominator

QI 1

Knee replacement primary implantation with fulfilled
indication criteria

v

96.0 %

96.6 %

12.038

12,464

QI 2

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis

v

99.6 %

99.6 %

12.419

12,464

QI 3

Limited walking ability at discharge
56

12,229

75
0.62 %

12,229

a

Limited walking ability at discharge

0.6 %

0.5 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of patients with limited walking ability at discharge

1.00

0.74

QI 4

Vessel lesion or nerve damage

0.3 %

0.1 %

18

12,464

QI 5

Fracture

a

Fracture

0.5 %

0.5 %

66

12,464

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of fractures

1.00

1.11

59
0.48 %

12,464

QI 6

Postoperative wound infection

1.1 %

1.2 %

150

12,464

QI 7

Wound hematomas/ postoperative bleeds
275

12,464

298
2.39 %

12,464

206

12,464

240
1.92 %

12,464

398

12,464

393
3.15 %

12,464

36

12,464

32
0.26 %

12,464

a

Wound hematomas/ postoperative bleeds

2.4 %

2.2 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of wound
hematomas/ postoperative bleeds

1.00

0.92

QI 8

66
0.53 %

275
2.21 %

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

General postoperative complications

a

General postoperative complications

1.9 %

1.7 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of general
postoperative complications

1.00

0.86

3.1 %

3.2 %

1.00

1.01

0.2 %

0.3 %

1.00

1.13

QI 9

56
0.46 %

Trend

206
1.65 %

=
=

Revisions due to complications

a

Revisions due to complications

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of revisions due to complications

QI 10

Hospital mortality

a

Hospital mortality

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

v

v

398
3.19 %

36
0.29 %

=
=
=
=

* for regression-based quality indicators
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Knee replacement: Revision and component exchange
Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance

2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator
QI 1

Knee replacement primary implantation with fulfilled
indication criteria

QI 2

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis

QI 3

Limited walking ability at discharge

a

Limited walking ability at discharge

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of patients
with limited walking ability at discharge

Reference range

Total

Evaluation

Discrepant

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

≥ 85.7 % (TO;
5th percentile)

956

61

1

B

≥ 95.0 % (TA)

956

18

1

A

Not defined

952

–

X

X

≤ 5.70 (TO;
95th percentile)

952

35

1

B

≤ 2.0 % (TO)

956

11

1

X

QI 4

Vessel lesion or nerve damage

QI 5

Fracture

a

Fracture

Not defined

956

–

X

X

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of fractures

≤ 8.05 (TO)

956

33

1

B

QI 6

Postoperative wound infection

Not defined

956

–

X

X

QI 7

Wound hematomas/ postoperative bleeds

a

Wound hematomas/ postoperative bleeds

Not defined

956

–

X

X

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of wound
hematomas/ postoperative bleeds

≤ 6.04 (TO)

956

41

1

B

Not defined

956

–

X

X

≤ 4.44 (TO;
95th percentile)

956

49

1

B

QI 8

General postoperative complications

a

General postoperative complications

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of general
postoperative complications

QI 9

Revisions due to complications

a

Revisions due to complications

Not defined

956

–

X

X

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of revisions
due to complications

≤ 3.79 (TO)

956

94

1

B

Sentinel event

956

34

X

A

Not defined

956

–

X

X

QI 10

Hospital mortality

a

Hospital mortality

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

TO = Tolerance range; TA = Target range
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Nursing: Prevention of pressure ulcers
Karen Pottkämper, Svetlana Rasch, Federal Experts’ Working Group for Nursing

Introduction

Looking forward

A pressure ulcer is a skin wound that
develops on the skin and/or the underlying tissue and is caused by prolonged
pressure. This type of tissue damage is
also called pressure sores, decubitus
ulcers or bedsores which are complications occurring in persons receiving
nursing care that need to be taken very seriously. Pressure
ulcers can occur in connection with severe diseases and as a
result of longer periods of impairment to mobility or consciousness. Accordingly, the elderly are affected by a pressure ulcer
with a particularly high frequency. A pressure ulcer is very
painful for the affected patients, is associated with a very high
degree of suffering and restrictions to their quality of life, whilst
also usually requiring months of care.

The Federal Experts’ Working Group has checked the possibilities to use routine data for the case trigger together with the
AQUA Institute and advocates for an adjustment to a diagnosis
based process. The documentation outlay will be significantly
less for hospitals in the future through this. Furthermore, it is
suggested to remove the age limitation and time limitation of
the data documentation. This change is recommended after data
collection year 2013. Another step is planned for data collection
year 2014 to exclusively record data through routine data. The
division into two process sections is necessary, in o
 rder to prepare and optimise the risk adjustment with routine data.

Alongside complicated wound treatment, extreme cases may
also require plastic surgery to reconstruct the area where the
skin lesion or soft tissue defect developed. From an ethical,
medical, nursing and economic perspective, the targeted prevention of pressure ulcers should be an issue of pivotal concern.
By measuring how frequently pressure ulcers develop during a
hospital stay (incidence of pressure ulcers), we can gather evidence and make conclusions about the implemented preventative measures and the timely initiation of treatment measures.
Internationally, the incidence of pressure ulcers counts as a
result-orientated quality indicator of patient safety in hospitals.
The degree of severity of a pressure ulcer is categorised on a
scale of 1 to 4. This classification scheme is based on the International Statistical Classification of Disease and Related Health
Problems – German Modification (ICD-10-GM, code L89).
Classification scheme for pressure ulcers by L89 (ICD-10-GM)
Grade 1
pressure ulcer

Intact skin with nonblanchable redness of
localized area

Grade 2
pressure ulcer

Abrasion or blister, partial-thickness skin
loss involving epidermis, dermis or both
without further particulars

Grade 3
pressure ulcer

Full-thickness skin loss involving damage
to or necrosis of the subcutaneous tissue
that may extend down to, but not through,
the underlying fascia

Grade 4
pressure ulcer

Necrosis of muscles, bone or supporting structures (e.g., ligaments or joint
capsules)

The clinical area “Prevention of pressure ulcers” targets pa
tients 74 years and older in whom pressure ulcers occur during
a fully inpatient hospital stay.

Services subject to mandatory reporting
Patients aged 75 years and older, who were admitted between
January 1 and March 31 and discharged by April 30 of the respective data collection year.

German Hospital Quality Report 2011

A view over the sector limit of the hospitals is regarded as very
important by the Federal Experts’ Working Group in the sense
of a patient. The number of patients that already developed a
pressure ulcer before entering the hospital is four times as high
as the number of patients that develop a pressure ulcer in the
hospital. Many patients are discharged despite (still) having a
pressure ulcer. On one hand a pressure ulcer is a good indicator for the care quality in a hospital, but on the other hand it is
irrelevant to the inpatient sector. Therefore, the Federal Experts’
Working Group recommends including the area of home care
and care for the elderly in the data supported recording. The
Federal Experts’ Working Group is aware that the G-BA has no
jurisdiction over the quality assurance of home care and the
care of the elderly.
In order to depict the nursing care in hospitals more comprehensively in the future, the Federal Experts’ Working Group suggests the further development of the clinical area. The content
includes fall prevention, nursing-based pain management and
discharge management. After conveying these to the G-BA they
are in the corresponding topic selection process.
Overall, a slight improvement of results over the past few years
was determined. With the overall increasing number of cases
in hospitals, the number of patients that come to the hospital
with a pressure ulcer has decreased. The number of patients
that develop a pressure ulcer during the hospital stay has also
decreased. Therefore, there is an upward trend for the results
(QI 1a, QI 1d).
It can be generally stated that there are more patients admitted to hospitals with a pressure ulcer than patients discharged
with one. Many pressure ulcer diseases are successfully treated
and healed in the hospital during the inpatient stay. Opposite
to what many claim, there are notably more patients coming to
a hospital from a residential care facility with a pressure ulcer
than going back. As before, however, there are many patients
sent back to home or care facilities with a pressure ulcer. The
number of deceased patients with pressure ulcer is still evaluated as high.
To the still relatively good overall results, many initiatives and
measures have been contributed in the state level: Some states
survey their hospitals about the quality improving measures in
regards to pressure ulcer prevention. Others develop quizzes to
convey the status of the pressure ulcer prevention or treatment
for the Structured Quality Assurance. Through this the State Expert Committee could make a more comprehensive picture of
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Data basis

the evaluation of pressure ulcer prevention in individual hospitals. In two states, hospitals with especially good results were
asked for information so that other hospitals could learn from
the “best”. The initiative on the state level are specifically welcomed and supported by the Federal Experts’ Working Group.
The presentations and discussions on the Federal-State Confer
ences Pressure Ulcers 2012 in Berlin show that the quality of
the nursing areas in hospitals could have dramatically improved
over the past few years. Despite the good overall results, the QA
procedure is regarded as very important in order to abut quality
improvements in the next years.

2010

2011

Reported

Reported

Expected

Complete count

Data sets

1,075,662

1,135,878

1,154,138

98.4 %

Hospitals

1,709

1,666

1,681

99.1 %

Basic statistics
2011
Number Proportion
Age distribution

Karen Pottkämper

Svetlana Rasch

Members of the Federal Experts’ Working Group
Prof. Dr. Andreas Büscher,
Osnabrück

Maja Leutenegger,
Hamburg

Jurand Daszkowski,
Hamburg

Susanne Rode,
Stuttgart

Prof. Dr. Astrid Elsbernd,
Esslingen

Jürgen Sendler,
Berlin

Bernhard Fleer,
Essen

Gabriele Spies-Koch,
Dortmund

Ralf Hohnhold,
Hamburg

Hans Joachim Standke,
Berlin

Hans-Dieter Hübinger,
Oppenheim

Robert Pelzer,
Cologne

1,135,878

100 %

75 – 79 years

401,750

35.4 %

80 – 84 years

373,278

32.9 %

85 – 89 years

247,101

21.8 %

90 – 94 years

90,296

7.9 %

≥ 95 years

23,453

2.1 %

Number of patients with valid age data

Project leaders at the AQUA Institute

Treatment time
Inpatient lenght of stay
≤ 7 Tage

618,199

54.4 %

8 – 14 Tage

320,140

28.2 %

15 – 21 Tage

115,718

10.2 %

81,821

7.2 %

> 21 Tage
Pressure ulcer status at admission

Grade distribution of high grade pressure ulcers(Limited to patients with at

Ulrike Lehr,
Bremen

least one pressure ulcer at admissions)1

Further information on the clinical area
For a detailed description of the indicators (including references) and the
2011 federal analysis, go to the website:
www.sqg.de/themen/DEK/

Grade 1

13,247

28.5 %

Grade 2

22,626

48.7 %

Grade 3

7,648

16.5 %

Grade 4

2,921

6.3 %

Pressure ulcer status at discharge
Grade distribution of high grade pressure ulcers(Limited to patients with at
least one pressure ulcer at admissions)2

© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH

Grade 1

12,082

26.6 %

Grade 2

23,572

51.9 %

Grade 3

7,346

16.2 %

Grade 4

2,398

5.3 %

1

N = 46,442 (4.1 %)

2

N = 45,398 (4 %)
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Case-based aggregate results (patients)

2010

2011
Cases (patients)

Name of the indicator
QI 1

Result

Result

Denominator

Trend

6,531

1,089,436

6,531
0.60 %

1,089,436

+
=

Numerator (O | E)*

Change in the status of pressure ulcers during inpatient
stay in patients admitted without pressure ulcers

a

Patients with grade 2 to 4 pressure ulcers at discharge

v

0.7 %

0.6 %

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E)

v

1.00

1.00

c

Risk adjusted rate of pressure ulcers grade 2 to 4 at
discharge

v

0.7 %

0.6 %

–

1,089,436

=

d

Patients with grade 1 to 4 pressure ulcers at discharge

v

1.0 %

0.9 %

10,017

1,089,436

e

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E)

v

1.00

1.00

10,017
0.92 %

1,089,436

+
=

f

Risk adjusted rate of pressure ulcers grade 1 to 4 at
discharge

v

1.0 %

0.9 %

–

1,089,436

=

QI 2

6,531
0.60 %

10,017
0.92 %

Emergent grade 4 pressure ulcers

a

Emergent grade 4 pressure ulcers in patients without
pressure ulcers at admission

v

< 0.1 %

< 0.1 %

78

1,089,436

=

b

Emergent grade 4 pressure ulcers in patients without
pressure ulcers at admission and without risk factors

v

< 0.1 %

< 0.1 %

19

848,740

=

* for regression-based quality indicators
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Hospital-based aggregate results for utilisation in quality assurance

2011
Hospitals
Name of the indicator
QI 1

Reference range

Total

Evaluation

Discrepant

Category

(computationally)

Need for
action

Change in the status of pressure ulcers during inpatient stay
in patients admitted without pressure ulcers

a

Patients with grade 2 to 4 pressure ulcers at discharge

Not defined

1,697

–

X

X

b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E)

Not defined

1,697

–

X

X

c

Risk adjusted rate of pressure ulcers grade 2 to 4 at discharge

≤ 1.7 % (TO;
95th percentile)

1,697

80

1

A

d

Patients with grade 1 to 4 pressure ulcers at discharge

Not defined

1,697

–

X

X

e

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E)

Not defined

1,697

–

X

X

f

Risk adjusted rate of pressure ulcers grade 1 to 4 at discharge

≤ 2.5 % (TO;
95th percentile)

1,697

80

1

A

QI 2

Emergent grade 4 pressure ulcers

a

Emergent grade 4 pressure ulcers in patients without
pressure ulcers at admission

Sentinel event

1,697

67

X

A

b

Emergent grade 4 pressure ulcers in patients without
pressure ulcers at admission and without risk factors

Not defined

1,691

–

X

X

TO = Tolerance range
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QI 2a: Emergent grade 4 pressure ulcers in patients without pressure ulcers at admission

Quality target

Description
Numerator

Patients with grade 4 pressure ulcer at discharge

Denominator

All patients without pressure ulcer at admission

Reference range

Sentinel event

Risk adjustment

No further risk adjustment

Indicator ID

2118

No occurring grade 4 pressure ulcers in patients who were admitted
without a pressure ulcer.

Background of the quality indicator

Comparability with
Comparable
results of previous year

The rate of grade 4 pressure ulcers that occur during inpatient stay is
measured with this quality indicator. Exclusively inpatients that are 75
years of age or older are considered.

Case-based results (patients)
Aggregate result

2008

2009

2010

2011

102

72

114

78

Confidence interval

–

–

–

–

Total number of cases

974,915

1,019,215

1,028,704

1,089,436

Aggregate result of all patients

Patients with grade 4 pressure ulcer at discharge

200
180

However, there are some patients on whom the corresponding preventative care interventions cannot be applied to due to intense pain, that cannot even perform micro movements themselves, have grave circulation
disturbance or take skin circulation impairing drugs. Usually it deals with
patients who have multiple risk factors for a pressure ulcer development
and at the same time have severe life threatening events.

160
140
120
100
80

114

102

78

72

60

This only deals with a small patient group, since aimed nursing preventative measures are usually also effective in patients with high risk of
pressure ulcers development.

40
20
0
2008

2009

2010

2011

Hospital-based results
Statistical population of all hospitals

1,697

Number of hospitals with 0 cases

2

Number of computationally discrepant
hospitals

The changes of numbers of occurring grade 4 pressure ulcers from
72 (2009) to 114 (2010) and 78 (2011) in hospitals was commented by
the Federal Experts’ Working Group in the background of the changes in
the ICD-10. In data collection year 2010 there is a change of the description of ICD-10-Classification of the grade 3 and 4 pressure ulcer.

67 of 1,606

91 Hospitals with 1 to 19 cases
Number of computationally discrepant
hospitals

0 of 91

The result of only 78 cases of grade 4 pressure ulcers of data collection
year 2011 is welcomed by the Federal Experts’ Working Group and leads
back to the corresponding quality improvement measures of the state
level in the frame of the Structured Quality Dialogue.

200
180
160
140

An international comparison in relation to occurring of a pressure ulcer
in hospital is currently not possible, since there are no comparison data
for the age group of patients over that age of 74 years in other countries.

120
100
80

In order to find out if grave quality problems are present, the development of a high grade pressure ulcer (grade 4) is recorded as “Sentinel
event”, which leads to analysis of individual cases.

Evaluating the 2011 results

1,606 Hospitals with ≥ 20 cases

Computationally discrapnt hospital (total)

A grade 4 pressure ulcer is a very severe complication that comes in
conjunction with a high degree of personal suffering, pain and prolonged
healing duration and can usually be prevented with effective pressure
ulcers prevention. Accordingly, the development of a grade 4 pressure
ulcer in patients during the inpatient stay should be prevented using
appropriate care measures.

96

88

60

67

60

40
20
0
2008

2009

2010
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External Quality assurance
Björn Broge

Commission and objectives
In §§ 135 ff. of Part V of the German Social Security Code
(SGB V), the law makers have defined the key objectives of qual
ity assurance in medicine. As a part of the self-governing body,
the Federal Joint Committee (G-BA) is responsible for important
quality assurance tasks. Since September 1, 2009, the G-BA
has been supported by the AQUA Institute, as the professionally
independent institution mandated by § 137a SGB V.
Pursuant to § 137a, the AQUA Institute is commissioned to
develop preferably cross-sectoral indicators and instruments
for the measurement and presentation of care quality. Furthermore, the necessary documentation should be developed
paying particular consideration to the principle of data parsimony. Additionally, the AQUA Institute should participate in
the cross-institutional quality assurance and publish the results
using appropriate means.
Further framework conditions, such as data flows, that are of importance for the AQUA Institute are determined in the directives
of the G-BA. Currently it is to be differentiated between:
pp

Development of new cross-sectoral quality assurance accord
ing to the cross-sectoral directive (Qesü-RL)

pp

Further development and implementation of current procedures of inpatient quality assurance according to the German Directive on Quality Assurance Measures in Hospitals
(QSKH-RL)

pp

Further directives of the G-BA, in so far they concern quality
assuring measures (directive for the quality reports of hospitals; directive for the care of preterm infants and neonates
(QNeu-RL) among others)

The modalities of the commissioning scope of the tasks are
regulated by the c ontract between the G-BA and the AQUA
Institute (figure 1).

Description of commissioned activities
As the Institute for Quality and Efficiency in Healthcare (IQWiG),
which supports the G-BA in particular in assessing methods of
medical examinations and treatments, the AQUA Institute lays
down the foundations of its conceptual and scientific work in a
methods paper.
The methods paper describes, among others, how quality indicators for cross-sectoral measurement of quality of care are
developed, and it gives reasons for the steps chosen. Moreover,
the transparent representation of basic working methods allows
a public discussion on the further development of legally mandated quality assurance. The methods paper thus represents
not a static but a dynamic concept, which will correspondingly
adapt in pace with new findings and new research results. The
plan is to carry out an update every two years. Each current
version will be published at www.sqg.de.
In addition to the provision of development services, the AQUA
Institute is also involved in implementing quality assurance.
This comprises the existing procedures for external quality assurance of inpatients including their system maintenance and
further development, for which the AQUA Institute has been
responsible since 2010.

Federal Joint Committee (G-BA)

Commission

Accepted

Methods paper
(prepared by the AQUA
Institute)

Prepared, Decided

German Directive
on Cross-institutional
and Cross-sectoral
Quality Assurance

Prepared, Decided

German Directive on
Quality Assurance
Measures in Hospitals

… further
directives
(e.g., QNeu-RL)

(QSKH-RL)

(Qesü-RL)

AQUA Institute
Figure 1: Scientific basis for the AQUA Institute’s work
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AQUA Institute

Federal Joint Committee

AQUA – Institute for Applied Quality Improvement and Research
in Healthcare is an independent and neutral service provider.
The institute was founded in Göttingen, Germany, in 1995. With
a stronghold in science, the AQUA Institute specializes in quality
improvement projects in the health sector. Some key services
the institute provides – alongside the development of a datadriven quality management system – include support of quality
circles in medicine, evaluating new care models, developing and
implementing quality indicators and patient surveys. Since the
end of 2009, the AQUA Institute has been setting up a nation
wide cross-institutional and cross-sectoral quality assurance
programme for the health sector pursuant to § 137a of Part V of
the German Social Security Code (SBG V) as commissioned by
the Federal Joint Committee.

The Federal Joint Committee (German abbreviation G-BA,
for Gemeinsamer Bundesausschuss) is the supreme decisionmaking board of the joint self-governing bodies formed by the
national associations of doctors, dentists, psychotherapists,
the German Hospital Federation and the federal associations
of health insurance funds in Germany. By issuing directives, the
Federal Joint Committee determines which medical care services
are reimbursed by the statutory health insurance companies. In
addition,it passes resolutions on quality assurance measures for
the inpatient and outpatient sectors of the healthcare system. The
Federal Joint Committee was established on January 1st, 2004 as
mandated by the law reforming the statutory health insurance
(GMG). It assumes and unifies the tasks of the different committees of mutual self-government that had been active until then.
Although legally the Federal Joint Committee reports to the Federal
Ministry of Health, it is not a subordinate authority. The legal
basis for the work of the Federal Joint Committee is laid down in
Part V of the German Social Security Code (SGB V).

Implementing external quality assurance
Since January 2010, the AQUA Institute has been supervising
the currently existing 30 clinical areas of external quality as
surance of inpatients (Table 1). Annually, federal results are
published for each clinical area (procedure). These federal results contain uncommented results of all quality indicators for
the individual procedures. Each of these reports also contains
a “basic analysis” with descriptive statistics. The federal results
constitute an essential basis for commentary on the results that
the Federal Experts’ Working Groups and the AQUA Institute
conduct and that are published at www.sqg.de.
The present German Hospital Quality Report attempts to present the results of quality assurance in a form that is more
“readable” by the interested general public. It contains a description of all the QA procedures that were subject to mandatory documentation in the data collection year 2011. On the
individual-clinical area level, in addition to an overview of the
results regarding all quality indicators at patient and hospital
level, there are detailed presentations of specific indicators that
are of particular interest by virtue of the comments made by the
Federal Experts’ Working Groups.
In addition to data receipt and preparation of reports on the
federal and/or state level, implementation of the quality as
surance procedures comprises further tasks. These include:
pp

Preparation of feedback reports for the participating
hospitals (benchmark reports)

pp

Conduct of the Structured Quality Dialogue (see page 201)

pp

Implementation of the data validation procedure
(see page 195)

For clinical areas with small numbers of cases (e.g., heart
transplantation), for which analysis on the state level does not
produce conclusive findings, the aforementioned tasks will be
carried out directly by the AQUA Institute (direct QA procedures). For all other clinical areas, these tasks will initially be implemented on the state level by the State Administration Offices
for Quality Assurance (LQS) and the results will be reported
to the AQUA Institute (indirect QA procedures). P
 reparation of
German Hospital Quality Report 2011

the implementation of the quality assurance procedures takes
place in close coordination between the federal and state levels
within various working groups (State Working Group, data
validation project group, representatives of State Experts’ Working Groups in the Federal Experts’ Working Groups).
Major support for the AQUA Institute’s work comes from the
 ederal Experts’ Working Groups. They advise the AQUA InstiF
tute, particularly on the evaluation of the quality assurance
results and the implemented quality improvement measures as
well as with regard to any QA procedural update requirements.
They are set up on a topic-specific basis, and can cover several
clinical areas whenever these fit together. The Federal Experts’
Working Groups are constituted of experts appointed by the
host organizations of the G-BA and the AQUA Institute. As this is
a QA procedure specific to the inpatient sector, the appointing
organisations include:
pp

The German Hospitals Federation (DKG)

pp

The National Association of Statutory Health
Insurance Funds (GKV-Spitzenverband)

pp

Patient advocates pursuant to §§ 140 ff. SGB V

pp

The German Medical Association (BÄK)

pp

The German Nursing Council (Deutscher Pflegerat)

The German Medical Association additionally appoints representatives of the medical societies. During the implementation
of QA procedures, especially the so-called indirect clinical
areas demand a close coordination with the state level (in
indirect or state-related QA procedures). On that account a
working group has been established with the State Administrative Offices for Quality Assurance. Thus the expertise of the
states regarding the implementation of the quality assurance
has been incorporated in the process of system maintenance
and further development. In addition, measures as part of
Structured Quality Dialogues and the preparation of the corresponding reports can be coordinated more easily.
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Table 1: Clinical areas of external quality assurance of inpatients (30 procedures, status as per: 2011)
Procedure
Clinical area

direct

Aortic valve surgery, isolated

p

Combined coronary and aortic valve surgery

p

Coronary surgery, isolated

p

Heart transplantation

p

Lung and heart-lung transplantation

p

Liver transplantation

p

Living liver donation

p

Kidney transplantation

p

Living kidney donation

p

Pancreas and pancreas-kidney transplantation

p

Federal Experts’ Working Group

indirect

Heart surgery

Heart and lung transplantation
6:

Liver transplantation

Kidney and Pancreas
Transplantation

Cholecystectomy

p

Abdominal surgery

Carotid artery reconstruction

p

Vascular surgery

Community-acquired pneumonia

p

Pneumonia

Pacemaker: Implantation

p

Pacemaker: Replacement of generator/battery

p

Pacemaker: Revision/system replacement/removal

p

Implantable cardioverter defibrillators: Implantation

p

Implantable cardioverter defibrillators: Replacement of
generator/battery

p

Implantable cardioverter defibrillators: Revision/system
replacement/removal

p

Coronary angiography and percutaneous coronary
intervention (PCI)

p

Obstetrics

p

Neonatology

p

Gynecological surgery

p

Gynecology

Breast surgery

p

Breast surgery

Femoral fracture near the hip joint

p

Hip replacement: Primary implantation

p

Hip replacement: Revision and component exchange

p

Total knee replacement: Primary implantation

p

Knee replacement: Revision and component exchange

p

Nursing: Prevention of pressure ulcers

p

Pacemakers/Cardioverter
Defibrillators

Cardiology

Perinatal medicine

© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH
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Implementing cross-sectoral quality
assurance
In § 137a SGB V, the law makers provide that the future development of quality assurance procedures is preferably done
on a cross-sectoral basis. This takes into account that patients
usually are treated by different healthcare providers through
out the course of their disease (care path). Moreover, with an
ever shortening length of inpatient stays, it becomes increas
ingly more difficult to reach a final assessment of treatment
outcomes at the time of discharge. In addition, it is currently
rarely possible to gather data after, e.g., one year (follow-up).
Improved coordination between the different healthcare pro
viders participating in the treatment is intended to give patients
additional benefits.
An important requirement for depicting cross-institutional and
cross-sectoral quality indicators is the inquiry and preparation of
appropriate data. Corresponding to the objectives of the crosssectoral quality assurance, the course of treatment should be
identifiable across institutions and sectors with these data. At
the same time, the data privacy regulations must be followed.
The most advanced is the development or adjustment of the
data collection in outpatient and inpatient institutions. Furthermore is currently tested the implementation of patient surveys in
the cross-sectoral quality assurance, in order to also include the
patient’s perspective. Since the restatement of § 299 SGB V in
the frame of the Care Structures Act (VStG) in December 2011,
the possibility occurred to use the insured and billing data from
health insurance companies for the quality assurance. The speci-
fication of these new possibilities has already started. One of the
most important aims of the implementation of data collection
through the health insurance companies is to m
 inimize the data
outlay of the healthcare providers.

Hospital

Doctor’s practice
collective contract

Data collection in outpatient and inpatient care
institutions
The basis for data collection in outpatient and inpatient care
institutions are the requirements set by the Qesü-RL. Figure 2
depicts the serial data flow model which is supposed to be used
in cross-sectoral quality assurance (compare Annex to part 1
of the Qesü-RL). It shows that in the data flow of the crosssectoral quality assurance the most different institutions are
involved. Entirely new is, for example, the confidentiality office,
which on one hand pseudonymises patient related information
and on the other hand acts as the data collection office for the
selectively contracted outpatient sector.
Every institution involved in the cross-sectoral quality a
 ssurance
data flow is only allowed to see the information relevant to
them. For this, a differentiated encoding for different content of
the data transfers is necessary. It can occur that one institution,
depending on the billing context, might have to send data to
different data collection offices. This increases the data flow
complexity enormously. Thus, the cross-sectoral quality assurance has to be built on different components that together
form a so-called data specification. Figure 3 gives an overview
over these summarized components.
According to this model, the specification is divided into three
areas. The specification for the QA documentation software
includes all rules for the data recording and the data export out
of the institutions, including the data control program. The specification for the QA filter contains all rules for triggering a documentation and for controlling the complete count of data sets. The
specification for the data transmission between data collection
office (DAS), confidentiality office (VST) and F
 ederal Analysis
Office (BAS) comprises all the rules for the data transmission
between these institutions including the backwards logging.

Doctor’s practice

Legend
Patient identifying data

selective contract

Patient pseudonym
Healthcare provider identifying data
Healthcare provider pseudonym
Quality data, case number
Administrative data
Reporting related data

LQS/LKG

KV/KZV

Confidentiality office

Transfer encoded container
Published key

Private key for
Administrative data
Healthcare provider identifying data
Patient identifying data
Quality data in LQS/LKG

Confidentiality office

Quality data in Federal Analysis Office

Abbreviations

Federal Analysis Office

LQS

State Administrative Offices for
Quality Assurance

LKG
KV

State Hospital Association
Association of Statutory Health
Insurance Physicians

KZV

Association of Sick Fund Dentists

Figure 2: Serial data flow model (Source: Qesü-RL)
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Data specification
QA dokumentation
software

QA filter

Data transmission
DAS/VST/BAS

QA documentation software
data recording, data export

Trigger criteria:
Documentation, target statistic

Transmission of QA data and
target statistic

Access database
Technical handbook
Documentation sheets
Fill-in instructions

Access database
Technical handbook
User information
(inclusion/exclusion criteria)

Access database
Technical handbook

XML Schema
Encoding procedure
Data control application

XML Schema
XML files

XML Schema

Figure 3: Areas of data specification in the cross-sectoral quality assurance

Testing data collection and data flow
The final reports on the commissioned topics lay down the basic
principles for implementing the projected quality assurance procedures. Before any procedure is actually introduced into normal
operations, issues concerning its technical feasibility have to
be cleared up and its practical implementation tested. Subsequent to this, the G-BA can draft and adopt the corresponding
topic-specific regulations. Hence, the formal protocol for implementing a procedure can be described as follows:
pp

Electronic and technical processing of data and information
pertaining to the variables to be documented and to preparations for data transfer

pp

Feasibility study

pp

Trial run

pp

Resolution by the G-BA of topic-specific regulation

pp

Implementation of quality assurance (normal operations)

Both feasibility studies and trial runs are carried out with
v olunteer healthcare providers and software vendors. The focus
of the feasibility study is placed on creating and testing proto
type software applications for collecting data from a small
group of participants. The group of participants is then expanded
for the trial run. There, focus is placed on data flows, plausibility
checks and analysis concepts.
Current information for the status of the testing can be found
at www.sqg.de.

Implementing cross-sectoral quality assurance procedures involves many new technical and content-related modifications,
because aspects such as data flows and analysis concepts are
modified. In this regard, the testing of new procedures where
the participating actors are confronted with corresponding
changes for the first time is given particularly high ranking. For
that reason, feasibility studies are planned as well as a trial run
for all previous procedures undergoing implementation, even
though this step is not a formally mandated requirement.
The main objective of feasibility study and trial run is to detect
and eliminate any errors, conflicts or any other o
 bstacles caused
by practical implementation at the earliest possible stage.
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Dr. Thomas König, Linda Barnewold, Maren Kleine, PD Dr. Günther Heller

Further development of the methods in external quality as
surance of inpatients focused in 2011 on the improvement pub
lic reporting. Development issues encompassed the suitability
of quality indicators for public reporting, the standardization of
indicator names (in cooperation with the federal State Offices
for Quality Assurance), the improvement of risk adjustment, the
introduction of a first quality index, and the visualization of results at state level. In detail, the bundle of measures included
the following steps:

Evaluating the indicators with respect to their
suitability for public reporting – Phase 1
As mandated by § 137 of Part V of the German Social Security Code (SGB V), since 2005 hospitals are legally obliged to
biannually publish a quality report that contains their institu
tional results for selected quality indicators from the external
quality assurance program. Following a content e
 valuation by
the Bundesgeschäftsstelle Qualitätssicherung (BQS), 30 quality
indicators for the data collection year 2006 and 29 quality
indicators for the data collection year 2008 were unconditionally recommended for public reporting. In order to
further increase the transparence of the quality information,
the AQUA Institute was commissioned by the Federal Joint
Committee to do an “analysis and evaluation of the indicators
for the external quality assurance for inpatient treatments with
respect to their suitability for public reporting” (so-called QI Expeditious Examination). Out of the total 390 quality indicators
compute from 2010 data, 74 came from the inaugural collection year for newly introduced clinical areas of quality assurance
or were based on new data fields and were therefore not yet
eligible for the evaluation program. The remaining 316 quality
indicators were evaluated in a process that involved both statistical tests and qualitative judgments from experts. The full
report on the evaluation can be downloaded from: http://www.
sqg.de/downloads/Themen/Strukturierter_Qualitaetsbericht/
QI-Schnellpruefung_Bericht.pdf. Based on this evaluation, the
quality indicators were classified into four categories (figure 1):
pp

Category 1: Mandatory publication recommended

pp

Category 2: Mandatory publication recommended, additional
explanation and/or slight adaptation necessary

pp

Category 3: Publication currently not recommended, review
after revision where applicable

pp

Category 4: Publication not recommended

Altogether 182 indicators were categorized as publishable by
the Federal Joint Committee (categories 1 and 2). The remain
ing 134 quality indicators fell into categories 3 and 4 (figure 1).

1 = Mandatory
publication recommended
8.2 %

15.2 %

34.2 %
42.4 %

2 = Mandatory
publication recommended,
additional explanatory
notes and/or slight
adaptation necessary
3 = Publication currently
not recommended, review
after revision where
applicable
4 = Publication not
recommended

Figure 1: Evaluation of the quality indicators by the AQUA Institute
2011

Evaluating the indicators with respect to
suitability for public reporting – Phase 2
Based on the results of the QI Expeditious Examination the
Federal Joint Committee has asked the AQUA Institute to reeval
uate the remaining 134 quality indicators that fell into category
3 or 4 in the first phase after their revision. Likewise, the 74
quality indicators excluded from the QI Expeditious Examination were to be evaluated for the first time. The 182 indicators
that fell into category 1 or 2 in the previous round of QI Expedi
tious Examination were exempted from re-evaluation.
A number of reasons for publication restrictions (categories
3 and 4) were elaborated in the QI Expeditious Examination
Report. The following aspects were named very frequently:
pp

Development of a cross-sectoral records required

pp

Implementation or further development of risk adjustment
models required

pp

Combination with one or multiple indicators advisable,
implementation of quality indices (composite measures)

Thanks to numerous commentaries and suggestions made in
the process of the QI Expeditious Examination, many quality
indicators from the categories 3 and 4 had already been im
proved. The new round of QI Expeditious Examination was de
signed to evaluate, whether these improvements had deemed
the revised indicators for publication in the hospital quality
reports. For quality indicators that have not yet been revised
sufficiently for publication purposes, weakness shall be clearly
stated with a view on further development and improvement of
these indicators for future publication purposes.
The new round of evaluations of the suitability of indicators for
publication will once again involve the Federal Experts’ Working
Groups for the clinical areas corresponding to the indicators on
review. In a first step all members of the relevant Federal Experts’
Working Group as well as representatives of the State Offices for
Quality Assurance are invited to voice their opinion in a standardized questionnaire on the suitability of quality indicators for
a publication at hospital level and their recommendations for
further development. These results will be discussed in a second
step with the corresponding Federal Experts’ Working Group.
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On these bases the suitability for publication will be assessed.
For those indicators that will not be deemed fit for publication,
further solutions for a development towards publication suitabil
ity will be discussed.

126
173

131

Already classified as
suitable for mandatory
reporting (indicators in
categories 1 and 2)
Initial evaluation of
publication suitability
Re-evaluation of
publication suitability
(indicators in categories
3 and 4)

Figure 2: Classification of indicators with respect to the evaluation
round tabled for June 2012

Through continuous further development of indicators, e.g.,
through the implementation of further risk adjustments, many
indicators were already improved with respect to their suitability
for publication. The evaluation process aims to uncover deficits

of quality indicators and find appropriate methods for rendering
indicators hitherto considered as problematic suitable for pub
lication. At the same time, reasons that are against a contin
uation of the deployment of specific quality indicators should be
discussed. In the long term, the deployment of deficient quality
indicators that cannot undergo an effective further development should be exposed.
Results from the new round of evaluation will be communicated
to the Federal Joint Committee on April 1, 2013. As long as
it follows AQUA Institute’s suggestions, the quality indicators
classified as fit for publication on the hospital level will be included in the next available Structured Quality Reports of the
hospitals that are surveyed by the federal quality assurance
scheme. The AQUA Instute’s testing, evaluation and further
development of quality indicators thus add to an easily comprehensible and comprehensive public reporting on hospital quality. Thereby, patients and their relatives, referrers, insurance
companies and not least hospitals gain an ever-improving
access to healthcare quality data.
Table 1 displays the current status of quality indicators for individual clinical areas. Through continuous development, several
quality indicators have been discontinued. Therefore, in certain
cases there are some discrepancies from the number given in
the QI Expeditious Examination report.

Improving risk adjustment
A step towards the improvement of comparability of hospital results is made by the development of risk adjustment. Individual
patient results do not only depend on the quality of care in the
treating hospital, but also on patient-related risk factors, e.g.,
the severity of the disease, prior diseases, or age. Patients are
not randomly distributed across hospitals, but patients‘ choices
of particular hospitals depend on a whole array of factors, such
as place of residence or mobility status, which co-determine
which specific hospital a patient goes to. As a consequence,
systematic differences between the risk profiles of different
hospitals exist.
A central challenge for statistical analyses of quality indicators is therefore the development of adequate risk adjustment
models that allow for fair comparison between hospitals. Differences in outcome due to initial patient conditions are to be
computationally equalized.

rely on different procedures to choose patients for diabetesmellitus-screenings.
It is the AQUA Institute’s goal to administer effective risk adjustment on all result indicators on the basis of evidence-based
medicine. In practice this means the development of more
complex models. Mainly due to data restrictions, but also
sometimes with a view on intelligibility, it can nevertheless be
sensible in certain cases to use a less complex, but more parsimonious and thus more transparent method. Logistic regression, elaborated in the chapter on risk adjustment, balances
the demands of transparence and understandability on the one
hand with empirical adequacy on the other. It will therefore also
be used increasingly in risk adjustment models in the future.

Figure 3 visualizes a generic risk adjustment model. P
 rincipally
two different types of risk factors exist: those that innate to patient characteristics, such as age, sex or smoking habits, and
those that are hospital-related, such as the technical equipment
of a hospital or the qualifications of its personnel.The latter risk
factors co-determine the care quality of a hospital and should
therefore not be risk adjusted. In addition, some risk factors
that might seem to be on the patient level at first – such as hav
ing diabetes – but their diagnosis and thus their treatment may
vary between hospitals. For example, different hospitals might
© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH
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Case/Patient level
Risk factor 1

Risk factor 2

Risk factor 3

e.g., smoking habits

e.g., age

e.g., sex

Risk
Risk factor 4
e.g., diabetes type 2

Institution
e.g., hospital, doctor's office, department

Risk factor 5
e.g., equipment, personnel

Institutional level

Figure 3: Elements of a risk adjustment model

Until 2009, multiple logistic regression was only used rarely
for risk adjustment in the Federal quality indicator scheme.
In 2011, the AQUA Institute fundamentally reworked risk adjustment for a large group of quality indicators. As a result, the proportions between different adjustment methods have been shifted. Figure 4 visualizes the proportions of adjustment methods
in relation to the 430 quality indicators collected for 2011. It
also shows the percentage points of relative changes compared
to the report for 2009. Most most dramatic change has occured
with respect to the indicators that rely on logistic regression for
risk adjustment: Their proportion has more than tripled.

Stratification
20 % (- 6)
Logistic regression and
poisson regression

Quality indices
Alongside risk adjustment, the construction of quality indices is
one of the core tasks of future methods development. Q
 uality
indices combine several quality indicators into one value. There
are three reasons that quality indices are often superior to quality indicators:
1. Cumulative indices alleviate the problem of rare events,

19 % (+13)

which oftentimes generate severe statistical problems. Indices produce higher prevalence rates. Hence, the distinction
between qualitatively “good” and qualitatively “worse” hospitals can be easier achieved.

Additive Score

2. Indices allow a simple summary judgment of care quality

2 % (-1)

using a single number.

No further risk adjustment

3. At the same time, indices imply a systematic hierarchization

60 % (- 4)

and weighting of quality indicators within a clinical area. There
is no generally accepted procedure for index building, but the
evaluation by an expert commission considered fair, m
 edically
apropriate, and sufficiently transparent. Such proceeding
loses the flexibility and complexity of the “dashboard approach”, which allows every reader to weigh each indicator
individually. In return, the comparison of hospital results will
be simplified through the uniformness of the process. Since
individual indicator results are also published separately, actually no loss of information occurs.

Figure 4: Relative proportion of risk adjustment methods 2011
(changes to 2009 in percentage points)

In the mid-term future, risk adjustment for all result indicators will be reworked. In contrast, process indicators will not
be adjusted for risk , since equal treatment of all patients lies
at the heart of the quality assurance concept advocated here.
Furthermore, risk adjustment is often infeasible in clinical areas
with low case load due to statistical reasons. For all other indicators, different risk adjustment models will be tested and the
most appropriate adjustment method will be employed. This
has already been accomplished for selected indicators in 2011.
German Hospital Quality Report 2011

Based on the same methodology, further risk adjustment models will be developed in the future. For the selection of adjustment variables we will draw on evidence from medical studies
and consider questions of data availability as well as statistical
criteria. Since we use a standardized methodology for develop
ing risk adjustment models, we obtain a high degree of objectivity.

In the clinical area of neonatology, in 2011 for the first time
in the German quality assurance scheme, an index has been
constructed. Starting with the death of a child as the worst possible outcome, the index relates successively covers less grave
© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH
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Indicator names
problems such as bronchopulmonary dysplasia, a chronic lung
disease. The index allows for an efficient comparison of the results at hospital level with a single number. The index uses a
logistic regression model for risk adjustment.

Results at state level
A new line of the analysis of outcomes is the geographical visualization of results at state level. In a pilot project as basis for the future state-level representation of all quality indicators, the statelevel results of those indicators with a special need for action
(“C-indicators”) were visualized in a series of maps of Germany.
These maps offer the possibility to quickly detect regional differences in care quality. The graphic r epresentation of the state
results is focused on one piece of information in one clinical
context at a time. This proceeding simplifies the interpretation of
results for readers and avoids ambiguities or misinterpretations.
Figure 5 shows an example of a graphic representation of the
results of the indicator “implant malposition, implant dislocation or fracture” in the clinical area “Hip replacement: Revision
and component e
 xchange”. The complete report can be found
at http://www.sqg.de/themen/laenderauswertung/.

In order to simplify the comprehensibility of care quality data
for the general public, the naming of all quality indicators was
reworked in coordination with the State Administrative Offices
for Quality Assurance with the aims of simplicity and unity. To
achieve these goals the following criteria were systematically
applied:
pp

Abbreviations were generally avoided (e.g., “over 48 hours”
instead of “ > 48 hours”) and limited to frequently used technical terms (e.g., PCI for “percutaneous coronary intervention”).

pp

Indicator names are more self-explanatory and can be
understood without reference to the indicator group (e.g.,
“Achieving the recanalisation target in PCI” instead of
“Achieving the main interventional objective in PCI”).

pp

The term “patient” was avoided, because all indicators are
related to patients and by doing so a higher degree of gender
neutrality was achieved (in German, the term “patient” is of
male grammatical gender).

pp

The understandability of terms was increased by replacing
technical jargon whenever possible with colloquial language
(e.g., “hospital mortality” instead of “mortality”).

pp

Judging indicator names were avoided (e.g., “complete removal of the ovary or adnexal without pathological findings”
instead of “indication for ovarian surgery inappropriate”).

Overall, 74 new indicators were named following these
guidelines and 307 indicators were renamed. Only in 49 no action was required (see Annex).

>2
1.50 to 1.99
1.10 to 1.49
0.91 to 1.09
0.67 to 0.90
0.50 to 0.66
0.00 to 0.49

Figure 5: Hip replacement: Revision and component exchange –
implant malposition, implant dislocation or fracture (Scale: factor of the
federal mean)

The representation at state level is to be interpreted c arefully,
because they rely on the purely computational results without
any tests of significance, i.e., without checking if there is an
actual qualitative discrepancy. Furthermore, e
 xtra caution has
to be taken with respect to the smaller states, which tend to
veer towards either the upper or the lower value due to the small
number of cases. This is because each computational discrepant
hospital will strongly affect the state results if there are a low
number of cases, and the probability that there will not be any
discrepant hospital is high when the number of cases is small.
© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH
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Table 1: Current status of quality indicators in the clinical areas in relation to the planned control
Already classified as
mandatory reporting
recommended

First control on the
publishability

New control on the
publishability

Number

Proportion

Number

Proportion

Number

Proportion

Total

Cholecystectomy

3

25.0 %

4

33.3 %

5

41.7 %

12

Carotid artery reconstruction

3

30.0 %

2

20.0 %

5

50.0 %

10

Community-acquired pneumonia

8

47.1 %

2

11.7 %

7

41.2 %

17

11

84.6 %

1

7.7 %

1

7.7 %

13

Pacemaker: Replacement of generator/battery

3

27.3 %

0

0.0 %

8

72.7 %

11

Pacemaker: Revision/system replacement/removal

0

0.0 %

0

0.0 %

12

100 %

12

Implantable cardioverter defibrillators: Implantation

0

0.0 %

16

100 %

0

0.0 %

16

Implantable cardioverter defibrillators: Replacement
of generator/battery

0

0.0 %

11

100 %

0

0.0 %

11

Implantable cardioverter defibrillators: Revision/
system replacement/removal

0

0.0 %

14

100 %

0

0.0 %

14

14

60.9 %

3

13.0 %

6

26.1 %

23

Coronary surgery, isolated

6

66.7 %

0

0.0 %

3

33.3 %

9

Aortic valve surgery, isolated – conventional

5

62.5 %

0

0.0 %

3

37.5 %

8

Aortic valve surgery, isolated – catheter supported

5

71.4 %

1

14.3 %

1

14.3 %

7

Combined coronary and aortic valve surgery

5

62.5 %

0

0.0 %

3

37.5 %

8

Heart transplantation

8

88.9 %

0

0.0 %

1

11.1 %

9

Lung and heart-lung transplantation

7

100 %

0

0.0 %

0

0.0 %

7

Liver transplantation

5

71.4 %

1

14.3 %

1

14.3 %

7

Living liver donation

0

0.0 %

0

0.0 %

14

100 %

14

Kidney transplantation

11

68.8 %

0

0.0 %

5

31.2 %

16

Living kidney donation

3

20.0 %

0

0.0 %

12

80.0 %

15

Pancreas and pancreas-kidney transplantation

9

100 %

0

0.0 %

0

0.0 %

9

10

71.4 %

1

7.2 %

3

21.4 %

14

Obstetrics

9

60.0 %

3

20.0 %

3

20.0 %

15

Neonatology

0

0.0 %

31

100 %

0

0.0 %

31

10

90.9 %

0

0.0 %

1

9.1 %

11

Femoral fracture near the hip joint

8

32.0 %

9

36.0 %

8

32.0 %

25

Hip replacement: Primary implantation

8

36.4 %

9

40.9 %

5

22.7 %

22

Hip replacement: Revision and component
exchange

5

25.0 %

9

45.0 %

6

30.0 %

20

Total knee replacement: Primary implantation

5

25.0 %

8

40.0 %

7

35.0 %

20

Knee replacement: Revision and component
exchange

4

25.0 %

6

37.5 %

6

37.5 %

16

Nursing: Prevention of pressure ulcers

8

100 %

0

0.0 %

0

0.0 %

8

173

40.2 %

131

30.5 %

126

29.3 %

430

Clinical area

Pacemaker: Implantation

Coronary angiography and percutaneous
coronary intervention (PCI)

Breast surgery

Gynecological surgery

Total
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The AQUA Institute has been tasked with the development of
quality indicators, instruments and necessary documentations
for topics of new, cross-sectoral quality assurance procedures
(QA procedures) since the end of 2009. For the total of seven
new topics the content development has concluded, from
which three are in the technical testing. Two are currently being
reworked and one more is currently in the concept phase.
Table 1 gives an overview of the up to now tasked topics for
planned QA procedures and the corresponding status of the
implementation.
The topics for which the development of indicators has concluded and is currently in a feasibility study or in the trial run
or just before that, will be introduced in the following section.
The complete final reports can be found on the AQUA Institute’s
website www.sqg.de.
A significant challenge in the cross-sectoral QA procedures
lies in the merging of different treatment episodes of a patient
for a single treatment case in order to track the care quality
in the course of time as well as the change to a different ther
apeutic institution. With this background, new technical requirements are demanded due to the process of data inquiry,
transmission and inclusion, which require strict data protection
conditions. A special pseudonymized procedure of hospitals
and patients was developed in order to fulfill the data protection conditions, for which a so-called confidentiality office
was established. This reaches the requirement that different
data sets of a case are collated in such a way that they cannot be tracked back to a patient. A second challenge in the
cross-sectoral quality assurance concerns the triggering of

QA cases with so-called follow-up: From where does a hospital
or a service provider know that there is a need for mandatory
reporting in specific patients that has started from an earlier
treatment episode? More demonstrations to this topic complex can be found in the chapter “External quality assurance”
(see page 177).

Development of quality indicators and
instruments
Preliminary report

Statement-requesting procedure

Final report
Federal Joint Committee approves the
developmental services
Figure 1: Milestones of the development of new procedures

Table 1: Status of the development efforts for the tasked topics of future QA procedures (www.sqg.de)
Status of the development
Indicators,
instruments,
documentations

Feasibility study

Trial run

Cataract surgery

concluded
(12 November 2010)

concluded

commissioned

Conisation

concluded
(16 December 2010)

concluded

commissioned

concluded
(14 April 2011)

concluded

commissioned

concluded
(15 December 2011)

–

–

concluded
(16 February 2012)

–

–

concluded
(19 April 2012)

–

–

statementrequesting procedure

–

–

Nosocomial infections: vessel catheter associated infections

development

–

–

Nosocomial infections: postoperative wound infections

development

–

–

concept phase

–

–

Topics of future QA procedures

Percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) and coronary angiography
Colorectal cancer
Arthroscopy of the knee joint
Total hip replacement care
Total knee replacement care

Care for mental illness
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Because the requirements are very complex and usually lead to
new data paths due to the cross-sectoral data flow, which have
not been technically tested, it is sensible to test the planned QA
procedures before their introduction into normal operations.
For this purpose the feasibility study and trial run was implemented. The feasibility study checks the comprehensibility and
practical implementability of indicators and surveys in consultation with the service providers affected by mandatory reporting.
The trial run tests the technical functionality of documentations
and the data flows in the QA procedure through higher participating hospital numbers.
Up to now, the feasibility study has only been done for the topics
“Cataract surgery”, “Conisation”, as well as “PCI and coronary
angiography”. The first trial runs are supposed to start this year.

Cataract surgery
The AQUA Institute has been commissioned by the Federal Joint
Committee in December 2009 to develop indicators, instruments and documentations for a cross-sectoral quality assur
ance procedure in relation to cataract surgery.
Cataract is defined as dampening of the eye lens, independent
of its cause. The dampening from cataract first limits virtual
acuity and can lead to further loss of sight up to complete blindness. The disease proceeds pain-free and is world-wide the
most common cause for blindness. One differentiates between
congenital (hereditary), connatal (acquired in the womb or at
birth), and senile (acquired later or age dependent) cataract.
The latter starts to occur with sixty years of age and is the most
common form of cataract.
In the process of development, 68 indicators were identified in
the literature. In the next step, ten indicators were evaluated
to be relevant and practicable. Two quality indicators of the
quality dimension effectiveness were merged into one following the Federal Expert Commission’s recommendation. In the
frame of the statement-requesting procedure, the significance
of indication was highlighted for a cataract surgery procedure.
After renewed checking by the AQUA Institute, a corresponding
indicator was added.
The ten indicators cover structures, processes and results. Five
indicators will be used in hospitals that perform surgeries and
two follow-up indicators in hospitals that perform the postop
erative treatment. The patient’s perspective is depicted in three
indicators, for which a patient survey will be developed. Two
documentation surveys (inquiry instruments) were recommend
ed in conclusion for the implementation/data collection in
the hospitals and practices. Value has always been placed on
minimizing the documentation outlay for the affected service
providers throughout the development.
As result of the following feasibility study, the AQUA Institute
improved some of the inquiry instruments in coordination with
the Federal Joint Committee and implemented some adjustments. In addition it was recommended to inquire the data via
another instrument – a follow-up documentation survey for an
inpatient stay – which guarantees a complete presentation of all
indicators.
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The trial run for the QA procedure cataract surgery was commissioned for March 2012.

Conisation
The AQUA Institute has been commissioned by the Federal Joint
Committee in November 2009 to develop indicators, instruments and documentations for a cross-sectoral quality assur
ance procedure in relation to conisation.
Conisation is a surgical intervention that can be performed
as outpatient or inpatient on a woman’s cervix, which usually
comes from a disease background of a cervix carcinoma. The
target of the intervention is the tissue removal from the cervical canal by cutting out the changed cell materials in conical
shape. The conisation is on one hand a preventative measure
against cervix carcinoma. On the other hand, the findings from
the tissue can serve as the deciding factor for further therapeutical measures.
In the process of development, a set of 24 indicators was selected, together with a body of experts, out of 98 researched
or newly developed indicators to be relevant to medical care.
The set includes a structure indicator, twelve process indicators
and two outcome indicators. Furthermore, there are nine indicators developed to consider the patient’s perspective, that will
be inquired via a patient survey. Corresponding to the differing
inquiry time of the indicators (before, during and after the surgery), three documentation surveys (preoperative, operative,
follow-up) were developed.
The preoperative and operative documentation surveys
were merged with each other into one survey as a result of
the following feasibility study. The follow-up survey could be
omitted. Overall there were 13 improvements done on the
documentation surveys, such as reformulation of the data
field names and expansion of the answer possibilities. For
eight data fields a specifying of the hints for filling the fields
were necessary for a better comprehensibility. Four data fields
were completely removed from the documentation survey,
which leads to a reduction of the documentation outlay. Two
indicators proved to be un-implementable.
The trial run is currently commissioned for the planned QA
procedure and preparations are made for the migration of the
procedure conisation from the already established procedure
of the inpatient quality assurance “Gynecological surgery”.

Percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) and
coronary angiography
The AQUA Institute has been tasked by the Federal Joint Committee in December 2009 to develop indicators, instruments
and documentations for a cross-sectoral quality assurance procedure in relation to “percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI)
and coronary angiography”.
The starting point of the abovementioned intervention is the
coronary artery disease (CAD), characterized by narrowed
coronary blood vessels. The CAD is a disease with a high prevalence and a corresponding fundamental social significance
as well as high personal health burden. The most common
© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH
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intervention of a severe CAD and a threatening heart attack is
the percutaneous coronary intervention. The invasive d
 iagnostic
through coronary angiography happens before the intervention.
It is the basis for further therapeutic decisions and at the same
time serves as a success control. Both procedures are done in
the outpatient sector as well as in the inpatient sector. However,
they have only been services with mandatory reporting for the
inpatient sector up to now.

tice the potential for several quality improvements have emerged
in the following aspects: the implementation of guideline compliant diagnosis and treatment, the linking and improvement of
the cooperation between differing disciplines participating in
the treatment as well as a more intense consideration for the
patient’s perspective. Further potentials for improvement were
seen in the context of data collection and analysis as well as the
partially unsatisfactory documentation standards.

Under acknowledgement of the currently employed healthcare
practices a potential for quality improvement has emerged in
the following aspects: the indication, the process optimisation
for avoiding undesired results, the necessity of observing the
course of disease over prolonged periods of time, the more
intense consideration for the patient’s perspective and not
least, the development and use of electronic documentation
standards for a future merging of data collected at different
points in time.

There were a total of 341 indicators in the systematic research
from the literature and the indicator databases and they were
summarized into a register of 210 indicators. In the course of
the selection and evaluation process the consensus was that
there were only 52 indicators considered as relevant and implementable. The indicator set recommended for its implementation consists besides the indicators that describe the quality
of individual service providers or hospitals also from indicators
that depict certain parts of the care process and reflect the
cooperation quality of the expert groups participating in it.
These indicators are also from special significance, since all
participating service providers are dependent on reliable information about the status of the treatment. From the schematic
point of view there are 36 indicators related to the effectiveness
of the treatment and four to the patient safety. One indicator
relates to the accessibility or coordination of the treatment
while eleven indicators cover the patient’s perspective.

From the researched and partially newly developed registry of
125 quality indicators there were 22 indicators chosen through
a multi-step evaluation and consensus process for the p
 lanned
cross-sectoral QA procedure. There are twelve indicators for
effectiveness, eight indicators for patient safety and two indicators for patient orientation. In comparison to the existing inpatient quality assurance procedure “Coronary angiography and
PCI” there are six indicators newly developed and six further
indicators modified and ten “old” indicators omitted. For the
first time indicators that use routine data of the insurance companies and from patient surveys have been included.
The Federal Joint Committee has commissioned the AQUA Institute with the implementation of a feasibility study in July 2011.
As a result two data fields were omitted. Further data fields
were modified and hints to filling the fields were added. The
feasibility study showed that an adjustment to the inquiry interval in the treating hospitals is necessary as well as that an
appropriate follow-up after discharge can only be ascertained
through the use of routine data of the insurance companies.
The data flows are currently tested in a commissioned trial run
since May 2012.

Colorectal carcinoma
The AQUA Institute has been commissioned by the Federal Joint
Committee in December 2009 with the development of instruments and the necessary documentations for a QA procedure
“Colorectal carcinoma”.
The term “colorectal carcinoma” combines the malignant tumor
diseases of the colon and the rectum. The colorectal carcinoma
has a high prevalence, a considerable overall community significance and pronounced individual health burden with approximately 70,000 newly contracted diseases and approximately
30,000 deaths annually.
The diagnostic, therapy and post care of colorectal tumor
disease poses an interdisciplinary, cross-sectoral challenge. In
order to realize the comprehensive treatment forms, which in
advanced states are various and partially executed p
 arallely, a
good cooperation between all participating expert groups is indispensable. Under acknowledgement of the current care prac© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH

Arthroscopy of the knee joint
The AQUA Institute was commissioned by the Federal Joint
Committee in November 2010 to develop indicators for a
QA procedure “Arthroscopy of the knee joint”.
In an arthroscopy the inner area of the knee joint is examined
through a special endoscope, the arthroscope. It has usually
to be differentiated between a diagnostic and a therapeutic
arthroscopy, while a diagnostic arthroscopy alone without

any further treatment plays a minor role. The indication for a
therapeutic arthroscopy can be founded on different reasons,
such as traumatic as well as degenerative diseases. To these,
meniscus damage, damage to the frontal cross belt as well as
age dependent arthrosis of the knee joint (gonarthrosis) are
among the most common overall disease pattern.
Arthroscopic interventions at the knee joint are among the most
common surgeries in the orthopedics. Approximately 150,000
arthroscopies are carried out in the outpatient s ector in Germany every year. Comparable numbers are not available in the
inpatient sector. According numbers vary between 100,000 to
350,000 interventions. The interventions are carried out in the
inpatient sector as well as in SHI accredited practices, each
with a different focus. While in hospitals the proportion of more
complex interventions such as cruciate ligament reconstruction is higher than those in outpatient practices, diagnostic
and lighter interventions dominate in the later. Potential for
quality improvements is present especially in the interdisciplinary cooperation, the coordination and linking of different service providers together, an appropriate indication and a more
intense consideration for the patient’s perspective. Further improvement potentials are in the execution of arthroscopy in the
sense of patient safety as well as an appropriate and individual
patient dependent post care.
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In the process of development, 61 indicators were researched
or newly developed. In the course of the selection and evaluation
process there were 25 indicators proven to be relevant and
practical. Afterwards, the AQUA Institute has added two more
indicators to the indicator set. Since there were major implementation problems for three out of these 27 indicators and
the inquiry outlay for two of the indicators was not justified, the
AQUA Institute has recommended a total of 22 indicators for
implementation, for which eight indicators cover the especially
relevant indication.
A feasibility study or a trial run is not yet commissioned by the
Federal Joint Committee. In 2012 the next steps for implementation are to test which of the follow-up indicators can be depicted using routine data and how the indicators covering the
patient’s perspective can be integrated into a patient survey.

Knee and hip replacement care
The endoprosthetic care of the hip and knee joint is the focus
of a orthopedic-surgical hospital’s spectrum with a c ommunity
that is becoming ever older. The advanced wear and tear of the
hip joint (coxarthrosis) and that of the knee joint (gonarthrosis)
are the leading diagnoses that require the implantation of an
endoprothesis. The together over 300,000 primary and more
than 38,000 component exchange interventions that are carried out every year make the quantitative significance of this
clinical area clear and justify a differentiated and comprehensive q
 uality observation using objective methods.

Nevertheless, the development teams are facing challenges of
the lawful requirements at the time. These mainly concern the
implementation of quality indicators, especially those collec
ted and evaluated in the outpatient sector (doctors’ practices).
In consequence, the recording of care quality in a cross-sectoral perspective will promote the development of innovative
implementation concepts. This concerns the inclusion of new
instruments for data collection (patient questioning, data from
insurance companies) or the level to which the indicator evalua
tion results will be reflected back to (individual service providers, groups of service providers).
A peculiarity to consider for these new endoprosthetic topics
is that both are already depicted in an inpatient QA p
 rocedure.
The new indicators will replace the indicators used in the inpatient area up to now in order to avoid a parallel or double
recording.
The complete report to the here described topics or detailed
information about the project status of all developments can be
found on the AQUA Institute’s website: www.sqg.de. Under the
corresponding heading there is current information about other
planned topics as well as comprehensive hints for possibilities
to actively participate in the development.

To overcome the limitations of existing quality assurance procedures whose focus is solely on the inpatient sector, the AQUA
Institute has been commissioned with the development of indicators, instruments and documentations for two cross-sectoral
QA procedures in December 2010. Special attention should be
paid for aspects such as patient’s perspective, registration of
all participating healthcare providers as well as relevant care
areas (outpatient/inpatient). In order to justify a parallel development of both endoprosthetic procedures, a continuous information exchange between the development teams during the
previous project phase has been ascertained.
The development for the topic of hip replacement care has
started approximately four months sooner, so that its preliminary results could be considered in the development of
the topic of knee replacement care. Both topics started with
88 researched or newly developed indicators, each into the
stage of multiple evaluations by an expert panel, during which
on one hand numerous indicators have undergone various
changes. On the other hand there has been a significant re
duction in the number of indicators. As such, for instance, for
the hip replacement care, after two rounds of evaluation only
25 indicators were chosen by the participating experts and
patient representatives and were finally recommended for

implementation by the AQUA Institute.
The main focus of the indicator set is the control of appropriate indication, the recording of complications as well as the
evaluation of care quality from the patient’s point of view. The
results of the developments cover the most important aspects
in the frame of endoprosthetic care and therefore depict an
appropriate basis for a cross-sectoral quality presentation.
German Hospital Quality Report 2011
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Legal basis

Data management

The 2011 Federal Data Pool comprises all data d
 ocumented
by hospitals licensed under § 108 of Part V the German Social
Security Code (SGB V) within the scope of mandatory documentation as part of external quality assurance for inpatients
pursuant to § 137 (1) sentence 3 no.1 SGB V in conjunction
with § 135a SGB V. This data pool constitutes the data basis for
the assessments undertaken on the hospital, state and federal
levels. The German Directive on Quality Assurance Measures
in Hospitals, licensed under § 108 SGB V (QSKH-RL), in force
since 2011, defines in Annex 1 the clinical areas that are subject to mandatory documentation.

The technical requirements for data collection, plausibility
testing and data transmission are defined in a formal regulation
(specification) and remain valid throughout the data collection
year. The specifications are further developed for every data
collection year by the AQUA Institute. The current version (14.0
Service Release 2) is available at the following link: http://
www.sqg.de/datenservice/downloads/2011.

Mandatory documentation
A specification made available by the AQUA Institute defines
the criteria for a software, the so-called QA filter, that controls
the requirements stipulating mandatory documentation govern
ing the services performed with respect to each hospital case
(patients) on the hospital level. This control comprises two steps:
pp

pp

Testing against the criteria for mandatory documentation:
Based on its inclusion and exclusion criteria, the QA filter
software examines whether a hospital case is subject to
mandatory documentation. This test is performed during the
provision of services and uses the medical and administrative routine date, including, among others, the admission
date or the diagnostic and procedural codes (ICD, OPS), to
establish whether mandatory documentation is required.
Once all conditions are met, documentation of the respective case is triggered during the provision of services.
Method-based target statistic: The so-called method-based
target statistic is based on a format defined in the QA filter
specification and is generated at the end of the report year
by the QA filter in each hospital. This process involves determining the total number as well as the number of cases to
be documented per clinical area. Additionally the hospital’s
management signs a conformity declaration, which confirms
that the numbers of the target statistic are consistent with
the hospital’s internal records. These reports are used to calculate the sum of the data sets to be expected for the data
collection year.

The catalogue rules and guidance documents used in 2011 for
encoding diagnoses, procedures and remuneration are valid
nationwide and provided the definition of requirements for mandatory documentation in the catalogues of services covered
(Table 1).
Table 1: Nationwide diagnosis, procedures and remuneration cata
logues for the data collection year 2011
Source
ICD-10-GM
2011
OPS 2011
DKR 2011

Link
http://www.dimdi.de/static/de/klassi/
diagnosen/icd10/htmlgm2011/index.htm
http://www.dimdi.de/static/de/klassi/
prozeduren/ops301/opshtml2011/index.htm
http://www.g-drg.de/cms/inek_site_de/
G-DRG-System_2011/Kodierrichtlinien/
Deutsche_Kodierrichtlinien_2011
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The valid specification of the QA filter describes the data sets,
key definitions, plausibility rules and export formats for each of
the clinical areas. For the data collection year 2011, all patients
with an admission date between Jan. 1 and Dec. 31, 2011 and
with the discharge date prior to Jan. 31, 2012 were subject to
mandatory documentation. Past this time frame in transplantation medicine and neonatology the so-called overstayers
are still subject to mandatory reporting. In the affected clinical areas, patients with an admission date in data collection
year 2011 as well as in the previous year 2010 are to be con
sidered. Deciding criteria in the transplantation medicine is that
the surgery happens in data collection year 2011. In neonatol
ogy the children that are admitted in 2010 and discharged after
Jan. 31, 2011 are considered over stayers.

Data transfer and import
The data are transferred in two different ways, depending on
whether a so-called direct or indirect procedure was invoked.
pp

Direct procedures (heart surgery and transplantation
medicine): Direct procedure data sets are transferred directly from the hospitals to the Federal Analysis Office (i.e., the
AQUA Institute since Jan. 1, 2010). This affects clinical areas
that are subject to mandatory documentation, but have relatively low numbers of cases such that consideration on the
state level would not be reasonable.

pp

Indirect procedures (all other clinical areas): Indirect procedure data sets are sent by the hospitals to the responsible
State Administration Offices, which forward these data to the
Federal Analysis Office, AQUA Institute, within the deadline,
i.e., by March of the subsequent year.

Data protection
The handling of sensitive information and data, particularly in
the healthcare sector, is subject to specific security measures
that comply with the requirements of data protection in all
respects. The following mechanisms are employed:
1. Annoymization: Before the data transmission, the patient

data in hospitals are anonymized. On the state level, the
case can no longer be traced to a specific patient. Only the
reporting hospital can trace the patient back.
2. Encoding: Before they are exchanged (e.g., between hos-

pitals and State Administrative Offices), the data sets are
encoded.
3. Pseudonymization: On the state level, the institutional ID

numbers of the reporting hospitals are pseudonymized prior
to transmission to the AQUA Institute. This way, nobody on
the federal level can tell which hospital the data sets came
from for all indirect procedures.
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4. Compliance of the data protection regulations: All AQUA

Institute’s staff are contractually bound to comply with data
protection rules and regulations.

Extent of the 2011 Federal Data Pool
In data collection year 2011, the procedure for external quality
assurance of inpatients covered 30 nationwide clinical areas
that were subject to mandatory documentation.
For the data collection year 2011, 1,788 hospitals transferred
method-based target statistics. Of these, 1,697 hospitals rendered services subject to mandatory documentation. 91 hospitals submitted what is called as “zero report”, i.e., these hospitals were not subject to mandatory documentation. From a total
number of 19,847,142 full inpatient cases tested, the QA filter
identified a total of 4,039,160 cases (21 %) as being subject to
mandatory documentation.
A total of 1,666 licensed hospitals transferred these 4,076,739
QA datasets to the Federal Data Pool (Table 2). The number
of reporting hospitals could be determined more precisely this
year because of an improved comparison with the data of the
State Administrative Offices. Using this basis a complete count
of 98 % was recorded. As in the previous year, the ratio of delivered to expected data sets was approximately 100 % across
all clinical areas.
Table 2: Federal Data Pool deriving from the data collection
year 2011
Reported

Expected Complete count

Data sets

4,076,739

4,102,050

99.4 %

Hospitals

1,666

1,697

98.2 %

The quotient of the actually reported data sets and the expected
calculated from the methods based target statistic determines
the data completeness count separately on the level of every
hospital and every clinical area, i.e., the documentation rate.
These results are to be published in the hospital quality r eport
according to § 137 SGB V. Moreover, this method allows an assessment of how comprehensive and valid the evaluations were
on state and federal levels.
The total number of hospitals has decreased in comparison to
the previous year by 31 and the number of hospitals with services subject to mandatory reporting by 27 according to the
target statistic. The number of cases that are subject to mandatory reporting has however increased at the same time.

Computational discrepancies, i.e., values below 95 % or over
110 % invoke the Structured Quality Dialogue, where they are
discussed. For undocumented data sets that are subject to
mandatory reporting a quality assurance fine has to be paid by
the hospitals according to § 8 (4) of the Hospital Remuneration
Act (KHEntgG) in connection with § 137 (1) sentence 2 SGB V
since data collection year 2011.
The completeness count for data collection year 2011 on the
state level is listed by clinical area in table 3. The majority of
completeness counts of individual clinical areas range from
96.4 % to 101.8 %, which constitutes a further improvment over
the previous year. Only in the area of living liver donation is
the complete count discrepantly low with 88.6 % in this year.
This is probably caused by problems with the target statistic
which have a corresponding impact as a result of the low doc
umentation rates in this clinical area. The backgrounds of the
low documentation rates have to be clarified in the Structured
Quality Dialogue.
pp

Exception: The triggering of the QA filter of all three heart
surgical clinical areas that are subject to mandatory report
ing result from the same algorithm. Therefore they are documented in the same documentation sheet and are evaluated
together for the complete data count (Table 4). The specific
classification of each clinical area (isolated aortic valve surgery, isolated coronary surgery or combined coronary and
aortic valve surgery) then happens in the evaluation. The
same applies to the clinical areas kidney as well as pancreas
and pancreas-kidney transplantations.

Two so-called clinical areas for accounting and analyse purposes (CAAAP) (HCH_AORT_KATH_ENDO, HCH_AORT_KATH_
TRAPI) were reported in the target statistic in data collection
year 2010 to differentiate the evaluation of heart surgical
intervention. The target numbers in these are each based on
specific surgery data, which are defined in the specification
of the QA filter. On the other hand, the data of these CAAAP
are recorded on the uniform documentation sheet, so that the
values of each present a part of all the heart surgical data.
While in the previous year the implementation was accompanied with some problems, the experience in data collection
year 2011 shows that the aforementioned types of interventions can be efficiently mapped with this procedure despite
expanding them to a total of 5 CAAAP. The completeness count
is in each CAAAP on average between 95.6 % and 103.9 %.

Completeness count
In the indirect procedures, the completeness of the data set
counts and plausibility are tested by the State Administrative
Offices for Quality Assurance based on the criteria defined in
the specifications and/or, when the direct procedures are involved, by the Federal Analysis Office defined in § 137 a SGB V.
The documentation rate is calculated separately for every
clinical area of a hospital since data collection year 2010.
German Hospital Quality Report 2011
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Table 3: Completeness counts of data sets by clinical area
Procedure

Clinical area

Code

Complete counts

Indirect

Cholecystectomy

12/1

100.1 %

Carotid artery reconstruction

10/2

99.4 %

Community-acquired pneumonia

PNEU

99.2 %

Pacemaker: Implantation

09/1

99.2 %

Pacemaker: Replacement of generator/battery

09/2

101.8 %

Pacemaker: Revision/system replacement/removal

09/3

96.4 %

Implantable cardioverter defibrillators: Implantation

09/4

98.4 %

Implantable cardioverter defibrillators: Replacement of
generator/battery

09/5

98.6 %

Implantable cardioverter defibrillators: Revision/system
replacement/removal

09/6

97.0 %

Coronary angiography and percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) 21/3

100.6 %

Direct

Breast surgery

18/1

99.1 %

Obstetrics

16/1

99.9 %

Neonatology

NEO

98.0 %

Gynecological surgery

15/1

99.3 %

Femoral fracture near the hip joint

17/1

99.9 %

Hip replacement: Primary implantation

17/2

99.8 %

Hip replacement: Revision and component exchange

17/3

99.9 %

Total knee replacement: Primary implantation

17/5

99.9 %

Knee replacement: Revision and component exchange

17/7

99.1 %

Nursing: Prevention of pressure ulcers

DEK

98.4 %

Heart surgery (total)

HCH

100.0 %

Heart transplantation

HTX

100.0 %

Lung and heart-lung transplantation

LUTX

99.7 %

Liver transplantation

LTX

99.4 %

Living liver donation

LLS

88.6 %

Living kidney donation

NLS

100.0 %

Kidney transplantation, Pancreas and pancreas-kidney
transplantation (total)

NTX, PNTX

99.9 %

Table 4: Completeness counts of data sets in heart surgery after CAAAP
Clinical area

Code

Heart surgery (total)

HCH

100.0 %

Coronary surgery, isolated

HCH_KORO

103.9 %

Aortic valve surgery, isolated – conventional

HCH_AORT

102.3 %

Aortic valve surgery, isolated – catheter supported endovascular

HCH_AORT_KATH_ENDO

95.6 %

Aortic valve surgery, isolated – catheter supported transapical

HCH_AORT_KATH_TRAPI

98.9 %

Combined coronary and aortic valve surgery

HCH_KOMB
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Complete counts

101.3 %
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The distribution of data sets across the corresponding CAAAP
show that 61 % of all interventions are from isolated coronary
surgery (Figure 1). The clinical area aortic valve surgery has a
proportion of 27 % in relation to all surgical heart interventions.
It is divided into three CAAAP: conventional 16 %; catheter supported endovascular 7 % ; catheter supported transapical 4 %.

Aortic valve surgery,
isolated – conventional
16.0 %
7.0 %
4.0 %
61.0 %
11.0 %

pp

System-related overdocumentation and underdocumentation: Patients who underwent a transplantation in data
collection year 2011 but were not discharged until a
 fter
the data a
 cceptance deadline can be reported to us in
March 2012 by the hospitals. At the same time the rec
ognition of multiple transplantations has been improved.
Through these measures, the apparent misdocumentations
of the previous years could be avoided.

pp

Deviating Eurotransplant (ET) numbers: The merging of
data of the surgeries and follow-up-inquiry after one, two or
three years of surgeries and living donation is done by the
so-called ET-numbers, which are given by the Eurotransplant
(ET). If the wrong ET number is entered in the documentation,
then patient data cannot always be pooled properly. These
errors can affect the analysis of follow-up data. For the improvement of data quality, only follow-up inquiry data that
have a matching surgery data available are accepted since
January 2012. Through these further plausibility controls,
errors in the follow-up inquire as well as in surgery data are
effectively identified.

pp

Deviating case numbers: The patients are identified within
a treatment by a unique case number. In isolated cases,
software or documentation errors can lead to a generation
of new case numbers upon update of the data. Such errors
cause apparent overdocumentations.

Aortic valve surgery,
isolated – catheter
supported endovascular
Aortic valve surgery,
isolated – catheter
supported transapical
Combined coronary and
aortic valve surgery
Coronary surgery, isolated

Figure 1: Surgical heart intervention (%) in data collection year 2011 –
differentiation by CAAAP

Over- and under-documentation
The number of submitted data sets and the number of data sets
that are subject to mandatory reporting should be equal, i.e., the
documentation rate should be 100 %. In individual clinical areas,
however, there was over- and/or under-documentation both in
relation to the number of hospitals as well as to the number of
data sets because of the following reasons:
pp

Documentation errors: Due to coding errors or software
problems, hospitals reported data sets to be documented
in their target statistics, even though they did not conduct
these services.

pp

Overreported target statistics: Because they changed their
hospital identifier (ID number), hospitals transmitted their
target statistics twice.

pp

Overreported data deliveries: Because they changed their
ID number, hospitals transmitted their QA data twice without
cancelling their previous transmission.

pp

Deviating ID numbers: The data sets are transmitted under
the ID number of a overarching institution, even though the
correct ID number of the respective institution is indicated
in the target statistics. This inconsistency can also occur in
indirect procedures, for instance, when several operational
sites with the same ID number send separate pseudonyms
to the Federal Analysis Office. Conversely, several hospitals generate their target statistics for a group of affiliated
hospitals.

pp

Overstayers in transplantation medicine: In transplan
tation settings, the number of patients called “overstayers”
has been reported since 2009 ; these are patients who are
discharged after Jan. 31 in the year after their admission. In
these cases, the surgery date determines the year of analy
sis. Accordingly, both admission and surgery calendar y ears
must be considered. This can lead to some errors in the
target statistic since this requires an assessment across
calendar years.
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Minimal data set (MDS)
A minimal data set is created when certain medical circumstances prevent documentation from being sufficiently complete in the respective clinical area (e.g., in incorrect triggering
through the QA filter). For 2011, a total of 6,348 minimal data
sets were transmitted by 369 hospitals. The number of minimal data sets has increased by almost 40 % in comparison to
the previous year. As in the previous year, neonatology contributes to 38 % of all minimal data sets. The minimal data sets are
always included when determining the completeness counts.

Notes on the results
Any differences between this German Hospital Quality Report
and a previous version are due to the rolling updating of the
database (e.g., follow-up documentations from long-term transplantation inpatients) or changes in the computation rules basis
(e.g., changes in algorithms, rounding off decimal places). The
results in this German Hospital Quality Report refer to the federal analysis of the clinical areas valid at the time this report went
to press. If any changes are made retrospectively, the status
of the federal analysis published at www.sqg.de supersede the
data published in this report.
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Background
Crucial for the informative value of quality indicators is their
evidence base as well as the quality of data. Data collected
within the QA documentation are of high quality if they are
characterized by:
pp

Plausibility, i.e., the recorded data for a case are plausible

pp

Completeness, i.e., all information about a case is recorded

pp

Complete counts, i.e., all cases of a clinical area subject to
mandatory documentation are recorded

pp

Accuracy, i.e., the recorded data of a case are correct

A number of measures are taken to ensure high d
 ocumentation
quality in external quality assurance of inpatients. Figure 1 shows
the systematization of the measures based on the data process
ing phase and the parties instrumental in the respective phase.
The QA filter software (for more details, see chapter “database”)
helps to ensure complete recording of cases in the hospital by
pointing out cases that are subject to m
 andatory documentation. During data entry, data are examined regarding plausibility
and completeness. The plausibility check focuses on whether the
data meet formal criteria, e.g., correct chronological order of a
patient’s date of admission and discharge. This is re-examined
when data is exported and recorded by the responsible institutions (the AQUA Institute or the State Administrative Offices for
Quality Assurance, d
 epending on the clinical area). The required
test algorithms are provided within the specification of the documentation software.

Despite the aforementioned measures developed to improve
data collection and transmission, a variety of errors can occur,
e.g., due to erroneous data entry or data processing. In order to
assess the quality of the data based on which the quality indicators are calculated additional tests are administered as part of
the data entry control.
To examine the completeness of counts of the documentation,
a target – actual comparison is conducted for each clinical
area. In doing so, data provided by the hospital (“actual”) are
compared with the number of cases that should be document
ed according to the QA filter software (“target”, for more details,
see chapter on database). This comparison is carried out routinely as part of the data collection and analysis.
Completeness and accuracy of the data are examined by means
of a data validation procedure. Results of this examination are
primarily used to optimize documentation at the level of the
hospital. They furthermore provide an informative basis for the
development of verified procedures on the national level.

Data processing phase

Implementation under QSKH-RL

Identification of cases

Hospital

Case selection

via QA filter software specification

Data collection

Examination of plausibility and
completeness of data
via QA documentation software specification

AQUA/LQS

Data transmission

Complete counts of data sets

Data analysis

(Federal) Data Pool

Target-actual comparison

Accuracy and completeness
of data
Data validation procedure

Figure 1: Securing documentation quality in external inpatient quality assurance
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Methods
The data validation procedure consists of two parts, Basic
Statistical Testing with Structured Dialogue and Sampling Pro-

cedure with Data Synchronization. These two parts differ in
r espect to their primary objective and method (Figure 2).

Basic Statistical Testing with
Structured Quality Dialogue

Sampling Procedure with
Data Synchronization

Random sample

Basic Statistical Testing

from all hospitals

of QA data by the means of discrepancy criteria
Element 1:

Element 2:

Element 3:

Discrepancy criteria
for complete count
of data

Discrepancy criteria
for data plausibility
and completeness
(consistency)

Discrepancy criteria for
data plausibility and
completeness (primary
implementation)

Recollection of selected data fields
and data synchronization

Discrepancy in data validation?

Structured Quality Dialogue
„Data validation“

Report
Combining of the results and annual publication

Figure 2: Data validation procedure

Basic Statistical Testing with Structured
Quality Dialogue
The Basic Statistical Testing with Structured Quality Dialogue
aims to identify erroneous and incomplete documentations
and those not complete in numbers within the QA data and
initiate specific measures for the improvement of documentation quality. In a statistical analysis, the data are tested for
plausibility, completeness, and complete counts by predefined
discrepancy criteria. When using the discrepancy criteria for the
first time, it is tested whether they are suitable for continuous
use during the following years (continuation). Based on their
characteristics, data are assigned to one of the three elements:
pp

Element 1: Discrepancy criteria for complete count of data
Since data collection year 2010, discrepancy criteria for complete count of data are used in all clinical areas except for
neonatology and implantable cardioverter defibrillator. This
is based on all data sets provided by a hospital in a clinical
area (actual inventory) and the numbers of the target statistic
(target inventory). Based on the target-actual comparison, one
discrepancy criterion per clinical area is applied to deficient
documentation (ratio of actual/target < 95 % per clinical area)
and one discrepancy criterion to excessive d
 ocumentation

German Hospital Quality Report 2011

(ratio of target/actual > 110 % per clinical area).
pp

Element 2: Discrepancy criteria for data plausibility and
completeness (consistency)
Since data collection year 2010, discrepancy criteria
which proved suitable within their first application are
reapplied during the following years. Therefore computa
tional discrepancies which point to a faulty documentation
can be traced beyond the year of the first application.

pp

Element 3: Discrepancy criteria for data plausibility and
completeness (first application)
Besides the discrepancy criteria for complete count and the
continued discrepancy criteria for data plausibility and completeness, every year a comprehensive set of new criteria is
developed, which is applied to selected clinical areas.

Table 1 shows the essential characteristics of such a new
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discrepancy criterion using an example.
Table 1: Example for a discrepancy criterion (DC) from the clinical
area cholecystectomy

Description

DC6: “No reinterventions”

Numerator

Patients with reinterventions

Denominator

All patients

Reference range

>0%

Minimum case number
(denominator)

150

Discrepancy criteria are calculated by dividing the numerator
by the denominator. These criteria feature a reference range.
Hospitals outside of the reference range are considered computationally discrepant in regard to the documentation quality. For
these hospitals a faulty documentation in the respective data
fields is suspected. For some discrepancy criteria, there is a
minimum number of treatment cases for a hospital in order for
these criteria to be computed for the hospital. The reason is
that some inconsistencies in the data can be considered statis
tically significant only when a certain number of cases is reached. With regards to DC6: “No reinterventions” of the clinical
area cholecystectomy, a hospital is considered computationally
discrepant if at least 150 patients (minimum number of cases)
have been treated (denominator) and no reintervention was
documented (numerator).

an annual report on the website www.sqg.de since 2011.

Data validation in 2011 based on data
collection in 2010
Basic Statistical Testing with Structured Quality
Dialogue – Results of data collection in 2010
pp

Applying the discrepancy criteria for complete count to the federal data pool of 2010 revealed 1,990 computational discrepancies
regarding an over- or under-documentation. Written statements
were requested for 1,109 of these computational discrepancies
(table 2). Since the documentation of the three heart surgical
clinical areas (coronary surgery, isolated; aortic valve surgery,
isolated; combined coronary and aortic valve surgery) are recorded in the same document, the complete count was tested
for all three as well. The same holds true for the clinical areas
kidney transplantation as well as pancreas and pancreas-kidney
transplantation.
pp

Element 2: Discrepancy criteria for data plausibility and
completeness (consistency)
In 2010, between one and three discrepancy criteria were
chosen in 14 clinical areas which were measured and will be
measured in the following years (continuation). Applying the
discrepancy criteria to the federal data pool of 2010 revealed
between 5 and 222 computational discrepancies per clinical
area. The discrepancies were determined for each discrepancy criterion at the level of the hospital. It is therefore possible
that one hospital is computationally discrepant in respect
to multiple criteria. Written statements were requested for
521 of these computational discrepancies. The analyses revealed that 56,6% of the discrepanices were due to faulty
documentation because of disagreements in the hospitals
and inadequate use of the data collection instruments (table
3)1. Measures to optimize the quality of the documentation
have already been taken.

pp

Element 3: Discrepancy criteria for data plausibility and
completeness (first application)
Discrepancy criteria for the clinical areas cholecystectomy
and liver transplantation were developed and applied for the
first time within the Basic Statistical Testing in 2011. Table 4
shows the number of these criteria per clinical area as well
as the number of hospitals and of documented data sets (ex-

As soon as a hospital is considered computationally discrepant
with regard to a discrepancy criterion the Structured Quality
Dialogue for data validity is initiated. To determine the reason for
the computational discrepancy a written statement is request
ed from the respective hospital. If the QA data of the hospital
are incomplete and/or erroneous, optimization measures are
initiated.

Sampling Procedure with Data
Synchronization
The Sampling Procedure with Data Synchronization aims to
make a quantitative statement about the quality of the documentation in a certain clinical area. Different data fields are
chosen from the QA documentation, for which data are recol
lected in reference to the patient’s medical record. For these
recollection a two-stage random sample is drawn. Initially, for
each state and each clinical area 5% of all hospitals are chosen
which offer the clinical area in focus and provided the respective data. Afterwards, up to 20 cases are drawn from each hospital and are compared to the QA documentation. The medical
record is the reference standard. If there are discrepancies in
the documentation, i.e., strong deviations between the medical
record and the QA documentation, a Structured Quality Dia
logue can be initialized for the respective hospital.

Element 1: Discrepancy criteria for complete count of data

1

The remaining computationally discrepant hospitals confirmed a correct documentation,
gave other answers or did not respond to the statement request.

The results from both segments are made publically available in
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cept for minimal data sets) which were included in the Basic
Statistical Testing.
Applying the discrepancy criteria to the federal data pool of
2010 revealed between 1 and 103 computational discrep

2

ancies per clinical area. These were determined for each
discrepancy criterion at the level of the hospital. Written
statements were requested for 91 of these discrepancies.
The analyses revealed that 34,1% of it were due to faulty
documentation because of disagreements in the hospitals
and inadequate use of the instruments (table 5). Measures
to optimize the quality of the documentation have already
been taken.

The remaining computationally discrepant hospitals confirmed a correct documentation, gave other answers or did not respond to the statement request.

Table 2: Chosen measures for the Basic Statistical Testing with Structured Quality Dialogue – completeness
Clinical area

Computational discrepancies

Requested statements

Cholecystectomy

85

45

Carotid artery reconstruction

70

46

Community-acquired pneumonia

266

146

Pacemaker: Implantation

144

83

77

43

Pacemaker: Revision/system replacement/removal

164

108

Coronary angiography and percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI)

135

70

Heart surgery (total)

9

7

Heart transplantation

6

5

Lung and heart-lung transplantation

3

3

Liver transplantation

8

8

Living liver donation

7

1

Living kidney donation

2

1

Kidney transplantation, pancreas and pancreas-kidney
transplantation (total)

3

2

124

77

Obstetrics

33

14

Gynecological surgery

94

45

173

95

80

43

161

101

Total knee replacement: Primary implantation

63

29

Knee replacement: Revision and component exchange

64

41

219

96

Pacemaker: Replacement of generator/battery

Breast surgery

Femoral fracture near the hip joint
Hip replacement: Primary implantation
Hip replacement: Revision and component exchange

Nursing: Prevention of pressure ulcers
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Table 3: Chosen measures and results for the Basic Statistical Testing with Structured Quality Dialogue – consistency
Discrepancy Computational
criteria discrepancies

Requested
statements

Clinical area

Computational discrepancies with
confirmed improper documentation
Number

Proportion

Carotid artery reconstruction

1

33

25

2

8.0 %

Community-acquired pneumonia

2

63

34

20

58.8 %

Pacemaker: Implantation

3

120

58

28

48.3 %

Coronary angiography and percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI)

1

26

19

6

31.6 %

Coronary surgery, isolated

2

7

7

4

57.1 %

Aortic valve surgery, isolated

2

9

9

4

44.4 %

Kidney transplantation

2

5

5

2

40.0 %

Breast surgery

2

150

47

26

55.3 %

Obstetrics

2

70

42

14

33.3 %

Gynecological surgery

2

222

117

79

67.5 %

Femoral fracture near the hip joint

2

36

25

4

16.0 %

Hip replacement: Primary
implantation

2

52

37

24

64.9 %

Total knee replacement: Primary
implantation

2

46

25

15

60.0 %

Table 4: Basic Statistical Testing – Number of hospitals, data sets (excluding minimum data sets) and discrepancy criteria in the clinical areas of
data validation for data collection year 2010
Clinical area
Cholecystectomy
Liver transplantation

Hospitals

Data sets

Discrepancy criteria

1,173

171,519

6

23

1,117

2

Table 5: Chosen measures and results for the Basic Statistical Testing with Structured Quality Dialogue – first application
Computational
discrepancies

Requested
statements

Clinical area
Cholecystectomy
Liver transplantation

© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH

Computational discrepancies with
confirmed improper documentation
Number

Proportion

103

90

30

33.3 %

1

1

1

100.0 %
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Sampling Procedure with Data Synchronization
– Results of data collection year 2010
In addition to Basic Statistical Testing with Structured Quality
Dialogue, a Sampling Procedure with Data Synchronization
was carried out in the clinical areas cholecystectomy and liver
transplantation. Table 6 shows the number of cases treated
per clinical area for which data were recollected by means of
their personal medical records during this procedure. It additionally shows the number of hospitals in which the cases
occurred as well as the number of data fields per clinical area
which were selected for recollection.
Based on the results of the Sampling Procedure with Data Synchronization, the documentation quality of each data field was
evaluated on the basis of a specific evaluating schema. Figure 3
shows the results of this evaluation for all reviewed data fields
of a clinical area. It can be noted that the quality of documentation varies greatly. In both clinical areas, data fields exist with
excellent quality of documentation, but also data fields where
the documentation requires improvement.

100 %
52.6

90 %

23.1

80 %
15.4

70 %
60 %

Requires
improvement

61.5

50 %

Good

26.3

40 %

Excellent

30 %
20 %

21.1

10 %
0%

Cholecystectomy

Liver transplantation

Figure 3: Sampling Procedure with Data Synchronization: Documentation quality based on data fields

Table 6: Basic Statistical Testing – number of hospitals, data sets (excluding minimum data sets) and discrepancy criteria in the clinical areas of data
validation for data collection year 2010
Clinical area
Cholecystectomy
Liver transplantation

Hospitals

Cases treated

Selected data fields

66

1,306

19

1

20

153

Conclusion and future prospects
Based on the results of 2010, insight was gained into existing
problems of documentation and their causes. One prominent
reason for faulty documentation is insufficient knowledge of
the fill-in instructions amongst the hospital staff. Optimization
measures at the level of the hospital (e.g., training of staff) as
well as the federal level (e.g., adjustment of the fill-in instruction by Federal Experts’ Working Groups) have been initiated.
The Sampling Procedure with Data Synchronization showed
that the quality of documentation with regard to different data
fields varies greatly. Particularly data fields that concern complications were noted less frequently in the QA documentation
than in the personal medical records. Such insufficient documentation of complications has a negative impact on the quality
of documentation and leads in addition to false positive results
in regard to the indicators. Therefore a optimization of the data
collection through the use of routine data from statutory health
insurance companies is considered for more clinical areas.
To reach long-term improvement of the documentation q
 uality
in regard to complete counts, the discrepancy criteria for complete counts will also be applied to the clinical areas neonatology and implantable cardioverter defibrillators starting in
2011. Furthermore, starting with the data collection year 2012,
according to § 24 QSKH-RL a fine will be imposed for every not
documented data set if the documentation rate per clinical area
German Hospital Quality Report 2011

is below 95 %. In addition, a discrepancy criterion tor the minimum data set4 is applied, which is expected to act as an incentive to fill in the minimum data set.
For the data validation in 2012 based on the data collection
year 2011, the G-BA chose the clinical areas n
 eonatology,
total hip replacement and component exchange as well as
living kidney donation and aortic valve surgery, isolated
(catheter supported).

3

Since the creatinine values and the bilirubine values could only be inquired in one of the
two given units, 13 data fields provide the computational basis for the following analysis.

4

Definition minimum data set: When constellations occur in the clinical practice which
trigger the QA filter even though the data set of the corresponding clinical area is not
suitable for documentation, a replacement data set with minimal fields can be filled out.
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Objectives and commission
The Structured Quality Dialogue was established in Germany in
2011. The aim is to ensure resp. to improve the medical and
nursing care of hospitals in Germany. This includes tracking indications of potentially insufficient care quality.
For this, hospitals have to document the medical-nursing treatment of patients in chosen clinical area according to specified
criteria. The documented quality data are transmitted to an
external institution, either the State Administrative Offices for
Quality Assurance or the AQUA Institute. These data are there
evaluated following defined criteria.
On the one hand the evaluation results are sent back to the
hospitals, on the other hand they are analyzed and evaluated by
independent expert groups. If the evaluations indicate a possible
quality deficit of individual hospitals, the so-called Structured
Quality Dialogue can be initiated to clarify this discrepancy. The
Structured Quality Dialogue according to §§ 10 – 15 of “German
Directive on Quality Assurance Measures in Hospitals” (QSKHRL) supports hospitals with the continuous improvement of their
care quality.

Initially, the Structured Quality Dialogue clarifies whether a
hospital’s computational discrepancies exposed by quality indicators are in fact attributable to quality problems. If the answer is affirmative, specialized experts will support the hospital
with analyses and consultations and by mutually agreed targets
for internal quality improvement. The Structured Quality Dia
logue starts in May/June of the year following the year in which
the data were collected. Concerning the quality indicators to
be published in the hospitals’ quality reports, the Structured
Quality Dialogue must be concluded by October 31st of the year
following the data collection year; the deadline for the other
indicators ends on December 31st. Regarding the implementation of the Structured Quality Dialogue, the QSKH Directive
stipulates when a result of a hospital becomes computation
ally discrepant and which verification method is to be used to
determine whether there is in fact a quality deficiency underlying this computational discrepancy. If this should be the case,
concrete quality assurance measures will be introduced, mostly
using target agreements. For this the Experts’ Working Groups,
the hospitals involved, the State Administrative Offices for Quality Assurance (LQS) and the responsible institution on the state
level (AQUA Institute) are working closely together.

Data collection year
1

Data acceptance

Year of procedure
2

January February

March April

May

June

July

Start

End of data
acceptance

August

September

October

Implementation

of the Structured
Quality Dialogue

of the Structured
Quality Dialogue

November

December

Conclusion

of the Structured
Quality Dialogue

Year of report
3

January February

March April

Reports of the state level
Indirect procedures

May

June

July

August

Report of the federal level
Direct procedures

September

October

November

December

Summarizing report
on the state level

Figure: Chronological sequence of the Structured Quality Dialogue
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Responsibilities
In external quality assurance of inpatients you differentiate
between direct and indirect procedures. The direct procedures
comprise clinical areas with comparably low case numbers.
Among these are currently the organ transplantations and
heart surgery. These procedures are supervised “directly”
by the AQUA Institute as institution mandated by § 137a of
Part V of the German Social Security Code (SGB V). The indirect
procedures on the other hand cover the clinical areas with comparably high case numbers. For these the State Administrative
Offices for Quality Assurance are responsible. The responsible steering committee for the Structured Quality Dialogue for
direct procedures for direct procedures is the quality assurance
subcommittee of the Federal Joint Committee (G-BA). The steer
ing committees of the states (§ 14 QSKH-RL) are responsible
for the indirect procedures. The accomplishment of the Structured Quality Dialogue with the hospitals falls to the State

Administrative Offices on the state level and to the AQUA
Institute on the federal level. Experts’ working groups (on the
state level) and Federal Experts’ Working Groups (on the federal
level) with independent experts for each clinical area are used
for the preparation and accomplishment of the Structured Quality Dialogue’s measures.
Figure 2 shows an overview of the responsibilities in the processing of the Structured Quality Dialogue. The cooperation of
the responsible bodies at the state and federal level with their
Experts’ working groups is indicated by double arrows; dashed
double arrows represent the exchange of information taking
place between the agencies of the Structured Quality Dialogue
(including the Experts’ working groups they appoint) and the
healthcare providers involved.

Direct procedure

Indirect procedure

The G-BA’s
Subcommittee for Quality Assurance

AQUA Institute

Steering Committee

Federal Experts’
Working Groups

LQS

Experts’
working groups

Structured Quality Dialogue
Healthcare providers
Figure 2: Structured Quality Dialogue – participants and responsibilities

Reference ranges and computational discrepancies
A quality indicator allows us to quantify a quality target, i.e., to
translate it into a number. With this, a statement can be made
about how close or far the medical care in a single clinical area
or in a hospital is to the given quality target. For this purpose,
the hospitals collect data on patients and course of treatments.
The results are usually stated as a ratio (so-called rate). The
numerator represents the number of results discrepant according to the quality indicator. The denominator indicates the total
number of patients that are considered by the quality indicator.
Quality indicators themselves are not a measure for quality.
Therefore the results are evaluated with the help of a so-called
reference range. According to § 10 (2) QSKH-RL, the reference
range differentiates between discrepant and non-discrepant results. The indicator results within the reference r ange are evaluated as non-discrepant quality of care. Results outside the
reference range are considered “computationally discrepant”.

German Hospital Quality Report 2011

The so-called sentinel event indicators take a special position.
These record very rare, but severe events. These events are
generally classified as computationally discrepant for every
single occurrence (i.e., the reference range of a sentinel event
indicator comprises exclusively the value zero). Every single occurring case therefore requires a statement from the hospital.
For a variety of reasons, there are several quality indicators for which no reference ranges are defined. Even though
you can use the results of these indicators to contrast different healthcare providers, the lack of a reference value
makes it impossible to categorize hospitals as being discrepant or non-discrepant. Thus, quality indicators without any
reference range are not directly considered in the Structured
Quality Dialogue. Nevertheless, they may be of interest for interpreting computationally discrepant indicator results from a
hospital by providing background information.
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Process of the Structured Quality Dialogue
Processing computational discrepancies
Computational discrepancies lead to the initiation of the Structured Quality Dialogue. The responsible bodies on the state and
federal level initially have two possibilities at their disposal
according to § 11 of the QSKH-RL:
pp

To send a notice to the hospital concerned

pp

Request for a written statement

The decision for one of these possibilities depends on the sever
ity of the discrepancy on the one hand, and on whether a hospital has shown discrepancies for the first time or repeatedly
on the other hand. In case of a sentinel event the request of a
statement is mandatory.
Pursuant to § 10 (3) of the QSKH-RL, initiation of the Structured
Quality Dialogue may be waived without further justification,
when a computational discrepancy is generated by one single
case (“isolated case” rule) and it is not a sentinel event indicator. In all other cases, the justification has to be included in the
reports according to 15 QSKH-RL.

Analysis of healthcare providers’ statements
In the next step of the Structured Quality Dialogue, the statements submitted are analyzed by the LQS and their experts’
working groups respectively the AQUA Institute and the Federal
Experts’ Working Groups to ascertain whether the computa
tional discrepancies were caused by qualitative deficiencies in
healthcare or whether there are other reasons.

When assessing the statements, among others the following
c riteria are applied:
pp

Was the result critically analyzed and discussed in the
hospital?

pp

Is there a quality problem in inpatient centered care and/or a
documentation problem?

pp

Was the problem and the associated need for action
recognized by the hospital?

pp

Have solutions to improve the results already been
processed and initiated?

pp

Do the planned measures promise to be successful?

pp

Are the initiated measures conclusively checked by the
hospital?

A hospital’s statement to a computational discrepancy will be
accepted if it plausibly explains that the computational discrep
ancy wasn’ t caused by actual quality deficiencies. At this point,
the Structured Quality Dialogue is ended and the hospital gets
an appropriate notification and evaluation. If the computational discrepancy actually does expose quality deficiencies,
the Structured Quality Dialogue may nevertheless be ended, as
long as the hospital can credibly explain in its statement that the
quality problem was identified and that suitable measures for
eliminating the deficiencies have already been initiated o
 n-site.
But if, even after the statement has been reviewed, doubts
remain concerning the quality of care or the 

improvement
measures initiated, the hospital is required to submit a more
precise statement, is summoned for a meeting or a inspection
in the hospital is carried out.

Computational discrepancy
No measures
(in well-founded cases according
to §10 (3) of the QSKH-RL)

Measures
Notice

Statement

Precisement
not accepted

d

pte

e
acc

Meeting

ted

ep
acc

ed
ept

acc

Site inspection

Target agreement
not accepted

Conclusion of the Structured Quality Dialogue

Deliberation in the G-BA’s subcommittee or
Steering Committee

Figure 3: Structured Quality Dialogue – overview of the protocol
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The inspection of a hospital serves to review possible quality
deficiencies on site. Following the inspection, there is a meet
ing regarding the results of the on-site review.
The meeting (in the LQS or at the hospital following an inspection) serves to eliminate any doubts about the quality of care. It
is also of an advisory nature. If possible, the jointly recognised
need for improvement should be documented in a written target
agreement. If concrete measures are agreed, an appropriate
deadline for their implementation is to be set.
If a hospital fails to cooperate with the responsible bodies on
the federal or state level, the hospital is reported to the subcommittee for Quality Assurance of the G-BA or the Steering
Committee at the state level as the responsible body (QSKH-RL).
This notification is effected if:
pp

a hospital unjustifiably refuses to make statements, attend
meetings, allow inspections or conclude target agreements,
or

pp

a hospital does not meet the obligations stipulated by a
target agreement without any comprehensible reasons.

The responsible steering committee deliberates and takes
 ecisions regarding further actions, including the publication
d
of information.

Conclusion of the Structured Quality Dialogue
In order to conclude the Structured Quality Dialogue pursuant
to § 13 (1) of the QSKH-RL, its results have to be evaluated.
Not only the results of the indicator and the related statement
are integral to this concluding assessment, also the results of
the other indicators of the respective clinical area have to be accounted for. In addition, the results and assessments of the previous years are considered in order to obtain the overall picture
of the respective hospital. This way, the statement’s contents
and especially the results of the improvement measures can be
evaluated better.

Table 1: Formal evaluation categories in the Structured Quality Dialogue (corresponding to the data format)
Classification* Meaning

*

0

The Structured Quality Dialogue is not concluded yet. The result cannot be classified at present.

1

Upon conclusion of the Structured Quality Dialogue, the result is classified as qualitatively non-discrepant.

2

Upon conclusion of the Structured Quality Dialogue, the result is classified as qualitatively non-discrepant. The results
will be subject to special monitoring over the further course.

3

Upon conclusion of the Structured Quality Dialogue, the result is classified as qualitatively discrepant.

4

Upon conclusion of the Structured Quality Dialogue, the result is classified as repeatedly qualitatively discrepant.

5

The result is classified as qualitatively discrepant due to a lack of cooperation within the Structured Quality Dialogue.

9

Other (explained in the commentary)

13

Upon conclusion of the Structured Quality Dialogue, the result is classified as qualitatively discrepant due to improper
documentation.

14

Upon conclusion of the Structured Quality Dialogue, the result is classified as repeatedly qualitatively discrepant due to
improper documentation.

The numbers 6, 7, 10 and 11 are currently not used

Structured Quality Dialogue 2011
Computational discrepancies and
measures initiated
Based on the 4,064,320 delivered data sets in the data collection year 2010, a total of 21,053 computational discrep
ancies were determined in the Structured Quality Dialogue. In
the data collection year 2008 there were 3,978,977 data sets
and 17,442 computational discrepancies and in 2009 there
were 4,015,891 data sets and 19,202 computational discrepancies. For the current year the trend of increasing compuGerman Hospital Quality Report 2011

tational discrepancies continues. However, this increase does
not mean that there is a worsening of the care situation. Other
factors are responsible for this result. For one thing, four new
clinical areas were implemented with a total of 72 indicators.
For the other, some reference ranges were redefined, which in
consequence lead to more hospitals having computationally
discrepant results.
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10,000
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8,000
6,000

2010

10,227
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6,623

7,319

7,474

4,000
2,000
557

2,375

3,060

Notices

Statement requested

176

72

0
No measures

292

Other

Figure 4: Implemented measures for the computationally discrepant results in the Structured Quality Dialogue 2009 (n = 17,442); 2010
(n = 19,202) and 2011 (n = 21,053)

The proportion of “No measures” has also increased in comparison to the previous years. In 2,845 cases the waiving of
measures was based on the isolated case rule. In 215 cases
notable improvements were visible in comparison to the previous year’s results, so that no further measures were taken.
The recommendation of the Federal Experts’ Working Group
was followed in 50 cases, since two quality indicators related
to implantable cardioverter defibrillators should not be applied
in the Structured Quality Dialogue due to imprecise computa
tional rules. This has already been corrected and adjusted in
the current year. In the remaining cases further measures could
not be taken anymore due to department closures or merging.
Additionally, a few other reasons were given for individual cases.
As can be seen in table 2 (see page 206), there were 208
meetings lead with representatives of the hospitals concerned
about the computationally discrepant results based on the
data collection year 2010. Additionally, there were 28 on-site
inspections. For 611 quality indicators, concrete target agree
ments were reached. The agreed improvement measures are
currently implemented. The resulting effects and changes will
be observed by the supervising offices in the following years.

qualitatively
non-discrepant 36.8 %

qualitatively
discrepant 8.0 %

qualitatively non-discrepant
with special monitoring 44.4 %

Classification
not possible 0.3 %
Category

After conclusion of the Structured Quality Dialogue, the hospitals were evaluated on each quality indicator level according to
the categories depicted in table 1. Figure 4 shows the eval
uations. The depicted percent values relate to the transmitted
computational discrepancies (n = 21,053).

3.1 %

4

0.8 %

5

0.2 %

13

3.3 %

14

0.6 %

Absolute number

3

qualitatively discrepant

645

4

repeatedly qualitatively discrepant

172

5

qualitatively discrepant due to lack of cooperation

13

qualitatively discrepant due to improper documentation

14

repeatedly qualitatively discrepant due to improper documentation 136

Overall

Results

3

other
10.5 %

39
686
1,678

Figure 5: Concluded evaluation of the computational discrepancies
(n = 21,053) of data collection year 2010

In many cases the hospitals could plausibly explain the computational discrepancies, so that deficiencies in care quality
could be excluded and the evaluation categories “qualitatively
non-discrepant” or “qualitatively non-discrepant with special
monitoring” were chosen. The latter category will be observed
with special attention in this year. Overall 8.0 % of the computational discrepancies were evaluated as qualitatively discrepant
by the participating experts’ working groups.
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Table 2: Computational discrepancies and implemented measures per clinical area in the Structured Quality Dialogue 2011 based on the data
collection year 2010

Cholecystectomy

Target
agreement

Walking
inspection

Meeting

1,449

415

864

162

8

1

1

8

275

87

168

20

0

1

0

2

Community-acquired pneumonia

2,684

872

1,456

298

58

23

0

193

Pacemaker: Implantation

1,455

275

939

238

3

17

3

34

927

427

353

147

0

13

5

11

Pacemaker: Revision/system replacement/removal

1,100

346

534

220

0

7

0

33

Implantable cardioverter defibrillators: Implantation

1,242

622

336

233

51

5

0

9

Implantable cardioverter defibrillators: Replacement of
generator/battery

386

138

176

68

4

0

0

0

Implantable cardioverter defibrillators: Revision/system
replacement/removal

404

131

193

80

0

0

0

0

Coronary angiography and percutaneous coronary
intervention (PCI)

885

363

413

102

7

9

0

18

Coronary surgery, isolated

32

1

31

0

0

0

0

5

Aortic valve surgery, isolated

28

2

26

0

0

1

0

2

Combined coronary and aortic valve surgery

16

1

15

0

0

0

0

0

Heart transplantation

22

0

7

15

0

0

0

0

Lung and heart-lung transplantation

12

0

4

8

0

1

0

0

Liver transplantation

30

3

27

0

0

6

0

3

Living liver donation

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

Kidney transplantation

13

0

13

0

0

4

0

1

Living kidney donation

14

0

14

0

0

0

0

3

Carotid artery reconstruction

Pacemaker: Replacement of generator/battery

Pancreas and pancreas-kidney transplantation2
Obstetrics

0
1,074

361

594

116

3

29

3

31

494

194

252

48

0

7

0

22

Gynecological surgery

1,144

348

610

185

1

8

0

16

Breast surgery

2,077

789

946

342

0

39

16

68

Femoral fracture near the hip joint

1,101

461

515

124

1

17

0

28

Hip replacement: Primary implantation

1,415

535

598

151

131

11

0

82

Hip replacement: Revision and component exchange

1,319

517

511

290

1

0

0

6

Total knee replacement: Primary implantation

730

342

305

59

24

0

0

28

Knee replacement: Revision and component exchange

431

181

102

148

0

0

0

0

Nursing: Prevention of pressure ulcers

292

61

225

6

0

9

0

9

7,474 10,227

3,060

292

208

28

611

Neonatology

Total
2

Additional measure

Other

No measure

Statement

Notice

Clinical area

Computational
discrepancy

Nature of inquiry at hospital

21,053

The quality indicators of the clinical area have no defined reference range –
a Structured Quality Dialogue could therefore not be conducted.
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Conclusion and outlook
Regarding the individual results, a good quality of care can gen
erally be stated for most of the hospitals. The cooperation in the
Structured Quality Dialogue with the hospitals can mostly be
evaluated as good, too. The hospitals with unsatisfactory results
and with whom target agreements were reached are seeking to
implement appropriate steps for improvement.
On the basis of the reached target agreements (n = 611) and the
introduced improvement measures it is noticeable that even
after 10 years the Structured Quality Dialogue is still a reason
able and useful instrument in the external quality assurance.

Computational and actual discrepancies
However, as before the results of the Structured Quality
Dialogue furthermore show that there is a big gap between
the computational discrepancies and actual qualitative discrep
ancies. Computational discrepancies do not 
automatically
indicate actual quality deficiency. There are multiple causes for
this discrepancy: beside triggers on medical grounds (such as
special cases and/or a fateful course of disease), sometimes
problems in relation to the documentation or the technical data
transmission are responsible for computational discrepancies.
Nevertheless, the target agreements also show that as in the
previous years, process and/or structure dependent deficien
cies within the hospital are in most cases the cause for the computational discrepancies.
Causes for difficulties in implementing the QA documentation
can be general information deficits and/or insufficient filling
guides. Then missing treatment paths and structural problems
such as e.g., weekend duty in smaller personnel numbers matter. It was also determined that the documentation was often
not done by a doctor or controlled by one. A minimal personnel
coverage and also personnel fluctuation can lead to improper
documentation and therefore to computational discrepancy. An
exceptional position take patients with multiple accompanying
diseases that are treated interdisciplinary. Within the hospital
the data delivering office, i.e., the office that is responsible for
the documentation, is not always clearly determined.

Improvement approaches for documentation quality
Documentation problems ascertained during the Structured
Quality Dialogue do not only concern the content of the data
sets, but also the complete count, i.e., the documentation rate
(see chapter “Data validation”, page 195). In order to check
this, for the data of data collection year 2010 discrepancy criteria for the complete count have been standardized on the federal level for the first time. For every hospital that is discrepant in
relation to the mentioned criteria, the Structured Quality Dia
logue for data validation is introduced.

Simplifying the classification of results
By publication of the joint results of the federal and state level
of the Structured Quality Dialogue and data validation in the
previous years, it has been clear that the evaluation criteria
have to be formulated more comprehensible. This accounts
equally for the results published by hospitals in the structured
quality reports. Therefore, the State Administrative Offices for
Quality Assurance and the AQUA Institute are currently working
on a new evaluation scheme, which will allow a more transpar
ent evaluation and a more differentiated presentation of the
results.
In order to justify the Structured Quality Dialogue as a successful
and accepted instrument of the external quality a
 ssurance of
inpatient care in the future, it has to be adjusted continuously
to the changing requirements. Therefore, there are further
developments for the next year that are done by dedicated
representatives of the state level as well as by the AQUA I nstitute.
In regular meetings experiences and ideas are exchanged and
improvement measures are discussed and consented.

Improvement approaches for indicators of
individual clinical areas
Even though the Structured Quality Dialogue is an approved
method, its basic parameters (for example the adjustment of
computational rules) of the Structured Quality Dialogue still
have to be further improved. Changed process steps will have
to undergo continuous testing on its reasonable application.
As such the results of the Structured Quality Dialogue also offer
a starting point for the further improvement of quality indicators in individual clinical areas. For the indirect procedures, the
recommendations of the states for further development of the
quality assurance procedures in individual clinical areas are
taken up, controlled and if applicable recommended for implementation by the federal level.
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What is risk adjustment?
The treatment outcomes produced by healthcare institutions
are to be compared on the bases of quality indicators. On the
one hand these indicators help the involved institutions to find
venues for their improvement, on the other hand it enables patients and referrers to inform themselves about the care quality of different providers. Such comparisons, however, may be
decisively affected by patient-related risk factors that hospitals
cannot influence. Such different patient-related risk factors
– e.g., age, gender or former diseases – can influence treatment
outcomes. Consequently, very similar levels of care quality can
lead to different treatment outcomes. For instance, a hospital
that treats many elderly and multimorbid patients, i.e., patients
suffering from a variety of diseases, will score worse on the
inter-hospital comparison than a hospital with a younger and
healthier clientele of patients, even if both provided the same
quality of care.

What is the purpose of risk adjustment?

r espect to their risk for problematic treatment outcomes. Here,
the outcome and/or the value of an indicator are calculated individually for each stratum, thus enabling comparisons between
the same strata.
The classification of patients using the ASA classification
system is a good example of stratification. The American Society of Anaesthesiologists (ASA) developed this system for
estimating perioperative risk. Stratification according to ASA
classes is intended to ensure that only treatment outcomes of
patients with comparable health status are compared. In total,
six categories (or scores) are differentiated:
pp

ASA 1: Normal healthy patient

pp

ASA 2: Patient with mild systemic disease

pp

ASA 3: Patient with severe systemic disease and functional
impairment

pp

ASA 4: Patient with severe systemic disease that is a
constant threat to life

pp

ASA 5: Moribund patient who is not expected to survive
without the operation

pp

ASA 6: Declared brain-dead patient, whose organs can be
removed for donor purposes

The aim of risk adjustment is to permit an unbiased comparison
of medical healthcare institutions, even when the treated pa
tients vary on age or illness, i.e., show a different risk structure.
This context becomes particularly relevant whenever the aim is
to compare outcomes across different providers. Conversely,
risk adjustment is usually not required when collecting quality
characteristics relating to treatment indications or treatment
processes or to the equipment and staff of a hospital (structural
quality).

Table 1 below presents a breakdown of 2011 patients in the clinical area “femoral fracture near the hip joint” into ASA classes
1 to 5.

Which risk adjustment methods to use?

Table 1: Clinical area “femoral fracture near the hip joint”: patient
mortality

A variety of adjustment methods can can aim for a fair compar
ison of hospitals.

Definition of quality indicators
Defining quality indicators for specific clinical areas and patient
groups is by itself an initial type of risk adjustment, because not
all cases or patients of a hospital are compared with each other.
Instead, only patients with certain illnesses, with certain thera
pies etc. are compared with each other. In addition, only clearly
identifiable events are considered as quality indicators. The
mere fact of this substantially increases the comparability of
the cases and, as a result, the comparability of the results for
the hospitals. This is classified as “no further risk adjustment”
in figure 4 in the chapter “Further methods development of
existing QA procedures”. Partially the term “risk-standardized
constellation of cases” has been used in previous publications
in order to describe this focus. But since such proceeding does
not clearly differentiate empirically between risk-standardized
constellations of cases and the mere definition of quality indicators without regard or without an effect on risk-standardization,
this term is no longer used by the AQUA Institute.

Stratification (subgroup analysis)

Result for 2011
Numerator

Denominator

Proportion

5,296

102,001

5.19 %

277

28,648

1.0 %

ASA 3

3,211

65,227

4.9 %

ASA 4

1,664

7,857

21.2 %

ASA 5

144

269

53.5 %

Mortality in all
patients

Stratification by ASA class
ASA 1 – 2

Comparisons made across hospitals include the results
obtained on the relevant strata.

Additive score
Additive scoring involves assigning a value to different char
acteristics and/or risk factors and adding up these values for
one patient. One example is the CRB-65 score that is applied to
the clinical area “community-acquired pneumonia”.

If influencing variables are known and their number or their
effects are limited to only a few groups, then the risk can be
adjusted by dividing the universe of cases into strata (so-called
stratification, e.g., based on age and gender). These strata
consist of subgroups of patients which are comparable with
German Hospital Quality Report 2011
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been made, except from the definitions of the clinical area and
the quality indicators themselves.

Table 2: CRB-65 score for “community-acquired pneumonia”
Code

Description

Value

C

Pneumonia-related disorientation to time,
place or person (“confusion”)

1

R

Respiratory rate ≥ 30/min

1

B

Low blood pressure. Diastolic blood
pressures (DBP) ≤ 60 mmHg or systolic
blood pressure (SBP) < 90 mmHg
(“blood pressure”)

1

65

Age ≥ 65 years

1

Overall it can be assumed the regression-based procedures in
logistic as well as Poisson varieties allow for a more comprehensive and more precise risk adjustment than stratifying procedure, respectively additive scores. Therefore the AQUA Institute aims to model the risk adjustment of all outcome indicators
with statistical models in the future. At the time we became
the professionally independent institution mandated by § 137a
of Part V of the German Social Security Code (SGB V) only 4 %
of the indicators were available on the basis of a logistic regression. Currently i.e., for the 2011 survey, almost 20 % of the
indicators are risk adjusted on the basis of regression models.

The patients‘ prognosis (i.e., expected mortality) is determined
for each risk class:

Calculating individual patient risks and riskadjusted indicator values

Table 3: Prognosis according to CRB-65 score

The abovementioned risk adjustment methods of stratification
and additive scores, respectively, can also be modelled and
analyzed with logistic regressions. This ultimately renders dispensable the differentiation between different risk adjustment
methods which had previously been common in the external
quality assurance of inpatients and is presented once again
here. The plan for the future is to cease the usage of this differ
entiation with a view to better achieving comprehensibility and
information manageability.

Total CRB-65 score

1

Expected mortality1

0

0.9 %

1

5.2 %

2

12.0 %

3–4

31.2 %

Derived from the teh patient studies

Here, risk groups based on additive scores are indicated as subgroups in the clinical area and only these groups are accounted
for in the inter-hospital comparison. In other words, additive
scores are analyzed as a stratification.

Multiple logistic regression
If the impact of continuous variables (e.g., blood pressure) as
well as categorical ones (e.g., male/female) are to be consid
ered concomitantly in risk adjustment, then regression analyses constitute a commonly used method. Multiple logistic
regressions examine the impact of numerous risk factors on a
binary quality indicator (e.g., “patient died”: yes/no). A comprehensive presentation including additional information about the
computation, results and their interpretation can be found in
the German Hospital Quality Report 2009.

For all risk adjustment methods, the expected probability of
the predicted event (e.g., “in-hospital survival”) with respect
to the patient‘s risk profile can be calculated. In this context,
the calculation of the ratio O / E is a common figure for crosshospital comparisons. This number is also referred to as the
SMR (Standardized Mortality Ratio) outside the field of external quality assurance of inpatient treatments: the value O (“ob
served”) is the number of actually observed events (“raw”, i.e.,
without risk adjustment) in the population over collection period,
i.e., one calendar year. The value for the expected p
 robability,
i.e., the expected rate E (“expected”), represents the expected
number of events over the same period. A hospital value of 1
for O / E suggests that the hospital is within the risk-adjusted
average range, whereas a value of 2 suggests a (risk-adjusted)
doubling of the risk with respect to the outcome analyzed. By
contrast, a value of 0.5 indicates a (risk-adjusted) halving of the
risk for this hospital.

Poisson regression
In the clinical area of neonatology, Poisson regression was employed for the first time on the nosocomial infection indicator.
This was necessary, because calculation of this indicator is not
based on persons, but on the number of infections over treatment time.
The relative distribution as well as the changes of different
risk adjustment methods in comparison to the previous year
is discussed in the chapter “Further methods development of
existing QA procedures”. Figure 4 in the chapter also presents
the proportion of indicators for which no further adjustment has
© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH
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Outlook: Further development of the existing
measurement methodology and risk adjustment

Small number of cases and low prevalence of
quality indicators

As previously noted in the German Hospital Quality Report of the
preceding years, the selection of the adjustment variables is of
paramount importance and must be determined individually for
each quality indicator. Under certain circumstances, additional
adjustment variables must be identified and the suitability of
previously used variables reexamined. The selection of risk factors should be based on medical and statistical criteria.

In cross-institutional comparisons, often quality indicators are
based on severe complications, for instance, “death of a patient”.
By design such indicators usually involve rare events. This
fact compounds comparison problems, because very small
numbers of cases prevent statistically significant differences
from being exposed. Hence, some results are essentially
dependent on random events.

It is crucial to select factors that the hospital itself cannot influence, e.g., all patient characteristics at the time of admission
to hospital. By contrast, variables that a hospital can indeed
influence, such as, for example, the waiting period until surgery,
should not be adjusted, because these co-determine real qual
ity difference between hospitals and, consequently, must be
preserved. Potential influencing variables on the patient level
can be divided into the following categories:

Both nationally and internationally common quality indicators suffer quite frequently from this design problem, which
can hardly be adequately compensated for by statistical risk
adjustment methods.

pp

Demographic factors (e.g., age, gender)

pp

Clinical factors (e.g., co-morbidity)

pp

Socio-economic factors (e.g., education)

pp

Health-related behaviours (e.g., smoking)

pp

Attitudes and preferences (e.g., with respect to general
health status or preferred quality of life)

In order to generate an ever more reliable picture of the data
on quality, the AQUA Institute is trying to further develop the
current indicator system as part of its system maintenance.
In this context, the construction of pooled quality indicators –
called quality indices or composite measures – will play an in
creasingly important role. The first quality index for neonate
care was developed and implemented for data collection
year 2011 (see clinical area neonatology).

The aim of risk adjustment is to achieve the most comprehensive risk adjustment for quality indicators based on data that
can be reasonably effectively collected. In this context, access
to routine data collected by the statutory health insurance companies play a key role because this allows to efficiently account
for a large number of the major influencing variables, which
moreover are only partially covered by the present q
 uality assurance data set.
The example of ASA scores cited in Table 1, however, suggests
potential risk adjustment problems. For instance, there is clear
evidence that the classification of the ASA scores has been
variously understood and documented. This situation shall be
taken into account in the further development and revision of
risk adjustment models. Further development is thus also aimed
at ensuring a uniform understanding of the employed variables,
which should be reliably collected and reported.
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This can be illustrated with the quality indicator “Mortality in
live-born infants at risk” from the clinical area neonatology.
The 2011 average mortality rate was at 0.8 %, the average case
number in a hospital being 195. Figure 1 shows the distribu
tion of hospital specific mortality rates. In 303 of the 511 total
hospitals (60.4 %) there were no deaths. This fact alone, that
an indicator yields in more than 60 % of the investigated cases
a zero measurement hints strongly at potential measurement
problems.

Hospital mortality (in percent)

100

80
60

from different inpatient clinical areas in Germany.1 There,
too, serious problems with discriminatory power were revealed
for the majority of indicators in question (Heller 2010).
The AQUA Institute analyzed a total of 302 indicators in the
external quality assurance of inpatients using the so-called
“expeditious analysis and evaluation of indicators for the external qual
ity assurance of inpatients with respect to their
suitability in public reporting at hospital level” (AQUA 2011).
Figure 2 illustrates that 44 % of the indicators from hospitals
do not possess satisfactory discriminatory power. Less than
half of the hospitals meet minimum load requirements for 87 %
of the indicators. Only 7 % of the analyzed indicators yielded
satisfactory discriminatory power for more than 75 % of the hospitals calculated using the abovementioned criteria.
100
Proportion of hospitals with a sufficient
discrimination capability (in percent)

Numerous quality indicators, particularly outcome indicators,
have “unfavorable” statistical properties. If, for instance, the
number of certain treatments in a hospital (case number) is
very low, then the probability that an actually observed rare
event (e.g., a complication) occurred by chance is quite high.
In short: low case numbers and low rates of quality indicators
make it more difficult to make statistical reliable statements
about the quality result ( Case number – prevalence problem
(Heller 2010)).
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Figure 1: Distribution of hospital specific mortality rates

The question if an indicator measures actual deviations or just
random variation can be answered with methods from inferential statistics. Dimick et al. (2004) analyzed the discrimination
capabilities of quality indicators by assuming the following: the
doubling of a value of a quality indicator for a hospital in comparison to the average value in the population should be recognised with a power of 80 % at a 95 % significance level. Based
on this assumption, a minimum number of cases required can
be calculated. Then, it can be established, how many hospitals
actually have these case numbers (Dimick et al. 2004). For
the previous example indicator “Mortality in live-born infants
at risk” there is a required case number of 1049. Only two of
the 511 hospitals, however, reached this required case number.
It is thus not unreasonable to judge the discrimination capabilities of this quality indicator is unsatisfactory.
This problem also exists in other clinical areas, as for exam
ple Dimick et al. (2004) show for seven surgical clinical areas.
Only one of these clinical areas (coronary artery bypass surgery) was evaluated as having indicators with satisfactory
discrimination capabilities. An analogous evaluation was also
conducted a few years ago for various quality result indicators

Figure 2: Discrimination capabilities of the quality indicators in the
external quality assurance of inpatients (AQUA 2011)

For the obviously widespread problem of poor discriminatory pow
er, multiple solutions have been proposed (Heller et. al. 2004):
pp

Considering longer time periods, for instance, by combining
multiple data collection years: the analysis of gliding average
values (moving averages) and the establishment of the “cumulative sum plots” or “quality control charts” also belong
into this category (Tekkis et al. 2003).

pp

Combining individual healthcare providers into groups of
healthcare providers: volume-outcome analysis, regional
analysis or analysis by carrier or other properties healthcare
providers share.

pp

The application of multilevel analyse and empirical Bayesian analyse can solve the case load prevalence problem
based on the assumption that besides the calculated value
for a hospital an informative prior exists, which in Bayesian
analyse is the population average. Based on this information,
distributions are calculated, which leads to lower variances
and possibly better prognostic capabilities for individual
healthcare providers (Dimick et al. 2010; Ash et al. 2003).

pp

Combining multiple quality indicators into a quality index
(Heller 2011; Heller 2010; Heller 2008)2

1
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Examined: Helios-Indicators of the second generation, selected BQS indicators as well as
A-indicators of the “quality assurance with routine data (QSR)” project.
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The latter solution will be further explained on the example of a
“quality index of preterm care”, which has been established in
the clinical area of neonatology in 2011.
The “quality index of preterm care” is based on the following
indicators:
pp

Mortality of the child

pp

Intraventricular and periventricular cerebral hemorrhage

pp

Necrotising enterocolitis requiring surgery

pp

Cystic periventricular leukomalacia

pp

Bronchopulmonary dysplasia

pp

High-grade retinopathy of preterm children

All of the mentioned end points were risk adjusted using multi
nomial logistic regression for the calculation of the quality
index. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the hospital specific
frequencies for the quality index of preterm care.

Hospital mortality (in percent)

100

80

of individual indicators are also released, it can be determined
which indicators have led to results that deviate from the norm.
In order to confront the problem that is due to closely correlated complications, a hierarchization of quality indicators was
carried out: For example, cerebral hemorrhage is only counted
for surviving children and a necrotising enterocolitis (a bowel
disease) is only c ounted for surviving children without a cerebral hemorrhage and so forth.
Indeed, it can also be doubted that the aforementioned fact of
“pre levels” has always been considered properly when evaluat
ing indicators individually. It is also questionable if, for example,
the evaluation of the quality indicator “high-grade preterm infants
retinopathy” (a retina disease), it has been sufficiently consid
ered that the shaping of this indicator is dependent upon and
to what extent preterm infants have survived in a hospital. The
quality index implicitly accounts for this problem, because deceased children as well as children with a high-grade preterm
retinopathy are reported. If a hospital deviates from the norm
because of a bad result in high-grade preterm retinopathy and
the hierarchically above individual indicators (mortality, cerebral hemorrhage, enterocolitis and so forth) are proven to have
good values above the average, then this can be a pointer that
the discrepancy for the high grade preterm retinopathy only
occurred because of the good quality results of the above lying
quality indicators for preterm care.
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Figure 3: Hospital specific prevalence of the quality index

In the results there were 1,825 (18 %) of the 9,985 total analyzed
cases in one of the abovementioned end points. Using this data
and the described method for determining the minimum case
number, the minimum required caseload is 33. 37 % of the
hospitals in the survey had at least 33 cases. In comparison
to considering only neonatal mortality, using the index results
is a significant improvement of the statistical discriminatory
power. In other words: The influence of random errors is considerably alleviated by the application of quality indices. A clear
improvement of the measurement quality is thus expected from
the application of quality indices.
Furthermore, quality indices allow a more detailed q
 uality
measurement than individual quality indicators. Generally, a
comprehensive measurement of quality can also made consid
ering all indicators individually, e.g., in the so-called dashboard
or cockpit approaches. These procedures, however, are complex and, when critically examined, less objective, as long as
no consistent rule for the comparative judgement of competing
indicators exists. In contrast, the calculation of a quality index
implies a uniform and transparent procedure for a first classification of a healthcare provider, which allows more objective and
more reliable comparison of hospital results. Since the results
German Hospital Quality Report 2011

Consensus was made with the Federal Experts’ Working Group
for Perinatal Medicine to weigh all indicators in the index equally
for the first year. It can be criticized that the indicators with
a very different scope (e.g., death or a high grade preterm
retinopathy) are included in the index equally. This problem can
be resolved relatively easily with a weighting of individual indicators. However, even though based on discipline specific knowledge, it is difficult to achieve expert consensus on the a
 ctual
weighting of indicators. This problem has also been observed
in, e.g., the construction of “disability-adjusted life years” (Murray 1994).
The quality index for preterm care was implemented for the first
time in the evaluation of 2011 data. The State Administrative
Offices for Quality Assurance were asked to test the usability
of this quality index in the framework of the Structured Quality
Dialogue. In the following months we will communicate with
the Federal Experts’ Working Group as well as with the State
Administrative Offices about the first impressions with the
implementation of this quality index and further adjustments or
improvements will be made.

2

Previous publications use the term “complications index”. But if the purpose of a treatment or the indication quality should also be made subject of quality consideration
besides just the complications, then the term is too limited. In the international context
the term “composite measures” is preferred (Dimick et al. 2012; AHRQ 2011; Staiger
et al. 2009). However, in this context the term is often used for combined measured
values from several clinical areas.
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Background

Transparent presentation of the quality of care
for preterm infants (in planning)
PD Dr. Günther Heller, Stefanie Konheiser, Teresa Thomas

Background
Approximately 9,000 children are born each year with a birth
weight below 1,500 grams. For the treatment of preterm infants
with a very low birth weight, ensuring high quality care is of
great importance. Therefore, these babies are treated in intensive stations especially equipped for preterm infants (neonatal
intensive care unit, NICU) so-called perinatal centers level 1
and 2. For some years now, these institutions are required to
publish data on quality assurance and quality of results over
the previous five years based on the neonatal survey of the
so-called Phase A. However, recent research shows that the report of the quality results has severe limitations. A case in point
is the undercoverage of deaths of preterm infants.1 A statement
about the quality of care can only be made on the basis of reliable and complete data.

The AQUA Institute was therefore commissioned by the Federal
Joint Committee (G-BA) in March 2011 for the implementation
of the so-called Phase B, to prepare the quality results of the
perinatal centers level 1 and 2 in layman terms and present it in
a public accessible website (project: NICU website). To enable
valid judgements about the quality of care, furthermore preterm
infant death data were supplemented with routine billing data.
In the framework of the NICU project the quality of care results
will be mapped on a planned website as part of the remit of the
G-BA in Phase B.

Target groups
Different target groups will be addressed by the NICU website:
pp

First of all, the website should inform prospective parents
about premature births and help in choosing a suitable
hospital.

pp

Other target groups are the contracted physicians and insur
ance companies. For them, the website serves as orientation
for further treatment of pregnant women.

pp

Furthermore, the perinatal centers themselves are a target
group. They are offered the opportunity to present the
quality of their performance transparently as well as risk adjusted and to compare each other among themselves.

Process and methodology
Interested people can inform themselves about the care quality
of perinatal centers in the future on the website that will be
developed by the AQUA Institute. The following information will
be prepared in detail:

is a low cost procedure, since they already hold the data from
the voluntarily neonatal inquiry and neonatology quality assur
ance scheme.
There will be a data validation on the completeness of the
mortality data through a comparison with external billing data
during the transmission according to § 21 of the Hospital
Remuneration Act (KHEntgG). Using a specific program, the
“Merge-Tool-Box”3, the raw data will be supplemented with the
deaths from the billing data that cannot be matched with into
any of the cases from the neonatology inquiry.
In order to ensure an adequate comparison of the hospitals, risk
adjustment models based on logistic regression have been implemented. Relevant factors that can influence the results of
a quality information, such as birth weight or birth age will be
considered here.

Structure of the planned website
On a publicly accessible website the quality information will be
prepared with consideration of the different prior knowledge
levels of different groups of readers. The home page allows a
geographically hospital search. The search for a perinatal center
can be narrowed down by entering a zip code or a city name and
by further limiting search parameters. The search yields a comparison of hospitals in regard to the abovementioned quality
information in layman terms (figure 1).
For illustration purposes and approximate comparison of care
quality, the results are presented in the form of two contrastingly colored bar diagrams which show the results of the selected
hospitals and the federal average. The results can then be
sorted in increasing or decreasing order, or a new search can
be started. An accompanying glossary explains the important
terms and the search results are illustrated graphically on a
map of Germany.
Since the website is not only aimed at laymen, but also for doctors and other experts, the quality information is presented to
these target groups in greater detail (figure 2). As such, a bar
diagram shows the comparison to the federal average. Furthermore, a histogram gives information about the distribution of
hospitals and their results, embedded in a confidence interval,
in comparison to the selected hospital. In a third diagram, the
survival rate in a hospital is depicted on one dimension and the
distance depicted on another dimension in the form of a modified funnel plot.

1. Number of treated preterm infants with very low birth weight

–– below 1,250 g
–– between 1,250 and 1,499 g
2. Survival after preterm birth
3. Survival after preterm birth without severe disease2

1

Hummler, HD; Poets, C (2011). Mortalität sehr unreifer Frühgeborener – Erhebliche
Diskrepanz zwischen Neonatalerhebung und amtlicher Geburten-/Sterbestatistik.
Z Geburtshilfe Neonatol 215(01): 10,17.

2

Severe diseases is understood to be: a cerebral hemorrhage, a severe or surgery
necessitating colon inflammation (necrotising enterocolitis), a severe laser or cryother
apy requiring disease of the retina (preterm retinopathy) as well as a lung immaturity
that leads to requiring additional oxygen after discharge.

3

Schnell, R; Bachteler, TO; Reiher, J (2005). MTB: Ein Record-Linkage-Programm für die
empirische Sozialforschung. ZA-Information 56: 93-103.

4. Completeness and result of the follow-up examination

Raw data from hospitals of the past five years are required for
the calculation of this quality information. These are mainly
transmitted from the State Administrative Offices for Quality
Assurance and the State Chambers of Physicians to the AQUA
Institute annually. The data transmission by these institutions
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Background

Transparent presentation of the quality of care
for preterm infants (in planning)
Using this, one can see at one glance which hospital at which
distance performs better than the hospital closest to the prospective parents’ hospital.
Besides the quality comparison of hospitals, there will addi
tionally be information in layman terms on the website about
preterm birth as well as the source of the used data and links for
further reading. It is also planned that experts can find detailed
information about the process and methodology of the project.

Conclusion and future development
The adequateness of care for preterm infants with a very low
birth weight has been watched by healthcare researchers and
politicians for a long time. The question, who can and should
care for these children, is often asked, since an intensive ther
apy and nursing are required. In order to ensure an adequate
comparison of results, a high data validity and reliability as well
as risk adjusted evaluation are required. The website should
contribute to increase the transparency of the care quality.
Together with presentation of results geared towards laymen,
the website should open new ways for quality transparency.
The G-BA aims to make the website available online as soon
as possible.

Figure 1: Potential presentation of the hospital search (the results are fictitious for data protection)
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Background

Transparent presentation of the quality of care
for preterm infants (in planning)

Figure 2: Potential presentation of expert information (the results are fictitious for data protection)
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Background

Secondary data use
Dr. Thomas König

The data collected for the external quality assurance scheme
is of extraordinary high quality, population and attribute com
pleteness. Since external quality assurance has been mandated
for more than ten years now, a large pool of longitudinal data
exists by now. These data are well suited for use in scientific
studies and quality assurance questions outside of the quality
assurance program mandated by German social security legis
lation. Such a secondary use of the quality assurance data
is therefore specifically lawfully acknowledged in the relevant
sections of the German social security code. In 2011, the AQUA
Institute has systematized the handling of secondary data use
in the framework of the Federal Joint Committee’s directives on
secondary data use from the external quality assurance program. All requests are now entered into a formalized procedure,

© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH

which ensures that the requirements for data protection and
non-commercial use are met and that derivative work adheres
to current scientific standards.
Due to publishing processes, there are unfortunately still no
published results of the secondary data use. As soon as these
are available, they will be presented at http://www.sqg.de/
datenservice/sekundaere-datennutzung/antraege. On this site,
details about the different topics and their respective analysts
of all secondary data use are presented. Information for prospective applicants can also be found at this address.
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Background

Quality assurance: from hospital to internet
Robert Deg

To which hospital should I go to? Many patients ask themselves
this question when a treatment is due. Those who do not want
to rely on the recommendations of family doctors or specialists
as well as suggestions given by family and friends can find a lot
of guides on the internet. Some use the data collected in hospitals for the statutory quality assurance (QA data) as their basis.
Before these information go from hospital to publication on the
internet, they undergo a variety of stations.

Collecting QA data
The Federal Joint Committee (G-BA) determines for the whole
country which interventions and treatments (so-called clinical
areas) have to be documented by the hospitals. In the data
collection year 2010 this applied to 30 clinical areas. How the
documentation looks like is set by the AQUA Institute, which is
counselled by the Federal Experts’ Working Groups in this matter. These groups comprise experts of the corresponding medical disciplines and patient representatives.

Delivery – direct and indirect
According to the number of cases in a clinical area, the hospitals deliver their QA data to the AQUA Institute or the State
Administrative Offices for Quality Assurance (LQS) – see chapter “Database” and “Structured Quality Dialogue”.

Publishing the results
The quality indicators are calculated based on the entries in
the documentation sheets that are filled by the hospitals.
The indicators are measures that allow conclusions about the
treatment quality. QA data for 390 indicators distributed over
30 clinical areas were collected in 2010. Following the AQUA
Institute’s recommendation, the G-BA resolved in 2011 that the
results of 182 indicators are to be published – see chapter “Further methods development of existing QA procedures”.

Data preparation and the internet
In addition to the QA data, the hospitals collect structural data,
e.g., the number of beds or the number of doctors, and transmit
them to the Information-technical Service Office of the statutory insurance (ITSG). On commission of the G-BA, the data are
prepared there for further use. The structural data have to arrive
at the ITSG by the 15th July of the following year (see figure 1).
The AQUA Institute and the State Administrative Offices deliver
their quality assurance r esults by the 31st December of the following year to the ITSG, where they are merged with the structural data and get forwarded to the G-BA.

This is followed by the Structured Quality Dialogue, in which
computational discrepancies are examined. The Structured
Quality Dialogue has to be concluded by the end of October of
the following year. Since 31 January 2012 the quality assurance
results of the data collection year 2010 are available on the internet in a usable form and can be requested from the G-BA for
free.
Overview of the internet sites that include the results of the
statutory quality assurance:

Source
Deutsche Krankenhausgesellschaft und Landeskrankenhausgesellschaften
Bertelsmann Stiftung und
Dachverbände von Patientenund Verbraucherorganisationen
Allgemeine Ortskrankenkasse
(AOK)
BARMER GEK
Betriebskrankenkassen (BKK)
Deutsche Angestellten
Krankenkasse (DAK)
Hanseatische Krankenkasse
(HEK)
Kaufmännische Krankenkasse
(KKH-Allianz)
Handelskrankenkasse (HKK)

Link
www.deutsches-krankenhausverzeichnis.de

www.weisse-liste.de

www.aok-gesundheitsnavi.de

www.weisse-liste.barmer-gek.de
www.bkk-klinikfinder.de
weisse-liste.krankenhaus.dak.de

www.weisse-liste.krankenhaus.hek.de

www.weisse-liste.kkh-allianz.de

www.weisse-liste.krankenhaus.hkk.de

Innungskrankenkasse (IKK)

www.ikk.de

Landwirtschaftliche
Krankenkasse (LK)

www.lsv.de

Knappschaft
Private Krankenversicherung

www.weisse-liste.krankenhaus.kbs.de
www.derprivatpatient.de/
krankenhaus-info

Techniker Krankenkasse (TK)
4QD – Qualitätskliniken.de
GmbH

www.tk.de/klinikfuehrer/114928
www.qualitaetskliniken.de

Approximately one year passes until the data are published on
the internet. The reason for this is that the all the data of one
collection year have to be at the AQUA Institute by March of the
following year. (Example: the data of data collection year 2010
were at the AQUA Institute in the middle of March 2011, see
figure 1). The QA data are then prepared by the AQUA Institute
(see chapter “Database”).
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Quality assurance: from hospital to internet

Hospital: Data collection
(2010)

QA data

Structural data

AQUA/LQS: Data preparation
Data entry by March of the following year (2011)

AQUA/LQS: Structured Quality Dialogue
Concluded by end of October of the following year (2011)

ITSG: Merging of the data
Data entry by end of December (2011)

G-BA: Publication
QA and structural data both available starting 31st January (2012)

Figure 1: Course of process – using the example of data collection year 2010
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QI-ID

2011 – Name of the indicator (QI)

Reintervention due to complications after laparoscopically
initiated surgery

Hospital mortality for risk factors ASA 1 to 3

50786

613

224

225

226

51169

50791

227

228

50824

QI 2b

QI 2c

QI 3a

QI 3b

QI 3c
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QI 4a

QI 4b

QI 4c

QI 5a

QI 5b

604

605

606

607

608

51175

11704

51176

11724

QI 2

QI 3

QI 4

QI 5

QI 6

QI 7a

QI 7b

QI 8a

QI 8b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of severe
strokes or deaths

Severe strokes or death

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of perioperative
strokes or deaths

Perioperative strokes or death

Perioperative strokes or death in asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis
with a medium degree of stenosis

Perioperative strokes or death in asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis
with a high degree of stenosis

Perioperative strokes or death in asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis
and contralateral carotid artery stenosis

Perioperative strokes or death in asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis
without contralateral carotid artery stenosis

Indication in symptomatic carotid artery stenosis

Indication in asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis

Early mobilisation
Clinical monitoring CRP/PCT

Early mobilisation within the first 24 hours after admission for risk class 2
(CRB-65-SCORE =1 or 2 )

Clinical monitoring of CRP / PCT within the first 5 days after admissions

2009

2012

2013

2015

2018

QI 3a

QI 3b

QI 4

QI 5a
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Verification of the diagnostic or therapeutic for risk class 2
(CRB-65-SCORE = 1 or 2)

Early mobilisation within the first 24 hours after admission for risk class 1
(CRB-65-SCORE = 0)

Antimicrobial therapy within the first 8 hours after admissions
(not from another hospital)

Verification diagnostics/therapy

Early mobilisation

Antimicrobial therapy

First blood gas analysis or pulse oximetry

QI 2

First blood gas analysis or pulse oximetry within 8 hours after admission
(admitted from another hospital)

2007

First blood gas analysis or pulse oximetry

First blood gas analysis or pulse oximetry

QI 1c

First blood gas analysis or pulse oximetry within 8 hours after admission
(not admitted from another hospital)

First blood gas analysis or pulse oximetry within 8 hours after admission

2006

2005

Severe strokes or death

Perioperative strokes or death, risk-adjusted according to logistic carotid
artery score I

Perioperative strokes or death in symptomatic carotid artery stenosis II

Perioperative strokes or death in symptomatic carotid artery stenosis I

Perioperative strokes or death in asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis II

Perioperative strokes or death in asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis I

Indication in symptomatic carotid artery stenosis

Indication in asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis

Mortality

QI 1b

QI 1a

Community-acquired pneumonia (PNEU)

603

QI 1

Carotid artery reconstruction (10/2)

Hospital mortality for low mortality risk

Reintervention rate

Patients with risk class 2 (CRB-65-SCORE = 1 or 2) with verification of the
diagnostic or therapeutic measures

CRP or PCT determined within the first 5 days after admission

Patients with risk class 2 (CRB-65-SCORE = 1 or 2) with early mobilisation
within the first 24 hours after admission

Patients with risk class 1 (CRB-65-SCORE = 0) with early mobilisation
within the first 24 hours after admission

All patients with antimicrobial therapy within the first 8 hours after
admission (not admitted from another hospital)

Patients with first blood gas analysis or pulse oximetry within 8 hours
after admission (admitted from another hospital)

Patients with first blood gas analysis or pulse oximetry within 8 hours
after admission (not admitted from another hospital)

Patients with first blood gas analysis or pulse oximetry within 8 hours
after admission

Ratio of observed to expected rate (O / E)

Ratio of observed to expected rate (O / E)

Perioperative strokes or death in patients with symptomatic carotid
artery stenosis 50 - 69 % (NASCET)

Perioperative strokes or death in patients with symptomatic carotid
artery stenosis ≥ 70 % (NASCET)

Perioperative strokes or death in patients with contralateral carotid
artery stenosis

Perioperative strokes or death in patients without contralateral carotid
artery stenosis

Indication in symptomatic carotid artery stenosis ≥ 50 % (NASCET)

Indication in asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis ≥ 60 % (NASCET)

no

Deceased patients with ASA classification 1 - 3

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

Patients with ASA classification 1 - 3 without acute sign of inflammation
with a reintervention after a laparoscopic surgery

yes

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

yes

Patients with at least one general postoperative complication after
open surgery

Patients with at least one general postoperative complication after
laparoscopically initiated surgery

Patients with at least one general postoperative complication

Patients with at least one intervention-specific complication requiring
treatment after laparoscopically initiated surgery

Patients with occlusion or transsection of the CHD

Indication

Reintervention due to complications

General postoperative complications

General postoperative complications

General postoperative complications

Intervention-specific complications

Intervention-specific complications

Indication

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of
reinterventions due to complications

General postoperative complications after open surgery

General postoperative complications after laparoscopically
initiated surgery

General postoperative complications

Complications requiring treatment after laparoscopically
initiated surgery

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of the
closures or transsections of the bile duct

Closure or transsection of the bile duct

220

Cholecystectomy for unfulfilled indicator criteria

217

2010 – Name of the code

New implementation in 2011

QI 2a

2010 – Name of the indicator (QI)

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

Content change

QI 1

Cholecystectomy (12/1)

QI
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Modifications regarding the quality indicators

Clarifications, content changes and new implementation in comparison to the previous year

11879

11880

11881

50722

QI 8c

QI 8d

QI 8e

QI 9

Determination of respiratory rate upon admission

Hospital mortality for risk class 3
(CRB-65-SCORE = 3 or 4)

Hospital mortality for risk class 2
(CRB-65-SCORE = 1 or 2)

Hospital mortality for risk class 1
(CRB-65-SCORE = 0)

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

Hospital mortality

Fulfilled clinical stability criteria at discharge

Complete measured clinical stability criteria at discharge

Verification of the diagnostic or therapeutic for risk class 3
(CRB-65-SCORE = 3 or 4)

© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH

2196

10148

10178

10223

10249

1103

209

581

582

583

1100

51191

QI 2

QI 3a

QI 3b

QI 4a

QI 4b

QI 5a

QI 5b

QI 5c

QI 6a

QI 6b

QI 7a

QI 7b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

Hospital mortality

Ventricular leads with amplitudes ≥ 4 mV

Atrial leads with amplitude ≥ 1.5 mV

Ventricular lead dislodgment

Atrial lead dislodgment

Surgical complications

Fluoroscopy time up to 18 minutes when a dual-chamber system (DDD)
is implanted

Fluoroscopy time up to 9 minutes when a single-chamber system (VVI)
is implanted

Duration of intervention up to 90 minutes when a dual-chamber system (DDD)
is implanted

Duration of intervention up to 60 minutes when a single-chamber system (VVI)
is implanted

Guideline-compliant system selection for bradycardia

Guideline-compliant indication for bradycardia

480

1093

481

11484

210

1096

482

483

1099

484

QI 1b

QI 1c

QI 1d

QI 1e

QI 2

QI 3

QI 4a

QI 4b

QI 5a

QI 5b

Intraoperative amplitude measurement of ventricular leads

Intraoperative amplitude measurement of atrial leads

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement of ventricular leads

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement of atrial leads

Surgical complications

Duration of intervention up to 60 minutes

Documentation of the lifetime of the pacemaker generator/ battery

Lifetime of the pacemaker generator/ battery > 6 years
in a dual-chamber system (VDD, DDD)

Lifetime of the pacemaker generator/ battery < 4 years
in a dual-chamber system (VDD, DDD)

Lifetime of the pacemaker generator/ battery > 6 years
in a single-chamber system (AAI, VVI)

Lifetime of the pacemaker generator/ battery < 4 years
in a single-chamber system (AAI, VVI)

693

694

695

1089

10638

QI 1

QI 2

QI 3

QI 4a

QI 4b
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Dislodgment of revised atrial lead for indicated lead problems
in the atrium

Surgical complications

Infection, generator/ battery perforation as indication for intervention

Lead problem as indication for intervention

Pouch problem as indication for intervention

Pacemaker: Revision/system replacement/removal (09/3)

1092

QI 1a

Pacemaker: Replacement of generator/battery (09/2)

690

QI 1

Pacemaker: Implantation (09/1)

50778

QI 8b

2036

QI 7

11878

2028

QI 6

QI 8a

2019

QI 5b

Perioperative complications

Perioperative complications

Indication for revision (3)

Indication for revision (2)

Indication for revision (1)

Amplitude measurement

Amplitude measurement

Measuring the pacing threshold

Measuring the pacing threshold

Perioperative complications

Duration of intervention

Lifetime of the pacemaker generator/battery

Lifetime of the pacemaker generator/battery

Lifetime of the pacemaker generator/battery

Lifetime of the pacemaker generator/battery

Lifetime of the pacemaker generator/battery

Mortality

Intracardiac signal amplitudes

Intracardiac signal amplitudes

Perioperative complications

Perioperative complications

Perioperative complications

Fluoroscopy time

Fluoroscopy time

Duration of intervention

Duration of intervention

Guideline-compliant system selection for bradycardia

Guideline-compliant indication for bradycardia

Hospital mortality

Hospital mortality

Hospital mortality

Hospital mortality

clinical stability criteria

Determining the clinical stability criteria

Verification diagnostics/therapy

Patients with lead dislodgment of revised atrial lead due to lead problems

Patients with surgical complications

Patients with infection or perforation of the generator/battery as
indication for revision/system replacement/removal of the pacemaker
generator/battery

Patients with at least one lead problem as indication for revision/
system replacement/removal of the pacemaker generator/battery

Patients with at least one pouch problem as indication for revision/
system replacement/removal of the pacemaker generator/battery

Ventricular leads with measured amplitude

Atrial leads with measured amplitude

Ventricular leads with measured pacing threshold

Atrial leads with measured pacing threshold

Patients with surgical complications

Intervention time ≤ 60 minutes

Generator/battery life documented

Generator/battery life > 6 years in an implanted dual-chamber system
(VDD, DDD)

Generator/battery life < 4 years in an implanted dual-chamber system
(VDD, DDD)

Generator/battery life > 6 years in an implanted single-chamber system
(AAI, VVI)

Generator/battery life < 4 years in an implanted single-chamber system
(AAI, VVI)

All deceased patients

Ventricular leads with amplitude ≥ 4 mV

Atrial leads with amplitude ≥ 1.5 mV

Ventricular lead dislodgment in patients with implanted ventricular lead

Atrial lead dislodgment in patients with implanted atrial lead

Patients with surgical complications

Fluoroscopy time up to 18 minutes when DDD pacing is implanted

Fluoroscopy time up to 9 minutes when VVI pacing is implanted

Duration of intervention up to 90 minutes when DDD pacing is implanted

Duration of intervention up to 60 minutes when VVI pacing is implanted

Guideline-compliant system selection for implanted single- or
dual-chamber system

Guideline-compliant indication for bradycardia

Deceased patients with risk class 3
(3 – 4 points on the CRB-65 score)

Deceased patients with risk class 2
(1 – 2 points on the CRB-65 score)

Deceased patients with risk class 1
(0 points on the CRB-65 score)

All deceased patients

Patients that fulfill at least 6 clinical stability criteria at discharge

Complete measured clinical stability criteria at discharge

Patients with risk class 3 (CRB-65-SCORE = 3 or 4) with verification of the
diagnostic or therapeutic measures

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

no

no
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Modifications regarding the quality indicators

Clarifications, content changes and new implementation in comparison to the previous year

QI-ID

2011 – Name of the indicator (QI)

495

496

497

584

585

QI 5b

QI 6a

QI 6b

QI 7a

QI 7b

Revised ventricular leads with intracardiac signal amplitude ≥ 4 mV

Revised atrial leads with intracardiac signal amplitude ≥ 1.5 mV

Intraoperative amplitude measurement of ventricular leads

Intraoperative amplitude measurement of atrial leads

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement of ventricular leads

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement of atrial leads
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50018

50019

50020

51186

QI 7c

QI 8a

QI 8b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

Hospital mortality

Lead dislodgment or dysfunction of a ventricular lead

Lead dislodgment or dysfunction of the atrial lead

Surgical complications

Intraoperative amplitude measurement of ventricular leads

Intraoperative amplitude measurement of atrial leads

Fluoroscopy time up to 18 minutes for a CRT system implantation

Fluoroscopy time up to 18 minutes for a dual-chamber system
(VDD, DDD) implantation

Fluoroscopy time up to 9 minutes for a single-chamber system
(VVI) implantation

Duration of intervention up to 240 minutes for a CRT system implantation

Duration of intervention up to 105 minutes for a dual-chamber system
(VDD, DDD) implantation

Duration of intervention up to 75 minutes for a single-chamber system
(VVI) implantation

Testing of the cardioverter defibrillator

Guideline-compliant system selection

Guideline-compliant indication

Mortality

Perioperative complications

Perioperative complications

Perioperative complications

Measuring signal amplitude

Measuring signal amplitude

Fluoroscopy time

Fluoroscopy time

Fluoroscopy time

Duration of intervention

Duration of intervention

Duration of intervention

Cardioverter defibrillator testing performed

Guideline-compliant system selection

Guideline-compliant indication for ICD therapy

Intracardiac signal amplitudes in revised leads

Intracardiac signal amplitudes in revised leads

Amplitude measurement in revised leads

Amplitude measurement in revised leads

Measuring the pacing threshold in revised leads

Measuring the pacing threshold in revised leads

Perioperative complications

50022

50023

50024

50025

50026

50027

50028

50029

50030

50031

QI 1b

QI 1c

QI 2

QI 3

QI 4a

QI 4b

QI 5a

QI 5b

QI 6

QI 7

Hospital mortality

Surgical complications

Intraoperative amplitude measurement of the ventricular leads

Intraoperative amplitude measurement of the atrial leads

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement of the ventricular leads

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement of the atrial leads

Duration of intervention up to 75 minutes

Testing of the cardioverter defibrillator

Life time of the old cardioverter defibrillator generator/ battery
with CRT system under 3 years

Life time of the old cardioverter defibrillator generator/ battery
with dual-chamber system (VVD, DDD) under 3 years

Life time of the old cardioverter defibrillator generator/ battery
with single-chamber system (VVI) under 3 years

Mortality

Perioperative complications

Measuring signal amplitude

Measuring signal amplitude

Measuring pacing threshold

Measuring pacing threshold

Duration of intervention

Cardioverter defibrillator testing

Lifetime

Lifetime

Lifetime

50032

50033

50034

50035

50036

QI 1

QI 2
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QI 3

QI 4

QI 5

Cardioverter defibrillator testing

Infection as indication for intervention

Lead problem as indication for intervention

Generator/ battery problem as indication for intervention

Pouch problem as indication for intervention

Cardioverter defibrillator testing

Indication – Infection

Indication – Lead problem

Indication – Generator/battery problem

Indication – Pouch problem

Implantable cardioverter defibrillators: Revision/system replacement/removal (09/6)

50021

QI 1a

Implantable cardioverter defibrillators: Replacement of generator/battery (09/5)

50017

QI 7b

50011

QI 5b

QI 7a

50010

QI 5a

50016

50009

QI 4c

QI 6b

50008

QI 4b

50012

50007

QI 4a

50015

50006

QI 3

QI 6a

50005

QI 2

QI 5c

50004

QI 1

Implantable cardioverter defibrillators: Implantation (09/4)

494

QI 5a

Dislodgment of revised ventricular lead for indicated lead problems
in the ventricle

Cardioverter defibrillator testing

Indication – Infection

Indication – Lead problems

Indication for ICD generator/battery problems

Indication for ICD pouch problems

Mortality

Surgical complications

Ventricular leads with measured amplitude

Atrial leads with measured amplitude

Ventricular leads with measured pacing threshold

Atrial leads with measured pacing threshold

Duration of intervention up to 75 minutes

Cardioverter defibrillator testing

Lifetime with CRT system

Lifetime with Dual-chamber system (VDD, DDD)

Lifetime with single-chamber system (VVI)

Mortality

Patients with lead dislodgment or dysfunction of a ventricular lead

Patients with lead dislodgment or dysfunction of the atrial lead

Patients with surgical complications

Ventricular leads with measured amplitude

Atrial leads with measured amplitude

Fluoroscopy time up to 54 minutes with a CRT system

Fluoroscopy time up to 18 minutes with a dual-chamber system

Fluoroscopy time up to 9 minutes with a single-chamber system

Duration of intervention up to 240 minutes with a CRT system

Duration of intervention up to 105 minutes with a dual-chamber system

Duration of intervention up to 75 minutes with a single-chamber system

Cardioverter defibrillator testing performed

Guideline-compliant system selection

Guideline-compliant indication for ICD therapy

Ventricular leads with amplitude ≥ 4 mV

Atrial leads with amplitude ≥ 1.5 mV

Ventricular leads with measured amplitude

Atrial leads with measured amplitude

Ventricular leads with measured pacing threshold

Atrial leads with measured pacing threshold

Patients with lead dislodgment of revised ventricular lead due to lead
problems

2010 – Name of the code

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

New implementation in 2011

10639

2010 – Name of the indicator (QI)

no

yes

yes

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

no

yes

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

Content change

QI 4c

Pacemaker: Revision/system replacement/removal (09/3)

QI
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50043

50044

51196

QI 8c

QI 9a

QI 9b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

Hospital mortality

Dislodgment or dysfunction of ventricular leads

Dislodgment or dysfunction of atrial leads

Surgical complications

Intraoperative amplitude measurement of ventricular leads

Intraoperative amplitude measurement of atrial leads

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement of ventricular leads

Intraoperative pacing threshold measurement of atrial leads

Mortality

Perioperative complications

Perioperative complications

Perioperative complications

Measuring signal amplitude

Measuring signal amplitude

Measuring pacing threshold

Measuring pacing threshold
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2061

50750

2062

2063

2064

414

415

2232

416

50829

417

11863

2311

419

2073

12774

12775

50749

12773

422

423

424

QI 2a

QI 2b

QI 3

QI 4a

QI 4b

QI 5a

QI 5b

QI 5c

QI 6a

QI 6b

QI 6c

QI 6d

QI 6e

QI 7a

QI 7b

QI 8a

QI 8b

QI 8c

QI 8d

QI 9a

QI 9b

QI 9c

Median of the contrast media volume in single-session PCI

Median of the contrast media volume in isolated PCI

Median of the contrast media volume in isolated coronary angiography

Missing documentation of the dose area product

Single-session PCI with dose area product > 8,000 cGy*cm²

Isolated PCI with dose area product > 6,000 cGy*cm²

Isolated coronary angiography with dose area product > 3,500 cGy*cm²

Median of fluoroscopy time in PCI

Median of fluoroscopy time in isolated coronary angiography

Incomplete documentation on diabetes mellitus and kidney
failure with a length of stay > 1 day

2256

2257

2259

348

349

11617

353

351

QI 2b

QI 3

QI 4a

QI 4b

QI 4c

QI 4d

QI 4e

332

QI 2a

QI 1

Mortality

Mortality

Status on the 30th postoperative day

Mortality after 30 days

Mortality

Mortality

Mortality

Neurological complications

Postoperative mediastinitis

Postoperative mediastinitis

Use of the left internal mammary artery

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

Hospital mortality after elective/urgent surgery

Hospital mortality

Neurological complications in elective/urgent surgery

Postoperative mediastinitis in risk class 0 or 1 (by NNIS)

Postoperative mediastinitis after elective/urgent surgery

Use of the left internal mammary artery

Contrast media volume

Contrast media volume

Contrast media volume

Dose area product

Dose area product

Dose area product

Fluoroscopy time

Fluoroscopy time

In-hospital mortality

In-hospital mortality
In-hospital mortality

Hospital mortality in PCI

In-hospital mortality

MACCE

MACCE

MACCE

Achieving the main interventional objective of PCI

Achieving the main interventional objective of PCI

Indication for PCI

Indication for coronary angiography – Therapy recommendation

Indication for coronary angiography – Signs of ischaemia

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths in PCI

Ratio of the oberserved to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths
in isolated coronary angiography

Hospital mortality in isolated coronary angiography

MACCE in primary PCI due to an ST elevation infarction

MACCE in PCI

MACCE in isolated coronary angiography

Achieving the recanalisation target in all PCI

Achieving the recanalisation target in PCI with the indication
“Acute coronary syndrome with ST elevation up to 24 h”

PCI despite lack of clinical and/or non-invasive signs of ischaemia

Common recommendation for invasive therapy after coronary angiography

Rare recommendation for invasive therapy after coronary angiography

Signs of ischaemia as indication for coronary angiography

Coronary surgery, isolated (HCH-KORO)

399

QI 1

Coronary angiography and percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) (21/3)

50042

50040

QI 7b

50041

50039

QI 7a

QI 8b

50038

QI 8a

50037

QI 6a

QI 6b
no
no

Atrial leads with measured amplitude
Ventricular leads with measured amplitude

30 day mortality

Patients with known status on postoperative day 30 (follow-up rate)

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of the in-hospital mortality
according to the KCK-score 3.0

In-hospital morality for patients with elective/urgent surgery

In-hospital mortality for all patients that were operated as isolated coronary
surgery in the first surgery

Neurological complications for patients with elective/urgent surgery
without neurological illness

Patients with risk class 0 or 1 (according to NNIS) with postoperative
mediastinitis

Patients with postoperative mediastinitis after elective or urgent surgery and
did not have mediastinitis or a thorax wound infection before the surgery

Use of the left internal mammary artery in patients with elective/urgent
indication for surgery

Contrast media volume for single-session PCI

Contrast media volume for PCI (without single-session PCI)

Contrast media volume for coronary angiography (without single-session PCI)

Dose area product unknown

All PCI (without single-session PCI) with dose area
product > 12,000 cGy*cm2

All coronary angiographies (without single-session PCI) with dose area
product > 6,000 cGy*cm²

Fluoroscopy time for PCI

Fluoroscopy time for coronary angiography

Documentation quality

Ratio of observed to expected rate (O / E)

In-hospital mortality for PCI

In-hospital mortality for coronary angiography without PCI

MACCE in patients with primary PCI for ST-elevation infarction

MACCE in patients with PCI

MACCE in patients with coronary angiography

Main interventional objective of PCI

Main interventional objective of PCI with the indication “acute coronary
syndrome with ST elevation up to 24 h”

Indication for PCI

Indication for coronary angiography – Therapy recommendation

Indication for coronary angiography – Signs of ischaemia

Mortality

Lead dislodgment or dysfunction of a ventricular lead

Lead dislodgment or dysfunction of an atrial lead

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

Ventricular leads with measured pacing threshold

Surgical complications

no

Atrial leads with measured pacing threshold

no

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

yes

no

no

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

no
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QI-ID

2011 – Name of the indicator (QI)
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2282

340

341

12092

345

343

QI 2

QI 3a

QI 3b

QI 3c

QI 3d

QI 3e

Mortality

Status on the 30th postoperative day
Mortality

Mortality

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

Mortality after 30 days

Mortality

Mortality

Neurological complications

Postoperative mediastinitis

Hospital mortality after elective/urgent surgery

Hospital mortality

Neurological complications in elective/urgent surgery

Postoperative mediastinitis in risk class 0 or 1 (by NNIS)

Postoperative mediastinitis

12001

11994

11995

12168

11997

11996

QI 2

QI 3a

QI 3b

QI 3c

QI 3d

QI 3e

2284

2286

359

360

12193

11391

362

QI 1b

QI 2

QI 3a

QI 3b

QI 3c

QI 3d

QI 3e
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12539

12542

12250

12253

12262

12269

12278

12289

QI 2a

QI 2b

QI 3a

QI 3b

QI 4a

QI 4b

QI 5a

QI 5b

3-years survival (with known status)

Unknown survival status 3 year after transplantation

2-years survival (with known status)

Unknown survival status 2 year after transplantation

1-years survival (with known status)

Unknown survival status 1 year after transplantation

30-days survival (with known status)

Unknown survival status 30 days after transplantation

Hospital mortality

2155

12394

QI 1

QI 2a

Unknown survival status 1 year after transplantation

Hospital mortality

Lung and heart-lung transplantation (LUTX)

2157

QI 1

1-year survival

In-hospital mortality

3-year survival

3-year survival

2-year survival

2-year survival

1-year survival

1-year survival

30-day survival

30-day survival

In-hospital mortality

Mortality

Mortality

Status on the 30th postoperative day

Mortality after 30 days

Mortality
Mortality

Hospital mortality after elective/urgent surgery

Mortality

Neurological complications

Postoperative mediastinitis

Postoperative mediastinitis

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

Hospital mortality

Neurological complications in elective/urgent surgery

Postoperative mediastinitis in risk class 0 or 1 (by NNIS)

Postoperative mediastinitis after elective/urgent surgery

Heart transplantation (HTX)

2283

QI 1a

Mortality

Mortality

Status on the 30th postoperative day

Mortality after 30 days

Mortality
Mortality

Hospital mortality after elective/urgent surgery

Mortality

Neurological complications

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

Hospital mortality

Neurological complications in elective/urgent surgery

Indication for catheter supported aortic valve replacement

Combined coronary and aortic valve surgery (HCH-KOMB)

51088

QI 1

Aortic valve surgery, isolated – catheter supported (HCH-AORT-KATH)

2280

QI 1b

Postoperative mediastinitis after elective/urgent surgery

1-year survival: Status unknown

Patients who died in the hospital

3-year survival (with known status)

Unknown survival status 3 years after transplantation

2-year survival (with known status)

Unknown survival status 2 years after transplantation

1-year survival (with known status)

Unknown survival status 1 year after transplantation

30-day survival (with known status)

Unknown survival status 30 days after transplantation

Recipients who deceased during the inpatient stay

30 day mortality

Patients with known status on postoperative day 30 (follow-up rate)

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of the in-hospital mortality
according to the KBA-score

In-hospital mortality in patients with elective/urgent surgery

In-hospital mortality in all patients undergoing coronary surgery and
surgery on the aortic valve in their primary surgery

Neurological complications for patients with elective/urgent surgery
without neurological illness

Patients with risk class 0 or 1 (according to NNIS) with postoperative
mediastinitis

Patients with postoperative mediastinitis after elective or urgent surgery
without preoperative mediastinitis or thorax wound infection

30 day mortality

Patients with known status on postoperative day 30 (follow-up rate)

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of the in-hospital mortality
according to the AKL-score

In-hospital mortality for patients with elective/urgent surgery

In-hospital mortality in all patients who underwent isolated
catheter-supported surgery of their aortic valve in their primary surgery

Neurological complications for patients with elective/urgent surgery
without neurological illness

30 day mortality

Patients with known status on postoperative day 30 (follow-up rate)

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of the in-hospital mortality
according to the AKL-score

In-hospital mortality for patients with elective/urgent surgery

In-hospital mortality for all patients

Neurological complications for patients with elective/urgent surgery
without neurological illness

Patients with risk class 0 or 1 (according to NNIS) with postoperative
mediastinitis

Patients with postoperative mediastinitis after elective or urgent surgery and
did not have mediastinitis or a thorax wound infection before the surgery

2010 – Name of the code

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

New implementation in 2011

2263

2010 – Name of the indicator (QI)

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

Content change

QI 1a

Aortic valve surgery, isolated – conventional (HCH-AORT)

QI
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12413

12422

QI 3b

QI 4a

3-years survival (with known status)

Unknown survival status 3 year after transplantation

2-years survival (with known status)

Unknown survival status 2 year after transplantation

1-years survival (with known status)
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2097

2133

12343

12349

12365

12385

QI 2

QI 3

QI 4a

QI 4b

QI 5

QI 6

3-year survival (with known status)

2-year survival (with known status)

1-year survival (with known status)

1-year survival (with not in hospital deceased patients and known status)

Postoperative length of stay

Death through surgical complications

Hospital mortality

2127

2128

2192

2193

12296

12549

12609

12308

12561

12613

12324

12577

12617

QI 2

QI 3a

QI 3b

QI 3c

QI 4

QI 5

QI 6

QI 7

QI 8

QI 9

QI 10

QI 11

QI 12

Impaired liver function of donor
(3 years after living donation)

Liver transplantation required in the donor
(within 3 years after living donation)

Death of the donor within 3 years after living liver donation

Impaired liver function of donor
(2 years after living donation)

Liver transplantation required in the donor
(within 2 years after living donation)

Death of the donor within 2 years after living liver donation

Impaired liver function of donor (1 year after living donation)

Liver transplantation required in the donor
(within the 1st year after living donation)

Death of the donor within the 1st year after living liver donation

General complications requiring treatment

Intervention-specific complications requiring treatment

Intervention-specific or general complications requiring treatment

Liver transplantation required in the living liver donor

Hospital mortality

12729

50065

12199

12810

QI 7

QI 8

QI 9

QI 10

German Hospital Quality Report 2011

Transplant failure 2 years after kidney transplantation (with known status)

2-year survival (with known status)

No rejection requiring treatment within the 1st year after
kidney transplantation

Quality of the transplant function (1 year after transplantation)

1-year survival (with known status)

Transplant failure within the 1st year after kidney transplantation
(with known status)

2144

12809

Surgical complications

QI 6

2175

QI 4

Quality of the transplant function at discharge after living organ donation

Quality of the transplant function at discharge after
postmortem organ donation

Immediate functionality of the transplant after living organ donation

Immediate functionality of the transplant after postmortem organ donation

Hospital mortality

QI 5

2189

QI 3b

2185

QI 2b

2188

2184

QI 2a

QI 3a

2171

QI 1

Kidney transplantation (NTX)

2125

QI 1

Living liver donation (LLS)

2096

QI 1

Liver transplantation (LTX)

12433

12406

QI 4b

12397

QI 2b

QI 3a

Transplant failure 2 years after kidney transplantation

2-year survival (hospital stay in 2008)

Good or moderate transplant function 1 year after kidney transplantation

Quality of the transplant function 1 year after transplantation

Transplant failure 1 year after kidney transplantation

1-year survival (hospital stay in 2009)

Surgical complications

Quality of the transplant function at discharge

Quality of the transplant function at discharge

Immediate functionality of the transplant

Immediate functionality of the transplant

In-hospital mortality

Impaired liver function of donor (3 years after living donation)

Liver transplantation required in the donor
(within 3 years after living donation)

Death of the donor within 3 years after living liver donation

Impaired liver function of donor (2 years after living donation)

Liver transplantation required in the donor
(within 2 years after living donation)

Death of the donor within 2 years after living liver donation

Impaired liver function of donor (1 year after living donation)

Transplant failure 2 years after kidney transplantation
(with known status)

2-year survival (with known status)

Patients with at least one treatment requiring rejection within one year
after the kidney transplantation

Moderate or good transplant function 1 year after transplantation

Transplant failure 1 year after kidney transplantation
(with known status)

1-year survival (with known status)

Patients with at least one interventional complication
(in isolated kidney transplantation)

Isolated kidney transplanted patients living with postmortem organ donation
with good or moderate transplant function

Isolated kidney transplanted patients with postmortem organ donation
with good or moderate transplant function

Isolated kidney transplanted patients living with postmortem organ donation
with immediate functionality reception of the transplant

Isolated kidney transplanted patients living with postmortem organ donation
with immediate functionality reception of the transplant

Patients who died in the hospital

Impaired liver function of donor 3 years after living liver donation

Liver transplantation required for the donor within ≤ 3 years after the donation

Death of the donor within 3 years after the donation

Impaired liver function of donor 2 years after living liver donation

Liver transplantation required for the donor within ≤ 2 years after the donation

Death of the donor within 2 years after the donation

Impaired liver function of donor 1 year after living liver donation

Death of the donor within 1 year after donation
Liver transplantation required for the donor within ≤ 1 year after the donation

Death of the donor within the 1st year after living liver donation

Living liver donor with at least one general complication requiring
treatment

Living liver donor with at least one intervention specific complication
requiring treatment

Living liver donor with at least one intervention specific or general
complication requiring treatment

Liver transplantation required in the living liver donor

Deceased living liver donors

3-year survival (with known status)

2-year survival (with known status)

1-year survival (with known status)

Postoperative length of stay as surrogate parameter for complications

Patients who died on the day of the transplantation or the day after

Patients who died in the hospital

3-year survival (with known status)

3-year survival: Status unknown

2-year survival (with known status)

2-year survival: Status unknown

1-year survival (with known status)

Liver transplantation required in the donor
(within the 1st year after living donation)

Intra- or postoperative complications

Intra- or postoperative complications

Intra- or postoperative complications

Liver transplantation required in the living liver donor

In-hospital mortality

3-year survival (hospital stay in 2007)

2-year survival (hospital stay in 2008)

1-year survival (hospital stay in 2009)

Intraoperative or postoperative complications

Death due to surgical complications

In-hospital mortality

3-year survival

3-year survival

2-year survival

2-year survival

1-year survival

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no
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QI-ID

2011 – Name of the indicator (QI)

12237

12811

12741

QI 13

QI 14

Quality of transplant function (3 years after transplant)

Transplant failure 3 years after kidney transplantation (with known status)

3-year survival (with known status)

Quality of transplant function (2 years after transplant)

German Hospital Quality Report 2011

2138

2140

12440

12636

12655

12667

12452

12640

12659

12671

12468

12644

12663

12675

QI 2

QI 3

QI 4

QI 5

QI 6

QI 7

QI 8

QI 9

QI 10

QI 11

QI 12

QI 13

QI 14

QI 15

Emergent arterial hypertension within 3 years after living kidney donation

Proteinuria within 3 years after living kidney donation

Impaired renal function of the donor (3 years after living kidney donation)

Death of the donor within 3 years after living kidney donation

Emergent arterial hypertension within 2 years after living kidney donation

Proteinuria within 2 years after living kidney donation

Impaired renal function of the donor (2 years after living kidney donation)

Death of the donor within 2 years after living kidney donation

Emergent arterial hypertension within the 1st year after
living kidney donation

Proteinuria within the 1st year after living kidney donation

Impaired renal function of the donor (1 year after living kidney donation)

Death of the donor within the 1st year after living kidney donation

Intra or postoperative complications

Dialysis required in the living donor

Hospital mortality

2145

2146

12493

12824

12509

12841

12529

12861

QI 2

QI 3

QI 4

QI 5

QI 6

QI 7

QI 8

QI 9

Quality of transplant function (3 years after transplantation)

3-year survival (with known status)

Quality of transplant function (2 years after transplantation)

2-year survival (with known status)

Quality of transplant function (1 year after transplantation)

1-year survival (with known status)

Removal of the pancreas transplant

Quality of transplant function at discharge

Hospital mortality

50080

50047

303

2261

2135

2131

2162

2163

50719

11989

2262

QI 1a

QI 1b

QI 2

QI 3a

QI 3b

QI 4a

QI 4b

QI 5
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QI 6

QI 7

QI 8

Sentinel lymph node biopsy in pT1 without lymph node invasion

At least 10 removed lymph nodes in lymph node invasion

Lymph node removal with DCIS and breast conserving therapy

Primary axillary dissection in DCIS

Metric documenting safety margin with mastectomy

Metric documenting safety margin with breast-conserving therapy

Hormone receptor analysis

HER-2/re-analysis

Intra-operative specimen x-ray with mammographic wire marking

Pretherapeutic diagnosis verification with non-palpable malignant neoplasms

Pretherapeutic diagnosis verification with palpable malignant neoplasms

Breast surgery (18/1)

2143

QI 1

Pancreas and pancreas-kidney transplantation (PNTX)

2137

QI 1

Living kidney donation (NLS)

12735

Indication for sentinel lymph node biopsy

Number of lymph nodes

Primary axillary dissection in DCIS

Documenting safety margin

Documenting safety margin

Hormone receptor analysis and HER-2/neu analysis

Hormone receptor analysis and HER-2/neu analysis

Intra-operative specimen x-ray

Pretherapeutic diagnosis verification

Pretherapeutic diagnosis verification

Quality of transplant function (3 years after transplantation)

3-year survival (hospital stay in 2007)

Quality of transplant function (2 years after transplantation)

2-year survival (hospital stay in 2008)

Quality of transplant function (1 year after transplantation)

1-year survival (hospital stay in 2009)

Removal of the pancreas transplant

Quality of transplant function at discharge

In-hospital mortality

Emergent arterial hypertension within 3 years after living kidney donation

Proteinuria 3 years after living kidney donation

Kidney function of the donor (3 years after living donation)

Death of the donor (within the first 3 years after living donation)

Emergent arterial hypertension within 2 years after living kidney donation

Proteinuria 2 years after living kidney donation

Kidney function of the donor (2 years after living donation)

Death of the donor (within the first two years after living donation)

Emergent arterial hypertension within 1 year after living kidney donation

Proteinuria 1 year after living kidney donation

Kidney function of the donor (1 year after living donation)

Death of the donor (within the 1st year after living donation)

Intraoperative or postoperative complications

Dialysis required in the living donor

In-hospital mortality

Quality of the transplant function 3 years after kidney transplantation

Transplant failure 3 years after kidney transplantation

3-year survival (hospital stay in 2007)

Quality of the transplant function 2 years after kidney transplantation

Indication for sentinel lymph node biopsy

Number of lymph nodes

Primary axillary dissection in DCIS

Given safety margin for mastectomy

Given safety margin for breast conserving therapy

Hormone receptor analysis

HER-2/neu analysis

Intra-operative specimen x-ray

Pretherapeutic verification of diagnosis in patients with non-palpable
malignant neoplasms

Pretherapeutic verification of diagnosis in patients with palpable
malignant neoplasms

Quality of transplant function 3 years after transplantation

3-year survival (with known status)

Quality of transplant function 2 years after transplantation

2-year survival (with known status)

Quality of transplant function 1 year after transplantation

1-year survival (with known status)

Patients with a successful pancreas transplant removal

Patients who do not need insulin at discharge

Patients who died in the hospital

Living kidney donor with emergent atrial hypertension 3 years after kidney
donation

Living kidney donor with proteinuria within 3 years after kidney donation

Donor with impaired kidney function 3 years after living kidney donation

Death of the donor within 3 years after living kidney donation

Living kidney donor with emergent atrial hypertension 2 years after kidney
donation

Living kidney donor with proteinuria within 2 years after kidney donation

Donor with impaired kidney function 2 years after living kidney donation

Death of the donor within 2 years after living kidney donation

Living kidney donor with emergent atrial hypertension 1 year after kidney
donation

Living kidney donor with proteinuria within 1 year after kidney donation

Donor with impaired kidney function 1 year after living kidney donation

Death of the donor within 1 year after living kidney donation

Living kidney donors with at least on treatment requiring complication

Living kidney donors who require dialysis at discharge

Patients who died in the hospital

Moderate or good transplant function 3 years after transplantation

Transplant failure 3 years after transplantation (with known status)

3-year survival (with known status)

Quality of the transplant function 2 years after kidney transplantation

2010 – Name of the code

no

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

New implementation in 2011

QI 12

2010 – Name of the indicator (QI)

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

Content change

QI 11

Kidney transplantation (NTX)

QI
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11992

50175

QI 11

Interval of 7 to 21 days between diagnosis and surgery

Reporting to cancer registries

Breast conserving therapy in pT1
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329

330

50046

50045

1058

319

321

318

1059

322

51181

323

324

331

QI 1b

QI 1c

QI 2

QI 3

QI 4

QI 5

QI 6

QI 7

QI 8

QI 9a

QI 9b

QI 9c

QI 9d

QI 10

Maternal deaths

Grade III or IV parineal tear in spontaneous singleton birth with episiotomy

Grade III or IV parineal tear in spontaneous singleton birth without episiotomy

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of grade III or IV
in spontaneous singleton births

Grade III or IV parineal tear in spontaneous singleton births

Critical outcome in mature neonates

Presence of a paediatrician at premature births

Acidosis in mature singletons with determination of umbilical artery pH

Determination of umbilical artery pH value in live-born infants

D-D time in emergency caesarean section > 20 minutes

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis in caesarean section delivery

Antibiotics for premature rupture of membranes

Antenatal corticosteroid therapy in premature births with prepartum
hospitalisation for at least two calendar days

Antenatal corticosteroid therapy in premature births with prepartum
hospitalisation for at least one calendar day

Antenatal corticosteroid therapy in premature births

51081

50056

51082

QI 6b

QI 6c

50051

QI 3b

QI 6a

51077

QI 3a

50053

50050

QI 2b

QI 5b

51076

QI 2a

51079

50049

QI 1f

QI 5a

51075

QI 1e

50052

50048

QI 1d

QI 4b

51070

QI 1c

51078

51119

QI 1b

QI 4a

51120

QI 1a

no

Antenatal corticosteroid therapy in premature births (24 + 0 to under 34 + 0
weeks of gestation) with at least 2 calendar days prepartum hospitalisation

Hypoxic-ischaemic encephalopathy (HIE) (without relocated children)
– “inborn”

yes

no

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of hypoxic-ischaemic
encephalopathy (HIE)

no

yes

no

yes
Hypoxic-ischaemic encephalopathy (HIE)

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of bronchopulmonary
dysplasia (BPD)

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) in cases with retinopathy
of prematurity (ROP) > 2

Hypoxic-ischaemic encephalopathy (HIE) (without relocated children)

Bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD)

High-grade retinopathy of prematurity (ROP)

yes

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of hypoxic-ischaemic
encephalopathy (HIE) (without relocated children)

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of bronchopulmonary
dysplasia (BPD) in very small preterm infants (without relocated children)

Bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD) in very small preterm infants
(without relocated children)

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of high-grade
retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) in very small preterm infants
(without relocated children)

High-grade retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) in very small preterm infants
(without relocated children)

no

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) in cases with cystic
periventricular leukomalacia (PVL)

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of cystic periventricular
leukomalacia (PVL) in very small preterm infants
(without relocated children)

Cystic periventricular leukomalacia (PVL)

yes

Cystic periventricular leukomalacia (PVL) in very small preterm infants
(without relocated children)

no

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of cerebral hemorrhage
IVH grade 3 or PVH

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of cerebral hemorrhage
(IVH grade 3 or PVH) in very small premature infants
(without relocated children)

Intra and periventricular cerebral hemorrhage (IVH grade 3 or PVH)

yes

Intra- and periventricular cerebral hemorrhage (ICH grade 3 or PVH) in
very small premature infants (wihtout relocated children)

no

Ratio of observed rate to expected rate of deaths in the first
28 days of life (O / E)

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths in at-risk
births in the first 28 days of life (without relocated children)

Mortality among at-risk live births

yes

no

Mortality among at-risk live births in the first 28 days of life
(without relocated children)

yes

Mortality among at-risk live births (without relocated children)

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths in at-risk
live births (without relocated children)

yes

no

no

no

yes

no

yes

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

Maternal deaths

Grade III or IV parineal tear in spontaneous singleton births with episiotomy

Grade III or IV parineal tear in spontaneous singleton births without episiotomy

Grade III or IV parineal tear in spontaneous singleton births

no

no

Presence of a paediatrician at premature births under 35 + 0 weeks
Critical outcome in mature neonates

no

no

no

no

Acidosis in mature singletons with determination of umbilical artery pH

Determination of umbilical artery pH value in live-born infants

D-D time in emergency caesarean section > 20 minutes

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis in caesarean section delivery

no

no

Antenatal corticosteroid therapy in premature births (24 + 0 to under 34 + 0
weeks of gestation) with at least 1 calendar day prepartum hospitalisation

Antibiotics for premature rupture of membranes

no

no

no

no

Antenatal corticosteroid therapy in premature births (24 + 0 to under 34 + 0
weeks of gestation)

Interval between diagnosis and surgery

Reporting to cancer registries

Indication for breast-conserving therapy

Mortality among at-risk live births (with relocated children)

Mortality among at-risk live births

Maternal deaths

Grade III or IV perineal tear

Grade III or IV perineal tear

Grade III or IV perineal tear

Critical outcome in mature neonates

Presence of a paediatrician at premature births

Acidosis in mature singletons with determination of umbilical artery pH

Determination of umbilical artery pH value

D-D time in emergency caesarean section

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis in caesarean section delivery

Antibiotics for premature rupture of membranes

Antenatal corticosteroid therapy

Antenatal corticosteroid therapy

Antenatal corticosteroid therapy

Interval between diagnosis and surgery

Reporting to cancer registries

Indication for breast-conserving therapy

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths
in at-risk live births (with relocated children)

Neonatology (NEO)

328

QI 1a

Obstetrics (16/1)

2167

QI 9

QI 10

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no
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German Hospital Quality Report 2011

QI-ID

2011 – Name of the indicator (QI)

50058

51084

50059

51085

50060

51086

50061

51087

50062

50063

50064

50103

51174

QI 6e

QI 7a

QI 7b

QI 8a

QI 8b

German Hospital Quality Report 2011

QI 8c

QI 8d

QI 9a

QI 9b

QI 10

QI 11a

QI 11b

QI 12

Quality index of preterm care provision

Admission temperature > 37.5 degrees

Admission temperature < 36.0 degrees

Hearing test performed

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of ventilated children
with pneumothorax (without relocated children)

Pneumothorax in ventilated children

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of number of nosocomial
infections per 1,000 treatment days (without relocated children)

Number of nosocomial infections per 1,000 treatment days
(without relocated children)

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of children with
nosocomial infections per 1,000 treatment days (without relocated children)

Children with nosocomial infections per 1,000 treatment days
(without relocated children)

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of sepsis/SIRS within
72 hours of birth (without relocated children)

Sepsis/SIRS within 72 hours of birth (without relocated children)

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of hypoxic-ischaemic
encephalopathy (HIE) in children without therapeutic cooling
(without relocated children)

Hypoxic-ischaemic encephalopathy (HIE) in children without therapeutic
cooling (without relocated children)

1055

553

557

12874

10211

612

665

666

235

672

QI 1b

QI 2a

QI 2b

QI 3

QI 4

QI 5

QI 6a

QI 6b

QI 7

QI 8

Hysterectomy in patients without malignant findings and below
35 years of age

Antibiotic prophylaxis in hysterectomy

Missing postoperative histology after conisation

Conisation in ectopy or normal findings

Organ conservation in ovarian surgery

Complete removal of the ovary or adnexal without patholocial findings

Missing hostology after isolated ovarian surgery with tissue removal

Organ injuries in patients without carcinoma, endometriosis or previous
surgeries during hysterectomy

Organ injuries during hysterectomy

Organ injuries in patients without carcinoma, endometriosis or previous
surgeries during laparoscopic surgery

Organ injuries during laparoscopic surgery

2266

2115

10364

10361

2272

50874

QI 1

QI 2

QI 3a

QI 3b

QI 4a

QI 4b
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Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of patients with limited
mobility at discharge

Limited mobility at discharge

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis in osteosynthetic care

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis in endoprosthetic care

Endoprosthetic care in medial femoral neck fracture (garden III or IV)

Preoperative length of stay > 48 hours after admissions or fracture due to
fall inside of the hospital

Femoral fracture near the hip joint (17/1)

1054

QI 1a

Ability to walk at discharge

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis

Choice of surgical technique for medial femoral neck fracture

Preoperative length of stay

Indication for hysterectomy

Antibiotic prophylaxis in hysterectomy

Conisation

Conisation

Organ conservation in ovarian surgery

Indication for overian intervention

Postoperative histology after ovarian surgery

Organ injuries during hysterectomy

Organ injuries during hysterectomy

Organ injuries during laparoscopic surgery

Organ injuries during laparoscopic surgery

Body temperature on admission

Body temperature on admission

Hearing test

Pneumothorax

Nosocomial infections

Nosocomial infections

Sepsis/SIRS within 72 hours of birth

Hypoxic-ischaemic encephalopathy (HIE)

Patients with surgery dependent mobility limitation at discharge

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis for patients older than 20 years of age
with osteosynthetic care

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis for patients older than 20 years of age
with endoprosthetic care

Patients with endoprosthetic care in medial femoral neck fracture grade
III or IV

Surgery later than 48 hours after admission

Patients < 35 years with hysterectomy for benign histology

Antibiotic prophylaxis in hysterectomy

Patients without postoperative histology after conisation

Patients with main histology “ectopy” or with histologically normal findings
after conisation

Patients ≤ 40 years with organ conserving surgery for benign histology

Patients with follicle or corpus-luteum-cyst or normal findings after isolated
ovarian intervention with complete removal of the adnexal

Patients with missing histology after isolated ovarian surgery

Patients without carcinoma, endometriosis and previous surgeries with at
least on organ injury during hysterectomy

Patients with at least one organ injury during hysterectomy

Patients without carcinoma, endometriosis and previous surgeries with at
least one organ injury during laparoscopic surgery

Patients with at least one organ injury during laparoscopic surgery

Admission body temperature > 37.5 degrees

Admission body temperature < 36.0 degrees

Hearing test

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) in cases with
pneumothorax

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of children with nosocomial
infections (number of infections)

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of children with nosocomial
infections (treated cases)

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) in cases with sepsis/
SIRS within 72 hours of birth

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of hypoxic-ischaemic
encephalopathy (HIE) without therapeutic cooling

2010 – Name of the code

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

no

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Content change

Gynecological surgery (15/1)

51083

2010 – Name of the indicator (QI)

New implementation in 2011

QI 6d

Neonatology (NEO)

QI
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50853

2267

50879

2270

50884

2274

50889

2269

50858

2275

50894

2268

50864

2277

2276

2279

2278

51168

QI 6a

QI 6b

QI 7a

QI 7b

QI 8a

QI 8b

QI 9a

QI 9b

QI 10a

QI 10b

QI 11a

QI 11b

QI 12a

QI 12b

QI 12c

QI 12d

QI 12e

Vessel lesion or nerve damage

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

Hospital mortality in endoprosthetic care

Hospital mortality in osteosynthetic care

Hospital mortality for ASA risk factor 3

Hospital mortality for ASA risk factors 1 or 2

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of revisions
due to complications

Revisions due to complications

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of general
postoperative complications

General postoperative complications

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of wound
hematomas/postoperative bleeds

Wound hematomas/postoperative bleeds

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of postoperative
wound infections

Postoperative wound infection

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of dislocation of total
joint replacements

Dislocation of total joint replacement

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of implant malposition,
implant dislocations or fractures

Implant malposition, implant dislocation or fracture

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of vessel lesions
or nerve damages

1082

265

2223

446

264

50909

447

50914

449

50919

451

50924

452

50929

454

50934

455

50939

456

50944

457

50949

QI 1

QI 2

QI 3a

QI 3b

QI 4a

QI 4b

QI 5a

QI 5b

QI 6a

QI 6b

QI 7a

QI 7b

QI 8a

QI 8b

QI 9a

QI 9b

QI 10a

QI 10b

QI 11a

QI 11b

German Hospital Quality Report 2011

QI 12a

QI 12b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

Hospital mortality

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of revisions due to
complications

Revisions due to complications

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of general postoperative
complications

General postoperative complications

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of wound
hematomas/ postoperative bleeds

Wound hematomas/ postoperative bleeds

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of postoperative wound
infections

Postoperative wound infection

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of dislocation of total
joint replacements

Dislocation of total joint replacement

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of implant malposition,
implant dislocations or fractures

Implant malposition, implant dislocation or fracture

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of vessel lesions
or nerve damages

Vessel lesion or nerve damage

Ratio of the observed tot he expected rate (O / E) of patients with limited
walking ability at discharge

Limited walking ability at discharge

Range of motion at least 0/0/70 according to the natural-zero method
at discharge

Measuring the postoperative range of motion using the
neutral-zero method

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis

Hip replacement primary implantation with fulfilled indication criteria

Hip replacement: Primary implantation (17/2)

2271

QI 5a

QI 5b

Mortality

Revisions due to complications

General postoperative complications

Wound hematomas/postoperative bleeds

Postoperative wound infection

Dislocation of total joint replacement

Implant malposition, implant dislocation or fracture

Vessel lesion or nerve damage

Walking ability at discharge

Postoperative range of motion

Postoperative range of motion

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis

Indication

Mortality

Mortality

Mortality

Mortality

Revisions due to complications

General postoperative complications

Wound hematomas/postoperative bleeds

Postoperative wound infection

Dislocation of total joint replacement

Implant malposition, implant dislocation or fracture

Vessel lesion or nerve damage

Mortality for all patients

Revision

Patients with pneumonia, cardiovascular complications, leg/pelvic vein
thrombosis or pulmonary embolism

Wound hematomas/postoperative bleeds in patients older than 20 years
of age

Postoperative wound infections

Dislocation of total joint replacement

Patients with implant malposition, implant dislocation or fracture

Patients with vessel lesion or nerve damage

Patients with surgery dependent limited walking ability at discharge

Patients with postoperative range of motion of at least 0/0/70

Postoperative mobility: neutral-zero method measured

Antibiotic prophylaxis in all patients

Patients with at least one pain or at least one mobility limitation criteria
and at least 5 points in the Kellgren & Lawrence-SCORE

Mortality associated with total joint replacement

Mortality associated with osteosynthetic treatment

Mortality for ASA risk factor 3

Mortality for ASA risk factors 1 – 2

Patients with required revision due to complication

Pneumonia, leg/pelvic vein thrombosis or pulmonary embolism

Patients with wound hematomas/postoperative bleeds

Patients with postoperative wound infection

Patients with dislocation of total joint replacement

Patients with implant malposition, implant dislocation or fracture

Patients with vessel lesion or nerve damage

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

no

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no
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QI-ID

2011 – Name of the indicator (QI)

German Hospital Quality Report 2011

10878

50954

2221

50959

463

50964

465

50969

466

50974

468

50979

469

50984

470

50989

471

50994

QI 3a

QI 3b

QI 4a

QI 4b

QI 5a

QI 5b

QI 6a

QI 6b

QI 7a

QI 7b

QI 8a

QI 8b

QI 9a

QI 9b

QI 10a

QI 10b

QI 11a

QI 11b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

Hospital mortality

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of revisions due to
complications

Revisions due to complications

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of general postoperative
complications

General postoperative complications

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of wound
hematomas/postoperative bleeds

Wound hematomas/postoperative bleeds

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of postoperative
wound infections

Postoperative wound infection

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of dislocation of total
joint replacements

Dislocation of total joint replacement

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of implant malposition,
implant dislocations or fractures

Implant malposition, implant dislocation or fracture

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of vessel lesions
or nerve damages

Vessel lesion or nerve damage

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of patients with limited
walking ability at discharge

Limited walking ability at discharge

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis

276

277

2218

10953

2288

51004

2219

51009

285

51014

286

51019

288

51024

289

QI 1

QI 2

QI 3a

QI 3b

QI 4a

QI 4b

QI 5a

QI 5b

QI 6a

QI 6b

QI 7a

QI 7b

QI 8a

QI 8b
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QI 9a

General postoperative complications

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of wound
hematomas/ postoperative bleeds

Wound hematomas/postoperative bleeds

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of postoperative
wound infections

Postoperative wound infection

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of fractures

Fracture

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of vessel lesions
or nerve damages

Vessel lesion or nerve damage

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of patients with limited
walking ability at discharge

Limited walking ability at discharge

Range of motion at least 0/0/90 according to the natural-zero
method at discharge

Measuring the postoperative range of motion using the neutral-zero method

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis

Knee replacement primary implantation with fulfilled indication criteria

Total knee replacement: Primary implantation (17/5)

270

QI 2

Hip replacement revision and component replacement with fulfilled
indication criteria

General postoperative complications

Wound hematomas/postoperative bleeds

Postoperative wound infection

Fracture

Vessel lesion or nerve damage

Walking ability at discharge

Postoperative range of motion

Postoperative range of motion

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis

Indication

Mortality

Revisions due to complications

General postoperative complications

Wound hematomas/postoperative bleeds

Postoperative wound infection

Dislocation of total joint replacement

Implant malposition, implant dislocation or fracture

Vessel lesion or nerve damage

Walking ability at discharge

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis

Indication

Patients with pneumonia, cardiovascular complications, leg/pelvic vein
thrombosis or pulmonary embolism

Patients with wound hematomas/postoperative bleeds

Patients with postoperative wound infection

Patients with fracture

Patients with vessel lesion or nerve damage

Patients with surgery dependent limited walking ability at discharge

Patients older than 20 years of age with postoperative range of motion of
at least 0/0/90

Postoperative mobility: neutral-zero method measured

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis

Patients with at least one pain criteria and at least 4 points in the modified
Kellgren & Lawrence-SCORE

Mortality

Revision

Pneumonia, cardiovascular complications, leg/pelvic vein thrombosis or
pulmonary embolism

Wound hematomas/postoperative bleeds

Postoperative wound infection

Dislocation of total joint replacement

Implant malposition, implant dislocation or fracture

Vessel lesion or nerve damage

Patients with surgery dependent limited walking ability at discharge

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis

Patients with at least one pain criteria and at least one radiographic or
inflammation criteria

2010 – Name of the code

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

no

no
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2010 – Name of the indicator (QI)

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

Content change

QI 1

Hip replacement: Revision and component exchange (17/3)

QI
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51039

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

Hospital mortality

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of revisions
due to complications

Revisions due to complications

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of general
postoperative complications

© 2012 AQUA Institute GmbH

292

2291

51044

2220

300

51049

301

473

51054

474

51059

475

51064

476

51069

QI 2

QI 3a

QI 3b

QI 4

QI 5a

QI 5b

QI 6

QI 7a

QI 7b

QI 8a

QI 8b

QI 9a

QI 9b

QI 10a

QI 10b

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of deaths

Hospital mortality

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of revisions
due to complications

Revisions due to complications

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of general
postoperative complications

General postoperative complications

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of wound
hematomas/ postoperative bleeds

Wound hematomas/ postoperative bleeds

Postoperative wound infection

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of fractures

Fracture

Vessel lesion or nerve damage

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E) of patients with limited
walking ability at discharge

Limited walking ability at discharge

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis

Knee replacement primary implantation with fulfilled indication criteria

2116

11732

11733

2117

11741

11742

2118

2264

QI 1a

QI 1b

QI 1c

QI 1d

QI 1e

QI 1f

QI 2a

QI 2b

Emergent grade 4 pressure ulcers in patients without pressure ulcers
at admission and without risk factors

Emergent grade 4 pressure ulcers in patients without pressure ulcers
at admission
Emergent grade 4 pressure ulcers

Emergent grade 4 pressure ulcers

Change in the status of pressure ulcers during inpatient stay in patients
admitted without pressure ulcers

Change in the status of pressure ulcers during inpatient stay in patients
admitted without pressure ulcers

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E)

Risk adjusted rate of pressure ulcers grade 1 to 4 at discharge

Change in the status of pressure ulcers during inpatient stay in patients
admitted without pressure ulcers

Patients with grade 1 to 4 pressure ulcers at discharge

Change in the status of pressure ulcers during inpatient stay in patients
admitted without pressure ulcers

Change in the status of pressure ulcers during inpatient stay in patients
admitted without pressure ulcers

Ratio of the observed to the expected rate (O / E)

Risk adjusted rate of pressure ulcers grade 2 to 4 at discharge

Change in the status of pressure ulcers during inpatient stay in patients
admitted without pressure ulcers

Mortality

Revisions due to complications

General postoperative complications

Wound hematomas/postoperative bleeds

Postoperative wound infection

Fracture

Vessel lesion or nerve damage

Walking ability at discharge

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis

Indication

Mortality

Revisions due to complications

Patients with grade 2 to 4 pressure ulcers at discharge

Nursing: Prevention of pressure ulcers (DEK)

295

QI 1

Knee replacement: Revision and component exchange (17/7)

472

51034

QI 10b

QI 11b

290

QI 10a

QI 11a

51029

QI 9b
no

Emergent pressure ulcer grade 4 in patients without pressure ulcers at
admission and without risk factors

no

no

no

Risk adjusted rate of pressure ulcers grade 1 – 4 at discharge
Emergent pressure ulcer grade 4 in patients without pressure ulcers at
admission

no

Ratio of observed to expected rate (O / E)

no

no

Risk adjusted rate of pressure ulcers grade 2 – 4 at discharge
Patients with grade 1 to 4 pressure ulcers at discharge

no

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

no

yes

no

no

yes

no

no

no

yes

no

yes

Ratio of observed to expected rate (O / E)

Patients with grade 2 to 4 pressure ulcers at discharge

Mortality for all patients

Revision

Pneumonia, cardiovascular complication, leg/pelvic vein thrombosis or
pulmonary embolism

Patients with wound hematomas/postoperative bleeds

Postoperative wound infections

Fracture in patients older than 20 years of age

Patients with vessel lesion or nerve damage

Walking ability at discharge

Perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis

Patients with at least one pain criteria and at least one radiographic or
inflammation criteria

Mortality

Patients with revision due to complication

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no
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